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Beyond the Dirty War is part of the second wave of studies to examine the last 

military government of Argentina, which controlled the nation from 1976 to 1983. The 

first generation of histories rightfully focused on state terror and the human rights 

violations committed by the regime. However, more recent scholarship has started to 

examine other aspects of the armed forces’ agenda. Through large-scale urban reforms in 

Buenos Aires, the military government attempted to resolve long-standing issues. The 

generals in charge sought to curb chaotic urban growth and transform the capital into a 

modern metropolis, thereby accomplishing a task with which previous administrations 

had struggled. 

However, the military quickly encountered vocal public opposition to the reforms. 

Citizens rebuked efforts to reshape the capital city, condemning the mayor’s unilateral 

actions and the flaws in the projects. Despite the terror that characterized the period, 

residents created productive spaces for dissent and demanded that regime be held 

accountable for its failures. Through the lenses of political participation, urbanization, 

and environmentalism, this study reveals the vulnerability of the authoritarian 

government and the limits of its repression. 
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Introduction 

 

On March 24, 1976, a military coup deposed María Estela Martínez de Perón (also 

known as Isabel), widow of the populist leader Juan Perón. The intervention of the armed forces 

marked the end of an intense and brutal period of Argentine history and the beginning of another. 

In the years leading up to the 1976 intervention, the nation had endured increasing polarization 

between political factions. Conservatives bemoaned the terrible effects of Juan Peron’s first 

presidency (1946-1955), which welcomed the middle class and workers into the political sphere. 

In that post-1955 period, laborers wanted to maintain their privileged position in government. 

Disillusionment with state intervention in the universities and the apparent lack of opportunities 

led many youths to embrace revolutionary ideas. A handful of guerrilla groups organized in the 

late 1960s and sought to overthrow the status quo. These varied interests vied for control, and 

their competing desires undermined attempts to establish reliable governance. Constant changes 

in leadership and the imposition of reactionary policies created incredible instability throughout 

the nation, thus hindering efforts to generate long-term growth. Under Juan Perón, the 

bureaucracy became bloated and slowed reform efforts after his ouster. The nation’s industries 

struggled to remain productive as economic and monetary policies repeatedly changed. 

Productivity fell, inflation rose, and violent conflicts occurred regularly between opposing 

factions.  

In response to such disarray, the armed forces initiated the Process of National 

Reorganization, also known as the Proceso, in 1976 and did not relinquish power until 1983. In 

those eight years, the Army, Air Force, and Navy took control of the federal government, key 

industries, and specific provincial and municipal positions, thus dissolving all democratic, 
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representative institutions. Their goal in this “reorganization” was to transform the nation 

completely. This rather ambiguous objective took on several forms. Most well known is that of 

the Dirty War. Cold War paranoia had reached the Southern Cone soon after the Cuban 

Revolution in 1959. The death of Ernesto “Che” Guevara in 1967 and rumors that Argentina 

would have been next after his campaign in Bolivia raised concern among members of the armed 

forces about communist subversion. At the same time, the growing strength of guerrilla 

organizations, in particular the Peronist Montoneros and the Marxist-inspired People’s 

Revolutionary Army (ERP), convinced officers that an attempted overthrow of Argentina’s 

government by leftists seemed all too possible. To stamp out this threat, military squads 

abducted, tortured, and killed thousands of citizens deemed subversive. Whisked away to 

clandestine prisons, these unfortunate individuals (and sometimes whole families) endured 

incredible acts of depravity and suffered terrible deaths. With their absolute control of the nation, 

however, the military went beyond its original intent and killed anyone deemed potentially 

threatening, including laborers, teachers, and professionals. The junta used censorship to silence 

any public discussion of its violent campaign. This repression permeated every aspect of society.  

Beyond this campaign of state terror, historians have devoted less analysis to the other 

goals of this “national reorganization.” The economic policies of the Proceso receive attention 

for their overall failure. Yet what other actions did the military take to transform the nation and 

thereby break from a past characterized by stagnation, conflict, and corruption? This study 

explores the dictatorship’s restructuring and revitalization the capital of Buenos Aires. In doing 

so, the armed forces sought to modernize the metropolis and to make it into a glowing example 

for all other cities in Argentina. This topical focus expands scholars’ understanding of the 

broader agenda of the Proceso and examines the structure and function of the regime. How did 
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power flow through the regime and how did its members exercise their authority? What projects 

did its representatives pursue, and why? Equally important, this study finds a unique point of 

interaction between civil society and the military. While the latter tried to limit public discussion 

and suspended democratic practices, civilians still found issues for which they could criticize the 

regime and engage its representatives in a dialogue. The resulting history reveals a far more 

dynamic, nuanced depiction of the Proceso and urban life between 1976 and 1983.  

THE HISTORIOGRAPHY OF THE DIRTY WAR 

 
The vast number of studies over the Proceso period focuses on a set of topics and sources 

that has led to a common narrative. The main topics include the Dirty War, activism, and 

economics. The appalling manifestations of state terror in the Dirty War have received the 

predominate amount of attention. The armed forces saw it as their sacred duty to protect 

Argentina from the invading forces of leftist subversion, waging war on guerillas, oppositional 

parties, and anyone deemed threatening to Christian, Western society. Paranoia and corruption 

drove officers to commit extremely alarming acts in pursuit of a “reorganized” nation. The 

regime killed as many as 30,000 people. This figure far surpassed the total number of guerrilla 

group members and included many people whose only crime was being at the wrong place at the 

wrong time. Children either in the company of their parents when they entered the torture centers 

or those who were born in prison were “adopted” by military officers or other families 

supportive of the regime. Survivor accounts, as well as those of friends and family members of 

the “disappeared,” provide much of the source material for studies of the Dirty War. Sickening 

accounts of torture, humiliation, mutilation, and depravity fill many volumes and numerous 

archives.  
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In this expansive body of literature over the state terror, the analytical thrust has changed 

gradually over the years. The works initially published following the return to democracy in 

1983 intended to create an account of events, something that had been impossible while the 

generals were in power. The armed forces did not keep records of their actions and actively tried 

to hide any evidence of their wrongdoing. Also, these accounts tend to be compiled by people 

with direct connections to the acts of terror, either as survivors or relatives and friends of those 

who died. One of the most famous accounts of the regime’s violent actions comes from journalist 

Jacobo Timerman.1 As editor of the daily La Opinión, Timerman challenged the regime by 

publishing the names of missing people in his paper. To silence him, the paramilitary forces 

kidnapped Timerman in 1977 and detained him in one of the secret prisons. He suffered years of 

torture and eventual exile as a result. Another author, Emilio Mignone, compiled stories of the 

“disappeared” and examined the complicity between the regime and the Catholic Church.2 The 

abduction and murder of his daughter spurred Mignone to conduct his study. Journalist Horacio 

Verbitsky has produced numerous publications investigating the Dirty War. His most well-

known book details the confession of an officer who worked at a clandestine torture center, one 

of the few accounts wherein a member of the military admits fully to the atrocities of the period.3 

Foreign journalists also took an interest in the Dirty War as a part of a final international 

acknowledgement of the tragic events in Argentina.4 By gathering interviews with those who 

endured the atrocities and those who lost loved ones, activists and journalists have generated a 

damning body of evidence of human rights abuses that cannot be ignored.  

                                                
1 Jacobo Timerman, Preso sin nombre, celda sin número (New York: Random House, 1981).  
2 Emilio Fermín Mignone, Witness to the Truth: The Complicity of Church and Dictatorship in Argentina, 1976-
1983 (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1988). 
3 Horacio Verbitsky, El vuelo, 2nd edition (Buenos Aires: Planeta, 1995). 
4 John Simpson and Jana Bennett, The Disappeared and the Mothers of the Plaza: The Story of the 11,000 
Argentinians who Vanished (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1985). 
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As more scholars picked up on the topic, studies of the Dirty War took on a different 

emphasis. Adding to the above accounts of physical violence, an interest in discourse and 

spectacle explored more abstract apparitions of repression. Frank Graziano and Margarite 

Fietlowitz examine the nefarious appropriation of language. Officers used euphemisms for their 

actions (“disappeared” rather than killed, for example), which obscured their true intentions.5  

Diane Taylor’s analysis concerns public displays of power that allowed the military to tighten its 

control over society.6 Others have chosen to follow connections between the junta and other 

actors. The Catholic Church in Argentina has fallen under greater scrutiny for its support of the 

generals’ agenda.7 Many recent publications make use of declassified government sources to 

show the extent to which the Argentine military fought against subversion. The Proceso regime 

often saw its struggle as “World War III,” and this required following the fight beyond national 

borders. John Dinges traces the collaboration between the various military governments and 

security forces of South America, while Ariel C. Armony reveals Argentina’s support and 

training of the Contras in Nicaragua.8 The Proceso agenda draws attention for its pervasiveness 

through connections to various actors and its less overtly violent tactics.  

While exploring theses facets of the regime, historians and political scientists have tried 

to understand why Argentina entered such a dark period. This particular genre attempts to bring 

the time from 1976 to 1983 into the larger histories of Argentina and military interventionism in 

                                                
5 Frank Graziano, Divine Violence: Spectacle, Psychosexuality, and Radical Christianity in the Argentine “Dirty 
War” (Boulder: Westview Press, 1992); and Marguerite Feitlowitz, A Lexicon of Terror: Argentina and the 
Legacies of Torture (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998).  
6 Diane Taylor, Disappearing Act: Spectacles of Gender and Nationalism in Argentina’s Dirty War (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 1997).  
7 Michael A. Burdick, For God and Fatherland: Religion and Politics in Argentina (Albany: State University of 
New York Press, 1995); and Patricia Marchak, God’s Assassins: State Terrorism in Argentina in the 1970s 
(Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1999).  
8 Ariel C. Armony, Argentina, the United States, and the Anti-Communist Crusade in Central America, 1977-1984 
(Athens: Ohio University Center for International Studies, 1997); and John Dinges, The Condor Years: How 
Pinochet and His Allies Brought Terrorism to Three Continents (New York: New Press, 2004). 
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Latin America. Studies turn to the cyclical transition between democratic, civilian governance 

and military rule that occurred repeatedly throughout the twentieth century. Certain 

interpretations conclude that the armed forces constituted a political actor due to this constant 

involvement.9 This view makes the armed forces a recognized participant in the political sphere, 

though many people would argue that they should have had no place in government. Others see 

the Proceso as one particular manifestation of the right-wing beliefs that had long existed in the 

nation.10 The military regime of the late 1970s also finds a place in the Cold War and expanded 

notions of national security. The armed forces found another way to justify its seizure of the 

government by adding the elimination of underdevelopment to its mission to protect Argentina 

from foreign threats. Brian Loveman and Thomas Davies, Jr. particularly advocate this 

approach.11 By drawing the Dirty War into these larger trajectories, scholars attempt to 

contextualize the Proceso and understand why it had come into being.  

Starting in the mid-1990s, the subject of memory has steadily taken hold of the Dirty War 

discussion. Those who lived during this “reorganization” survived an extremely traumatic 

period, while new generations of Argentines must grapple with the legacy of military 

intervention. Historians, anthropologists, and sociologists have worked to understand the lasting 

effects of such a divisive period on individuals and the particular ways that Argentines have 

                                                
9 Alain Rouquié, The Military and the State in Latin America, trans. by Paul E. Sigmund (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1987); and Peter G. Snow and Luigi Manzetti, Political Forces in Argentina, 3rd edition (Westport: 
Praeger Publishers, 1993).  
10 Donald C. Hodges, Argentina’s “Dirty War”: An Intellectual Biography (Austin: University of Texas Press, 
1991); Paul Lewis, “The Right and Military Rule, 1955-1983,” in The Argentine Right: Its History and Intellectual 
Origins, 1910 to Present, Sandra McGee Deutsch and Ronald H. Dolkart, eds. (Wilmington: Scholarly Resources, 
Inc., 1993); and David Rock, Authoritarian Argentina: The Nationalist Movement, its History and its Impact 
(Berkeley: University of California, 1993). 
11 David Pion-Berlin, “The National Security Doctrine, Military Threat Perception, and the ‘Dirty War’ in 
Argentina.” Comparative Political Studies, Vol. 21, No. 3 (1988): 382-407; Brian Loveman and Thomas Davies Jr., 
eds. The Politics of Antipolitics: The Military in Latin America, revised and updated (Wilmington: Scholarly 
Resources, Inc., 1997).  
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chosen to preserve memories of state terror.12 These studies also focus on how memory has 

affected efforts to reestablish democratic practices and to repair the fissures in society.13 Whether 

through passing laws preserving human rights, trials against members of the dictatorship, or 

dedicating spaces and monuments to the dead, Argentina still pursues that cathartic moment 

when it will be free of the intense emotions that surround Proceso legacies.  

Despite different thematic foci, the resulting body of literature plays four key roles. First, 

these studies create accountability by permanently documenting the horrendous actions carried 

out in service of “national reorganization.” Second, acknowledgement of the suffering endured 

by so many people comes through in these works. Survivors and witnesses gain recognition of 

their experiences through recorded accounts, and they contribute to the prosecution of the guilty 

parties. Third, memory takes on greater meaning as Argentines struggle to come to terms with 

the period. The terrible acts committed by the armed forces against its own people ruptured 

families and sowed seeds of hostility and pain that endure to this day. Human rights groups and 

recent administrations strive to honor those who died and to make sure these atrocities never 

occur again. Fourth, scholars have attempted to come to an understanding regarding why the 

Proceso regime acted in the manner that it did. Local political histories and international 

conflicts give indications as to why the military persecuted its own people.  

The other two central topics, activism and economics, branch off from the Dirty War. 

Scholars have looked for groups that took a public stand and called for an end to the violence in 

this period of extreme repression. The Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo tend to be the focus of such 

accounts. This group of women came together in 1977 with a simple demand: tell us where our 
                                                
12 Susana Kaiser, Postmemories of Terror: A New Generation Copes with the Legacy of the “Dirty War” (New 
York; Palgrave Macmillan, 2005); and Antonius C. G. M. Robben, Political Violence and trauma in Argentina 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2005).  
13 Elizabeth Jelin, “The Politics of Memory: The Human Rights Movement and the Construction of Democracy in 
Argentina,” Latin American Perspectives, Vol. 21, No. 2 (Spring 1994): 38-58.  
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children are. Their silent marches around the Plaza de Mayo, with their white handkerchiefs and 

photos of their lost loved ones, commanded the attention of the regime and eventually of 

international human rights groups. The actions of the Mothers have become emblematic of 

activism and resistance in the face of state terror. Certain scholars argue that the abductions and 

torture eventually caused the military to lose legitimacy. Groups like the Mothers and 

organizations such as the Permanent Assembly on Human Rights seemed to chip away at the 

foundations of the regime to the point that the armed forces could no longer maintain power.14 

Allison Brysk has tried to temper this depiction and give credit to other destabilizing forces, such 

as the weakened economy.15 Ultimately, however, this focus on activism follows the general 

depictions of the Dirty War. By noting the moments of opposition, these works acknowledge the 

actions of particular actors and hold the regime accountable once again. Human right groups 

have also become repositories of evidence attesting to the atrocities, and the Mothers today 

spearhead efforts to use DNA testing to reconnect kidnapped children with their blood relatives. 

In this sense, these activists consciously shape the memory and legacy of the Proceso period. 

The same holds true for studies of the neoliberal economic policies enacted between 1976 

and 1983. Current perspectives often view the reforms designed by the Minister of the Economy, 

Alfredo Martínez de Hoz, as doomed from start. Martínez de Hoz had little hope of effecting 

positive change given the internal divisions and personal ambitions of the military. The armed 

forces kept an active presence in the nation’s economy despite their professed desire to reduce 

the role of the state in the economy. They still maintained a firm grip on many industries deemed 

                                                
14 Iain Guest, Behind the Disappeared: Argentina’s Dirty war Against Human Rights and the United Nations 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1990); and Jo Fisher, Mothers of the Disappeared (Boston: South 
End Press, 1989); Margarite Guzman Bouvard, Revolutionizing Motherhood: the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo 
(Wilmington: Scholarly Resources, Inc. 1994). 
15 Allison Brysk, The Politics of Human Rights in Argentina: Protest, Change and Democratization (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1994); and Paul H. Lewis, Guerrillas and Generals: The “Dirty War” in Argentina 
(Westport: Praeger Publishers, 2002).  
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necessary for national security, such as SOMISA (steel) and YPF (oil).16 Outdated equipment, 

excessive debt, and poor management made many of these vital industries a heavy burden on the 

state. The military also resisted any efforts by Martínez de Hoz and his staff to curb spending and 

account for how it spent the nation’s money.17 In their attempts to open the economy, the armed 

forces encountered much resistance from nationalists and industrialists that benefited from low 

productivity and a closed market. Finally, corruption ran rampant as much of the billions of 

dollars from international loans and investments disappeared into the personal accounts of the 

regime’s representatives and industrialists. Argentines began to hoard dollars as the peso’s value 

continued to fall, and business came to a virtual standstill since no one new exactly what to 

charge for goods and services. The beleaguered Minister of the Economy could not compel the 

regime to embrace liberalism fully from the beginning, as the military refused to relinquish 

ultimate control over the economy.  

Some scholars have gone as far as to connect economic policies to state terror. David 

Pion-Berlin uses data of disappearances and the availability of international loans to argue that 

repression became worse when money became more available.18 He sees this connection 

between terror and financing as a demonstration that the military, if it had access to money, cared 

even less about domestic support. Paul Buchanan also indentifies a strong link between the 

economy and state terror.19 The armed forces employed active and subtle repression in its control 

of Argentina. The Dirty War constituted an active force since operatives employed violent and 

direct force in the abductions and torture. Subtle repression tended to be less visible and strove to 

                                                
16 Paul H. Lewis, The Crisis of Argentine Capitalism (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1990), 
454-455.  
17 Davide G. Erro, Resolving the Argentine Paradox: Politics and Development, 1966-1992 (Boulder: Lynne 
Rienner Publishers, 1993), 101-102. 
18 Pion-Berlin, “The National Security Doctrine,” Comparative Political Studies, 385-391.  
19 Paul G. Buchanan, “The Varied Faces of Domination: State Terror, Economic, Policy, and Social Rupture During 
the Argentine ‘Proceso,’ 1976-1981,” American Journal of Political Science, Vol. 31, No. 2 (1987): 11-13. 
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divide, marginalize, and control the population. Economics became a realm in which the regime 

exercised these softer tactics through the dissolution of unions and the prohibition of collective 

labor action. Once again, these conclusions attempt to hold the military accountable for its ill-

advised, destructive methods. Despite the fact that economic policy undoubtedly left many 

groups rightfully feeling persecuted, these studies tend to be too reductive and short-sighted, as 

they identify terror as the driving force behind all of the Proceso’s actions.  

In short, the Dirty War colors most accounts of the period from 1976 to 1983, though 

with a few exceptions. Some scholars have tried to move beyond the passions ignited by the 

intense events. Richard Gillespie examines the history of the Montoneros, an urban guerrilla 

group with Peronist ideals and revolutionary tactics. In the Proceso fight against subversion, the 

military and security forces initially focused on these guerrillas who had led many successful 

campaigns that had made previous military and civilian governments appear weak and 

ineffective. Montonero cells attacked state and security institutions, kidnapped and ransomed 

notable individuals, and carried out assassinations. Gillespie consciously avoids the labels of 

“saints or sinners” since their application does not necessarily produce valid judgments nor 

recognizes the history behind such actions.20 Frank Graziano also eschews condemnations and 

tries to understand the military’s internal and cultural justifications for the atrocities.21 A recent 

work by Paul H. Lewis presents an account of the Proceso that aims to balance the narrative 

between the guerrillas and generals. By trying to give them equal consideration, Lewis 

acknowledges the brutality of both parties and the responsibilities they each bear in this bloody 

period.22 While these scholars understand the limitations in assigning blame, they still ultimately 

see the time period of 1976 to 1983 as defined by violence.  
                                                
20 Richard Gillespie, Soldiers of Perón: Argentina’s Montoneros (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1982), v.  
21 Graziano, Divine Violence, x.  
22 Lewis, Guerrillas and Generals.  
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This overview raises an important question: can histories of the Proceso regime move 

beyond accounts of brutality and murder? Such a query, or perhaps a challenge, requires that 

scholars consider other actions carried out by the military dictatorship. What else did the armed 

forces pursue or accomplish while in power? They seized control of virtually every political 

office in the country, ranging from the federal government down to local mayoralties. The 

generals also took control of state industries. They did not need such extensive control if their 

only mission was to destroy subversive threats. The Dirty War already started prior to 1976 

thanks to the organization of the Argentina Anti-Communist Alliance, or Triple A. Starting in 

late 1973, the Triple A carried out attacks on individual members of the guerrilla groups with 

alarming swiftness.23 Participants in the Alliance tended to be federal police officers with 

connections to the highest levels of Isabel Perón’s government. Therefore, the apparatus for state 

terror existed long before General Jorge Rafael Videla and his cohort deposed Isabel. The 

Proceso generals established such pervasive control throughout Argentina in an effort to pursue a 

profound transformation of how society and government functioned. With so much power, they 

could act quickly and without hindrance as they instituted policies and initiated projects for this 

national renewal.  

THE HISTORIOGRAPHY OF BUENOS AIRES 
 

Scholars have produced a great deal of insightful, provocative studies over the history of 

Buenos Aires, but one seminal piece forms the foundation for such an expansive body of work. 

James R. Scobie’s Buenos Aires, Plaza to Suburb, 1870-1910, published in 1974, became the 

foundational historical study of the Argentine capital and its people. Focusing on the period 

                                                
23 Gillespie, Soldiers of Perón, 153-155.  
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defined by massive immigration and the growth of Argentina’s agro-export economy, Scobie 

walked his readers through a city on the verge of international fame. Developing from modest 

settlement into major metropolis happened with incredible speed. The local government had 

trouble directing this new energy and mass, and the existing infrastructure could not 

accommodate the influx of people. This lack of control led to the establishment of clear social 

divisions, particularly between the northern barrios, home of the elites, and the southern barrios, 

which tended to attract workers. Buenos Aires also solidified its place of primacy in the nation, 

as people, wealth, and power accumulated here. The scope and quality of his study made Scobie 

a major force among urban historians of Latin America.  

Scobie chose this period because it marked a golden age for the city and nation and 

encompassed a number of noteworthy events. The year 1870 represented the start of massive 

immigration from Europe, primarily Italians and Spaniards, who provided the necessary labor to 

farm the land, work the shipyards, staff new factories, and basically fill any job available. 

Buenos Aires was federalized in 1880. The decision allowed the federal government to remain in 

the port city, but the provincial government relocated to La Plata. The decree also gave the 

president of the nation the authority to appoint the capital’s mayors. These reforms attempted to 

stymie the growing political power of the Province of Buenos Aires, of which the port city been 

the capital prior to federalization. Argentina celebrated its centennial in 1910. Leading up to that 

year, many public works projects in the capital attempted to display the nation’s growing 

importance. One can extend the period of this golden age to 1930, the point at which the Great 

Depression took its toll on the economy and the nation experienced the first military coup of the 

twentieth century. Immigration rates also slowed at that point, thus reducing the number of eager 

foreign workers and signaling a shift to more organic population growth. At the turn of the 
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century, the ports of Buenos Aires had opened Argentina to the world and had welcomed all who 

would come. What promise those years held!  

The period from 1870 to 1930 represents a moment of incredible development for 

Argentine identity. The capital became a substitute for the nation as it became the epicenter of 

cultural, economic, and political development. Scobie chose to follow this evolution through the 

physical growth of Buenos Aires and its effect on its residents and government. Subsequent 

scholars have continued the examination of this formative age through varied lenses. They have 

looked to any number of topics, including the history of the individual barrios, immigrants, 

cultural production, sports, economic activities, class relations, governance, health and 

sanitation, and the construction of public space.24 In each instance, the themes illuminate the 

myriad experiences in the capital and its influence on what it meant to be Porteño (as residents of 

Buenos Aires are called) or even Argentine. Over the years, little scholarship has challenged the 

hold the capital has had on national identity.  

However, this continued interest in this period of development circumscribed local 

history in key ways. First, by focusing on the activities happening within in the city, scholars 

have relegated Buenos Aires to the limited role of “setting,” simply an inert stage on which the 

action takes place. Many studies show the diversity and complexity of life within the capital, but 

not necessarily the impact that the organization and construction of the place has had on 

                                                
24 The number of studies dedicated to these topics are too numerous to list completely. The most well-known 
scholars and studies include the following: Beatriz Sarlo, Una modernidad perífera: Buenos Aires, 1920 y 1930 
(Buenos Aires: Nueva Visión, 1989); Donna J. Guy, Sex and Danger in Buenos Aires: Prostitution, Family, and 
Nation in Argentina (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1991); Richard J. Walter, Politics and Urban Growth 
in Buenos Aires: 1910-1942 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993); Jeffrey D. Needell, “Rio de Janeiro 
and Buenos Aires: Public Space and Public Consciousness in Fin-de-Siecle Latin America,” Comparative Studies in 
Society and History, Vol. 37, No. 3 (July 1995): 519-540; Jose C. Moya, Cousins and Strangers: Spanish 
Immigrants in Buenos Aires, 1850-1930 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998); Mirta Zaida Lobato, La 
vida en las fábricas: trabajo, protesta, y política en una comunidad obrera, Berisso (1907-1970) (Buenos Aires: 
Entrepasados/Prometeo Libros, 2001); Diego Armus, La ciudad impura: salud, tuberculosis y cultura en Buenos 
Aires, 1870-1950 (Buenos Aires: Edhasa, 2007). 
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residents. Second, the obsession with the 1870 to 1930 period has stifled examination of the 

locale’s continuing evolution throughout the twentieth century. The Buenos Aires of the present 

day has consumed much of what defined the capital in 1910. Vestiges of turn-of-the-century 

neoclassicism and arte nouveau have given way to the aesthetics and materials of modern 

architecture. Unadorned facades and the materials of concrete, glass, and steel characterize 

recent construction. Skyscrapers fill the downtown skyline and rise up out of neighborhoods 

throughout the Capital Federal.  The population growth of the golden age provided the seeds of 

what was to come. Currently, approximately thirteen million people call Buenos Aires home 

(representing one-third of the national population), and even what constitutes that home has 

changed. No longer limited to the immediate vicinity of Plaza de Mayo, the capital encompasses 

a vast area, and a large swath of suburbs forms a supportive ring around the urban core. Greater 

attention now must be paid to how the metropolis itself continued to play an active part in 

national events and how it evolved after the golden age.  

A group of Argentine scholars have explored Buenos Aires’ longer urban history, 

especially its physical development and expansion beyond the original city limits.25 Some have 

tackled the whole of the capital’s history, stretching from its colonial beginnings to the present 

day, while others focus intently on the past century.26 In addition to discussions of urban life, 

these scholars, namely Gutman and Hardoy, provide brief explanations of its expansion and 

                                                
25 There are a few urban studies on mid- to late-twentieth century Buenos Aires conducted by non-Argentine 
scholars. Stanley R. Ross and Thomas F. McGann, eds., Buenos Aires, 400 Years (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1982); Laura Podalsky, Specular City: Transforming Culture, Consumption, and Space in Buenos Aires, 
1955-1973 (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2004); and Lindsay DuBois, The Politics of the Past in an 
Argentine Working-Class Neighborhood (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2005).  
26 José Luis Romero and Luis Alberto Romero, Buenos Aires, historia de cuarto siglos (Buenos Aires: Editorial 
Abril, S.A., 1983); Ramón Gutiérrez, Buenos Aires: evolución histórica (Buenos Aires: Fondo Editorial Escala, 
1992); Margarita Gutman and Jorge Enrique Hardoy, Buenos Aires, urbana del Área Metropolitana (Madrid: 
Editorial Mapfre, 1992); César A. Vapnarsky, La aglomeración gran Buenos Aires: expansión espacial y 
crecimiento demográfico entre 1869-1991 (Buenos Aires: Eudeba, 2000); and Mario Rapoport and María Seoane, 
Buenos Aires, historia de una ciudad, 2 vols. (Buenos Aires: Planeta, 2007). 
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spatial and political organization. Social scientists in the 1980s and 1990s turned to local 

socioeconomic problems in an effort to draw attention to the inequalities present, including 

housing deficits and poverty.27 Such studies discussed a persistent imbalance between certain 

sectors of society.  

However, more recent scholarship has taken a profound interest in the development of 

urbanism as a professional field and its application in Buenos Aires starting in the first half the 

twentieth century. The topic of urbanism refers to dedicated efforts to organize urban space and 

direct the development of cities thorough planning initiatives. Trained urbanists as well as 

architects and engineers had direct influence over local construction and design.28 Additionally, 

many scholars of these recent studies are themselves trained architects in addition to being 

historians. This includes Jorge Liernur, Graciela Silvestri, and Adrián Gorelik. Despite their 

intense interest in the process of urbanization in Buenos Aires, this group has tended to address 

limited periods as well and to pay greater attention to the ideas and trends of international 

architecture. 

A number of analytical avenues remain open to more in-depth studies. The capital 

continued to evolve throughout the twentieth century and encountered problems and realities 

different from those of the golden age. Even after the decline in foreign immigration and the 

                                                
27 Oscar Yujnovksy, Claves políticas del problema habitacional argentino, 1955-1981 (Buenos Aires: Grupo Editor 
Latinoamericano, 1984); Nora Clichevsky, Marie France Prévôt Schapira, and Graciela Schneier, Loteos populares, 
sector inmobilario y gestión local en Buenos Aires: el caso del municipio de Moreno (Buenos Aires: CEUR, 1990); 
Oscar Oszlak, Merecer la ciudad: los pobres y el derecho al espacio (Buenos Aires: CEDES, 1991).  
28 The professional title of “urbanist” is no longer regularly used and has been replaced by “planner.” Currently, in 
Argentina, those individuals interested in city planning enroll in the architecture schools that have the topic as part 
of the curriculum. Adrían Gorelik, La grille y el parque: espacio público y cultura urbana en Buenos Aires, 1887-
1936 (Buenos Aires: Universidad Nacional de Quilmes, 1998); Juan Molina y Vedia, Mi Buenos Aires herido: 
planes de desarrollo territorial y urbano (1535-2000) (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Colihue, 1999); Alicia Novick, 
“Planes versus proyectos: algunos problemas constutivos del Urbanismo Moderno, Buenos Aires (1910-1936), 
Revista de Urbanismo, no 3, Aug 2000 (url: http://revistaurbanismo.uchile.cl/n3/novick/novick.html). Jorge 
Francisco Liernur, Arquitectura en la Argentina del siglo XX: la construcción de la modernidad (Buenos Aires: 
Fondo Nacional de las Artes, 2001); and Graciela Silvestri, El color del río: historia cultural del paisaje del 
Riachuelo (Buenos Aires: Universidad Nacional de Quilmes, 2003).  
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decline of the agro-export economy in the 1930s, people still flocked to the capital, which 

remained the center of financial, industrial, and political power. New technologies, especially 

automobiles, changed how people moved through the city and conducted business. Without some 

established agenda, the competition for space and resources bred chaos and conflict. The 

municipality and professionals interested in urban development recognized this danger and 

needed to act accordingly. What characterized this new stage of development beginning in the 

1950s and how did local officials and residents respond? Specifically, how did authorities 

approach the administration and organization of this place? Why did they respond in the way 

they did? These questions offer an opportunity to understand the continuing evolution of Buenos 

Aires and therefore explore a new facet of Proceso regime .  

BEYOND THE DIRTY WAR 
 

This study examines the wider agenda of the last military dictatorship in Argentina 

through its urban reforms initiated in Buenos Aires. This approach shifts the focus from violence 

to a more nuanced understanding of the regime’s broader effort to “reorganize” the nation. To 

implement a profound transformation, the armed forces seized control of the government at all 

levels, which gave them greater power than in any other instance when they intervened. The 

military governments of 1930, 1943, 1955 and 1966 did not control as many positions of 

authority in Argentina. The capital warranted particular attention because of its symbolic 

importance in national development. The reigning junta appointed Brigadier Osvaldo Andrés 

Cacciatore of the Air Force as mayor of Buenos Aires, and he served in that capacity for six 

years. Cacciatore worked tirelessly to establish order and efficiency. Previous local 

administrations completed only small-scale projects since the 1940s, but the large-scale reforms 
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of the military mayor brought change to virtually every corner of the city. Buenos Aires would 

become a shining example to all other Argentine cities and on par with urban centers such as 

Paris, London, and New York. However, not everyone approved of Cacciatore’s actions or saw 

the benefits of his urban agenda. 

The reforms of the Proceso regime focused on bringing rationality and stability to a 

metropolis characterized by imbalance and disorder. This driving concern coincides with what 

James C. Scott sees as a general attempt by authoritarian governments to make society “legible.” 

Numerous competing ideas, systems, and values define human society. Scott finds many 

instances when a powerful state tried to simplify these practices so that it could more easily 

monitor and control society. These simplifications are characterized by the administrative 

ordering of society and nature, which depends heavily upon the application of science and 

technology. Scott focuses predominantly on massive developmental and planning initiatives that 

include transportation, communication, and industrialization. These areas all require 

technological inputs and therefore appear to be rational responses to perceived disorder. The 

state applies the full weight of its power to the completion of these projects while a prostrate 

civil society can only stand by and watch.29 However, Scott ultimately sees these initiatives as 

doomed. The attempt to rationalize complex relationships and interactions often ignores or 

destroys the informal processes necessary to make that society function and prosper.  

The projects enacted by Cacciatore contain many of the characteristics defined by Scott. 

The history of urban planning in Buenos Aires follows a number of attempts by municipal 

representatives and professionals dedicated to urbanism to create large-scale guiding visions. 

With the population constantly increasing and available space for expansion limited, officials 

                                                
29 James C. Scott. Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1998), 1-6. 
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saw the need to direct this growth and also to capitalize on the city’s importance. Despite 

repeated efforts to rationalize the metropolis, authorities never fully enacted these plans. Local 

officials completed smaller projects in the decades leading up to the Proceso, but comprehensive 

change did not occur. This stagnation, which could also been seen on the national scale, caught 

the attention of the armed forces and spurred their decision to seize control of the nation in 1976. 

Members of the regime specifically saw it as their duty to overcome years of bloated 

bureaucracy and unresponsive governance. Cacciatore was no exception. While previous 

municipal administrations did not prioritize a large-scale transformation of Buenos Aires, the 

military mayor used the absolute power of the Proceso to act swiftly and decisively. With every 

road built, every park added, and every bag of trash collected, Cacciatore saw himself as 

embracing the basic tenants of the Process of National Reorganization. Change finally came to 

the capital. 

For the most part, Porteños could only watch this modernizing force march through 

Buenos Aires. General Cacciatore’s urban scheme included a network of seven elevated 

highways, a vast green belt located in the suburbs, the addition of two large green spaces within 

city limits, new trash collection and disposal regulations, and the eradication of shantytowns. The 

mayor argues that these reforms could make transit more efficient and create a more sanitary, 

balanced environment. In reality, residents challenged the effects of the projects. Many people 

were displaced by all of this construction and forced to find new apartments and houses. The 

mayor’s actions broke up several communities and actually made the capital a more exclusive 

place thanks to higher real estate values and taxes. In his haste to complete these public works, 

Cacciatore dissolved the representative institutions of the municipal government and acted 

unilaterally. As a result, he did not consult local architecture and engineering groups that had 
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long participated in the urban planning process. In many ways, the people of Buenos Aires 

matched Scott’s depiction of a prostrate civil society suffering at the hands of an authoritarian 

state.  

Despite their relative inability to stop the mayor’s ceaseless progress, residents did find 

ways to denounce the reforms and force the regime to listen to their concerns. Porteños 

maintained some measure of agency even in this time of state terror. In lieu of traditional 

democratic practices and forms of protest, residents turned to the press. Those individuals 

displeased with the projects submitted letters criticizing perceived failures, and local dailies 

reprinted many of those missives in the letters-to-the-editor section. Municipal officials took note 

of this unrest and responded in kind, often sending in rebuttals and running advertisements meant 

to change peoples’ perceptions. The architects and engineers turned to their established 

professional organizations, which structured their dissent into public campaigns attacking the 

mayor’s agenda. Neither ad hoc letter-writing of residents nor the systematic efforts of 

professionals had much success in stopping the Proceso reforms. However, by recognizing the 

protests of Porteños and professionals in the capital, this study moves beyond the Dirty War and 

finds a unique place where the military and civilian society interacted and engaged in a dialogue. 

STRUCTURE AND CONTENT 
 

This work includes five chapters plus a conclusion. Chapter One explores the history of 

urban planning in Buenos Aires during the twentieth century. The content and emphases of these 

designs became the foundation for the Proceso’s urban scheme. Chapter Two identifies a more 

expansive definition of the dictatorship’s mission to “reorganize” Argentina. Recent experiences 

with ineffective administration and stagnant industrial production pushed junta leaders to appoint 
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officers and civilians who would expedite reforms efforts. Chapter Three delves into the 

structure of the urban reforms, particularly focusing on their connection to published plans and 

how the chosen projects conformed to the Proceso scheme. This section also follows Brigadier 

Cacciatore as he served as mayor and provides a deeper understanding of how authority and 

power flowed through the military regime. Chapters Four and Five examine the responses of 

Porteños and professionals respectively to the reforms. The Conclusion considers how the 

reforms fit into memories of the period and why they complicate the legacy of the last military 

dictatorship.  

In choosing sources, I turned to traditional documentation. The deaths of many key 

figures involved in the reforms made conducting interviews not viable. I did conduct an 

interview with Guillermo Laura, who served as municipal Secretary of Public Works for 

Cacciatore. However, Laura was less than forthcoming when pressed about his involvement in 

the local government and his relation with the military mayor. This hesitancy may be explained 

by the recent reinstatement of trials against members of the dictatorship. At the same time, 

however, I wanted to connect with the day-to-day experience of living in Buenos Aires during 

the late 1970s and early 1980s. Newspapers provided the answer. Using primarily La Nación, I 

went through eight years of papers and developed a better sense of how the projects proceeded 

and what information the average citizen had at his or her disposal. To round out my sources, I 

used professional journals and magazines, published master plans and studies for the capital, and 

material from government agencies. I spent much time researching at the headquarters for the 

Central Society of Architects and the Argentine Center for Engineers, as well as the libraries of 

the College of Architecture, Design and Urbanism and the College of Engineering at the 

University of Buenos Aires. These rich sources provide insight into the actions of the military 
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government and those of the architects and engineers, specifically.  

A quick note must be made regarding the topic of corruption. Studies that pass judgment 

on the military regime frequently turn to corruption as a way to show how extremism led its 

members astray. Accounts of officers using their positions to line their own pockets appear in 

numerous studies and such actions certainly occurred. However, to make corruption a focus of 

this study would play into the tendency to let moral indignation take control. I will note instances 

when malfeasance entered process of transforming Buenos Aires. But ultimately corruption was 

not the sole reason for pursuing reforms and thus has no power to elucidate the history and 

context of urban renewal. This examination of urban reforms strives to present a far more 

complicated depiction of life during the Proceso and the dictatorship’s actions and enduring 

legacies.  
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Chapter One 

Promise and Problems: Urbanization and Twentieth-Century Buenos Aires 

 

How does one manage a metropolis as vast and complex as Buenos Aires? This question 

has concerned local officials and experts of the Argentine capital for some time. Fin-de-siecle 

Buenos Aires underwent a rapid transformation from a modest port to international powerhouse. 

As the city’s economic and political influence grew, so did its population and activities. 

Expanding middle and working classes, new industries, and people of various ethnicities and 

nationalities called the capital home. New technologies – namely electricity, telephones, and 

modes of transit such as trains and automobiles – profoundly altered how individuals lived and 

moved through space. Especially in the face of increasing political tensions, leaders felt that they 

needed to control this agglomeration of mass and energy lest it become ungovernable. The 

practice of city planning provided a set of tools with which officials could bring rationality to 

urban centers and direct their continuing evolutions. This practice also gave leaders a chance to 

mold settlements in a way that displayed particular ideals. Though slow to catch on, local 

administrators eventually embraced the promise of planning and institutionalized its practice in 

the municipal government of Buenos Aires. 

To borrow the words of the eminent urban historian Peter Hall, what follows seeks to 

illuminate “creativity in the city,” in particular the innovative force “directed to solving the city’s 

problems.”30 Visions of a brighter future compelled many highly educated men and women to 

tackle the seemingly insurmountable inefficiencies and inequalities of the capital. How these 

experts did so evolved over the course of the twentieth century. Before 1950, the master plans for 

                                                
30 Peter Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 3rd edition (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2002), 5-6.  
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Buenos Aires relied heavily on international trends such as the City Beautiful movement and 

modernism. In this early period, many individuals trained as urbanists went to Europe for their 

education and so came into contact with these popular ideas. As Argentine universities 

established their own architecture and planning curriculums, practitioners developed more 

organic designs using local statistical, demographic, and historical data. Despite changing 

influences, the schemes all proposed large-scale renewal efforts through increasingly integrated 

sets of reforms. A new road here and a plaza there would not effect the profound transformation 

that officials desired. The comprehensive schemes always clearly identified the issues that local 

experts and officials found most troublesome. Proposed projects focused on the physical 

structure and function of the city. The resulting recommendations attempted to improve how 

people moved through the capital and how best to organize and divide space among competing 

interests.  

The exact mass to be renovated changed over the twentieth century. Starting in the late 

1800s, Buenos Aires grew with such speed that authorities could not effectively direct the 

expansion. Spreading beyond its original limits, “Buenos Aires” became a less-easily defined 

and more heterogeneous place. This one name does not even begin to account the various 

political and spatial components of the metropolis. The capital breaks down into the following 

distinct, yet overlapping entities: 

• Capital Federal, or federal district: the federalized center of Buenos Aires. Within its 

confines rests the seat of the national government and port facilities. As of 1994, the 

Capital Federal became autonomous, its local administration longer tied to the federal 

government. 

• The Municipality of the City of Buenos Aires (MCBA): the government that manages the 
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Capital Federal.  

• Barrios, or neighborhoods: municipal divisions of the federal district. Each has its own 

unique socioeconomic identity and a commission that often serves as a mediator between 

residents and the municipal government. There were forty-seven barrios in 1972; 

presently, there are forty-nine (see Image 1).  

• The Province of Buenos Aires: a regional division similar to a state in the United States. 

The provincial government of Buenos Aires is located in La Plata.  

• Partidos, or provincial districts: administrative divisions overseen by the provincial 

government. These are comparable to counties in many states of the United States. 

Within the partidos are numerous individual municipalities with their own autonomous 

governments (see Image 2). 

• Gran Buenos Aires, or Greater Buenos Aires (GBA): the suburbs surrounding the Capital 

Federal to the north, west, and south. Currently, twenty-four partidos make up what is 

commonly recognized as GBA. It covers an area with a 100-km radius extending from 

the center of the federal district.  

• Área Metropolitana de Buenos Aires, or Metropolitan Area of Buenos Aires (AMBA): 

the name that refers to the agglomeration consisting of the Capital Federal and Greater 

Buenos Aires. 

Local officials and professional had the seemingly impossible task of cultivating 

cooperation among these divisions. No laws or agencies oversaw the region as a whole. Each 

municipality acted as an autonomous entity. Common problems affected many of these areas, but 

competing individual pursuits inhibited the initiation of projects that would benefit all. 
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Image 1: Map of the Capital Federal and its barrios in the late 1970s. Map reproduced from 
Vicente Osvaldo Cutolo, Historia de los barrios de Buenos Aires (Buenos 
Aires: Editorial ELCHE, 1998). 
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Image 2: The partidos of Greater Buenos Aires. Map reproduced from El Censo Nacional de 
Población y Vivienda 1980: Partidos de Gran Buenos Aires (Buenos Aires: 
Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Censos, 1982), xxix. 
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Over the course of the twentieth century, authorities and experts struggled with how best to 

administer such a complex metropolitan area. The lack of cohesion among the various 

components that comprised “Buenos Aires” represented one major obstacle. As many issues 

such as pollution, land usage, and transportation affected multiple locales, planners recognized 

the need to implement reforms that affected multiple municipalities. While cooperation always 

posed a problem, instable governance and limited funding hindered renewal efforts. In the case 

of the Capital Federal, administrators never fully enacted the programs drafted. At best they 

pursued individual, limited reforms. Sweeping, large-scale change required incredible inputs that 

were never readily available. The master plans for the capital, however, do demonstrate an 

increasing interest in Buenos Aires’ development and future. City officials created agencies 

dedicated to overseeing the spatial organization and structure of the federal district. Despite the 

difficulty of carrying out extensive improvements, the designs indicate what leaders found most 

troubling about the metropolis and how they wanted to make the most of its resources.  

This chapter follows the development of urban planning as a practice and its role in the 

evolution of Buenos Aires. Four main master plans – the 1925 Plan Estética, the 1947 plan by Le 

Corbusier, the 1960 Plan Regulador, and the 1969 Esquema 2000 – focused on organizing the 

city via transportation systems, zoning, parks, and other public services and facilities. Through 

the transformation of these areas, planners and officials attempted to remove persistent flaws 

from the capital. These ideas and solutions reflected international approaches to design and 

architecture, yet domestic social and political experiences also found their way into the schemes. 

Plans for Buenos Aires attempted to take advantage of the wealth and power of the metropolis. 

In this regard, these visions reveal ways in which authorities hoped to mold the capital to 
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promote specific identities and ideals.31 In this history, repeated attempts to resolve outstanding 

problems indicated that local leaders lacked the necessary authority and resources to create 

profound change in this complicated setting. 

PROYECTO ORGÁNICO PARA LA URBANIZACIÓN DEL MUNICIPIO, 1925 
 

The first true master plan for Buenos Aires came together in 1925. The Building 

Aesthetics Commission pulled together a number of local professionals from the Central Society 

of Architects (SCA), the Ministry of Public Works, and the National Commission for the Fine 

Arts. The group worked under the auspices of the mayor, Dr. Carlos M. Noel, to create the 

Organic Project for the Urbanization of the Municipality, also known as the Plan Estética. These 

men carried out lengthy studies over population density and settlement, amounts of green space, 

and transit networks and volume to produce this comprehensive scheme. By bringing together 

the expertise of architects, engineers, and municipal officials, the Commission sought to 

establish firm control over Buenos Aires’ growth and direct it to the aggrandizement of 

Argentina.  

Beginning in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, Buenos Aires experienced a 

tremendous increase in population and economic activity. Spurred by the growing agro-export 

economy, the city’s population rose rapidly from 187,346 people to 1,575,814 between 1869 and 

1914.32 Immigrants from Europe fueled this explosion as they came to take part in agricultural 

and industrial production. The number of factories in Argentina doubled between 1895 and 1913, 

and the workforce increased by 135 percent.33 The Capital Federal and Greater Buenos Aires 

                                                
31 Lawrence J. Vale, Architecture, Power and National Identity, 2nd edition (London: Routledge, 2008), xiii. 
32 Gutman and Hardoy, Buenos Aires, 275.  
33 Lewis, The Crisis of Argentine Capitalism, 31.  
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became the center of this industrial expansion. In 1913, 51.6 percent of the nation’s factories and 

60.5 percent of workers called metropolitan Buenos Aires home.34 Not only did these industries 

produce a wide variety of goods and materials for the international market, but they also made 

items for the growing domestic demand. This push to produce helped Buenos Aires transform 

from a gran aldea, or overgrown village, into a world-renowned metropolis. 

In the face of such rapid development, the creators of Plan Estética looked for ways to 

direct the various activities that identified the capital. The city served as the nation’s commercial 

center and economic link to the international market thanks to its extensive ports and 

predominantly British financiers. It housed the nation’s federal government and ministries and 

premier university, therefore making Buenos Aires an intellectual base and center of authority. 

As the site of such formative functions earned Buenos Aires the title of “Paris of the South,” thus 

overshadowing many other major South American cities. Immigrants or tourists knew it to be the 

port of entry into Argentina.35 With this much attention focused on this once modest settlement, 

local officials and planners wanted Buenos Aires to put its best foot forward.  

The 1925 Plan Estética sought to achieve eight major goals that attempted to capitalize on 

Buenos Aires’ expansion and its various roles. First, the city needed to be reconnected to the Río 

de la Plata. This “reconquering of the river” included the construction of a promenade, an 

avenue, and parks running virtually the entire length of the federal district’s coastline (see Image 

3). Second, the planners called for a consolidation of all federal government administration 

buildings around the Plaza de Mayo and the relocation of municipal offices from the plaza to a 

location a short distance away. Third, certain reforms needed to take place in the historic 

neighborhood of Barrio Sur, including renovations to existing structures and construction of new 
                                                
34 Ibid., 41.  
35 Comisión de Estética Edilicia, Proyecto orgánico para la urbanización del municipio, El plano regulador y de 
reforma de la Capital Federal (Buenos Aires: Talleres Peuser, 1925), 63.   
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Image 3: The reimagined coastal avenue, Plan Estética 1925. Comisión de Estética Edilicia, 
Proyecto orgánico para la urbanización del municipio, El plano regulador y de 
reforma de la Capital Federal (Buenos Aires: Talleres Peuser, 1925), 209. 

 

edifices and plazas. Fourth, a set of new regulations would create a uniform aesthetic for all 

existing and future parks and plazas. Fifth, the municipality would construct low-cost housing 

neighborhoods comprised of single-family residences, gardens, and sport facilities. Sixth, 

additional avenues would allow for the freer flow of traffic in Centro and provide direct 

connection connect government institutions and monuments. Seventh, new viaducts would be 

built for one of the major rail lines. Eighth, impoverished residents would be relocated.36 

According to Mayor Noel, all of these projects would create a “modern and reasoned plan” that 

would allow the capital to take advantage of this new wealth and progress.37  

                                                
36 Ibid., 13-18. 
37 Ibid., 5.  
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The introduction of Plan Estética coincided with the height of the City Beautiful 

Movement, an approach to planning that placed great emphasis on monumentality, aesthetic 

beauty, and rationality. City Beautiful originated in the late nineteenth century and lasted through 

the 1930s. Those who subscribed to it tenets looked to the rebuilt Paris of Baron Hausmann and 

the Vienna Ringstrasse for inspiration. These projects, with their hallmark grand avenues and 

modern facades, employed architecture as a symbol of power by opening up crowded areas and 

creating an image of grandeur and authority. Many urban centers followed this example. At the 

1893 Columbia Exposition, planners built the White City in an attempt to display Chicago, the 

site of the expo, as a grand new metropolis and to attract business. The British presented the 

carefully sculpted capital of New Delhi in 1911 as a demonstration of its imperial authority. 

However, with this architectural theater came the displacement of thousands of residents and the 

destruction of older neighborhoods. The actual well-being of residents tended to be secondary to 

the image produced by City Beautiful scheme and to the heavy hand of the state.38  

The men who participated on the Plan Estética commission clearly embraced the City 

Beautiful approach as demonstrated by the choice and emphases of the proposed reforms. They 

strove to preserve the administrative role of Buenos Aires and give it the “monumental aspect 

that is required of a great capital.”39 Since it served as the primary point of entry for passengers 

and goods, the city needed a grand entrance. The striking architectural grandeur of a renovated 

coastline and accompanying grand avenues, terraced neighborhoods, plazas, and gently curving 

streets would meet new arrivals at the port. Recreating Plaza de Mayo, long a center for public 

gatherings, as the center of all federal government offices would produce an imposing space 

steeped in national authority and local pride. Recently built diagonal avenues cut through the 

                                                
38 Hall, Cities of Tomorrow, 188, 216-217.  
39 Comisión de Estética Edilicia, Proyecto orgánico, 18. 
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grid of Buenos Aires’ central district, a clear homage to Hausmann’s Paris. The 1925 plan 

recommended lengthening those avenues so that they would connect major institutions and 

attractions. This included the National Congress, Plaza de Mayo, and proposed new 

constructions such as the relocated city hall and a civic center that would host industrial and 

commercial events.40 This emphasis on entrance would impress all visitors and would mark 

Buenos Aires as one of the world’s premier urban centers.  

This monumental renovation intended to extend to Barrio Sur, an area that included the 

older barrios of San Telmo, La Boca and Barracas. With the turn-of-the-century growth, Barrio 

Sur became home to many immigrants who sought inexpensive housing. This led to a boom in 

conventillos, derelict residences of the elite converted into tenement housing. The proliferation of 

such homes made the area synonymous with the lower class and poverty.41 Plan Estética 

contained projects that would reclaim much of Barrio Sur and transform it into a cultural and 

intellectual center. Parque Lezama in the San Telmo neighborhood became the focus of the 

reforms. Within the park, the commission envisioned a new home for the Superior School of 

Fine Arts, extensive gardens, and an open-air museum dedicated to architecture and sculpture. 

Authorities intended to expropriate buildings at the southwest corner of the park. They would 

then use the properties to establish a new School of Philosophy and Letters for the University of 

Buenos Aires, a history museum, a national archive, and a national conservatory for music. The 

emphasis on the arts and local heritage would create a unique neighborhood unlike any other in 

the Capital Federal. The defining characteristics of Barrio Sur would change completely through 

                                                
40 Ibid., 13-16. 
41 No more than 20 percent of the population lived in conventillos in 1890, and that number continued to fall as the 
years progressed. The city’s continued expansion and new construction drew many away from precarious low-cost 
housing, and by 1919, only 8.9 percent resided in conventillos. However, the area of Barrio Sur remained associated 
with these settlements and their characteristics. Scobie, Buenos Aires, 51-53; and Gutman and Hardoy, Buenos 
Aires, 157-158.  
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the influx of new residents and money. 

While Plan Estética embraced international trends, it also recognized local issues that 

needed attention. In the early 1900s, new political parties organized and challenged the 

traditional oligarchic powers. Workers and the growing middle class increasingly demanded a 

role in government, which they finally received in 1911. The passing of the Sáenz Peña Law 

guaranteed universal suffrage for all native-born men. The inclusion of new political participants 

brought about a change in political authority. The relatively new Unión Civica Radical (the 

UCR, or Radicals) increased its representation in Congress and eventually gained control of the 

presidency in 1916 with the election of Hipólito Yrigoyen.42 In 1922 Yrigoyen was succeeded by 

another Radical, Marcelo Torcuato de Alvear, and reelected in 1928.  

This democratization that the Radicals helped initiate occurred unevenly, however. 

Laborers, who were frequently immigrants and therefore not enfranchised, tended to live in 

deplorable situations and endured horrible working conditions. While Radicals tried to 

consolidate their control, increasing discontent among workers flared up, sparking the events of 

Semana Trágica  (the Tragic Week) in January 1919. A general strike in Buenos Aires gave way 

to intense violent conflict between labor and reactionary conservatives, resulting in the deaths of 

many people.43  Efforts to democratize Argentina brought unrest as competing groups vied for 

power and influence.  

Experts working on the 1925 Plan Estética did not forget about the events of Semana 

Trágica. They included a proposal for “worker neighborhoods” as a way that leaders could 

placate this restless group. City Beautiful designs typically did not treat housing as a major 
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concern, but the topic demanded consideration in Buenos Aires. The astronomical increase in the 

population of the capital overwhelmed the existing supply of homes. Laborers frequently lived in 

overcrowded, unsatisfactory conditions. In 1914, four out five working-class families lived in 

one-room households, and a significant portion lived in conventillos.44 As anarchists and 

socialists gained support from disgruntled laborers, the UCR had to find a way to gain this 

sector’s trust and cooperation. The 1925 design contained a proposal for housing developments 

that would provide an outlet for burgeoning number of laborers and their families. Experts 

advocated the use of affordable materials and frequent contact with neighborhood organizations 

as way to “contribute to the general harmony” of these settlements.45  

The idea for worker neighborhoods ultimately did not concern itself with a true solution 

to housing or the overall livability of Buenos Aires. This portion of the plan focused more on the 

aesthetics and attempted to create a controlled space for supervising a dissenting group. The 

project contained very particular requirements for the height of buildings and the size of lots, 

sidewalks, and streets, which would create a “homogenous architecture.”46  Careful landscaping 

and the addition of curving streets added a “picturesque” element, thereby underscoring the 

neighborhoods’ visual connection to the suburb and distancing them from the concrete grid of 

city center. Property owners who did not properly landscape with sufficient trees would be 

punished with significant fines. Despite gestures seemingly benefiting laborers, these exact 

requirements betrayed a desire to control a volatile sector of society and separate them from the 

central core of Buenos Aires.  

Aside from housing issues and civil unrest, the creators of Plan Estética did respond to 

other pressing local issues. First and foremost, the planners wanted to restrain what seemed to be 
                                                
44 Ibid., 175-176.  
45 Comisión de Estética Edilicia, Proyecto orgánico, 17. 
46 Ibid. 
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urban growth run amok. The proposed zoning for consolidating administrative offices in one 

area, higher education and arts in another, and worker-specific barrios in the outlying areas 

would organize specific activities into defined locales. The City Beautiful approach also played 

into official and professional conceptualization of Buenos Aires’ increasing importance in the 

region and world. Mayor Noel argued that it was time for Buenos Aires to “come up with a 

modernizing and reasoned program that permits us to make the most of its progress and 

wealth.”47 Whether through grandiose buildings, ornate promenades, or removing or hiding less 

desirable elements of society, the Plan Estética helped define the municipality’s goals as 

modernity, beauty, and control, and subsequent designs continued to focus on these three 

objectives. 

The Commission also took time to consider the relationship between Buenos Aires and 

the surrounding partidos. Even in the 1920s, the capital had begun to spread beyond its defined 

borders of the General Paz highway and the Riachuelo River. The plan’s creators foresaw a need 

for a regional approach in the coming years. In their assessment, “Avellaneda, Matanza, Lomas 

de Zamora, San Martín and Haedo [suburbs of the capital] cannot remain separate from the same 

interests as Buenos Aires. Being situated along the city’s limits, theses areas are called to share 

in its future and to provision and contribute to the urban services of the Capital Federal.”48 Plan 

Estética looked into the future and saw a time in which distinctions between the original site of 

city and the surrounding suburbs disappeared. When that moment came, provincial and national 

authorities needed to be ready to collaborate with the municipality on common issues. Planners 

began to prepare for the day when Buenos Aires would become a larger, more complex 

metropolitan system.  

                                                
47 Ibid., 5. 
48 Ibid., 362. 
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To implement the massive change recommended by the Commission required more 

authority than it had, however. The 1925 design called for the expropriation of many buildings 

and thousands of acres of land in the Capital Federal. To seize so much property, the 

municipality needed the federal government to provide the necessary legislation and financial 

support, which it did not receive.49 In addition, Mayor Noel had created the commission 

especially for the purpose of creating the scheme, but the group did not have a permanent place 

in the municipal government. Therefore the group did not have any authority to impose any 

regulations or break ground on projects. This effectively left Plan Estética a mere vision. Even 

while the professionals who crafted the design argued that they promoted the best interests of the 

nation as well as the city, federal authorities still withheld the essential backing. Urban planning 

at this point occupied an ambiguous space. Securing support for renewal programs continued to 

be an issue throughout the twentieth century as experts struggled with recalcitrant officials. 

While very few of its recommendations became reality, Plan Estética did create an 

opening for the burgeoning field of urbanism. Argentine architects, engineers and state officials 

began to see the necessity of having agencies and studies dedicated to the holistic treatment of 

cities and metropolitan areas, as ad hoc projects produced limited change and ignored the 

complexity of local development. The work of the Building Aesthetics Commission eventually 

led to the establishment of the Technical Office of Urbanization in 1932. This was the first 

municipal office in Buenos Aires dedicated to conducting local studies and overseeing the 

construction of approved reforms. In 1934, it was renamed the Department of Urbanization.50 

The establishment of this agency marked a critical step in the institutionalization of planning in 
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the local government.  

This first modern design for Buenos Aires precipitated increasing interest in urbanism 

and several developments that helped the field grow. In October 1935, professionals and state 

agencies gathered in the capital for the First Argentine Urbanism Conference.51 For more than a 

week, participants held discussions and expositions over numerous topics, including local 

history, communications, social and economic issues, legal problems, the functional organization 

of the city, statistics, and teaching planning. The establishment of urbanism as part of curriculum 

in the Architecture School at the University of Buenos Aires in 1938 also attested to the 

discipline’s rising importance.52 One could dedicate their studies to the theme and subsequently 

graduate as a trained urbanist. Prior to this moment, those interested in the topic had to travel to 

Europe for instruction. The city as a complex subject of study and control received increasing 

attention throughout the 1930s as state officials and professionals incorporated this incipient field 

into daily practices and discussions. 

Despite officials never enacting most of its various proposals, the 1925 plan still marked 

a watershed moment in the evolution of Buenos Aires. The scheme identified a number of areas 

of concern for the ever-expanding metropolis. Over the following decades, local experts and 

officials continued to grapple with the persistent need to renovate of older neighborhoods, to 

increase green space and housing, and to establish a system to oversee regional integration and 

cooperation. Also in the late 1920s, the field of urbanism became influential in the management 

of the capital. The practice of city planning provided new techniques and ideas that could 
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potential create a more balance environment, and the municipality of Buenos Aires eventually 

recognized this contribution by setting up agencies to oversee local development. However, the 

sweeping change recommended by Plan Estética would have to wait until authorities dedicated 

time and resources to such matters. The questions of what did the future hold for Buenos Aires 

and who had the authority to determine its path remained open to debate.  

PLAN DIRECTOR PARA BUENOS AIRES, LE CORBUSIER, 1947 
 

Plan Estética had established the need for a guiding urban vision. In the years that followed, 

experts continued to propose schemes that sought to control and define the Argentine capital. 

This included one of the most prominent modernist architects of the period, Le Corbusier. From 

September 28 to October 19, 1929, he visited Buenos Aires where he gave talks on modern 

architecture and urbanism.53 While touring the capital, inspiration led Le Corbusier to produce 

his own vision of the city. One of his sketches depicted the Buenos Aires at night as viewed from 

the river (see Image 4). Five large, white buildings dominated a perfectly flat horizon, and the 

waters of the Río de la Plata reflected their images. The white line of the horizon also 

represented the lights of the sprawling city. The architect recognized that Buenos Aires had 

already spread well beyond its traditional center and dominated the flat pampas. Yet at the time 

of his tour, nothing stood out so prominently in the skyline as the five buildings in the drawing. 

The arrival of two Argentines at his Paris studio in 1937 gave Le Corbusier a chance to develop 

his depiction of the capital. 

Drawing upon the influences of the modernism movement, architects Jorge Ferrari 

                                                
53 Le Corbusier visited Paraguay, Uruguay, and Brazil after his visit to Argentina. Le Corbusier’s stay was 
sponsored by the Porteño elite, namely the Amigos del Arte, Amigos de la Ciudad, and Victoria Ocampo. Liernur, 
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Image 4: Le Corbusier’s vision of Buenos Aires. Sketch made in 1929. Image reproduced from 
Juan Molina y Vedia, Mi Buenos Aires herido: planes de desarrollo territorial y 
urbano (1535-2000) (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Colihue, 1999), 154. 

 

Hardoy and Juan Kurchan worked with Le Corbusier to create a new master plan for Buenos 

Aires. Ferrari Hardoy and Kurchan had recently graduated from the School of Architecture at the 

University of Buenos Aires and had traveled to Paris on a post-graduation trip. While their 

colleagues returned home, the two young men stayed to work with the world-renown architect 
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for the following year.54 They deeply admired Le Corbusier’s dedication to modernism and the 

movement’s main organization, CIAM. CIAM (the French acronym for the International 

Congress on Modern Architecture) sought to spread the ideas of modernism, which focused on 

social reform through built space.55  

Kurchan and Ferrari Hardoy believed in the transformative power of design, particularly 

the promise of new construction methods and technology. Steel, reinforced concrete, and glass 

made a possible a new type of building, and therefore a new urban form. The proliferation of 

skyscrapers became a mark of modernism. The aforementioned building materials allowed 

architects and engineers to reach new heights literally and to erect imposing edifices that towered 

over older structures. In Buenos Aires, the construction of the Kavanagh building in 1935 

blessed the Argentine capital with the tallest skyscraper in Latin America. Its symmetrical design 

with Art Deco attributes made it towering achievement to the architectural movement.56 Along 

with Le Corbusier, these Argentines produced a modernist vision for the whole of Buenos Aires, 

the Plan Director para Buenos Aires, published in the April 1947 after World War II delayed its 

release.57 

In his introduction to the scheme, Le Corbusier reflected on the recent turbulence in 

world events and connected World War II to a decline in the quality of life within major cities. 

                                                
54 Kurchan and Ferrari Hardoy are known as some of the most active proponents of Modernist movement in 
Argentina. Along with Antonio Bonet, an architect they met in Paris, these men formed the group Austral upon their 
return to Buenos Aires. The members of Austral represented the vanguard of Argentine modernism. They strove to 
recover the lost spirit of modernism by embracing new construction methods and technologies and to excise their 
professors’ anachronistic beliefs. Austral also dabbled in urbanism to which they applied their architectural 
techniques. Jorge Francisco Liernur, La red austral: obras y proyectos de Le Corbusier y sus discípulos en la 
Argentina (1924-1965) (Buenos Aires: Prometeo Libros, 2008).  
55 Le Corbusier became one of group’s most well-known members, and in 1948, Ferrari Hardoy served as the 
Argentine representative at the Congress’ meeting in Bridgewater, Great Britain, in 1948. Eric Mumford, The CIAM 
Discourse on Urbanism, 1928-1960 (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2000) 1-5. 
56 Jorge Francisco Liernur and Fernando Aliata, Diccionario de arquitectura en la Argentina: estilos, obras, 
biografías, instituciones, ciudades, Vol. 6 (Buenos Aires: Clarín, 2004), 30. 
57 La Arquitectura de Hoy is the Spanish version of the French magazine of the same name, L’architecture 
d’aujord’ hui. Molina y Vedia, Mi Buenos Aires herido, 132.    
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He argued that, “if the world passed into a sanguinary state of madness, it is because man had no 

place to live.”58 While many urban centers were reduced to piles of rubble, the architect railed 

that even those that remained intact also qualified as “cities of rubbish.”59 The industrial age had 

taken its toll in such a way that left residents displaced and isolated. Rapid modernization and 

expansion at the turn of the century had occurred in the most haphazard way. According to Le 

Corbusier, “it wasn’t thought, nor was it planned.” There had been no control, and the architect 

depicted a place where man lived but had no true home. In short, the world’s cities were sick and 

had to be reconstructed.  

Buenos Aires was one of these afflicted environments. Le Corbusier argued that its 

illness directly resulted from its youth and vigor. The recent economic and physical growth of 

the capital made Argentina wealthy, but also exacerbated existing issues with the use of space 

and infrastructure.60 Recalling his visit in 1929, the architect noted that some people referred to 

the Buenos Aires as “The City without Hope.” Such a forlorn state meant that, “men could not 

survive, nor could their hopes for harmony and purity.”61 War may have had physically 

destroyed many European cities, but a longer, more subtle battle had taken its toll on centers 

throughout the world. In Buenos Aires, changes had to be made for the well-being of residents.  

Le Corbusier based his plan for Buenos Aires on a theme prevalent in many of his other 

projects: the zealous restructuring of the urban fabric into high-density areas. Known as the ville 

radieuse, these concentrated areas were characterized by high-rise buildings occupying 

“superblocks” measuring 1 kilometer by 1 kilometer. The massive skyscrapers, also referred to 

as “vertical blocks,” occupying these large pieces of land depended upon modern materials to 
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reach incredible heights and size. These towers of steel, concrete, and glass housed the majority 

of population as well as businesses and government offices. This approach would leave much of 

the surrounding area open to green space and transit networks. The plan also called for intense 

zoning, resulting in neighborhoods or buildings solely occupied by a specific activity or 

characteristic, such as administrative centers, residential areas, or commercial zones. The five 

imposing buildings that the architect envisioned in 1929 became a proposed “business center” 

positioned off the coast. This would require the complete elimination of the Puerto Madero 

complex and the building up of land in the river. Three major highways would connect this 

concentrated center with the surrounding region (see Image 5). Le Corbusier projected that this 

intense densification would eventually house approximately three to four million people.  

The proposal did not receive great praise nor did authorities enact a single portion of it. A 

number of architects and urbanists in Argentina had rejected Le Corbusier’s approach and did 

not support the modernist movement spearheaded by CIAM. The French architect was frequently 

criticized for his detached, authoritarian approach that did not consider the needs of citizens or 

local history. The prominent architect Ángel Guido (who designed the National Flag Memorial 

in Rosario, Argentina) wrote a scathing essay criticizing the visiting expert. Guido argued that Le 

Corbusier’s work lacked scientific clarity and produced a technocratic aesthetic.62Indeed, the 

Plan Director for Buenos Aires would have required the absolute power of the municipal and 

federal government, as well as the complete elimination of the existing capital. Only with a blank 

slate could such an ambitious and total redesign take place.  

In this period, several professionals challenge the extreme approach of CIAM and called 

for more “humanist” methods. The director of the Buenos Aires’ Department of Urbanization, 
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Image 5: Plan Director para Buenos Aires, 1947. The map is rotated so that the coastline is a t 
the bottom. Notice the Cité de Affairs sits just off of the coast, and the 
redesigned city radiates out from that central point. Map reproduced from 
Molina y Vedia, Mi Buenos Aires herido, 159.  

 

Carlos María della Paolera, specifically advocated methods that incorporated local values and 

characteristics. Completely demolishing the existing city was unfeasible and undesirable. A 

balance had to be struck between the city as it existed and the city as leaders envisioned it. Aside 
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from essentially advocating the destruction of Buenos Aires, Le Corbusier’s scheme also did not 

take into account the federal district’s growing interconnectedness with the surrounding region. 

Even in 1925, the Building Aesthetics Commission had recognized that the Capital Federal 

began to bleed into outlying suburbs. Any plan for the capital required some response to 

metropolitan expansion and coordination. In the end, Le Corbusier and his Argentine 

collaborators could not generate enough support for the project. Lack of interest and necessary 

approval left this plan a mere professional and intellectual exercise.  

Despite being shelved, Le Corbusier’s vision did respond to areas of concern that had 

been addressed in the previous Plan Estética and would be a part of later projects. Local 

connections to the Río de la Plata received much attention, as the proposed business center off 

the coast would bring hundreds of thousands of people in contact with the river on a regular 

basis. Uncontrolled growth garnered attention once again. Le Corbusier recommended intense 

densification, zoning, and restricting the majority of activities to a concentrated center. This 

response opened up stretches of land and kept the existing population in check, which created 

space for future development. Transportation needed to be renovated and expanded. The 

architect recommended a network of highways and avenues that would improve circulation 

through the center and allow for easy movement between that concentrated area and the 

surrounding region. Le Corbusier also provided for ample green space surrounding the massive 

skyscrapers. The extreme consolidation of Buenos Aires did not necessitate an unending stretch 

of cement and concrete; rather, it opened up places for parks and recreation areas.  

Aside from the content of the plan, the lack of state interest in Le Corbusier’s vision 

indicated another pressing issue that would continue to impede future proposals. The 

implementation of projects of this magnitude required a supportive government. Urbanism had 
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become a hot topic in the 1930s, but the existence of a city agency dedicated to its study did not 

the guarantee the cooperation of rest of the municipal bureaucracy. Local and federal officials 

had to approve of the proposals and dedicate sufficient funds to their completion. Additionally, 

some projects required years to complete, which meant that construction spanned multiple 

administrations. Changes in leadership threatened long-term reforms as newly elected mayors 

and presidents easily deviated from their predecessors. In short, arrangement of power at the 

municipal and federal levels, as well as expenditures of time and money, inhibited efforts to 

transform the capital.  

Even approved projects did not always go smoothly, as the example of Avenida 9 de 

Julio demonstrates. As head of the Department of Urbanization, engineer and urbanist Carlos 

María della Paolera struggled at his position because of authorities’ unwillingness to cooperate 

on planning matters.63 He carried out many studies as director, but the most indelible mark that 

his tenure left on the city was the construction of Avenida 9 de Julio (see Image 6). Officials had 

originally approved of the project in 1887 as a way to open up the densely settled center and to 

connect northern and southern barrios. However, one hundred years passed before the iconic 

street was finally completed. The massive road necessitated the removal of a one-kilometer 

stretch of blocks 110 meters wide, hardly a popular design element considering the number of 

people and businesses displaced.64 Della Paolera encountered much resistance to the 

expropriation of properties. Work began in 1937, but shortly after completing the initial phase, 

progress stalled. The municipality had granted concessions to businesses to complete the project, 
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Image 6: Construction on Avenida 9 de Julio in 1937. Reproduced from Imagenes de Buenos 
Aires 1915-1940: fotographías del archivo de la Dirección Municipal de 
Paseos y de otras colecciones (Buenos Aires: Fundación Antorchas, 1997), 79. 

 

but questionable practices when awarding the contracts halted efforts. Frustrated with local 

leaders, della Paolera quit his position in 1940. Construction did not begin again until the 1960s, 

and the avenue was not finished until the 1980s.65  The difficulties with Avenida 9 de Julio 

demonstrated that the state was still not ready to dedicate time, money, and energy to the large-

scale transformation suggested by master plans.  

With both Plan Estética and the proposal of Le Corbusier, professionals primarily worked 
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outside of the government and hoped for recognition after publishing their results. Transforming 

the city required serious inputs, not the least of which was power. Some scholars fault Le 

Corbusier for his appreciation of authoritarian regimes, but the architect seemed to recognize that 

his plans would more likely become a reality through the complete mobilization of state 

authority and resources.66 In Buenos Aires, experts still had a long way to go before the officials 

would take on a more active interest in urban planning.  

PLAN REGULADOR DE BUENOS AIRES, 1958-1960 
 

The turn-of-the-century may have marked Buenos Aires’ coming of age, but the mid-

century saw the capital and Argentina enter a far more uncertain historical phase. A violent 

military coup deposed the populist leader Juan Perón in 1955 after almost ten years in power. 

During his presidency, Perón’s justicialismo (justicialism) agenda pursued political sovereignty, 

economic independence, and social justice. He rejected any form of foreign intervention in 

Argentina and dismissed economic liberalism and foreign investment. Instead, he followed a 

policy of import substitution and attempted to develop local industries to produce goods 

primarily for domestic consumption. An ardent belief in economic nationalism led him to 

nationalize the British-owned railways as another method of removing foreign interests. In 

foreign policy, Perón advocated a “third way,” which attempted to distance Argentina from 

completely allying with capitalist or Communist nations.67  

In diplomacy and economics, Perón isolated Argentina, but domestically, he attempted to 

incorporate formerly marginalized groups into the political sphere. His social justice endeavors 

                                                
66 Urban planner Peter Hall does not hold back on his criticisms of Le Corbusier. Hall, Cities of Tomorrow: 225-
227. 
67 Romero, A History of Argentina, 99.  
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drew upon the support of the working class and gave labor a privileged position in his 

government. The former lieutenant co-opted workers by providing unprecedented support 

through improved working conditions, better salaries, powerful unions, and social welfare 

services (education, housing, and health).68 However, these populist economic policies could not 

generate long-term growth. The bureaucracy expanded rapidly between 1946 and 1955 and 

became the home of hangers-on and corruption. The middle class felt slighted by Perón’s 

favoring of workers, and the elite wanted to regain control of the nation. Finally, the military 

intervened, ushering in an extended period of political instability and increasing polarization.  

A desire to rid the nation of Peronist influence and return to the prosperity of fin-de-sieclé 

Argentina dominated the post-1955 period. A military government led by General Pedro 

Aramburu took control of the federal government from 1955 to 1958. Elections in 1958 banned 

the Peronist party from participating, and Arturo Frondizi, a Radical, won. Frondizi made 

economic growth his top priority. His developmentalism (desarrollismo) platform promoted 

foreign investment as necessary for development, but he made promises assuring workers that 

they would share in the profits of the scheme. Heavy industries expanded rapidly, and Argentina 

almost achieved self-sufficiency in oil production.69 Unfortunately this growth also came with 

severe downturns and increasing political unrest. The wealth and security that the president 

promised never materialized. Coupled with his unwillingness to take a firm stance against 

Communism and a regenerating Peronist party, the armed forces deposed Frondizi in another 

coup d’état. After a brief interlude, the weak-willed Arturo Illia was elected in 1963, but he 

failed to serve out his term as well. This constant flux wrecked havoc on the national economy 

and public administration, leaving many Argentines disillusioned. 
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In this period of uncertainty, the nation underwent a profound change as the 1950s 

marked the beginning intense urbanization throughout Argentina. In 1914, approximately 57.4 

percent of the population was urban; that percentage rose to 73.8 percent in 1960. More and 

more of Argentina’s citizens lived in cities, spurring incredible growth in secondary sites such as 

Rosario, Santa Fe, Tucumán, and Córdoba. Buenos Aires continued its own expansion in this 

period. The metropolitan area in 1914 had a population of 2,125,858. By 1960, that number had 

more than tripled, bringing the number of residents to 6,875,577.70 This accounted for one of 

every three Argentines even though the capital occupied less that one percent of Argentina’s 

territory.  

These numbers rightfully show the striking primacy of Buenos Aires in Argentina, but 

within the metropolitan area, the growth was far more complicated. The population of the 

surrounding partidos increased dramatically while that of the federal district actually reached a 

plateau (see Table 1). The numbers show a definite leveling of the number of residents in the 

Capital Federal starting in 1947, while the population of Greater Buenos Aires (GBA) increased 

by leaps and bounds. In fact, GBA surpassed the federal district between 1947 and 1960. As a 

result, the percentages suggest a challenge to the primacy of the Capital Federal. When one 

considers the whole of metropolitan Buenos Aires, raw numbers would award the partidos with 

greater or rising importance.  

However, the growing suburbs that encircled the federal district became a mish-mash of 

conflicting forces. Multiple municipalities existed in the partidos, and these locales ultimately 

fell under the administration of the provincial government. Meanwhile, the Capital Federal 

responding to federal authorities since it was a federalized zone. No central agency existed that 
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Year Capital  

Federal 

Greater  

Buenos Aires 

Total 

1914 1,575,814  

(74.12%) 

550,044  

(25.87%) 

2,125,858 

1947 2,981,043  

(62.31%) 

1,802,693  

(37.69%) 

4,783,736 

1960 2,966,634  

(43.15%) 

3,908,943  

(56.85%) 

6,875,577 

1980 2,922,829  

(29.08%) 

7,129,447  

(70.91%) 

10,052,276 

Table 1: Populations of Capital Federal and Greater Buenos Aires, 1947-1960. Source: Census 
data published in Gutman and Hardoy, Buenos Aires, 271.  Percentages added by 
author. 

 
could coordinate the activities and growth of the seventeen partidos Greater Buenos Aires with 

that of the federal district. Also, much like Scobie’s description of Buenos Aires in the late 

nineteenth century, the suburban governments did not impose strict regulations on real estate 

speculation and sales. This lack of regulation led to great disorder as expansion happened 

haphazardly. 

Carlos María della Paolera, the aforementioned director of the Department of 

Urbanization in the Capital Federal, wrote extensively about these troubling realities. In fact, he 

formally dubbed the seemingly endless spread of the Argentine capital “Greater Buenos Aires,” 

which eventually became the official name. According to della Paolera’s observations, the 

chaotic and indiscriminate use of suburban lands meant that residents of this area often did not 
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have basic services, such as running water, sewage and electricity. Major industries located 

outside of the Capital Federal did not observe any zoning or proper disposal of trash or 

byproducts.71 Authorities in Greater Buenos Aires could not keep up with the rapid changes that 

occurred, and the situation threatened to spiral completely out of control. Della Paolera 

concluded that as a result many people in the partidos lived in a precarious, even life-threatening 

environment. Just as the federal district’s growth became a cause for concern in 1925, so did the 

whole region’s development by mid-century.  

Another problem became a public issue at this point in time: the rise in shantytowns, 

often called villas miserias or villas de energencia. The aforementioned population growth 

overwhelmed the housing market, and not everyone seeking better opportunities Buenos Aires 

could afford a proper home. In response, many individuals and families bought or squatted on a 

piece of land and built a shelter. These self-made, precarious settlements lacking basic services 

first appeared in Buenos Aires in 1931 as communities for unemployed immigrants. Eventually, 

villas sprang up in many barrios of the Capital Federal, including Belgrano, Retiro, and Flores.  

To a degree, municipal and federal officials accepted these settlements as a solution for 

laborers and new residents. However, a 1956 census counted a total of 112,350 villeros 

(residents of the villas) in the entire of metropolitan area – 33,920 in the Capital Federal and 

78,430 in the suburbs.72 This new influx of villeros came from interior provinces in search of 

employment in local industries, though a few came from neighboring countries. A housing 

deficit and rising property costs in the city meant that these people had to find some place to live, 

and they often turned to unclaimed land and self-made housing. State authorities found 

                                                
71 Patricio H. Randle, ed., Buenos Aires y sus problemas urbanos (Buenos Aires: OIKOS, Asociación para la 
Promoción de los Estudios Territoriales y Ambientales, 1977), 79-80.  
72 Eduardo Blaustein, Prohibido vivir aquí: la erradicación de villas durante la dictadura (Buenos Aires: Punto de 
Encuentro, 2006), 21-23.  
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themselves at crossroads where they had to decide what to do about the future of Buenos Aires. 

Would they allow indiscriminate expansion to continue, or would they take charge and direct 

development?  

A new master plan, Plan Regulador de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires, 1958-1960, attempted 

to tackle the chaos. The design had its origins in the early years of Juan Perón’s presidency and 

responded to the major issues of metropolitan order and housing. Mayor Emilio Siri (1946-1949) 

convened a special commission charged with completing a massive study of metropolitan 

Buenos Aires and its continuing evolution. Jorge Ferrari Hardoy directed the group carrying out 

the Estudio del Plan Buenos Aires (referred to as EPBA).73 However, their work never became a 

formal plan.74 Architect Kurchan, who worked with Ferrari Hardoy and Le Corbusier, soon took 

over the municipal urban planning offices and worked there from 1952 to 1957. Towards the end 

of his time as director, Kurchan convened a commission to complete EPBA. The newly formed 

Organización del Plan Regulador included a number of young architects who would remain 

involved in local development issues into the later half of the twentieth century (one in 

particular, Francisco García Vázquez, would become an active force against the reforms of the 

Proceso regime in the late 1970s, as will be discussed in Chapter Five).75 The Organization, or 

OPR, worked steadily on its assignment for the next three years and presented its findings for 

approval in 1962. 

Previous urban designs had not come close to the scale and breadth of the resulting Plan 

Regulador. The OPR’s approach examined not only the Capital Federal, but the entire 

metropolitan area as well as its place in the larger region. Much like the 1925 scheme, the OPR 
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identified the distinguishing characteristics of the region and proposed a set of reforms that 

would improve the overall functionality and livability without constricting its defining activities. 

The 1960 plan noted many of the same features (a port city and economic, political, and cultural 

center), but it did so in an effort to draw attention to the massive inputs required for the 

metropolis to function. The resulting demands placed a strain on administering such a large, 

fragmented area. The city consumed 66 percent of all electricity produced in the nation and was 

a major hub, if not final destination for most transit. Approximately 80 percent of national 

exports left from the capital and 35 to 40 percent of imports arrived there.76 The municipal 

governments of metropolitan Buenos Aires unfortunately had little control over how to manage 

these activities and their structure. The Capital Federal was not autonomous from the federal 

government, and Greater Buenos Aires fell under the auspices of the government of the Province 

of Buenos Aires. Additionally, the GBA suburbs had no coordinating agency overseeing their 

integration and cooperation. Neither division had the ability to completely control its 

development. All of its people and wealth did not guarantee that the metropolis was in any way 

organized. 

Plan Regulador sought to create order by focusing on the three organizational levels that 

defined the whole of Buenos Aires: regional, metropolitan, and city (the last referring to the 

federal district). The proposal identified the regional level as the area that extended out from the 

heart of the Capital Federal for a radius of 100 kilometers, covering a total of 2,772,994 

hectares.77 This region included a significant amount of rural area that supplied food and water 

for metropolitan Buenos Aires, and thus played a major role in maintaining the capital’s activity. 

Members of the group turned to reports on the local geology, river flows, power supplies, 
                                                
76 Municipalidad de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires, Dirección General del Plan Regualdor, Descripción sintética del 
Plan Regulador (Buenos Aires: Organización del Plan Regulador, 1968), 19-21. 
77 Ibid., 21.  
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economic production, and existing settlements. They then used the information to diagnose 

issues with water use, land use, and transportation throughout the region.78 The OPR concluded 

that measures had to be taken to protect the water supply; to make sure land was utilized not only 

for industry and population expansion, but also agriculture; and to establish a more organized 

system of transport that efficiently connected the whole region and the city. These changes 

would make sure that this outlying rural area could continue to support Buenos Aires and do so 

more easily.  

The metropolitan level covered a total area of 284,300 hectares, which corresponded to a 

30-kilometer radius extending out from city center. The section of the study included the Capital 

Federal, but GBA was the primary focus. A subject of major concern for OPR members was the 

division between rural and urban in the suburbs. As Buenos Aires spread haphazardly in the 

surrounding pampas, few regulations governed the division, sale, and settlement of the land. 

Rivers ran through many sections of the partidos and made these areas prone to flooding. 

Without significant oversight, many people found themselves living in hazardous flood zones. 

GBA authorities had to control land usage if they hoped to resolve these problems. The Plan 

Regulador recommended that laws be imposed to protect local water sources and that residents 

would be relocated away from low-lying areas. A more long-term solution involved enacting and 

enforcing laws. To keep the Bonarense population from occupying these hazardous areas, 

authorities had to control the parceling and selling of land, and they needed to promote the 

densification of existing settlements. 79 The areas that the partidos occupied had to be managed 

more efficiently. 

The metropolitan recommendations also focused heavily on improving services in 
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Greater Buenos Aires. At the time of the plan’s creation, an estimated 30 percent of the suburban 

population had running water, and only 10 percent had sewage services. An insufficient number 

of telephone lines ran through the area. Fourteen of the seventeen partidos did not have the 

ability to generate power, meaning that not everyone had access to electricity.80 Regarding 

transit, the existing road network did not do an adequate job of connecting major centers. 

Numerous rail lines frequently created obstacles by interrupting road networks and impeding 

steady movement. The plan recommended that officials see to the expansion of basic services for 

all residents and build better roads and highways. To accomplish these changes, provincial 

authorities had to work with each other as well as national and municipal officials to achieve 

these common goals. 

The majority of the proposals, however, dealt with the Capital Federal. In making their 

recommendations, OPR members looked at land use in the federal district and the changing 

population. They identified a number of underused parcels, including a major area called 

Admiral Brown Park in the southwest. This area occupied 1400 hecatres and was home to 

underdeveloped park space, villas and a massive landfill called Bañado de Flores. Regarding the 

population, the group noted that within the Capital Federal, the number of white collar and 

service workers had increased in recent years. This increase of the middle class coincided with 

higher land values as well.81  

The resulting recommendations recognized this demographic shift and suggested major 

renovations. The suburban governments would seize underused properties and renovate then for 

a number of ends, including residences, administrative buildings, recreation facilities, and green 

space. As the city engaged in more tertiary activities, industries would be limited to only 10 
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percent growth in the following years.82 At the same time, the plan recommended that officials 

relocate existing factories in zones far from residential areas. This suggestion promoted a move 

away from the overcrowded past by limiting industrial expansion and reallocating space for 

public and private use.  

Plan Regulador also contained a number of major projects that would have completely 

reshaped transportation throughout the region. A network of highways would service the Capital 

Federal and surrounding areas. One would traverse the length of the coast, running from the 

northern partido of Tigre to the provincial capital of La Plata at the southern-most point. Another 

north-south highway cut through the center of the federal district and also served as a regional 

connector. Three major avenues branched off of these, running roughly east to west. The 

inclusion of highways in this plan recognized the increasing number of automobiles circulating 

through the city, and their growing presence had to be factored into any transportation scheme. 

With such a system, one could easily drive from one part of the metropolis to another without the 

interruptions of traffic lights, pedestrians, or competing traffic. The transportation proposals 

included recommendations for a simplified railroad network and the expansion of subway 

services, particularly in the underserved southern barrios. Despite the density of the Capital 

Federal, the proposals hoped to make transit more fluid.  

Finally, OPR members took up the classic theme of “reconquering the river.” The plan 

contained a proposal for coastal parks and residential areas in Greater Buenos Aires and the 

federal district. The planners suggested that officials reclaim the 150 hectares occupied by Puerto 

Madero and use it for recreation, administrative, and cultural facilities.83 In addition, the scheme 
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put forth the idea of filling in a total of 400 hectares of river adjacent to the old port in order to 

expand this new area.84 Construction of a new airport would also bring residents and visitors 

closer to the river in a very literal way. As a replacement for the existing Aeroparque Jorge 

Newbery, the plan envisioned a new municipal airport and resting on a man-made island of 

perched 3000 meters off the coast.85 One of the previously mentioned east-west avenues would 

connect the new airport to the mainland (see Image 7). Together with the coastal highway, these 

projects would bring people in contact with the river on a regular basis. 

Underlying almost all of these proposals was the nagging concern of balancing the north 

and the south, however. Buenos Aires developed in such a way that the southern barrios of the 

Capital Federal became the home for industry, workers, and impoverished residents. The 1960 

Plan Regulador found lower land values in the southern neighborhoods, which saw little growth 

in the 1950s. At the same time, approximately 85 percent of new construction in the Capital 

Federal had occurred in the north.86 This division held to true for GBA, with the northern 

partidos undergoing greater development than the southern. Industrial expansion in the suburbs 

experienced a similar imbalance as the north had larger, more technologically advanced 

industries.87 This also meant that northern residents tended to have higher salaries. Regarding 

housing and land values, new “countries” (gated communities for the well-to-do) sprang up 

throughout northern Greater Buenos Aires. Finally, land tended to be much cheaper in the 

partidos that lay the farthest away from the Capital Federal. These low cost areas more than 

                                                                                                                                                       
laboriously. Even in the 1970s, these problems persisted and left the port with one of the world’s highest per-ton 
loading costs. Scobie, Buenos Aires, 86-89.  
84 Municipalidad de Buenos Aires, Descripción sintética, 57-58.  
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Image 7: Plan Regulador de Buenos Aires, 1960.  Note that map depicts an island airport sitting 
off the coast. Municipalidad de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires, Dirección General 
del Plan Regualdor, Descripción sintética del Plan Regulador (Buenos Aires: 
Organización del Plan Regulador, 1968), 82. 
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likely lacked basic services.88 Previous urban plans noted the same imbalance, though by mid-

century the difference became far more pronounced.89 This segregation did not happen as the 

result of an expressed agenda, but it required a dedicated initiative to create parity between the 

north and the south.  

Many of the suggested OPR projects sought to correct the imbalance by providing equal 

services and integration. Within the Capital Federal, the southern neighborhoods contained at 

least half of the identified underused lands. The proposed Admiral Brown Park project would 

accomplish a profound renewal of those south barrios. Other renovations included housing for a 

total of 180,000 inhabitants; cultural, social, and economic facilities to support this new 

population; recreation areas for parks, museums, a zoo, theaters, and other amusements; new 

athletic facilities; and a limited area for industrial use.90 The Admiral Brown area would rival the 

park system in the Palermo neighborhood of the federal district. The expanded services 

throughout Greater Buenos Aires would allow the less developed areas of the south to reach the 

same levels of the north. Even the development of new transportation networks strove to bridge 

the gap between north and south. The previously mentioned coastal and central regional 

highways would allow for greater movement between the two extremes, as would new southern 

subways stations. Taken together, the organization’s members hoped that these projects would 

create a more equitable place in which to live.  

Accomplishing all of these proposals required greater resources and powers than were 

currently available to municipal and provincial authorities, unfortunately. As previously 
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mentioned, no overarching institution oversaw the development of the entire Buenos Aires 

region and metropolitan area. The administration of the Capital Federal was tied to the federal 

government while that of GBA fell under the auspices of the provincial government. Nothing 

formally connected these entities. Since many of the Plan Regulador projects transcended 

defined physical limits, some institution needed to have the authority to ensure cooperation. The 

OPR recommended that the municipality of Buenos Aires be given the authority to manage its 

affairs entirely, to coordinate agencies in different jurisdictions, and to promote cooperation 

among the partidos.91 Administering the metropolitan area required a clear chain of command to 

ensure that mutually beneficial reforms be enacted. Regional issues with transit, services, the 

environment, and a growing population did not recognize political or physical boundaries, and as 

such, some institution or agency needed to be able to move beyond these divisions, too.  

Aside from administrative organization, the OPR also had to convince people of the 

plan’s necessity if it were to become a reality. The group worked for the municipal urban 

planning agency, but that did not mean that their plan would automatically be accepted and put 

into action. Organization members had to disseminate their work to various levels and through 

different channels in order to gain support.92 This team of urbanists hoped to reach an audience 

that included not only government officials and professionals, but also local residents and 

interested foreign parties. They first worked to make their conclusions more accessible. The final 

report covered 245 pages, plus maps. The group distilled its findings and published a much 

shorter synthesis of eighty-five pages, which made the plan less daunting to readers. They also 

commissioned an English translation since they proposed courting of foreign investors to help 
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fund the projects.93 The way in which the organization packaged and presented its report would 

undoubtedly affect who would take interest in its proposals.  

Additionally, the group wrote a supplement that explained the process and importance of 

city planning to the general population of Buenos Aires. The resulting Introducción al 

planeamiento looked at the history of urban development and the problems associated with that 

process. In the introduction, the OPR expressed its desire to reach teachers, professors, and 

students that study urbanism, as well as the “civil servant, the specialist, and the neighbor that 

loves his or her city and wishes for its progress.”94 The group wanted to bring average citizens 

into the discussion, and it did so by explaining the basic tenets of urbanism and its applicability. 

Introducción included the technical language used by experts, but any potentially unfamiliar or 

tricky concept was presented with a definition and an explanation of its significance. The writers 

also paired the intellectual discussion with concrete examination of the history of Buenos Aires. 

By writing this book particularly for the average porteño, the OPR hoped that residents would 

gain an understanding of its field and demand that changes be made to the capital. Any positive 

reception would help make the Plan Regulador part of municipality’s agenda and not just a 

collection of static recommendations.  

The municipal government never pursued its various proposals, but the 1960 Plan 

Regulador represented a serious shift in the scale and intent of designs for Buenos Aires. Unlike 

the Building Aesthetics Commission and Le Corbusier, the OPR truly responded to the necessity 

of a regional approach since the Capital Federal certainly did not exist in isolation. The many 

problems that the capital faced – north-south imbalance, limited transit networks, and insufficient 

services and facilities – knew no bounds, and any master plan had to take a more comprehensive 
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and integrative approach to finding solutions. While it did give more attention to the federal 

district, the 1960 study carefully considered the complexity of the metropolis and understood the 

intertwined destinies of its various components.95  

Members of the OPR also recognized that two changes were necessary for making any 

scheme a reality. First, new legislation altering the administration of the metropolitan area had to 

be enacted. At the time, no institution existed that could compel cooperation between the federal 

district and the partidos on urban matters. A clear chain of authority with an expansive 

jurisdiction had to be in place to assure the resolution of common problems. Second, the 

organization recognized that wider acceptance of their plan could push a historically 

uncooperative bureaucracy to enact the proposed reforms. The OPR created materials expressly 

to win support from non-professionals, foreign investors, and local residents. Only with 

increased authority and a larger audience advocating change could experts pursue necessary 

reforms.  

ORGANIZACIÓN DEL ESPACIO DE LA REGIÓN METROPOLITANA DE BUENOS AIRES, ESQUEMA 
DIRECTOR AÑO 2000, 1968 

 

After the ouster of Juan Perón in 1955, Argentina entered a turbulent period during which 

leadership of the nation changed frequently. From 1955 to 1973, eight men assumed the position 

of president and of those, five were military leaders. Not one of the elected civilians completed 

his term in office. This constant flux created incredible instability as with each new president 

supported a new set of priorities and projects. One hallmark of the period was the prevalent 
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reactionary attitude towards Perón and his followers.96 Each government struggled with whether 

to allow the Peronist party to participate in politics, whether to allow the ousted leader to return, 

and how to work with labor. Economic policy represented the main area of constant flux. After 

years of import substitution under Perón, the presidents that followed alternated between opening 

the economy to foreign investment and following more protectionist programs. The inability to 

come to a consensus on these matters and many others meant that each new leader imposed a 

new set of policies, often reversing the actions of the previous administration.  

With this instability also came increasing politicization and polarization of the 

population, in particular students and labor. Many students had supported Perón and continued to 

do so after his removal. Others resented the federal government’s interference in university 

affairs or its antagonism towards labor. The youth of Argentina sought an outlet through which 

they could demonstrate their disillusionment and desire for change. Some embraced the rhetoric 

of revolution and formed guerrilla groups, which became an appealing possibility in the wake of 

the Cuban Revolution. Just as Fidel Castro and his comrades in M26 managed to overthrow the 

dictatorship of Fulgencio Batista and institute a revolutionary regime, Argentine guerillas hoped 

to stop the endless cycle of reactionary governments. Thoroughly steeped in Cold War paranoia, 

the military reacted by playing a larger role in national politics in an effort to keep a possible 

revolution at bay.  

The involvement of the armed forces in the federal government reached a new level with 

General Juan Carlos Onganía’s assumption of power in 1966. The general’s regime, known as 

the Argentine Revolution, embraced heavy-handed, repressive actions against students and 

workers. At the very beginning of his presidency, Ongania authorized the police invasion of the 
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University of Buenos Aires to remove suspected Communists and Marxists and place the 

university squarely under conservative leadership. This event, known as the Night of the Long 

Sticks, ultimately resulted in the loss of 40 to 50 percent of the faculty and left the remaining 

students disenchanted with their country’s situation.97  

Workers also suffered under Onganía’s rule. The watershed event of the Cordobazo 

represented a defining moment in state-labor relations. Police attempted to suppress a general 

strike in the interior city of Córdoba in May of 1969, but workers, with help from students, 

fought back. For four days, participants fought with policemen, resulting in widespread property 

destruction and physical harm to all involved. Approximately 300 people were arrested in the 

end, 500 were wounded, and between twenty and thirty people were killed.98 Similar strikes and 

skirmishes occurred in other Argentine cities shortly thereafter. Both events demonstrated the 

lengths to which the Onganía regime would go in an effort to establish unquestionable control. 

Extreme force became a common tool in the state’s attempt to quell dissent and indicated the 

growing inability of competing sectors to engage in discussion and compromise. 

The future of Buenos Aires also became a concern for the Argentine Revolution. Under 

directions from the National Development Council (commonly known by its acronym, 

CONADE), the Regional Office of Development for the Metropolitan Area conducted a two-

year study for the purpose of creating an expansive new plan for the entire Buenos Aires 

metropolitan area. CONADE had recently divided the nation into eight major regions for 

coordinating planning and development. Metropolitan Buenos Aires represented the smallest 

region by area, but naturally its density and activity set it apart from the other designated 
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regions.99 The metropolitan office worked from 1967 to 1969 compiling statistics on 

demographic changes, settlement patterns, traffic flows, and economic activities for the region. 

Participants in the study worked closely with French experts who had recently completed a new 

urban plan for Paris. The resulting “Organización del Espacio de la Región Metropolitana de 

Buenos Aires, Esquema Director Año 2000,” known as simply Esquema 2000, constituted the 

first design for the capital completed by the national government. This involvement allowed 

Esquema’s creators to approach the region from a perspective that differed greatly from previous 

efforts.  

The Esquema 2000 used the data gathered not only to identify current problems, but also 

to make projections regarding the future growth and needs of Buenos Aires leading up the year 

2000, hence the title. The metropolitan problems that the plan identified coincided with the 

observations previously made by the OPR. The mid-century influx of people put stress on 

existing infrastructure, which was already insufficient to meet the needs of the established 

population. Nothing separated factories and residential areas. This uncontrolled mass of people 

and motion only served to create a “general state of annoyance and poverty that has tended to 

erase the positive attributes of urban life.”100 The total lack of cooperation and integration among 

the partidos and the federal district did not help matters. The plan noted that each suburb tried to 

conduct its affairs as an autonomous, self-reliant entity, but this ignored the more important fact 

that each constituted part of a larger regional force. Like the Plan Regulador in 1960, the 

Esquema 2000 recognized the need for a coordinating agency that could compel cooperation 

among the many components of the metropolis. Creators of the plan worried that at the current 

pace of growth, as the metropolitan population of Buenos Aires would easily reach thirteen 
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million people by 2000.101 This prediction indicated that if the aforementioned problems did not 

receive attention, then the city would find itself in a dire situation.  

Clearly the planning community in Buenos Aires still struggled with the mid-century 

surge in population and what that meant for the capital. To describe the current state of the 

metropolis, Esquema 2000 used the word “agglomeration.” The term succinctly identified key 

features of Buenos Aires, namely that it was “continually in construction” and that it constituted 

a “nebulous urban space.”102 Agglomeration directly identified the crux of the problem: no 

distinct shape defined the city, and leaders had not taken sufficient steps to impose limits and 

order. The proposal recommended certain measures to accommodate the projected rate of growth 

and make better use of occupied spaces.  

The Esquema recommended five basic solutions to the most pressing urban problems. 

First, the plan identified a preferred axis for urbanization. This axis determined general trends in 

the development of the region – settlement patterns, transportation, and economic activity – and 

suggested where officials should direct growth.103 Naturally, Esquema members highlighted a 

strong north-south relationship running form the delta in the north to the provincial capital of La 

Plata in the south. This connection reflected the flow of goods coming to Buenos Aires’ ports 

from not only factories in the suburbs, but also products coming from the pampas and industrial 

sites farther up the river, namely Rosario and Santa Fe. The other proposals made in the scheme 

followed this axis as a guide for the reorganization of the region.  

The second suggestion called for redeveloping the core of Buenos Aires for the 

expansion of tertiary activities.104 In this plan, this central area referred to the heart of the Capital 
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Federal, the barrio of Centro, home to the seat of the federal government, national offices, 

financial institutions, and many historic landmarks. Planners specifically saw no reason to 

decentralize this dense, busy area. Rather they wished to improve its ability to conduct business 

easily and efficiently. Esquema took a few ideas from the OPR and applied them to this matter. 

The 1969 scheme called for highways and wide avenues to ease traffic and provide direct 

connections between the central area and outlying suburbs. Esquema also called for a complete 

renovation of Puerto Madero and filling in part of the adjacent river. The reclaimed land would 

be used for new administration buildings, residences, and public green space. The reforms would 

not diminish the importance of Centro or its activities, but rather open up space to support its 

continued development. With these changes, the core of the federal district would not succumb 

to the “anemia” of the suburbs.105 

The Esquema had a cure for the ill partidos, though. The third reform concerned 

transportation networks throughout the region and travel times from one area to another. The 

potential increase of five million residents over the next three decades meant that the entire 

transportation system needed to be renovated to accommodate the increase. Esquema 2000 

contributors decided to focus on railroads and highways. Regarding railroads, the plan estimated 

that this form of mass transit could move five times more people than private automobiles.106 

Additionally, a network of lines already existed throughout the metropolitan area, though many 

portions had fallen into disrepair or were underused. Railroads therefore represented a very 

economic choice for redevelopment since infrastructure existed and it could accommodate many 

commuters.  

However, planners could not ignore the steep increase in automobile ownership. 
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Esquema also provided for the construction of autopistas, or highways, connecting the various 

parts of the region. Two primary autopistas, the coastal AU1 and the more western “tangential” 

AU10, ran the length of the north-south axis and passed through the Capital Federal. Nine other 

major highways ran east-west and formed rings around the metropolitan area. A support network 

of nine complementary highways and avenues provided connections throughout Greater Buenos 

Aires .107 The transit suggestions would have provided residents and businesses with viable 

public and private options for moving through and around the metropolis (see Image 8).  

This revamped transportation network would be useless, however, if suburban residents 

did not have basic necessities, such as running water, sewage systems, electricity, and green 

space. Greater Buenos Aires needed better facilities and services; the question was where to put 

them, as the metropolitan area was simply too big to service equally. For the fourth proposal, 

planners for the Esquema used the previously determined axis to identify areas for 

redevelopment. They ultimately chose the partidos of Quilmes, Lomas de Zamora, Morón, San 

Isidro, San Miguel, Don Torcuato-Pacheco, Escobar, and Pilar, a selection of the most populous 

suburbs.108 The locations would become important hubs for supporting the central area. The 

renovated railroads and new highways would further serve to connect these revitalized suburbs 

to the federal district and to each other. The result would be a truly modernized and integrated 

region and not an ad hoc collection of isolated communities. Together these modifications would 

better serve residents for the entire metropolitan area.  

The fifth proposal concentrated on creating a city that could support thirteen million 

people. Such a high projected population would put incredible pressure on land usage and 

ultimately consume any open space, including areas for recreation. Planners estimated that more 
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Image 8: Esquema Director Año 2000. Map depicting additional highways connecting the 
region. Oficina Regional de Desarrollo Área Metropolitana, Organización del 
Espacio de la Región Metropolitana de Buenos Aires, Esquema Director Año 
2000 (Buenos Aires, 1970), 133. 

 

than 50,000 hectares of green space would be necessary to satisfy residents’ desires for contact 

with nature.109 As such, authorities needed to prepare for this inevitability by setting aside land 

for public parks. The Esquema 2000 proposed that parts of the delta region be reserved for this 

use. While it was located rather far north of the center, the delta would become much more 
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accessible with the completion of the new highways and commuter railroads. Additionally, the 

flow of visitors north would bring tourism money to the outlying suburbs along the way, thus 

creating an economic boom for the region.  

On paper, the recommendations appeared to work together to create a more integrated 

region, but how could such a plan be accomplished if the cities, partidos, and the Capital Federal 

could not cooperate? The Regional Office of Development for the Metropolitan Area, with the 

executive branch of the national government, responded by forming the Metropolitan Technical 

Committee on May 12, 1967 (Decree No. 8928). This committee oversaw reforms and regional 

projects for the entire metropolitan region, thereby “correcting the vices that originate in 

autonomous bureaucracies.”110 The Technical Committee’s establishment did not mean the 

cessation of local sovereignty for the municipalities and partidos; it simply coordinated public 

works and investment in the region. The Secretary of Public Works for the Nation presided over 

the committee and was assisted by three vice presidents: the Ministers of Public Works for the 

Provinces of Buenos Aires and Entre Ríos and the Secretary of Public Works for the 

Municipality of Buenos Aires. The formation of this committee represented a noteworthy 

development as it attempted to promote cooperation on regional planning matters.  

Aside from the creation of the Metropolitan Technical Committee, authorities never 

actualized proposals of the Esquema 2000. Under General Onganía, polarization and violence 

consumed the political and social spheres. Leftist guerilla groups such as the Ejército 

Revolucionario del Pueblo (ERP) and the Montoneros became increasingly active in their 

campaigns against the military and conservative governments. In June 1970, the Montoneros 

kidnapped former president General Pedro Eugenio Aramburu and put him on trial for supposed 
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crimes committed during his presidency.111 The guerrillas found him guilty and executed him. 

Aramburu’s murder, in addition to continual economic instability, demonstrated that Onganía did 

not have control over the nation, and he soon resigned at the behest of other military leaders. In 

such a moment of disarray, it became impossible to pursue any planning agenda.  

CONCLUSIONS  
 

The history of twentieth-century urban planning in Buenos Aires can be divided into two 

main developments. The first half of the century strove to break from the late 1900s by moving 

away from the characteristics of old industrial cities and take advantage of the nation’s sudden 

growth and wealth. The creators of Plan Estética presented a grand vision of the capital with 

carefully crafted plazas and promenades, a monumental center devoted to government and 

business, and a renovated Barrio Sur. Le Corbusier’s design presented in 1947 maintained this 

glorifying push, but did so far more aggressively. To break from the past, the old Buenos Aires 

needed to be completely demolished and replaced with a modern ville radieuse. Massive 

skyscrapers would house the residents, and a network of highways would rationalize transit 

within the city. Green space would be plentiful, as the skyscrapers would concentrate the 

population and leave many open areas.  

Both schemes came during a time in which urbanism became an organized field of study. 

Its practitioners attempted to move beyond the older disciplines of architecture and engineering, 

and looked at the city as a living organism, not just a canvas for individual projects. This 

necessitated an expansive approach with large-scale, integrative solutions. Plan Estética and Plan 

Corbusier recommended major reorganizations in the hopes of placing Buenos Aires on the same 
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level as the world’s leading centers. Municipal officials never enacted the proposals, however, 

and contemporary economic and political turmoil took its toll on the city. Local officials 

completed limited reforms like Avenida 9 de Julio, but they did not pursue the large-scale 

initiatives meant to organize and celebrate Buenos Aires and the nation.  

By mid-century, the capital faced a new set of circumstances to which planners had to 

respond. The complexity of the metropolitan region became a source of concern due to a steady 

increase in the suburban population and the inability of municipal and provincial authorities to 

direct the growth. The 1960 Plan Regulador was the first regional plan for Buenos Aires as it 

attempted to identify its many problems and recommend a course of action. The Plan Regulador 

put forth ideas similar to its predecessors, such as renovating the coastline, building new parks 

and plazas, and expanding transit networks. However, OPR members also tackled the galling 

lack of services in partidos and the disorganized settlement and use of land. The Esquema 2000 

echoed many of the Plan Reguldor’s findings, but the inclusion of national authorities in its 

design meant that concern for the metropolis had reached the highest levels of government. In 

addition to the standard reforms, Esquema identified a definite need for some agency to 

coordinate metropolitan projects and compel cooperation among the many local governments. 

Additionally, these schemes represented a new phase of urbanism, wherein hard data and 

statistical analysis replaced lofty visions and artistic depictions. Both Plan Regulador and 

Esquema 2000 used numerous scientific and demographic studies to catalogue pressing issues 

and to justify their proposals. Urban planning in the latter half of the century thus became 

preoccupied with how to manage a city as immense and complex as metropolitan Buenos Aires.  

The changes in methodology and scale did not completely alter the basic ideas proposed 

in each scheme, however. Each ultimately focused on the same mission: promoting and defining 
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local characteristics and helping Buenos Aires achieve its full potential. The essence of capital 

had not changed much between the turn-of-the-century and the 1960s. It was still the seat of 

national power, the center of economic and cultural development, home to a significant portion 

of the national population, and a major Atlantic port city. To foster these roles, the 

aforementioned plans consistently targeted a particular set of issues. These areas of focus 

included increasing the amount of green space and parks, expanding transportation networks, 

restoring a connection to the river, and providing future expansion by improving services and 

land usage. The number of people and the space that the city occupied changed, but the essential 

content of the proposals did not.  

In addition to political and economic instability, the issues of feasibility and authority had 

a hand in keeping the designs mere visions. The recommended reforms required serious 

investments of time and money to respond to identified problems. In particular, critics called Le 

Corbusier’s plan unfeasible since it required destroying much of the existing city. Though less 

grandiose, the other schemes still called upon the expropriation of vast quantities of property, 

displacing thousands of people, and creating services and facilities – not to mention land in the 

middle of the estuary – where none existed. Planners also did not put forth a detailed timeline to 

completion in any of the proposals. To see to such a large-scale transformation, officials had to 

be willing to pursue a long-term plan, which unfortunately would not happen given the political 

instability. Lack of details and the sheer scale made these plans daunting, to say the least.  

The question of authority arose regarding who made the made the schemes and who had 

the capability to enact them. Experts involved in the planning process had limited connections to 

the state. As a result, they did not receive the necessary backing to make their proposals a reality. 

The OPR took a bold step by publishing supplemental materials aimed at attracting supporters, 
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but officials never put their ideas into action. During the first half of the century, the discipline of 

urbanism sat on the periphery of the municipal agenda, though that slowly began to change. 

Additionally, the competing jurisdictions and interests within the region meant that too many 

autonomous governments had to come together for any progress to be made. Plan Estética 

needed the federal government to pass legislation allowing the municipality to expropriate the 

necessary lands; the commission never received that support. Plan Regulador argued for the 

necessity of an agency to oversee the metropolitan area as a whole, which Esquema 2000 

eventually created. However, given that neither design was pursued, it remains unclear whether 

the Metropolitan Technical Committee had an effect on managing the region.  

When Proceso regime came to power in 1976, it did not forget these experiences as it 

entered the realm of urban planning. As the armed forces seized power on a scale like never 

before, their desire to rationalize governance and drive to resolve the long-standing problems 

brought them face-to-face with the complex, troublesome capital. The military’s representatives 

in the federal district returned to these early designs as they formed their own in 1976. With 

swift, uncompromising moves, these municipal leaders set out to create Buenos Aires anew.  
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Chapter Two 

The Plans and the Power 

 
 

Why did the military seize power on March 24, 1976? This question needs to be 

considered carefully.  As noted in the introduction, much of the historiography focuses on the 

Dirty War and places a preponderant amount of emphasis on the “disappeared,” human rights 

violations, and the impunity of the regime. This attention gives the impression that the armed 

forces assumed control of the nation simply to eradicate a portion of the population deemed 

threatening. The campaign against subversion became a defining feature of the military’s actions, 

but it was not the only pursuit. Unlike previous military interventions, the armed forces occupied 

most major public administrative positions in a bold move to reshape the entire nation in various 

ways. The torture and murders represented an outgrowth of a much wider initiative to root out 

social and political flaws and to bring Argentina into a new age.  

This chapter explores the diverse components of Proceso agenda at the national level, the 

problems it hoped to correct, and how the municipal government of Buenos Aires embraced the 

expressed goals of the junta. Background information on the two main municipal officials, 

mayor Brigadier (RE) Osvaldo Andrés Cacciatore and Secretary of Public Works Guillermo 

Domingo Laura, highlights their personal histories and informs why these representatives 

pursued these particular reforms. In response to years of stagnation and unresponsive 

governance, these two men set out to “reorganize” Buenos Aires through the renovation of the 

urban environment.  
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Examination of speeches delivered on behalf of the reigning junta in the months 

following the coup reveal the military’s perception of Argentina, which in turn shaped its agenda 

once in power. The words of the titular president, General Jorge Rafael Videla, depicted the 

nation as profoundly corrupt and virtually ungovernable. Society appeared fragmented and 

violent. Democratic institutions no longer functioned and could not maintain stability in this 

deteriorating situation. The armed forces watched this descent and supposedly intervened to save 

Argentina. The military positioned itself as both the arbiters and defenders of Argentina’s 

cultural and moral values. By ostensibly adhering to higher standards and placing the nation’s 

security and development as top priorities, the Proceso regime hoped to generate stability and 

growth. Videla’s speeches also call upon the general population to provide its unwavering 

support. While largely rhetorical and vague regarding certain details, the speeches contain key 

details that help define the dictatorship’s agenda, which Mayor Cacciatore then applied to his 

projects in Buenos Aires. 

What exactly constituted the regime’s efforts to “reorganize” Argentina and transform 

society remains underexplored, however. Many scholars have noted the ambiguity of the 

regime’s language, which allowed the military to reference everything and nothing all at once.112 

In this way, the generals could act as they pleased and would not be beholden to a specific 

standard. Still, what did it mean to “transform society”? Some studies associate this goal with 

attempts to align Argentina more closely with Christian, Western nations.113 The transformation 

definitely involved religious and Cold War rhetoric as military officers saw the nefarious 

influence of international Communism displacing Argentine values and traditions. The armed 
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forces thought that society needed a solid foundation based on conservative ideas that ran 

counter to more progressive positions. As a result, the regime attempted to root out any 

dissenting opinion no matter where it appeared. 

However, the Proceso regime also sought alter society by changing of how government 

functioned through the specific policies it enacted. The generals may not have had a defined, 

specific agenda, but the various members of the dictatorship enacted reforms that embodied basic 

beliefs regarding Argentina’s past and future. Widening the scope of inquiry and examining 

events taking place in lower positions in the provinces and municipalities allows for a more 

expansive and complex interpretation of social transformation. The construction of new roads 

and parks directly responded to decades of inertia and unrealized visions, much how the generals 

in the junta reacted to the constant changes in leadership and lack of consistent policies over the 

previous years.  

The pronouncements of federal authorities filtered down to local representatives of the 

Proceso. In this way, Brigadier Cacciatore clearly attempted to uphold the regime’s directives. 

His speeches and interviews contained language similar to that of the generals, demonstrating 

loyalty to the national agenda. His secretary of public works, Guillermo Laura, also adhered to 

the Proceso conception of Argentina and its problems. Laura’s proposals for a system of urban 

highways and a massive green belt meant to modernize the city and to respond to outstanding 

issues with transportation, green space, and trash disposal. In their own ways, the two men, 

Cacciatore and Laura, embraced the call to act and to bring about comprehensive reform in 

Argentina.  

******** 
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PAST PERCEPTIONS AND FUTURE DESIRES 
 

Speeches and writings from the period immediately following the military coup provided 

a window into goals and perceptions of the leaders. Officials delivered these addresses via radio 

and then newspapers reprinted them. The generals frequently spoke to specific audiences, such 

as the officers appointed to provincial governorships. General Jorge Rafael Videla usually played 

the role of the military’s mouthpiece since he served as the titular president. In these 

proclamations, the armed forces attempted to justify the overthrow of Isabel Perón and the 

suspension of democracy. They pointed to decades of perceived failures in the government and 

economy, which necessitated intervention. As they did so, they defined a general plan for 

resolving outstanding problems and recreating society.  

The distinguishing characteristic of apolitical language stood out throughout the junta’s 

speeches and pronouncements.114 On the day of the coup, Videla addressed the people of 

Argentina on behalf of the generals to explain the reasons for the military’s actions. He 

denounced the repeated experiences of corruption, extremism, and mismanagement plaguing the 

nation’s recent history.115 From the armed forces’ point of view, Argentina’s current path could 

not lead to any sort of reasonable resolution or stable future. The previous administrations 

offered no security to the people of Argentina. Intervention represented the only solution, 

according to the generals. Videla emphasized that “... this military intervention was not done 

against any specific social sector, political party or economic system, but rather to correct 

excesses, to impede deviations, to reorder and reinvigorate national life fundamentally, and to 
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change Argentine attitudes regarding individual and social responsibility in order to facilitate the 

complete redevelopment of our potential.”116 Such rhetoric illustrated the underlying belief that 

armed forces did not possess the biases of partisan politics, and from this objective location, it 

could achieve the rather abstract goal of national transformation. In addition, Videla argued that 

the situation “forced” the military to act, as the previous government proved incapable of 

administering Argentina.117  

This non-partisan rhetoric appeared in the speech given on March 24, 1976, and in others 

delivered in subsequent days and months. The generals justified for the coup by arguing that they 

simply acted to protect the nation, nothing more. On March 30, Videla reminded the people that 

the seizure was not “motivated by special interests or an appetite for power. It was only in 

response to the fulfillment of an unavoidable obligation emanating from the specific mission to 

safeguard the highest interests of the Nation.”118 The Argentine state prior to this point, 

according to the military, had become paralyzed by corruption and demagoguery. The bloated 

public administration entered a period during which, “ Efficiency... [was] the exception and 

deficiency the norm.”119 With the state in disarray, the economy vacillated wildly and left many 

citizens feeling anguished and helpless. Violence accompanied this situation, as well.120 Videla 

typically did not lay blame on any specific group or person for the disorder.121 This further 
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developed the image that the military held no grudge against anyone in particular, but 

supposedly had Argentina’s best interests at heart.  

Despite the generals’ rather ambiguous denouncement of previous governments, they did 

mention some specific problems facing the nation and provided general solutions. The most 

notable issue concerned subversion. In the speeches examined here, the term “subversion” 

remained as vague as the identification of previous administrations. The generals did not mention 

“guerrillas” at all, nor make reference to specific subversive groups like the ERP or Montoneros. 

“Violence” does make an appearance, however, in conjunction with their veiled discussion of 

subversion. This word would immediately bring to mind the bombings, kidnappings, attacks, and 

assassinations that occurred prior to March 24.122 In response to the brutality, the military 

reasserted its monopoly over coercive force and declared that they would “use this force as many 

times as necessary to assure a long-term social peace. For this objective, we will fight without 

respite against the subversive delinquency in any of its manifestations until its total 

annihilation.”123 The armed forces prepared for a long struggle that would necessitate extreme 

measures.  

The phrase, “in all of its manifestations,” appeared in many other speeches. Along with 

the non-use of “guerrilla” or specific group names, this language underscored the perceived 

pervasiveness of internal threats. As many scholars have noted, the military’s campaign against 

domestic unrest did not end with eradicating guerrilla groups.124 Such insidious activity came in 

many forms, and the label applied to anyone who acted against the military’s regime in word and 

deed. In the speeches, other manifestations included extremism and vice, both of which the 
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military then connected to the failures of previous governments.125 Corruption and demagoguery 

caused profound damage to the nation and citizens’ psyche. Videla also noted that subversives 

demonstrate a nihilistic attitude, which questioned traditional values and fed antinational 

sentiment.126 Only by eradicating all defiant individuals and attitudes could the military reaffirm 

the values it favored and ensure national security.  

To this end of ridding Argentina of the many manifestations, the generals proposed a 

“cleaning, or stabilization, of the state” (saneamiento del estado). Previous administrations had 

wallowed in corruption and inefficiency.127 This behavior, in turn, hindered the completion of 

projects necessary for the nation’s growth and development. The military lamented the disrupted 

plans and reforms that fostered frustration and undermined the citizenry’s faith in public 

servants.128 A strong state should have been able to complete those projects indispensable for 

national development and the population’s well-being.129 However, the bloated bureaucracy, 

weak leadership, and lack of coherent objectives left crucial works unfinished or unimplemented.  

As part of this cleaning of the state, the generals called for a reinvigoration of federalism 

throughout the nation. Videla addressed the military officials placed in charge of provincial 

governments and laid out their agenda.130 First and foremost, he called for the basic restructuring 

of provincial administration as it exhibited the same problems as seen on the national level. The 

provinces needed to lower expenditures, to revitalize the civil service, and to undo the damage 
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caused by years of corruption and inactivity. The general also saw the need for a more equal 

distribution of wealth and opportunities. He argued that for too long the interior suffered to 

support and sustain the larger cities.131 Appointed leaders needed to promote industry and expand 

infrastructure in areas outside of densely populated urban centers. Videla did not mention what 

specific projects they should pursue, but he called the military’s representatives to take inventory 

of local needs and to complete the most pressing items quickly.  

Beyond simply restructuring the state at its various levels, the military president called 

for increased professional involvement and contributions from domestic and foreign private 

businesses.132 He praised the talent that trained experts could provide and how their experience 

and skills could contribute to modernization. The generals also hoped to attract private 

enterprises and entice them to invest in the projects necessary for improved productivity and 

efficiency. The junta saw these two groups, experienced professionals and business leaders, as 

sources of invaluable support. Together they offered much to Argentina’s “financial, 

technological, and economic independence.”133 If professionals and business leaders made good 

use of the nation’s resources, their success would generate international prestige and increased 

opportunities for Argentina.  

This call for professional involvement represents a defining aspect of the Proceso regime. 

Paul H. Lewis notes that the dictatorship regularly co-opted técnicos, trained experts that 

expressed a favorable political stance. The armed forces had a long history of recruiting civilian 

personnel from the right for the purposes of elaborating legitimizing ideologies and providing 

technical expertise. Many of these individuals subscribed to the right-liberal position, wherein its 

adherents, the técnicos, wanted to see Argentina occupy a more prominent place in the world. To 
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get there, the nation needed to sacrifice tradition for technological and commercial innovation. 

These técnicos generally admired the United States and their occupations included economists, 

engineers, and administrators.134 Many people recruited by the Proceso regime came from these 

fields, and the military praised their technical expertise. This skill set became indispensable as 

the armed forces pushed forward with its complete reorganization of Argentina. 

Limitations had to be imposed, however, to ensure that these groups did not undermine 

national interests by interfering in the military’s exercise of power or pursuing projects that did 

not benefit the “common good.” Videla warned that punishment would follow any enterprise that 

“commit[ted] a crime against production and productivity, or that promise[d] benefits impossible 

to complete under actual conditions and that contribute to the ruin of the country and the 

impoverishment of its supposed beneficiaries.”135 All projects and investments had to result in 

positive benefits that coincided with national interests and did not cause more harm to the nation. 

Naturally, the military junta decided what national interests to uphold, meaning that 

professionals and business leaders had to follow the generals’ mandates.   

The generals found a place for experts and private capital, but they also had ideas 

regarding the larger population’s involvement. Throughout his speeches, Videla repeatedly 

roused the men and women of Argentina to come together in support of this national 

transformation. Previous governments led citizens astray and did not present an ideal example to 

follow. Again, the failures of past administrations frustrated the population, promoted 

extremism, and threatened national traditions. By cleaning up the state and acting responsibly in 

the nation’s interests, the military fully expected the citizenry to follow their lead 
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enthusiastically.136 This change in attitude would spread throughout the nation, fostering an 

honest adherence to local traditions and values.137 As the military impressed upon the population 

the importance of liberty, union, and tolerance, the generals envisioned a “battle post” for every 

citizen.138 Videla made no mention of specific posts, but he noted that sacrifice would be 

necessary in order to achieve the stated goals. Argentines needed to embrace those sacrifices and 

freely assume the responsibilities bestowed upon them.  Given that the interests that the military 

professed to protect represented the common interests of the nation, certainly everyone should 

willing to participate no matter the difficulty of the work. 

The pronouncements, when taken together, revealed much about the military’s logic and 

the contradictory situation in which citizens found themselves. This call for the population to 

mobilize simply became a call to follow the military’s expressed directives. Videla emphatically 

stated, “We demand understanding of the reasons that motivate our attitude. We demand 

understanding regarding the guiding standards imposed by the process of National 

Reorganization. We demand understanding of the effort that we require from each Argentine in 

contribution.”139 Sacrifice should not bother the people given that the work would be in pursuit 

of values and principles shared by the majority of Argentines. However, to question those beliefs 

or express reluctance about one’s post would be tantamount to insubordination of the Proceso’s 

agenda. Such doubts would place one squarely in the aforementioned subversive cadre. 

Regardless, the military still had a place for the people in remaking the nation and securing a 

promising future.  
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But when would the shining future of a completely transformed Argentina finally arrive? 

The military’s timetable to completion remained vague, and Videla asked for patience and faith 

in this quest. The armed forces believed in its ability to recreate a new reality that would assure 

future growth and the stability of democracy and republican practices. Yet even at the beginning, 

Videla noted that results would appear slowly. No one should expect spectacular outcomes 

immediately. Even a few months after the coup, inflation and low productivity still plagued the 

economy, and the recently appointed officials were still taking stock of the work that lay ahead 

of them.140 Despite a questionable timetable, the generals called upon the people’s sacrifice and 

devotion to Argentine traditional values. In doing so, they hoped to downplay the possible length 

of their tenure and fix the citizenry’s gaze on the long-term goals. Time would be of no 

importance once the military achieved its goal.   

 Several important features of these speeches stood out. First, ambiguous references to 

“subversion” played to the military’s advantage. By not attaching the term to a specific group, 

the generals first and foremost kept the torture campaign clandestine. They also controlled its 

application, which allowed them to use it with any individuals deemed hostile to the state. This 

leads to the second point: the armed forces believed that the corruptive power of subversion 

revealed itself in previous governments, which necessitated the complete cleaning and 

restructuring of Argentine governance. Demagoguery, inefficiency, and bloated bureaucracies 

combined to stall necessary reforms. As the Proceso regime corrected these deficiencies, it 

would also work to protect Argentine values for the “common good.” A third feature emerged 

from these goals as the generals saw certain groups playing key roles in all of this. The generals 

singled out professionals and businesses for their involvement in national development. They 
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also called ordinary citizens to arms and stated that everyone had a role to play in this newly 

recreated nation. This clarion call to average Argentines may have been largely rhetorical, but 

some members of the regime instituted this sentiment in very concrete ways. Brigadier 

Cacciatore latched onto these points and implemented reforms that followed the Proceso 

mission.  

BRIGADIER OSVALDO CACCIATORE AND GUILLERMO DOMINGO LAURA 

 
The appointed military mayor of Buenos Aires clearly internalized the rhetoric of the 

generals and incorporated their goals and language into his own agenda. In interviews and 

speeches during 1976 and early 1977, both Cacciatore and his secretary of public works 

promoted their actions taken against previous inefficient leadership and unscrupulous 

bureaucracy. The two men spent their first year in office studying master plans for Buenos Aires 

and taking the time to examine the most pressing local issues. Together, they formulated a 

complex set of reforms to make Buenos Aires function smoothly and set a new standard for other 

Argentine cities. Their unique histories made them true believers in the Proceso agenda, and their 

willingness to transform the Capital Federal at all costs brought the junta’s sentiments to the 

municipal level.  

In Brigadier Osvaldo Andrés Cacciatore, the junta found someone amenable to its goals. 

Cacciatore was born in 1924 in Buenos Aires to an upper middle class family (see Image 9). In 

1943, he embarked on a life of military service when he entered the National Military School. He 

graduated in 1946 with the rank of captain and served in the Air Force.141 However, his career 

was quickly put on hiatus in 1951 when he went into exile in Uruguay. At that time, Cacciatore 
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Image 9: Brigadier Osvaldo Andrés Cacciatore. “La acción municipal,” La Ingeniería, No. 1041 
(September 1980): 100. 

participated in an attempted coup, led by General Benjamín Menéndez, to overthrow President 

Juan Perón. Those forces still loyal to the populist leader easily defeated the plot, forcing 

Cacciatore to flee the country.142 According to journalists John Simpson and Jana Bennett, 

during the five years he spent on the other side of the Río de la Plata, Cacciatore played soccer 
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for one of the Montevideo clubs.143 With the successful overthrow Perón in 1955, Cacciatore 

finally returned to his native land and was greeted with a promotion to the rank of commander. 

He served in numerous capacities over the years, eventually working his way up to deputy 

manager of the Joint General Staff under General Lanusse in 1972.144  

Cacciatore initially appears to be an elusive character, though some evidence exists that 

hints at the importance of his character and position. A casual glance does not reveal why the 

national junta chose Cacciatore to lead the municipality of Buenos Aires. Existing documents 

contain little information about the mayor’s personal history and attitudes, and his obituaries read 

as a general catalogue of promotions. Brief mentions within Robert Potash’s magisterial histories 

of the military depict brushes with more impressive figures and events.145 Current studies make 

no indication of his connection to the reigning generals, and Laura refuses to speak in detail of 

their relationship.146 Through information gathered in the immediate aftermath of the 

dictatorship’s collapse, John Simpson and Jana Bennett choose to portray the mayor as a “jolly 

burgermiester” who simply desired the finer things in life and energetically abused his position 

as mayor. Cacciatore’s inadequate personal history and shallow consideration of his political 

ideas flatten his character and provide little analysis of his role in the Proceso regime.  

However, other evidence indicates that the mayoralty of Buenos Aires represented a key 

administrative office, and Cacciatore fit into a particular mold desired by the regime.  In her 

study of the Proceso government, Marta Castiglione examines why the junta gave retired military 

personnel a role in the regime. She argues that their retired status allowed men like Cacciatore to 

walk a fine line between military and civilian worlds. Retirees appeared less threatening to the 
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general public thank to their inactive standing.147 Additionally, the brigadier’s years of service 

clearly displayed his willingness to serve in the armed forces, and his participation in the 1951 

anti-Peronist plot indicated conservative political ideals. These characteristics made Cacciatore a 

likely candidate for office. 

Despite possessing the qualifications that the generals had in mind for representatives, 

Cacciatore had no experience in government or urban planning. To compensate for this dearth, 

the mayor appointed several civilian experts to the municipality, the most notable of which was 

Guillermo Domingo Laura. Laura had witnessed the growing pains of mid-twentieth century 

Buenos Aires and some of the nation’s major developmental projects first-hand. He was born 

into a privileged family in 1938 and grew up in the Capital Federal (see Image 10). Laura 

graduated from the University of Buenos Aires Law School in 1960. In the future he became the 

arbiter of the urban reforms under the Proceso regime, but his initial professional development 

did not involve architecture, urbanism, or civil engineering. This lack of proper training brought 

Laura and his projects under great scrutiny in later years.  

However, the young Laura did have some contact with urban matters. His father, Lauro 

Olimpo Laura, had a distinguished career as an engineer in Buenos Aires and was an active 

member in the Argentine Center for Engineers (CAI). In fact, young Laura eventually grappled 

with many of the problems that his father tackled, namely connecting central Buenos Aires to the 

surrounding suburbs. In 1948 and 1949, the senior Laura published a series of articles detailing 

current issues with transportation and housing. The rapid rise in car ownership starting in that 

period necessitated new infrastructure, namely a highway that would connect the Capital Federal 
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Image 10: Guillermo Domingo Laura. “La recolección de los residuos: un problema que se 
atenúa,” La Nación, (January 28, 1978). 

 
to the new international airport in the suburb of Ezeiza (see Image 11).148 He also proposed that 

the highway, or autopista, include housing, green spaces, and parking structures that literally 

surrounded the highway at certain points (see Image 12).149 More than just a road, the project 

would redevelop the areas surrounding the roadways and breathe new life into those sections of 

the capital. Many of the salient features of the senior Laura’s proposals would reappear in his 

son’s future plans for Buenos Aires. 
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Image 11: Map showing the placement of Lauro Olimpo Laura’s plan for an urban highway, 
1948. Compare to Image 13 and the positioning of the young Laura’s Autopista 
25 de Mayo in 1977. Lauro Olimpo Laura, “El problema de los accesos viales a 
las grandes urbes, con especial referencia al plan de la Ciudad de Buenos 
Aires”, La Ingeniería, No. 887 (September-October 1948): 270. 
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Image 12: A depiction of Lauro Olimpo Laura’s highway project. Apartment buildings and green 
spaces flank the four-lane expressway. Lauro Olimpo Laura, “El problema de 
los accesos viales a las grandes urbes, con especial referencia al plan de la 
Ciudad de Buenos Aires”, La Ingeniería, No. 887 (September-October 1948): 
276. 

 

After law school, Laura served on two major national development projects, and both 

became formative experiences that demonstrated the promise of development and modernization. 

He first took a position as a legal assessor for the El Chocón hydroelectrical project located in 

the western city of Neuquén. Later in 1970, he served in the same position for the Salto Grande 

hydroelectrical complex, a joint venture between Uruguay and Argentina. Here at the very 

beginning of his career, he had seen the potential of such large-scale enterprises. Laura 

commented, “I remember when they began the project [El Chocón] in 1967, the backwardness of 

the city of Neuquén was so great that there was not a single hotel with private bathrooms. Now 
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there are dozens.”150 El Chocón, and by extension Salto Grande, brought more than dams and 

electricity; they both presented each region with an opportunity to modernize beyond basic 

needs. For Laura, one well-designed project could have an affect wider than intended.  

Laura first published his urban ideas in 1970 in a book entitled, La ciudad arterial. 

Ciudad arterial focused on Buenos Aires’ problems with efficient transportation. Laura argued 

that local issues stemmed from an unresponsive municipality that had not undertaken any 

significant road construction since the 1930s.151 Indeed, the last major thoroughfare constructed 

was the General Paz highway completed in the 1940s. Over the time of two generations, the 

capital grew to immense proportions without any significant change to its overall functionality. 

Buenos Aires contained 40 percent of the nation’s factories, and those produced 60 percent of 

Argentina’s finished goods. Approximately 50 percent of imports came through the city, and 

Metropolitan Buenos Aires consumed more than half of the nation’s energy.152 However, high 

velocity and high capacity roads did not accompany this growth. The turn-of-the-century street 

network built for carriages and a smaller population could not support the rapidly rising number 

of cars.  

Laura petitioned municipal representatives to adopt a major road project akin to the 

Interstate Highway System in the United States. He presented a quote from Dewitt C. Greer, a 

former Texas Department of Roads engineer, to back up his point. According to Greer, “The 

United States doesn’t have magnificent roads because it is a rich country. The United States is 

rich because it has the vision to construct such roads.”153 Laura argued that automobiles 

represented the future and the new primary form of transportation as they constituted the most 
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cost-effective option for moving goods and people. He called for the state to take the lead in this 

bold move necessary to achieve greatness.  

His proposal provided for eight highways criss-crossing the federal district and 

connecting the urban center to the surrounding suburbs. One of the main arteries envisioned by 

Laura harkened back to his father’s proposals from 1948 and 1949 as Laura saw the need to 

connect the city center with the outlying international airport in Ezeiza. The young Laura’s 

scheme did differ from his father’s in that the new plan called for eight-lane autopistas, a width 

far more accommodating for continued growth in automobile ownership. The lack of cross 

streets, stoplights, railroad tracks, and pedestrians would allow drivers to maintain a safe, 

constant speed, which in turn would improve the efficiency of auto transit.154 The professional 

community lauded Ciudad arterial, and Laura received a gold medal from the National Science 

Academy for his work.  

He followed this initial success with a second book in 1974, El cinturón ecológico.155 

This new study proposed the creation of a vast green belt of regional parks located in Greater 

Buenos Aires, the suburbs surrounding the federal district. To build the recreation areas, Laura 

devised an impressive plan that called for a complete revamping of trash collection in the 

metropolitan area. The municipal and provincial governments would direct the collected garbage 

to specially selected lands in the suburbs, specifically uninhabited areas prone to flooding. 

Workers would bury the refuse in these lands, and once the trash reached a certain height 

(approximately four meters), that area would be sealed off and a park eventually built on top. In 

total, the plan called for 40,000 hectares of recreation space. Laura estimated that the project 

would absorb at total of 200 million tons of trash over three years and cost two billion pesos to 
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purchase the necessary land (US$400 million in 1974 dollars).156 While that price may have 

seemed high, Laura justified it by noting that it amounted to 2500 pesos per inhabitant, which 

would be paid out over the span of ten years through taxes and concessions.157 Ultimately, that 

amount represented a small price to pay for an additional 37 square meters of green space per 

person. 

Where Ciudad arterial focused on a recent evolution in transportation, Cinturón 

ecológico responded the results of intense urbanization in Western and developing countries. 

Millions of residents, mass transit systems, individual automobile ownership, and thousands of 

buildings and factories had transformed the urban environment profoundly. Laura did not see 

these items as inherently terrible, but rather lamented the lack of balance between vegetation and 

these indications of progress. Asphalt and concrete replaced grass and trees, which in turn made 

green space scarce and contributed to atmospheric pollution. Increasing amounts of mass-

produced consumer goods created tons of waste that needed to be disposed of in some manner. 

Together, this growth and industrialization posed a serious threat to maintaining healthy, clean 

cities. Through the alchemy of sanitary landfills, the proposed green belt would reset the scales, 

so to speak, and return a chaotic metropolis to a state of equilibrium. 

Laura saw the green belt as solving three specific issues, which ultimately responded to 

wider concerns of quality of the environment and quality of life. Clearly the environment 

occupied a prominent place in this plan. Along with improved trash collection, the parks would 

also alleviate pollution since the new green spaces would clean the city’s air by removing carbon 

dioxide. Also, burying trash meant that citizens would no longer burn it, thus eliminating that 

contamination source. Incineration had been the primary method of disposal since the late 
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nineteenth century. Not only did many buildings have their own furnaces for this purpose, but 

the municipality also operated large public incinerators to process trash from businesses and 

other buildings without their own systems for disposing of trash. Lax regulations meant that even 

though the law stipulated that people to burn their trash only at certain times, chimneys still 

belched out black smoke throughout the day in all parts of the Capital Federal. According to 

Laura, this had to come to an end for everyone’s sake. 

Cacciatore must have read these books, Ciudad arterial and Cinturón ecológico, and 

decided that Laura’s visions fit into the goals of the dictatorship. Shortly after his own 

appointment as mayor, the brigadier offered the post of municipal secretary of public works to 

the aspiring urban planner. After years in the private sector, Laura finally received a leadership 

position in government as well as a chance to implement his lofty designs. With the authority of 

the municipality and the armed forces fully behind him, Laura worked tirelessly to see that his 

visions became realities. For his own part, Cacciatore welcomed this high-profile appointment 

after a long military career that included exile and middling assignments in the Air Force. For 

both men, their tenures as municipal leaders allowed them to leave an indelible mark upon 

Buenos Aires and bring it into a new stage of development.  

THE STRUCTURE OF THE MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT 

 
To rid the nation of demagoguery, corruption, and inactivity, the armed forces took 

control of the government on a scale not seen in previous military interventions. As they placed 

personnel into existing positions, the generals reshaped the structure of the federal government. 

They abolished democratic bodies and dismissed elected representatives. In this way, the Proceso 

dictatorship could act relatively unhindered and without any significant discussion with 
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individuals of groups not a part of the regime. Brigadier Cacciatore followed suit at the 

municipal level. While he dissolved representative institutions, his sphere of influence remained 

the same as previous administrations. He could only exercise his authority in regards to certain 

matters. The essential nature of his position did not change with the establishment of the 

dictatorship, but how he could dispense with his duties was transformed. Not having to consult 

agencies and deliberative bodies meant that Cacciatore could directly apply the junta’s agenda to 

the management of Buenos Aires. This distinction fine-tunes historians’ understanding of just 

how the Proceso regime reshaped the state and why they did so.  

As part of its reorganization efforts, the military dissolved all traditional judicial and 

legislative bodies and proceeded to restructure national authority completely. The generals 

dismissed the Supreme Court and the national Congress and prohibited political parties.158 No 

more democratic, representative institutions participated in the government. In their place, the 

armed forces established a junta made up of one representative from each of the military 

branches. This included General Videla of the Army, General Orlando Ramón Agosti of the Air 

Force, and Admiral Emilio Eduardo Massera of the Navy. These three men shared executive 

authority in an effort to prevent anyone from gaining too much power and to avoid a 

personalistic regime. Three high-ranking officers from each of the branches, a total of nine men, 

formed the Legislative Advisory Commission, or CAL. The Commission acted as a legislative 

body, approving laws and making sure all proposed policies conformed to the dictates of the 

junta.159 Finally, the regime appointed officers and like-minded civilians to cabinet and ministry 

positions. In this way, representatives of the dictatorship controlled the entire federal 

government.  
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Certain features of the municipality’s structure remained in place despite reorganization 

on the part of Cacciatore. Shortly after the federalization of Buenos Aires in 1880, the national 

Congress passed Law 1260. This new piece of legislation established the municipal government 

of Buenos Aires and set up its executive and legislative branches. The law created the 

Deliberative Council, or city legislature, with representatives elected by residents. The 

intendente, or mayor, served as head of the executive branch for the municipal government. The 

president of Argentina had the privilege of choosing the person for this position. The mayor’s 

powers included calling the legislature to session, initiating decrees, proposing ordinances, 

preparing the budget, and appointing all municipal employees. He also had the power to appoint 

two secretaries: one in charge of public works, security, and hygiene, and another who oversaw 

finance and administration. The legislative and executive branches’ responsibilities included 

infrastructural upkeep and improvement (pavement of roads, electrification, garbage disposal, 

and maintenance of the hospital system), codifying building standards, regulating traffic, and 

levying taxes (particularly on construction and public services) to pay for all of these activities. 

The federal government continued to administer Buenos Aires’ ports, set the education 

curriculum and standards, control water and sewer systems, collect property taxes, and manage 

fire and police forces. This division meant that the municipality of Buenos Aires did not 

completely determine its own destiny.  

This arrangement of power inextricably linked the federal and municipal governments. 

Aside from the name of the Deliberative Council changing to Chamber of Representatives in the 

early 1970s, the structure of the municipality and its responsibilities changed little throughout the 
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twentieth century.160 Federalization kept the capital under national control. While Law 1260 

granted residents and their representatives some say over matters within the federal district, 

national authorities continued to oversee much of Capital Federal’s economic activity and 

development. Additionally, a strong connection flourished the two levels of government. While 

the president chose the intendente, municipal officials frequently used their experience at the 

local level as a springboard into national politics.161 The federal district benefited from this 

collusion since Buenos Aires achieved a favored status. Money easily flowed to the city, which 

angered the other provinces.162 The capital did not completely control its own destiny, but it 

ultimately profited from close connections with the federal government.  

The sphere of influence for the military mayor remained the same as in previous 

municipal administrations, but he did consolidate his authority much like the junta did. 

Cacciatore still managed matters pertaining to infrastructure, building codes, and taxes. 

However, he did dissolve the Hall of Representatives, and he also dismissed the consejos 

vecinales, neighborhood councils.163 During the early 1970s, the municipality created a total of 

fourteen councils representing as many districts that made up the Capital Federal.164 Each district 

elected nine members who occupied a mediatory position between their neighbors and local 

officials. The councils responded to residents’ demands, promoted community initiatives, and 

discussed constituents’ concerns with the mayor. With the removal of the Sala and the consejos 
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vecinales, citizens no longer had any elected representatives, and therefore no more 

institutionalized voice in the city government. Much like at the federal level, Cacciatore’s actions 

echoed those of the junta by cemented the military’s control over governance. In this manner, the 

mayor could act as he saw fit without enduring any debate or dissenting opinions.  

When the military seized power on March 24, 1976, the generals placed Brigadier 

General Eduardo Alberto Crespi as interim mayor of Buenos Aires. As the junta consolidated its 

authority, the generals in control eventually pulled Cacciatore out of retirement and appointed 

him as the permanent mayor. The military held a ceremony at the Palacio Municipal on April 2, 

1976. Junta leader General Videla and Minister of the Interior General Albano Eduardo 

Harguíndeguy attended. In his speech installing the new mayor, Harguíndeguy made it clear the 

importance of the position and the work ahead for Cacciatore: 

 By putting into your hands the government and administration of the capital city 
of the Republic, the National Executive Branch trusts in your capacity and in the 
apt diligence and experience of all with whom you will collaborate, military and 
civilian. The capital of the Republic is in essence the synthesis of the country, and 
in her we shall achieve the results and rationality that should be sought throughout 
the entirety of the country. The National Executive Branch extends its most 
fervent support for its successful growth. The responsibility of the Municipal 
government is yours.165 

 
With Cacciatore went the hope of the nation. More than one-third of Argentina’s population 

resided in the entire metropolitan area, and the city represented the seat of national political, 

economic, and cultural power. Improvements achieved within its confines theoretically 

transferred to other urban centers in the country, thus presenting opportunities for national 

progress. 

Upon his appointment, Cacciatore addressed the people of Buenos Aires and declared 

that he was prepared to take on the arduous work before him. He assured everyone that he and 
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his officials would strive to fulfill their obligations, and that they would play the role of public 

servants with honesty, capability, and dedication. Along with the dedication of municipal 

officials, Cacciatore called upon Porteños to participate in that same work. Everyone needed to 

pitch in with public hygiene and cleanliness, community organization, and the improvement of 

urban aesthetics. He said, “The city of Buenos Aires will be the pride of the nation when all of us 

participate with pride in doing these positive endeavors.”166 With everyone working together – or 

rather, following the dictates of the new mayor – Buenos Aires would achieve the greatness 

desired by Harguíndeguy and the junta.  

 Cacciatore’s grand plan for Buenos Aires developed slowly. Just as Videla emphasized a 

slow start to change due to assessing priorities, the new mayor spent the first few months of his 

tenure determining what the capital needed. In early interviews presented in the press, he 

discussed the need for improved health services, including better hospitals, vaccination 

programs, and training for medical staff.167 The mayor eventually began to discuss other pressing 

concerns facing the city: trash collection, lack of green space, cleaning up plazas, inadequate 

housing, paving, street lighting, more parking, severe traffic, and pollution.168 These plans 

coincided with the traditional areas of authority for the mayor of Buenos Aires, but the manner in 

which he could act changed significantly. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
Even at this incipient stage, important parallels connect Cacciatore and Laura’s municipal 

agenda with that of the national junta. First and foremost, leaders at both levels questioned the 
                                                
166 “Saludo y exhortación del intendente a la población,” La Nación, April 6, 1976.  
167 “Anunció el Intendente medidas y proyectos,” La Nación, July 17, 1976.  
168 “De la acción municipal habló el Intendente,” La Nación, September 10, 1976; and “Planes urbanísticos de la 
Municipalidad,” La Nación, September 22, 1976.  
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competence of previous governments and called for a reinvigoration of civil service. According 

the Proceso generals, previous administrations developed serious problems as corruption ran 

rampant and a bloated bureaucracy cultivated inefficiency. Cacciatore echoed this concern as he 

called upon his officials to work quickly and competently. He would supposedly hold his 

government to a higher standard and reinvigorate civil service. Laura commiserated with the 

inert state of previous governments. Past municipal authorities had not, for whatever reason, 

updated the city’s antiquated transit network or increase the amount of park space. As the 

population continued to grow, problems in all of these areas intensified.  

To begin counteracting the neglect fostered by wayward leaders, the generals removed 

obstacles that would impede their ability to act decisively. In the federal government, the junta 

replaced the executive branch, and the Legislative Advisory Commission replaced the legislative 

branch. Cacciatore followed in suit by dismissing elected representatives in the municipality. 

Authority rested exclusively with representatives of the military, and traditional avenues for 

political participation closed at this time. The Proceso regime ruled by decree. This structure of 

power allowed Cacciatore and Laura pursue large-scale reforms in the capital, an activity 

virtually impossible for previous administrations to undertake. The two men held complete 

control over the city and had the power of the dictatorship at their disposal. Once they decided on 

a course of action, it seemed that very little could impede their progress.  

Second, development and modernization played key roles in these agendas. With a stable 

government assured, the junta hoped to create an environment open to foreign and domestic 

investment in an effort to revitalize industry. Scholars have noted how import substitution, 

insufficient industrialization, and the consistent reversal of economic policies from one leader to 

the next left the national economy stagnant. By calling upon experts and private capital, the 
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military regime hoped to spark production and infuse Argentine industry with innovation. Laura 

looked to the projects of first world nations as examples for Argentina to follow. Many cities in 

the United States used sanitary landfills reclaim land for various projects, including LaGuardia 

Airport in New York City.169 To make sure projects worked, skilled professionals had to be a 

part of the process.170 In addition, the proposed network of highways would allow business to be 

conducted more quickly as goods and people would be able to traverse the city with ease.  

Third, both the municipal and national governments placed a great emphasis on the 

general population’s support and sacrifice. The junta’s rallying cry intended to call citizens to its 

side and for them to support the military’s attempt to promote Argentine values and the common 

good, ideas supposedly shared by all involved. Cacciatore’s initial pronouncement contained 

community-oriented language exemplified by his call for Porteños to participate in the work 

about to be undertaken by municipal officials. Such pronouncements clearly meant that citizens 

should be prepared to follow the policies that the military saw fit to implement. But to what 

extent did Argentina heed the call? This point will be explored in later chapters as residents of 

Buenos Aires vehemently disagreed with the military mayor’s reforms and found alternative 

paths to engaging the municipality in debate and dialogue.  

                                                
169 Laura, Cinturón Ecológico, 50.  
170 Some architects and engineers joined the municipal government. The head of the Consejo the Planeamiento 
Urbano, architect José M. Pastor, participated in the rebuilding of San Juan after the devastating earthquake in 1944. 
Architect Claude della Paolera, son of reknowned Argentine urbanist Carlos María della Paolera (1890-1960), 
served on the board of directors for CEAMSE, the entity created in 1977 to oversee construction of the green belt.  
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Chapter Three 

The Third Founding of Buenos Aires 

 
With the groundwork in place, Brigadier Osvaldo Cacciatore implemented the most 

sweeping urban reforms to happen to Buenos Aires in decades. Virtually every corner of the 

federal district saw major changes and improvements, be it a repaved street long in need of new 

asphalt or the aggressive construction of a highway cutting its way through the dense urban 

fabric. With the full support of his superiors, Cacciatore left indelible marks on the capital. In 

fact, observers of this grand transformation often referred to the mayor as “the third founder of 

Buenos Aires” and his tenure as the “third founding of Buenos Aires.”171 Such a moniker 

demonstrates the incredible changes taking place; with the steady march of the reforms Buenos 

Aires entered a new stage of its evolution. Founding the city anew also signaled the start of a 

new era by breaking decisively from a past characterized by inaction and disorganization.  

Cacciatore and his municipal officials responded to the long-standing urban problems of 

Buenos Aires, and they did so in a manner completely in line with junta’s expressed devotion to 

rationalization and efficiency. Using previously published urban designs and studies, the 

municipal authorities pieced together an urban agenda that sought to move beyond ideas and 

theories and to reshape Buenos Aires definitively. The inaction of previous administrations 

spurred the military government to pursue change relentlessly. With the armed forces’ complete 

control of the state and the suppression of all opposition, representatives of the regime acted 

without hesitation. As mayor, Cacciatore immediately set to work on transforming the capital 

                                                
171 It took two attempts to establish a colonial foothold in Buenos Aires. The first occurred in 1536 by Pedro de 
Mendoza, but the settlement quickly failed. The second attempt, led by Juan de Garay, succeeded in 1580. Jonathan 
C. Brown, A Brief History of Argentina, 2nd edition (New York: Facts on File, Inc., 2010), 25. 
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city. Privatization, one of the main goals in the Proceso’s neoliberal economic plan, allowed the 

mayor to defray costs and bring in experts and new technology. This approach enabled the mayor 

to boast about reducing the role of the state by contracting businesses to complete the projects 

and to provide public services. By embracing neoliberal ideas and a political structure devoid of 

democratic practices and opposition, Cacciatore moved swiftly in the pursuit of a new Buenos 

Aires.  

In the current historiography, the urban reforms draw no praise. Scholars characterize 

Cacciatore’s reforms as an attempt to create a “white (or blank) city,” resulting in the complete 

sanitization of Buenos Aires.172 Virtually all of the projects initiated sought to create a space free 

of any blemish. Reorganizing trash collection, passing new laws regarding trash disposal and 

littering, planting trees, repaving streets, and renovating plazas and squares spruced up the urban 

facade by removing dirt and polishing the veneer, so to speak. In doing so, the municipality 

under Cacciatore made the Capital Federal less accessible to the seemingly unsightly popular 

classes. Scholars argue that by increasing available parking in Centro, building highways, 

expropriating massive amounts of land, and eradicating the villas miserias, the mayor created an 

exclusive urban space firmly aligned with middle class and elite interests.173 These particular 

reforms favored those of greater financial means by privileging automobile owners and raising 

the cost of land and housing. In fact, critics of Cacciatore often refer to the projects as 

“pharaonic” (faraónica), suggesting that the projects simply served to honor the mayor’s inflated 

ego and exploit an oppressed population.174 This characterization depicts Cacciatore and his 

officials as severely persecuting certain sectors of society and brazenly celebrating their power, 

                                                
172 Graciela Silvestri, “Apariencia y verdad: Reflexiones sobre obras, testimonios y documentos de arquitectura 
producidos durante la dictadura militar en la Argentina,” BLOCK, No. 5 (December 2000): 40. 
173 Oszlak, Merecer la ciudad, 29-30.  
174 Simpson and Bennett, The Disappeared, 198; and Rapoport and Seoane, Buenos Aires, Vol. 2, 425. 
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which made their urban agenda just an extension of state terror. 

 However, it is well worth putting outcomes and preconceived notions aside. The 

prevailing milieu of terror and authoritarianism has colored studies of the reforms. They make 

these ambitious projects appear just as aggressive, violent, and self-serving as the Dirty War. 

However, these conclusions presented by various scholars obscure the complex reasons for 

pursuing these particular schemes. The projects carried out during the military mayor’s tenure 

did not appear suddenly, but rather grew from past experiences and ideas put together in 

response to the local needs. Cacciatore and Laura reviewed previous published master plans and 

took their recommendations and proposals into consideration. These two men understood the 

unique historical development of Buenos Aires. When given the chance by the reigning junta, 

they seized the opportunity to act. With seemingly ample technological and financial resources, 

they attempted to remake the city into a modern urban center operating at peak efficiency. In 

light of the military’s rhetorical emphasis on correcting past mistakes, Cacciatore and Laura’s 

efforts demonstrate a desire to enact sweeping change where little had been experienced since 

the early twentieth-century. Without a doubt, the lower classes did not benefit greatly from the 

so-called improvements. Yet making the redevelopment agenda simply an extension of state 

terror ignores the long history of urban planning and frustrated attempts to enact large-scale 

change in the metropolis. 

 This chapter explores the design and implementation of the municipal military 

government’s urban reforms. Beginning with a new building and design code introduced in 

1977, Cacciatore profoundly altered the process of completing public works. The largest 

projects, highways, and a massive green belt in Greater Buenos Aires depended upon 

concessionaires, usually with ties to international firms, to execute their construction. Coupled 
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with the pursuit of less grandiose projects, the mayor tried to correct the many problems left 

unresolved by previous administrations. He and his officials understood the most pressing 

problems in the capital. Not only had they studied previous plans, but as native Porteños, these 

municipal authorities also had direct knowledge of local history and development. No more 

would the city lack green space. No more would the sluggish traffic delay people and goods from 

arriving at their destination. No more would antiquated trash incinerators mar the good name of 

“Buenos Aires.” Just as the junta a sought a definitive end to the instability and corruption, 

Cacciatore worked to correct the problems that had not received adequate attention.  

 The mayor arguably could not have moved so swiftly in instituting his reform program 

had he not received ample support from the junta and his superiors in the Air Force. Cacciatore 

regularly met with the branch commander, Brigadier General Orlando Ramón Agosti, regarding 

his work. Army general and titular president of the nation, General Jorge Videla, made a point to 

tour the projects regularly and observe their progress. Occasionally he did so with the other 

members of the junta, and Municipal Secretary of Public Works Laura often attended these 

outings, as well. Given the important place that Buenos Aires occupied in the nation, it is no 

wonder that the generals in charge would take a keen interest in the capital’s development. Of 

course, the three branches of the armed forces frequently did not work well together, which 

contributed to the Proceso’s downfall.175 Cacciatore could not completely free himself from 

infighting – he had brief run-ins with the Minister of the Interior, Army General Albano Eduardo 

Harguindeguy and other officials – but he managed to operate relatively unhindered until Army 

General Leopoldo Fortunato Galitieri’s assumption of the presidency.  

 Cacciatore took the time to enjoy his position, as many members of the Proceso regime 
                                                
175 The fighting amongst the three branches has been well documented. Andrés Miguel Fontana, “Political Decision 
Making by a Military Corporation: Argentina, 1976-1983” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Texas, 1987), 43-45, 
125-132; Romero, A History of Argentina, 234-235.  
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did, but his social outings and events served a dual purpose. He traveled regularly, visiting places 

that included Montevideo, Madrid, Miami, and Tokyo. Mayors of other cities visited Buenos 

Aires during this time. Cacciatore also found himself and the capital in the international spotlight 

when Argentina hosted the World Cup in 1978. Many of the games, including the final match 

between Argentina and Holland, took place in the federal district. Cacciatore had the pleasure of 

receiving Queen Sophia of Spain as an honored guest for the fourth centennial of the founding of 

Buenos Aires in 1980. While he no doubt enjoyed the celebrity of being mayor of one of the 

largest cities in the world, Cacciatore readily welcomed each opportunity to present his 

achievements in Buenos Aires and to receive the world’s approval. These events and visits no 

doubt attempted to display the metropolis in a positive light and to combat negative opinions 

held of the nation.  

 Beyond mere changes to urban space, the reforms in Buenos Aires represented an overt 

break from a past of inaction and corruption. Each project became an attempt to impose 

modernity and efficiency on a locale that had seen little improvement over decades and certainly 

no large-scale efforts to reorient growth and direct future development. The municipal agenda 

came at a cost for many people who, for example, lost their homes or saw their neighborhoods 

divided. Cacciatore’s efforts also did not always produce the desired outcome. The impetus and 

execution, however, warrant attention as the military leaders of the Proceso regime set out to 

create a new nation where they felt others had failed. The Dirty War represented one facet out of 

many initiated in the pursuit of this goal, as the murder of subversives would not completely 

accomplish such profound change. As mayor, Cacciatore heeded this call to transform the nation 

and did so through implementation of a comprehensive redevelopment scheme. 

******** 
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THE 1977 URBAN PLANNING CODE 

 
 The reforms initiated by Mayor Cacciatore came as part of a vast restructuring of the 

organization and management space in Buenos Aires. To create this new order, municipal 

officials drafted and enacted a revised planning code that included new construction norms, 

zoning requirements, and a reorganized transportation system. Those involved in crafting this set 

of regulations did not start from scratch. Rather, they pulled ideas from the previously discussed 

urban designs for Buenos Aires as well as an older set of building and zoning regulations. The 

resulting standards built upon past recommendations and made fundamental changes to laws that 

had long been on the books. However, the new code marked a decisive shift both in its structure 

and enforcement.  

While over the twentieth century the municipal government never fully sanctioned the 

master plans described in Chapter One, this did not mean that authorities had not attempted to 

control urban development. The 1944 Building Code, promulgated on September 15, 1944, 

imposed regulations on the use of space in the Capital Federal. The 1944 Code defined the city 

by zones, required that buildings have an interior patio for light and ventilation, and governed 

heights of new constructions and the percentage of individual lots developed. The laws also 

required that twelve square meters of space be provided for each resident in the building. These 

rules signaled a desire to ensure that all residents lived in hygienic conditions and avoided 

overcrowding. However, not all contractors complied. The arrangement of apartments within 

buildings frequently provided less than the required space for residents, and lax zoning 

regulations allowed industrial and residential properties to exist in the same zones. This 

legislation also made no projections for future growth or for managing space to accommodate a 
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maximum population in the city limits.176 Despite ostensibly trying to control the quality of 

construction and the use of space in Buenos Aires, the 1944 Code did little to balance 

development, protect the quality of the environment, and direct the continuing evolution of the 

Argentine capital. In 1973, the urban planning council made revisions to these regulations, but 

they were not enacted.177  

 Rather than charge a commission to complete a new urban study, Cacciatore and Laura 

used the 1960 Plan Regulador, Esquema 2000, and the unsanctioned 1973 changes to draft the 

1977 Urban Planning Code. The new version created more separation between residential and 

industrial areas and codified more zone types. These modifications would result in less mixed-

use areas and help define the unique characteristics of certain barrios. Cacciatore’s code kept 

most of the zoning categories introduced in the 1973 version. However, the military mayor did 

make key changes. The laws allowed for higher densities than the 1973 draft, which had worked 

to distribute the population more evenly. Cacciatore also imposed fewer restrictions on the real 

estate market, specifically by removing rent controls, abolishing the interior patio requirement, 

and allowing higher maximum heights.178  

The 1977 set of regulations also distinguished itself from its predecessors by taking on 

greater urban planning responsibilities, as the name change from “Building Code” to “Urban 

Planning Code” suggests. The military mayor regularly incorporated projects and ideas from 

previously published master plans. Antecedents called for wider avenues and a limited number of 

highways to improve the fluidity of traffic, but the just-sanctioned laws went much further in 

embracing the rapid rise in car ownership. A new section, “Roads System,” focused the city’s 

principle transportation networks. This section identified roads to be widened and devised a 
                                                
176 Suárez, Planes y códigos, 73-74.  
177 Liernur and Aliata, Diccionario de Arquitectura, C-D, 99. 
178 Suárez, Planes y códigos, 76; Gutiérrez, Buenos Aires, 263; Gutman and Hardoy, Buenos Aires, 231.  
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network of seven urban highways criss-crossing the federal district. The older schemes provided 

for only two to four highways.179 The 1977 ordinances marked the southwest zone of the city and 

the port for major renovations. Both areas would incorporate park space with commercial and 

residential uses. The 1960 OPR and Esquema 2000 contained proposals for creating a park in the 

southwest, while urbanists and architects consistently presented ideas for extensive overhauls of 

the port area. While the 1944 Code focused on zoning and construction, the 1977 Code took on 

greater redevelopment responsibilities, and therefore accomplished what preceding proposals 

could not: obtaining the full force of the municipal government to sanction and pursue large-

scale reforms.  

These urban decrees allowed Cacciatore to set a course defined by expediency and 

resolution. His officials wasted no time conducting lengthy inquiries. Commissions typically 

often took as long as two years to collect data and draft a plan. In some cases, many years passed 

before authorities even approved – but then did not actively pursue – the group’s work. This 

procrastination did not happen under Cacciatore’s tenure. Just over a year passed from the time 

of the brigadier general’s appointment to the Code’s approval and its going into effect on May 2, 

1977. By using existing information and ideas, the mayor moved quickly to put into action a new 

design for development. Laura praised this speed at a luncheon on May 12, 1977, saying that 

“lack of decisions, special interests, and timid intents” diluted previous studies and prevented the 

accomplishment of any of their objectives.180 By pointing out the flaws of past municipal actions, 

the municipal secretary of public works proclaimed the superiority of the military mayor’s 

decisiveness.  

Of course, appropriating the work of predecessors had its dangers, which Cacciatore and 
                                                
179 Organización del Plan Regulador, Informe Preliminar, 245; Oficina Regional, Organización del Espacio, 128-
134.  
180 “Habló el Dr. Guillermo D. Laura sobre el Código de Planeamiento,” La Nación, May 13, 1977. 
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Laura would eventually face. Many proposals were already years, even decades old. The military 

government of Buenos Aires therefore ran the risk of enacting projects that had become 

insufficient for the city’s needs or simply obsolescent. Additionally, numerous non-governmental 

experts and professional organizations had participated in the production of previous master 

plans and codes.181 Under Cacciatore, municipal officials had little contact with such groups 

during the planning process. While authorities relied on studies published by experts, 

architectural and engineering groups bristled at the fact that the mayor acted without consulting 

them. Finally, the 1977 Urban Planning Code did not attempt to exact change at the metropolitan 

level. It focused only on the federal district and made no overtures to working with 

representatives of Greater Buenos Aires. Any projects that affected the surrounding partidos, or 

suburban counties, were handled on an individual basis, and in the case of the green belt, 

revealed less of a desire to cooperate with partidos and more of a push to improve the Capital 

Federal. The mayor’s swift, unilateral actions naturally benefited from having to consult very 

few people, but whether or not this truly constituted an advantage remained to be seen.  

URBAN TRANSIT 

 
Municipal officials focused intently upon transportation within the Capital Federal in an 

effort to improve the flow of people and goods. Various urban studies suggested different means 

by which to do so, ranging from networks of autopistas, or highways, and avenues to improved 

rail service to subway expansion. None of these options represented anything truly unique as 

they each built upon existing systems, but in the end, none of the proposed reforms came to 

fruition either. The military government took the step of finally taking action, favoring a program 
                                                
181 While the Offices of the Directing Plan oversaw the creation of the 1973 Code, its members did consult 
organizations such as the Architects Society and the Engineers Center in the planning process. Liernur and Aliata, 
Diccionario de arquitectura, C-D, 99.  
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of highways and increased subway service. The sharp increase in automobiles made highways a 

logical choice by providing the existing car and truck population with easy access to and through 

the capital. Expansion and modernization of subways lines would place Buenos Aires on par 

with leading world cities and accommodate residents without cars or those who simply preferred 

not to drive. Both options broke from the past by embracing modern forms of transit. The 

autopistas privileged a mode of transportation seen as more advanced than railroads, and the 

plans for subways involved replacing outdated equipment. Both projects also appealed to 

officials given the projects’ associations with more developed nations.  

The highway program became the municipal government’s primary focus. The scale of 

the project and its complete transformation of the urban fabric and transit within the Capital 

Federal would represent the greatest local change undertaken in decades. Upon his appointment, 

Laura immediately began to promote the new transit system to all who would listen. At a 

luncheon in June 1976, the Secretary of Public Works laid out the basic outline of his vision and 

the reasons why Buenos Aires needed such a massive undertaking. Laura argued that the capital 

had reached a decisive moment in its development. The original colonial grid and its narrow 

streets still characterized the basic design of the city. Such low-capacity thoroughfares seemed 

far more suited for limited horses and carriages of old rather than for the increasingly ubiquitous 

car. Porteños needed to leave this past and transform their home from a “city-village” into a 

modern urban center.182 The only way to do so, according to Laura, was by embracing 

automobiles and creating structures to support the astronomic rise in car ownership.  

The Urban Highway Plan included in the 1977 regulations laid the foundations for a 

system of eight autopistas linking virtually every corner of the Buenos Aires. The highways 

                                                
182 “Buenos Aires: hacia la ciudad arterial,” La Nación, June 16, 1976. 
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connected to one another with the city limits and usually to a major thoroughfare located in the 

surrounding metropolitan region. The roads in the system included the following: AU1, or 25 de 

Mayo (connecting the Autopista Richierri to AU2); AU2, or Costanera (running the length of the 

federal district coastline); AU3, or Central (connecting the Panamerican Highway to Acceso 

Sur); AU4, or General Paz (which already existed, but was included in the transit scheme); AU5, 

or Transversal (connecting AU6 to AU2); AU6, or Perito Moreno (connecting Acceso Oeste to 

AU1); AU7, or Occidental (connecting Route 8 to the south); and AU8 (connecting Route 3 to 

AU6).183 Each route would have four lanes traveling in each direction, and the paths would cut 

through the middle of blocks rather than take the place of existing roads. This placement 

necessitated the demolition of thousands of buildings.  These eight highways formed an intricate 

web of roads running north-south and east-west, thereby theoretically allowing drivers to go 

from one side of the federal district to another without ever having to stop for a light (see Image 

13).  

In fact, this promotion of constant speed became one of Laura’s main selling points for 

the program. The narrow antiquated roads of Buenos Aires not only constricted the flow of 

traffic, but frequent stops also made driving anywhere a time-consuming ordeal. The secretary 

stated that distance rarely posed a problem for most motorists, but instead the travel time to one’s 

destination represented a more pressing concern.184 Someone living in the suburbs and 

commuting to work in the central district of the Capital Federal faced a daunting drive twice a 

day. Aside from the average driver’s concerns, an estimated 95 percent of all overland freight 

                                                
183 Pamphlet, Autopista 25 de Mayo, 4; “Comenzaron expropriaciones para la Autopista Central,” La Nación, 
October 25, 1979.  The pamphlet erroneously labels Avenida 9 de Julio as AU1, but that designation belonged to 25 
de Mayo. However, the map with the October 1979 article clarifies the confusion as it identifies major avenues, 
considered a secondary or supporting transit network, in a similar fashion. The map highlights major avenues with 
the same bold lines as autopistas and in the case of Avenida 9 de Julio, it is labeled “AV1.” Other avenues have an 
“AV” designation and number.  
184 “Buenos Aires: hacia la ciudad arterial,” La Nación, June 16, 1976. 
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Image 13: Map of the 1977 Plan de Autopistas. Original map from “Autopistas 25 de Mayo y 
Perito Moreno,” Construcciones, No. 269 (January –February 1978): 3. Edits 
made by author. 

 
traveled by truck. Since many products made their way to the Buenos Aires ports for export, this 

meant that the movement of goods accounted for a significant amount of street traffic.185 The 

highway network would take away this stop-and-go as each route was elevated. Positioning the 
                                                
185 Lewis, The Crisis of Argentine Capitalism, 455. 
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roads above street level removed obstacles such as stoplights, pedestrians, stopped busses, 

railroad crossings, and intersecting traffic. Drivers could count on moving at a constant speed the 

entire distance to their destination, thereby saving precious time and gas money. This would also 

allow goods to arrive at their destinations in less time, making business move at a quicker pace. 

An outmoded road system held back the city, and through the imposition of high-speed, 

unhindered roadways, Buenos Aires would be able to move beyond out-dated ideas of urban 

transit and organization. 

While the autopistas sought to avoid obstacles, Laura argued that the structures 

themselves would not become insurmountable or inconveniencing barriers. Their elevated 

construction allowed the highways to keep the space beneath open so that existing roads could 

continue their normal paths unobstructed.186 Additionally, the secretary envisioned the autopistas 

as becoming an active participant in the life of the neighborhoods through which they passed. 

The spaces beneath the roads would be used for public parking, cultural centers, businesses, 

recreation facilities, and public services such as police commissaries (see Image 14).187 By 

making the area under the highways a usable space, Laura hoped that the communities on either 

side of the elevated roads would remain connected and not become isolated. The project sought 

to impose the network on top of the existing city with minimal disruptions.  

Of course, building roads naturally benefited those with automobiles, yet not everyone in 

the metropolitan area owned one. How did this proposal take into account those not behind the 

wheel? The secretary had an answer to this question, as well. He considered that public transit 

presented an excellent opportunity to move the most people at the lowest cost, but not all forms 

                                                
186 In fact, 25 de Mayo only cut off one street its entire sixteen kilometers, though it is not clear why this highway 
does so at this one street. 
187 The offices of Autopistas Urbanas, S.A., which built and still manages the highways to this day, are located at 
Piedras 1260, one of the commercial spaces under 25 de Mayo.  
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Image 14: Drawing depicting the supposedly lively world under the elevated highways. 
Pamphlet, Autopista 25 de Mayo, Autopista Perito Moreno: Red de Autopistas 
Urbanas (Buenos Aires: Municipalidad de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires, 1978), 8-
9. 

of public transit were equal. Laura particularly singled out railroads, for which there already 

existed a vast network of lines. He did not see this as a viable solution given that railroads were 

antithetical to his main point about removing obstacles to consistent, uninhibited speed. The 

secretary estimated that in the entire metropolitan area (Greater Buenos Aires and the Capital 

Federal), railroads interrupted streets or completely cut them off at approximately 4,749 
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points.188 Relying on this method did little to improve circulation. Instead, Laura turned to 

subways. While typically costly due to having to dig and work underground, the secretary 

proposed combining the construction of AU1, Autopista 25 de Mayo, with the elongation of 

subway Line E. This combination would greatly reduce costs and time, as well as provide a 

much needed expansion of the local subway system.189  

Regarding costs, a system of seven brand new highways, including expropriating and 

paying for properties in the projected paths, and a new subway line would require hundreds of 

millions of dollars to complete. The nation’s economic situation at the beginning of the Proceso 

period would not allow such a massive expenditure, but the secretary proposed a payment plan 

bringing the undertaking in line with the regime’s expressed neoliberal agenda. Instead of the 

municipality or the national government paying for the highways, Cacciatore and Laura decided 

to allow national and international businesses to bid on a concession to complete the roads. The 

winner would oversee construction, and once the highways became operable, users would pay 

tolls, which would go to the concessionaire to offset costs and therefore pay for the venture.  

Laura favored this approach since it theoretically meant that the municipality would not 

have to spend a single centavo and that those who wanted to use the highways would essentially 

foot the bill. The arrangement did not work this way, unfortunately, as the municipality provided 

a line of credit totaling US$100 million backed by the National Treasury.190 The concessionaire 

that won the contract naturally availed itself to those funds. In addition, private businesses would 

compete for the contract, meaning that each interested party would strive to present a reasonable 

bid to do the work efficiently. This embrace of neoliberal ideals arguably helped make the 
                                                
188 “Buenos Aires: hacia la ciudad arterial,” La Nación, June 16, 1976. 
189 At the time of the plan’s introduction in 1977, little to no expansion had occurred on the existing lines in 
previous decades. Metrovias, S.A., “Breve Reseña Historia,” accessed December 1, 2011. 
http://www.metrovias.com.ar/v2/Historia.asp?op=6&Lang=.  
190 “Fondos para financiar dos autopistas,” La Nación, June 10, 1977. 
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highway network a reality through the offsetting of costs.  

This approach corresponded to what Martínez de Hoz called “peripheral privatization.” 

The national minister of economics identified three distinct categories that corresponded to 

whether the state needed to be involved in that activity.191 The first category concerned those 

areas which could not be privatized as they were closely associated with the government and 

deemed necessary to assure compliance with laws and regulations. This included areas such as 

security, justice, foreign affairs, and defense. At the other extreme, industries with a focus on 

production could be relinquished to private hands quite easily, especially given the minister’s 

free market beliefs.  

Yet in the middle, a gray area existed where some activities could be at least partially 

delegated to the private sector. Martínez de Hoz put education services, health, social security, 

and certain special public services and infrastructure works into this category. A clear division 

existed between commercial business and public services, but some activities typically 

associated with the state conceivably could be administered by private business as they posed 

little threat to public order. The highway project fell into the gray area. The state usually 

completed such public works, but given the Proceso regime’s economic situation and desires, 

Laura’s proposal appeared acceptable. Allowing a private company to build a highway system 

did not necessarily threaten the social order. Why not allow businesses with the expertise and 

technology to complete the work and cover the cost?   

Cacciatore’s signature had barely dried on the decree enacting the 1977 Code when 

officials set to work. The municipality chose to build AU1, Autopista 25 de Mayo, and AU6, 

                                                
191 José A. Martínez de Hoz, Bases para una Argentina moderna, 1976-80 (Buenos Aires: Compañia Impresora 
Argentina, S. A., 1981), 49-50. 
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Autopista Perito Moreno, first.192 Officials justified the decision stating that the heart of the 

Capital Federal needed to be more directly connected to the international airport in the suburb of 

Ezeiza, located in the outskirts of Greater Buenos Aires. With these two highways, one would be 

able to drive from Ezeiza to Centro in an estimated thirty minutes, much less than the hour or 

more it would take using regular streets. The Autopista Central was slated to be the next highway 

constructed, thus providing a direct connection between the northern and southern suburbs.  

Along the paths of 25 de Mayo and Perito Moreno, officials surveyed and catalogued 

properties to be expropriated and demolished. The municipality expropriated a total of 2,947 

properties from 1977 to 1979.193 The municipality, with cooperation from the national 

government, attempted to provide compensation to those affected by the highways. The National 

Appraisal Tribunal set prices for these properties using information on current market values and 

the condition of the properties. The Tribunal then informed the owner of this price and waited for 

him or her to accept or decline the offer. Upon acceptance, the Tribunal added an additional 10 

percent to the offer as compensation for relocation costs.194 Some property owners readily 

accepted their first price, but many did not approve of that initial figure. Additionally, renters 

received no compensation for having to leave their homes; the recently revised Expropriation 

Law contained no provisions for renters. Unfortunately, there are no accurate statistics on the 

number of people who challenged the Tribunal’s initial offers or how many renters had to move. 

Yet given the number of properties and people involved and the Proceso government’s tendency 

to obstruct traditional democratic processes, it is clear that the expropriations did not adequately 

                                                
192 “25 de Mayo” referred to the day in 1810 when inhabitants of the Rio de la Plata viceroyalty established an 
independent government, the Primera Junta, in a move that precipitated Argentina’s eventual independence from 
Spain. “Perito Moreno” recognized the contributions of Francisco Pascasio Moreno (1852-1919; also known as 
Perito Moreno), an explorer, and naturalist who traveled extensively through Patagonia.  
193 Rapoport and Seoane, Buenos Aires, Vol. 2, 434; Oszlak, Merecer la ciudad, 226. 
194 Construcciones, “Autopistas 25 de Mayo y Perito Moreno”, No 269 (Jan-Feb 1978): 3; Oszlak, Merecer la 
ciudad, 235-36, footnote 26.  
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compensate many residents.  

As the path for the highways slowly opened up, the municipality moved swiftly to find a 

concessionaire. On October 6, 1977, Cacciatore officially opened the licensing process for 

businesses interested in the project. Officials accepted bids from eleven consortiums over the 

following thirty days. From these eleven, the municipal government preselected six to submit 

their final bids in late December. Finally in January 1978, Cacciatore announced the winner. A 

consortium of Spanish and Argentine firms came together to form Autopistas Urbanas, S.A. 

(heretofore referred to as AUSA) as they set to work on Autopistas 25 de Mayo and Perito 

Moreno. The contract stipulated the AUSA had thirty months to complete the highways, making 

their projected opening date June 1980. The group had until May 1981 to finish 30 percent of the 

parking areas underneath the highways in addition to the Line E extension and the proposed 

sport facilities, police stations, and cultural centers. The final 70 percent of the parking would be 

completed either according to demand or by January 1985.195 Naturally completion dates must be 

set for any undertaking but, during this period, they took on new meaning. As Cacciatore and his 

superiors in the junta extolled the need for action and responsiveness, they expected the same out 

of the concessionaire.  

Regarding AUSA’s own compensation, the contract stipulated that the concessionaire 

would collect tolls from drivers to pay for the construction and management of the highways. 

The contract allowed AUSA to collect these tolls for twenty-five years, after which point the 

management of the autopistas passed to the municipality. Officials felt that twenty-five years 

                                                
195 Municipalidad de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires, Autopista 25 d Mayo (AU1), Autopista Perito Moreno (AU6) de la 
Red de Autopistas Urbanas: Licitación nacional e internacional para la concesión de la obra por el sistema de 
peaje (January 1978), 37; “Habilitarían en 1980 dos de las autopistas metropolitanas,” La Nación, 15 June, 1978.  
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represented a sufficient period not only to pay for the project but also to turn a profit.196 A 

potential varying number of users may have made this compensation unappealing, however. In 

response, the municipal government guaranteed the number of daily users. Should the actual 

number fall below the set rate, the city would cover the deficit. If the number of users surpassed 

expectations, twenty-five percent of the overage would go the municipal government. The usage 

rates increased from year to year (see Table 2).  

The increasing guarantees reflected more than transit between Centro and the 

international airport in Ezeiza. Laura and Cacciatore clearly had high expectations as they hoped 

that the highways would redirect a significant portion of traffic flowing between the Capital 

Federal and the suburbs. It is important to note, however, that the highways’ design did not take 

local commuters into consideration. Upon entering the highway within the federal district, there 

were no exits until one had paid the toll and entered the suburbs. Additionally, upon exiting the 

autopista in the Capital Federal, one could not get back on the highway unless they intended to 

return to the partidos. The architecture of the roads strictly prohibited short jaunts or attempts to 

evade local traffic, bringing into question whether the projects would significantly alleviate 

congestion especially for those traveling only within the federal district.  

Despite initial delays, the opening of the autopistas took place December 6, 1980, less 

than six months after the original projected opening. Mayor Cacciatore led the inauguration of 

the highways at Chacabuco Park. Videla, Harguindeguy, provincial governors, and other 

representatives of the military government attended the ceremony, which ended with a blessing  

 

                                                
196 The contract also allowed AUSA to collect rents from use of spaces below the highway, including the parking 
lots. Municipalidad de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires, Autopista 25 d Mayo, 61. 
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Year 1 85,000 daily users 

Year 2 95,000 

Year 3 103,000 

Year 4 106,000 

Year 5 109,000 

Years 6-25 110,000 

 

Table 2: Guaranteed Rates of Usage for Autopistas 25 de Mayo and Perito Moreno, 1980- 2005. 
Source Municipalidad de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires, Autopista 25 d Mayo (AU1), 
Autopista Perito Moreno (AU6) de la Red de Autopistas Urbanas: licitación 
nacional e internacional para la concesión de la obra por el sistema de peaje 
(January 1978), 54; Oscar Oszlak, Merecer la ciudad: los pobres y el derecho al 
espacio urbano (Buenos Aires: CEDES, 1991), 230. 

 
of the highways by the Archbishop of Buenos Aires, Juan Carlos Aramburu.197 A great fanfare 

accompanied the opening. The newspapers covered virtually every aspect of the highways, 

including the speed limit, how one used the system, safety features of the highways, and brief 

histories of their construction.198 These articles expressly prepared residents for their new life 

with the highways.  

Advertisements from companies that were involved in or related to the effort filled the 

pages of La Nación as well. The steel mills and concrete providers noted their contributions to 

the construction. Car companies ran ads with pictures of their latest models traversing the 

highways. The municipality and AUSA even announced that tolls from the first day would be 

                                                
197 “Se inauguran hoy las autopistas urbanas,” La Nación, December 6, 1980. Archbishop Aramburu maintained a 
close relationship with the Proceso regime as he supported their efforts to rid the nation of Marxist influence. 
Burdick, For God and Fatherland, 233-234. 
198 “Velocidad en las autopistas,” La Nación, December 3, 1980; “Habilitarán hoy las autopistas,” La Nación, 
December 5, 1980; “Las expropriaciones y las obras,” La Nación, December 5, 1980; “Los factores que ofrecen 
seguridad en la conducción,” La Nación, December 5, 1980; and “Emergencias,” La Nación, December 5, 1980. 
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donated to local hospitals, a gesture suggesting that the highways provided benefits for the city 

beyond rapid transit.199 As hundreds of cars poured onto the new roads, Cacciatore declared that 

this did not mark the end of an era, but rather the beginning of a new one.200 The imposing 

highways initiated a paradigmatic shift in how people would circulate in Buenos Aires, and the 

shift would have been complete after the construction of five more autopistas. However, 

increasing conflicts within the regime, increasing opposition to the military, and a lack of 

funding and interest killed efforts to continue the Urban Highway Plan.  

In the midst of this grand push to increase roadways for rapid automobile transit, 

Cacciatore had not forgotten about the subways of Buenos Aires, the first ever to be constructed 

in Latin America.201 The extension of Line E via the construction of Autopista 25 de Mayo 

represented only one step in pursuit of a larger reformation of the subway system (see Image 15). 

For decades, officials discussed various plans to increase the underground network by 

lengthening existing lines and adding new ones, but between 1944 and the Line E construction 

during the Proceso period, only a few kilometers had been added to the network.202 Under the 

Onganía regime in 1967, the national government passed a law (Law 17.510) stating the need for 

expanded service. Law 17.510 pointed to the stagnant growth of the Buenos Aires subway and 

held up the examples of New York City and Paris systems. Those two networks covered 360 

kilometers and 170 kilometers respectively, and in New York City, additional express trains 

carried people long distances without stopping at every station along the way. Following these 

examples, the 1967 law presented a clear program for extending the current five lines as well as 

                                                
199 “Se inauguran hoy las autopistas urbanas,” La Nación, December 6, 1980. 
200 “Se inauguraron las autopistas urbanas,” La Nación, December 7, 1980. 
201 The first line, Line A, was inaugurated in December of 1913. Jorge Francisco Liernur and Fernando Aliata, 
Diccionario de Arquitectura, S-Z, 80.  
202 Short extensions had been added to Line E in 1967 and 1973. Patricio Julio Hunt, História de los subtes de 
Buenos Aires (Buenos Aires: Mompracem Editores, 1998), 126; and Liernur and Aliata, Diccionario de 
Arquitectura, Vol. 6, 82.  
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Image 15: Map of existing subway lines and proposed extensions, late 1970s. “La remodelación 
y ampliación de la red de subterráneos,” Nuestra Arquitectura, No 511/512 
(1979): 126. 
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adding new routes.203 While nothing immediately came of the law, the law voiced a clear desire 

to transform the subway into a transportation network that could service the whole of Buenos 

Aires and also rival that of other major western cities.  

 When Cacciatore assumed the position of mayor, he began to explore the possibility of 

privatizing the subway lines. However, to do so, the municipality needed to gain ownership of 

the system. Up to this point, the federal government, through the State Secretary of 

Transportation and Public Works (SETOP), maintained control over the system. The Proceso’s 

emphasis on efficiency and rationalizing bureaucracy made the transfer appealing. Minister of 

the Economy Martínez de Hoz found it ridiculous for the national government to be paying what 

was essentially a municipal service.204 In the later half of 1977, local officials announced that the 

federal government would turn over ownership to the municipality in 1979 (for a price, of 

course).205 The transfer of Subterráneos de Buenos Aires, S.E. (SBASE) presented an 

opportunity through which the city could provide more responsive services, but Cacciatore’s 

vision would not keep the subways in the municipality’s hands for very long.  

 Privatization and business involvement represented nothing new for the subways. Each 

line originally had been contracted to individual private businesses to complete.206 Yet 

Cacciatore’s arrangement for the subways bore much resemblance to that of the highways, 

representing a significant shift in behavior. Not only would the contract for new lines and 

extensions be awarded to a concessionaire, but then the company would act much like AUSA by 

                                                
203 Hunt, História de los subtes, 126-127.  
204 José A. Martínez de Hoz, 15 años después (Buenos Aires: Emecé Editores, 1991), 74.  
205 Originally, the municipal government expected to receive the highways in 1978, but that date was postponed 
until 1979. The transfer finally occurred November 16, 1979. The “Subterráneos, nueva sociedad,” La Nación, 
September 28, 1977; “Subterráneos: en 1978 serán municipales,” La Nación, October 18, 1977; “Concretóse la 
transferencia de los subterráneos a la Comuna,” La Nación, November 8, 1979; and “La transferencia de los 
subterráneos ratificóse,” La Nación, November 17, 1979.  
206 “Subterráneos: en 1978 serán municipales,” La Nación, October 18, 1977; and Hunt, História de los subtes, 40-
41.  
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providing maintenance and operation of the lines. One corporation would control the entire 

system and be responsible for its expansion. In fact, the proposed contract for the concession 

very closely resembled that of AUSA. For a period of twenty-five years, the concessionaire 

would control the subways system and take responsibility for completing the proposed 

modifications. The municipal government would provide the initial financing, as they did with 

the highways, and the concession would recoup the rest of the construction and operation 

expenses through ticket sales. Authorities guaranteed a minimal number of riders, which would 

rise steadily over the years as the network expanded. On this point, officials learned an important 

lesson as they decided upon a more conservative estimate of usage. Any deficit in ridership 

would be covered by the city, and the municipality and the concessionaire would split any 

overage.207 

 A number of international consortia took an interest in the deal, but the municipality 

never followed through with the licensing and concession.208 The details of the contract were 

being discussed in 1981, which marked a very difficult point during the Proceso era. Presidential 

power had recently transferred from General Videla to Army General Roberto Eduardo Viola, 

and this change rippled throughout the entire military government. As Cacciatore fought to 

maintain his position as Buenos Aires mayor, Argentina also found itself in a difficult financial 

situation. The end of plata dulce, or easy money, meant that the regime and businesses had a 

difficult time securing funds for any project, let alone just covering existing costs.209 Just as 

funding and interest stalled for the highways, the push to expand and modernize the subways 

came to a halt. Nothing happened until 1994, when the municipality awarded a Spanish firm with 

                                                
207 “Subterráneos: privatización = modernización,” La Nación, June 7, 1981. 
208 Consortiums representing businesses from England, France, Germany, and Italy demonstrated interested in the 
subway expansion and operation project. “Subterráneos: privatización = modernización,” La Nación, June 7, 1981. 
209 Lewis, The Crisis of Argentine Capitalism, 462-64. 
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the concession and formed Metrovías, S.A., the current operator of the Buenos Aires subway 

system. 

 Three characteristics stand out in the pursuit to revamp urban transportation in Buenos 

Aires. First, officials put a great emphasis on modernization. The Urban Highway Plan embraced 

the twentieth-century development of automobile transit by creating a roadway network that rose 

above the tight colonial grid that had defined the federal district’s streets. Such highways already 

characterized cities in Europe and the United States – Laura found the U.S. Interstate Highway 

system particularly impressive – and so with these autopistas, Buenos Aires would have more 

up-to-date roads. The subway expansion and improvement program looked to foreign examples 

as models to uphold. Progressive, internationally renowned urban centers such as New York and 

Paris had sleek, extensive systems connecting every corner of the Capital Federal. Second, the 

push to privatize these works became the hallmark of virtually every urban reform pursued under 

Cacciatore’s tenure. The neoliberal economic policies relied on the involvement of private 

business, and the municipal government used that emphasis to tap into the money and 

technology necessary to make the projects reality. Third, modern transportation networks built 

by concessionaires would ultimately bring one of the most desired outcomes, efficiency. In both 

schemes, moving people and goods quickly represented one of the most sought-after goals, as 

quick, uninterrupted travel meant that business could proceed at a sustained pace. Efficiency also 

resulted from the fact the municipality saved time and money by contracting private businesses 

to do the work. In theory, the municipality put forth none of its money (though it did), and it did 

not take on more workers on its payroll. All of these characteristics appeared in the other reforms 

enacted as Cacciatore strove to break Buenos Aires from its stagnant past and lead its people into 

a new era.  
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THE GREEN BELT AND TRASH COLLECTION 

 
 While intensely focused on the Capital Federal, some of the reforms initiated by 

Cacciatore did involve the surrounding partidos, which required cooperation with suburban 

municipalities and the government of Buenos Aires province. Laura’s aforementioned 1974 

book, El cinturón ecológico, presented an inventive plan to create a vast amount of green space 

for the metropolitan area while establishing new controls over garbage disposal and pollution. 

Cacciatore had taken notice of local problems with trash, as well. In his memoirs, Cacciatore 

described the chaos surrounding refuse in Buenos Aires. Aside from massive open-air landfills 

and trash incinerators spewing out polluted air, he lamented the disorganized and inefficient 

collection system. The trucks did not have the capacity to pick up all of the trash. Workers 

charged with putting the garbage in the trucks did not always do so. Citizens also posed a 

problem, as many frequently did not put their waste in sturdy plastic bags. The thin plastic bags 

and paper ones broke easily, strewing debris all over the street. When workers did not collect the 

refuse, citizens frequently placed their rubbish on corners away from their homes, in front of 

vacant buildings, or in abandoned lots. The timing of pick-ups did not help matters either. 

Residents placed their trash outside at night, but collectors did not come until morning, thus 

allowing stray animals and rodents to dine upon the contents.210 These issues plagued not only 

the Capital Federal, but the whole metropolitan area. Laura and Cacciatore took it upon 

themselves to resolve this situation. 

 The two men approved an innovative program to create a 70,000-acre green belt in the 

suburbs of metropolitan Buenos Aires that would be built on top of sanitary landfills (see Image 

16). Workers would collect trash in the Capital Federal and the suburbs, sort the refuse, and send 

                                                
210 Osvaldo Andrés Cacciatore, Sólo los hechos (Buenos Aires: Metáfora Editorial, 1993), 211-213.  
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it to specially selected lands where it would be interred. Once the garbage reached a height of 

twelve meters, workers would then place a clay cap over the mound and build parks on top. The 

refuse would undergo anaerobic decomposition (see Image 17). This process did not require air, 

water, or turning the material, but it would necessitate some method for dispelling the highly 

combustible gases produced. This system required an end to burning garbage and prohibited the 

use of all trash incinerators throughout the federal district, which had been the approved method 

of daily trash disposal since 1894.211 Through this process, the metropolitan area would gain an 

incredible amount of green space and recreation facilities, build up flood-prone areas, and 

control its pollution and garbage problems.  

To make the green belt a reality, the Municipality of Buenos Aires and the Province of 

Buenos Aires had to coordinate their efforts. In May 1977, the military junta approved the 

creation of an institution to oversee the project and facilitate the municipality and province’s 

cooperation. This new entity, CEAMSE (Cinturón Ecológico de la Área Metropolitana, Sociedad 

del Estado), consisted of various representatives from the metropolitan governments. Together, 

they organized the collecting, sorting, transporting, and interring refuse, as well as constructing 

the seventy-four thousand acres of green space.212 This institution also assumed responsibility for 

closing open-air landfills in the partidos. The municipality of Buenos Aires and the province of 

Buenos Aires cooperated by expropriating the necessary land, enforcing regulations, and paying 

for CEAMSE’s services. The institution’s founding marked a major shift in the management of 

metropolitan problems. Before this moment, urban issues that affected both the municipality and 

                                                
211 Ángel O. Prignano, Crónica de la basura porteña: del fogón indígena al cinturón (Buenos Aires: Junta de 
Estudios Históricos de San José de Flores, 1998) 151. 
212 As a “Sociedad del Estado” (meaning that the entity was under the auspices of the state), CEAMSE’s board of 
directors consisted of public authorities, including Guillermo Laura, the Minister of Government for the province, 
the Minister of Public Works for the province, and the Secretary of Government for the Capital Federal. Cinturón 
Ecológico del Área Metropolitana, S. E., Memoria general y balance 1977 (Buenos Aires: CEAMSE, 1977), 1. 
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Image 16: Map of green belt location in Greater Buenos Aires. 
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Image 17: Diagram of the sanitary landfill process. 

 

province had little hope of being resolved, as any response required the collaboration of many 

autonomous governments. CEAMSE represented the military’s efforts to improve efficiency and 

to find solutions to longstanding problems. The organization not only had a defined agenda, but 

the municipality and province’s approval of CEAMSE helped compel the two governments to 
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cooperate and work towards achieving the stated goal.  

 Both Cacciatore and the governor of the Province of Buenos Aires, Brigadier General 

Ibérico Saint-Jean, praised the project.213 Cacciatore focused on the cooperative aspects of the 

green belt and the shared benefits. The mayor stated that the city and the province “shared 

problems that required coordinated solutions.”214 CEAMSE helped the two entities pursue a 

common goal that provided Porteños with access to green space and the Bonarense population 

with effective solution for flood-prone lands as well as parks. Cacciatore also emphasized that 

the green belt represented such an important investment, so people should not fret about the cost. 

Contact with nature and clean air not only served the current population, but also demonstrated a 

dedication to creating a better metropolis for future generations. Saint-Jean echoed many of the 

same sentiments and stressed that the green belt marked “the beginning of an ambitious age.”215 

The mutually beneficial green belt responded to problems that the Capital Federal and the 

partidos could not resolve on their own. By cooperating to accomplish this project, both 

governments made a move to change the quality and use of space in the metropolitan area, as 

well as to coordinate actions.  

Immediately following its establishment, CEAMSE set to work. In 1977, the institution 

focused on surveying possible lands, securing funds (which mostly came from municipal and 

provincial banks), and negotiating with suburban municipalities. Green belt officials had to 

ensure they could procure the lands as well as confirm cooperation from the partidos and 

suburban municipalities. The first phase to be completed was the Bancalarí Experimental Area in 

                                                
213 Aside from serving as governor of the province of Buenos Aires, Brigadier General Saint-Jean was also well-
known for his brutal statement regarding the Dirty War: “First we will kill all the subversives; then we will kill all 
their collaborators; then their sympathizers; then those who remained indifferent; and finally we’ll kill the 
undecided.” Lewis, Guerrillas and Generals, 143.  
214 Cinturón Ecológico del Área Metropolitana, S. E., Memoria 1979 (Buenos Aires: CEAMSE, 1979), Annex II.  
215 Ibid., Annex III. 
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the Zona Norte partido of San Fernando. This first section ultimately covered 407 acres and 

contained soccer fields, tennis courts, roller skating zones, playgrounds, refreshment stands, a 

sport equipment store, and other support facilities.216 The organization built similar parks in San 

Martín, Avellaneda, Estebán Echevarría, Villa Domínico, and along the Río de la Reconquista. 

Garbage collection had to be reorganized in order to create the green space, and that trash 

had to be specially processed for interment. With a new fleet of trucks, garbage collectors picked 

up the refuse and delivered it to transfer stations where workers compacted the trash and 

redistributed it for delivery to the selected provincial lands. The municipality oversaw the 

construction of three stations in the Capital Federal. They had similar layouts, and all three used 

recently appropriated land.217 These properties included land once occupied by a villa miseria 

(located in the barrio of Colegiales), a former landfill (in Flores), and the location of an old 

municipal incinerator (in Nueva Pompeya) (see Image 18). After six months of construction, 

CEAMSE officially inaugurated the stations in June 1979. Each station processed 1000 tons of 

trash each day. Workers in the stations sifted through the collected refuse and reclaimed 

recyclable items such as glass, plastic, and metal. Non-reusable materials made their way into 

trucks that delivered the trash to the suburbs for burial. Little contact with the garbage reduced 

contamination by keeping direct handling to a minimum. The stations operated with fifteen 

workers for each eight-hour shift, and it only took fifteen minutes to unload the trash, sift 

through it, and reload it on the trucks. The completion of the transfer stations allowed CEAMSE 

to gather and process much more trash than in previous years (see Table 3). 

Implicit in the municipal government’s reorganization of trash collection and disposal 

was the intent to establish complete control over urban cleanliness. An important step in 

                                                
216 “Cinturón Ecológico Área Metropolitano,” Construcciones, No 279, (Sept-Oct 1979): 34-35 
217 Ibid., 35.  
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Image 18: Demolition of the Nueva Pompeya incinerator, February 1978. “Voladura de una 
chimenea,” La Nación, February 2, 1978. 

 

achieving this goal concerned who handled garbage. Previously, trash that did not find its way 

into an incinerator frequently ended up in an open-air landfill. In these festering places of 

decomposing refuse, poverty-stricken residents searched for valuable recyclables that would help 

them provide for their families. Laura expressed a mixture of revulsion and pity for this wretched  
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Year Tons of trash collected Percent change 
1977 3278.9 --- 
1978 490519 149.5 
1979 1688223.4 344 
1980 2405728.7 42.5 
1981 2676555.2 11.3 
1982 2421803.4 -9.5 
1983 2148875.6 -11.3 

 

Table 3. Amount of trash collected, 1977-1983. Sources: Cinturón Ecológico del Área 
Metropolitana, S. E., Memoria y balance general (Buenos Aires: CEAMSE, 1977); 
Cinturón Ecológico del Área Metropolitana, S. E., Memoria 1979 (Buenos Aires: 
CEAMSE, 1979); Cinturón Ecológico del Área Metropolitana, S. E., Memoria y 
balance general 1980 (Buenos Aires: CEAMSE, 1980); Cinturón Ecológico del 
Área Metropolitana, S. E., Memoria y balance general 1981 (Buenos Aires: 
CEAMSE, 1981); Cinturón Ecológico del Área Metropolitana, S. E., Memoria y 
balance general 1982 (Buenos Aires: CEAMSE, 1982); Cinturón Ecológico del 
Área Metropolitana, S. E., Memoria y balance general 1983 (Buenos Aires: 
CEAMSE, 1983). 

 
population. To the secretary of public works, these people represented both an environmental 

and social threat. Environmentally, their workspace was the product of poor management and the 

site of pollution and contamination. Those who engaged in this activity worked in terrible 

conditions and suffered from poor health. Socially, their marginal existence stemmed from the 

unscrupulousness of certain businesses that paid meager wages to find discarded recyclables.218 

Laura figured that the businesses that paid for the reclaimed products made millions of 

dollars, and this only fueled the exploitation of the poor. According to Laura, the state held 

ultimate responsibility in correcting the situation since the lack of municipal control created this 

“subworld” of trash pickers. Cacciatore responded by passing Ordinance 33.581 in August of 

                                                
218 Laura, Cinturón ecológico, 81-82. 
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1977, which forbade anyone not a sanctioned employee from sifting through refuse. Coupled 

with the shutting down of many open-air landfills, these actions sufficiently closed off 

unauthorized access to trash. The city government did not demonstrate much concern for the 

plight of the poorest residents, but instead kept a profitable asset from being exploited by the 

wrong enterprising individuals. The new transfer stations built by the municipal government saw 

to the reclamation of recyclables, which became a key source of income for CEAMSE.  

As the municipality and its concessionaires collected the trash, citizens could breathe 

easier for a number of reasons. Municipal ordinance 33.291 prohibited further use of domestic 

and municipal incinerators, thus removing a major source of atmospheric contamination. 

CEAMSE also worked closely with the National Forestry Institute (IFONA) in order to plant 

trees in the reclaimed green belt lands. The two groups originally set out to plant two thousand 

hectares of trees over a span of ten years and to reforest more than 4850 hectares over five years 

in the Arco Sudoeste specifically.219 In 1980, they planted sixteen thousand trees in the northern 

part of the green belt and seven thousand in the Arco Sudoeste.220 Workers and volunteers added 

more than thirty-seven thousand additional trees in 1981.221 With the cessation of incinerators 

and the creation of parks and new forests, green belt authorities claimed to do much to provide 

purifying “lungs” for the metropolitan area. 

With such a massive undertaking, cost presented a major concern, but CEAMSE’s 

structure and operations clearly put the project in line with the dictatorship’s national economic 

ideas. While the organization was a state entity, it followed the model of peripheral privatization 

by contracting private companies to complete components of the projects. CEAMSE contracted 

the group, MANLIBA S.A, for street cleaning, installing trash bins in public spaces, and 
                                                
219 “Bosque artificial,” La Nación, June 13, 1979.  
220 CEAMSE, Memoria y balance general 1980 (Buenos Aires: CEAMSE, 1980), 14.  
221 CEAMSE, Memoria y balance general 1981 (Buenos Aires: CEAMSE, 1981), 9-10. 
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gathering refuse in certain areas of the city. The green belt authority also worked closely with a 

North American company, Waste Management International, Inc., to secure necessary 

equipment, including 160 new trash compacting trucks, twenty-five street sweepers-vacuums, 

five dump trucks, two street washers, and two storm-drain cleaners.222 Eventually officials added 

more trucks to the fleet, bringing the count up to 330.223 While well-equipped concessionaires 

saw to the actual collection of garbage, CEAMSE maintained a relatively small staff of fifty-two 

people to oversee operations.224 In the directors’ eyes, their organization represented a new 

paradigm that exemplified how well government could function. Open competition for contracts 

and new technology allowed work to proceed efficiently and with minimal state involvement. 

The directorate argued that once other government institutions considered the benefits, they too 

would outsource public functions to private companies.225 

The green belt agency also saw this arrangement as financially advantageous. As their 

work began in earnest in 1979, CEAMSE officials reflected on the superiority of the entity’s 

structure over the traditional functioning of state entities: “In overpopulated countries with low 

capitalization, frequently unemployment is deliberately disguised by the State by means of 

salaried positions, which in reality are simply subsidies for unnecessary work or for the use of 

low-level technology.”226 According to the directors’ thinking, excessive employees and 

inadequate technology created unnecessary costs. The transfer stations represented one of the 

major areas of improvement. CEAMSE estimated that the old incinerators employed twenty-

eight hundred workers who could process only 20 to 30 percent of local waste. In 1976, 

                                                
222 CEAMSE, Memoria 1979 (Buenos Aires: CEAMSE, 1979), 16. 
223 CEAMSE, Memoria 1980, 13. 
224 CEAMSE, Memoria 1979, 9. 
225 In fact, Jorge Schvarzer notes that other municipalities in Argentina did start to follow the CEAMSE example, 
though he is not clear on which cities. Jorge Schvarzer, Expansión económica del estado subsidiario, 1976-1981 
(Buenos Aires: Centro de investigaciones sociales sobre el Estado y la Administración, 1981), 67-68. 
226 CEAMSE, Memoria 1979, 9. 
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approximately twelve thousand people collected two thousand tons of trash a day. However, by 

1980 only one thousand workers saw to the collection of the same amount. In addition, new 

technology plus a minimal number of employees meant that garbage collection only cost fifty 

dollars per ton whereas before it was one hundred dollars per ton.227 The investment in advanced 

equipment and the reorganization of collection and disposal created significant savings.228 

The same characteristics that defined the highway program also appeared in the green 

belt project. The trash disposal methods of the old Buenos Aires appeared archaic and primitive 

when described by Cacciatore and Laura. The disorder involved in garbage collection and the 

polluting method of incineration did little to present the city as clean and organized. With the 

influx of new equipment and the expertise of foreign professionals, municipal officials watched 

as the locals trash situation changed dramatically. A modern fleet of trucks more easily handled 

the amounts of refuse produced by residents and the transfer stations processed the garbage 

quickly for interment. The municipal and provincial governments also embraced sanitary 

landfills as a more refined method of disposal compared to unsightly open-air landfills. This new 

approach also engendered the desired goal of efficiency by resolving multiple problems with one 

action. By burying trash, authorities not only responded to garbage woes, but also worked to 

resolve flooding problems and added enormous amounts of green space to the metropolitan area. 

This joint effort proceeded without much hindrance and quickly made a cleaner, greener Buenos 

Aires. 

******* 

                                                
227 Ibid.,16. 
228 None of this proceeded without corruption. For example, engineers determined that water comprised 40% of the 
collected garbage’s weight. If extracted, the weight and therefore the tariffs charged for transporting trash would 
decrease. Plans to build a plant specifically for this purpose unsurprisingly never came to fruition, thus allowing 
concessionaires to earn extra money for that water weight. Rapoport and Seaone, Buenos Aires, 447.  
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THE COSTANERA SUR  

 
 In many ways, the highways and the green belt created a set of tools for other projects to 

use and build upon. The two undertakings clearly came together as the municipal government 

started to pursue a project discussed in many of the previously published master plans: 

“reconquering the river.”  In this case, local authorities looked to the Puerto Madero complex as 

the site for intense renovation and expansion. The antiquated docks, basins, and warehouses had 

fallen into disuse long ago. Even at the time of its completion in 1895, the Puerto Madero 

facilities could not keep pace with the rapid rise in tonnage and the increasing size of ships. A 

new complex built to the north, called Puerto Nuevo, began to receive ships in 1925, thus leaving 

little activity for Madero.229 Rather than let this prime real estate continue to deteriorate, 

Cacciatore and Laura seized upon the opportunity to transform the port and incorporate it into 

the activities of the downtown barrio, Centro.  

 The green belt and highway projects came together in the Puerto Madero renovation 

scheme when Cacciatore announced the exact features of the new undertaking. The mayor 

approved an initiative to add over 300 hectares of land to the city by filling in the boggy marsh 

and shallow coastal area immediately east of the old port. Once completed, the area would 

become home to municipal administrative offices and businesses (a obvious nod to Le 

Corbusier’s Cité de Affaires in his 1947 urban design) as well as a large amount of green space 

and residential areas (straight from the 1960 Plan Regulador).230 To fill in and build up such a 

vast expanse, Laura decided to employ sanitary landfill techniques. Rather than use trash, 

however, workers would begin by depositing the rubble of the buildings demolished for 

                                                
229 Corporación Antiguo Puerto Madero S.A., 1989-1999: Un modelo de gestión urbana (Buenos Aires: Ediciones 
Larivière, 1999), 30-31.  
230 “Centro Cívico en la Costanera Sur,” La Nación, May 31, 1980.  
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Autopistas 25 de Mayo and Perito Moreno (see Image 19). The remains of expropriated 

buildings would give rise to an entirely new barrio jutting out into the Rio de la Plata, much in 

the same way that officials solved its trash problem and built parks at the same time with the 

green belt.  

 The emphasis placed on the state of disuse into which Puerto Madero had fallen, hid a far 

more vivacious history of the port complex, however. Running along the eastern-most side of the 

port was the Avenida Costanera Sur. In 1918, the local government inaugurated the first phase of 

the avenue known as the Balneario Municipal Costanera Sur. This municipal beach became a 

major recreational destination for all Porteños, especially in the summertime. Plazas and 

sidewalks allowed visitors to stroll along the coastline and admire the art deco and art nouveau 

architecture of the neighboring restaurants and cafés. Exquisite sculptures adored the avenue as 

well, one of the most famous being the Nereid fountain by the female Argentine sculptor, Lola 

Mora. For those seeking respite from the steamy summer heat, people could access the river via 

stairs leading from the street to the beach (see Image 20). Approximately 300 little cabins 

allowed swimmers to change clothes and to store their belongings, and the beach was divided 

into two sections, one for men and one for women. Tennis courts, soccer fields, and a 

gymnasium for children could also be found along the avenue. At night, visitors continued their 

revelry at dances and festivals.231  

 While the number of visitors to the Balneario and Avenida Costanera had decreased over 

the more recent decades, the announcement of the port renovation and landfill project effectively 

put an end to this summer scene. The landfill to the east meant that Avenida Costanera was no 

longer on the river, and the reclamation of land in the port area by the municipality resulted in  

                                                
231 One of the few surviving restaurants from this era, the Munich, still stands and houses a museum, thus 
preserving the memory of this lost destination. http://www.museos.buenosaires.gob.ar/dgm_centrodemuseos_h.htm 
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Image 19: “Reconquering the river” as dump trucks deliver dirt and debris to the port complex. 
“Gánanse 300 ha al río para crear un complejo edilicio,” La Nación, October 15, 
1977. 

 

the removal and demolition of many of the old cafés and restaurants. Articles in La Nación 

waxed nostalgic, remembering the years in which a ten-cent ride on the Lacroze tram carried 

anyone down to the excitement of the Balneario. However, the articles did not directly blame the 

landfill project as the true end of an era; in fact, the glory days of the Balneario had already 

ended with the increasing amount of pollution in the river. Cesspools of industrial run-off, the 

byproduct of the mid-century push to increase industry in Buenos Aires, lined the coast, making 

any recreation along the river’s edge an unsanitary and hazardous affair. The article vehemently 
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Image 20: The Costanera Sur and municipal Balneario in 1923. Reproduced from Imagenes de 
Buenos Aires 1915-1940: fotographías del archivo de la Dirección Municipal 
de Paseos y de otras colecciones (Buenos Aires: Fundación Antorchas, 1997), 
64. 

lamented the loss of a “pure, clean, and beautiful” pastoral past.232 With the Río de la Plata 

coastline in such a polluted state, one article accepted that the landfill and renovation would be a 

welcome break from the past and a chance to begin anew. Perhaps, the author writes, there will 

be “a new place to go to drink a coffee.”233 

 Not everyone seemed ready to see the end of the Balneario, however. As the landfill 

project got underway, the municipal government passed an order (No. 33.928) that prohibited 

                                                
232 “El verano de los Porteños,” La Nación, January 8, 1979.  
233 “Adiós al antiguo Balneario Municipal,” La Nación, October 15, 1978.  
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anyone from swimming in the Balneario waters. Those caught in violation would have to pay a 

fine ranging from 100 to 10,000 pesos, or serve up to fifteen days in jail.234 The municipal 

government also advised people not to fish in the water and especially not to consume any fish 

from the river. Despite the penalties, many Porteños seemed willing to run the risk, especially in 

the face of the typically hot and humid summer. A beach strewn with debris and water with 

levels of biological and chemical contaminants, far exceeding any acceptable limit for 

swimming, did not deter those desperately seeking respite from the heat. Yet as the landfill 

continued unabated, the number of visitors to the old Balneario eventually amounted to zero.235  

It became clear that in this march of progress, municipal officials came to understand that 

the value of the project extended beyond a mere facelift for the port and more green space. By 

August of 1979, the basic outline of the reclaimed land took shape and was even depicted on the 

official map of the Capital Federal in 1980 (see Image 21). This amount of land, almost equal to 

the area of Centro, would significantly increase the size of the city’s central barrio. As an 

extension of Centro, the new port area would share in the wealth and power of the neighboring 

administrative and financial core. The port and landfill’s close proximity therefore made the new 

lands some of the most expensive property in the Capital Federal. Cacciatore floated the idea that 

some of the reclaimed land could be sold to raise money for the project, reflecting a realization 

of this underlying value.236  

Additionally, Cacciatore began to refer to the area as a privileged place for business and 

administration. The inclusion of green space never came into doubt, but in discussions of the 

project, the mayor promoted the move to make the port area the new home for municipal offices. 
                                                
234 “Viólase la prohibición de bañarse en el rio,” La Nación, January 4, 1978.  
235 It is important to note that in their discussions of the project, Cacciatore and Laura never mentioned the inclusion 
of swimming areas as part of the reclamation project. Losing the Balneario meant that the Capital Federal lost its 
main recreational connection to the river.  
236 “Erigirían edificios en zonas ganadas al río,” La Nación, August 10, 1979.  
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Image 21: Map of Admiral Brown Park and Puerto Madero extension.  

 

According to Cacciatore, local administrators worked uncomfortable spaces and hardly sufficient 

for workers’ needs. The renovation would provide buildings with “more functionality and better 

comfort for personnel.”237 Municipal offices would thus gain a privileged place in this highly 

                                                
237 “Centro Cívico en la Costanera Sur,” La Nación, May 31, 1980. 
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desirable zone, a move that clearly signaled certain aspirations on the part of the mayor. Why 

should the local government remain in the old center when it could help define a new center 

rising out of the shallows of the Río de la Plata?  

 The municipal government never made the move to Puerto Madero, but the renovation 

still represented a clear opportunity to break from the past, and at the same time, seize upon 

significant gains. With the river polluted and the old port facilities abandoned and in disrepair, 

the moment seemed perfect to remake the area completely and create a new urban center. The 

undertaking further distanced itself from Buenos Aires’ stagnant past by using the demolition 

debris from the autopista project and making that the foundation of the port extension. As the 

land reclamation phase gave shape to a sizeable addition, local officials began to see a greater 

worth than initially realized or at least admitted in early pronouncements. Cacciatore realized the 

monetary value of lands with such an advantageous location and even saw the sale of parcels as a 

viable fundraiser. Beyond a physical extension to Centro, officials envisioned the same activities 

that characterized the city center spreading to the port area. Relocating offices to the renovated 

port would have made the municipal government part of a new focal point in the Capital 

Federal’s core. The push to reinvent the Puerto Madero area thus attempted to reconceptualize 

life in the center of Buenos Aires and with the river.  

ADMIRAL BROWN PARK 

 
 The use of sanitary landfill techniques did not end with the green belt and the port 

extension. Cacciatore and Laura returned to the 1960 OPR and decided to pursue another project 

that the plan had proposed: the renovation of Admiral Brown Park in the southern most corner of 

the city (see Image 21). Admiral Brown Park covered an area of 700 hectares and was originally 
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known as Bañado de Flores, or Flores swamp.238 This boggy site neighboring the inland waters 

of the Riachuelo River contained the largest open-air landfill in the Buenos Aires (some say in 

the world) and numerous villas de emergencia (shantytowns). According to the idea put forth by 

Cacciatore, a sanitary landfill would cover 130 hectares of the park. This reclaimed area with 

better drainage, along with surrounding parcels of land, would become the foundation for a series 

of smaller spaces with specific uses. The municipality set to work almost immediately, beginning 

the sanitary landfill phase in the later half of 1976. Once completed, Admiral Brown would 

become a new destination for tourists and Porteños alike.  

 Four main areas dedicated to specific activities comprised the Admiral Brown project. 

One area, Julio A. Roca Park, was slated to be a multi-sport complex. The park proposal 

included fourteen regulation-size soccer fields, five mini soccer fields, tennis courts, volleyball 

courts, a roller hockey rink, a baseball field, gyms, and pools. A second area would become a 

residential zone. This district contained apartment buildings, limited commercial areas, an 

international hotel, recreation space, and an eighteen-hole golf course. A new zoo would occupy 

the third area. The Capital Federal already had a zoo, located in the northern barrio of Palermo, 

but this undertaking promised to improve upon the dated and limited displays of its northern 

counterpart.239 The new zoo would house 1200 species of animal, each one living in some close 

approximation of its home habitat. Larger enclosures would allow animals more space, 

something lacking at the old zoo, and features such as moats around the larger, more dangerous 

species would guarantee the safety of visitors.  

The scheme for the fourth area eventually became the focal point of the Admiral Brown 

                                                
238 Francisco García Vázquez, “Una perspectiva urbanística,” in Buenos Aires, historia de cuatro siglos, Vol. 2, ed. 
José Luis Romero and Luis Alberto Romero (Buenos Aires: Editorial Abril, 1983), 484.  
239 The 1960 OPR originally suggested the relocation of the zoo to the Admiral Brown area. Dirección General del 
Plan Regualdor, Descripción sintética, 57. 
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project as it called for a theme park that would rival all others on scale and grandeur. Attendees, 

of which officials expected 80,000 a day, would count on non-stop excitement as they enjoyed 

seventy different rides, including roller coasters, a giant double Ferris wheel, bumper cars, go-

karts, and a house of mirrors. A 200-meter tower with restaurant, bar, and observation deck (a 

structure very similar to the Space Needle in Seattle, Washington) would occupy the center of 

the park. The theme park also contained a massive hall that would be the site of stage spectacles 

and dances accommodating up to 13,000 people.240 Cacciatore hoped that, upon completion, this 

colossal undertaking would become the most desirable place to spend one’s leisure time and 

even to live.  

 Just as the Puerto Madero extension attempted to cover up failures of the old port 

complex, the lively destination of the Balneario, and the pollution of the Río de la Plata, the 

Admiral Brown project intended to break with its past and pursued a supposedly brighter future. 

The sprawling trash heap essentially became the foundation of the project, and the forced 

removal of shantytown inhabitants made way for a residential and recreation zone for the more 

financially secure. Officials did not publicly acknowledge the contradictions between this project 

and others, however. In their inauguration of a housing project in the neighboring lower-income 

barrio of Villa Soldati, the Minister of Social Welfare, Vice Admiral Julio Juan Bardi, delivered 

a passionate speech on the importance of housing. He stated that while the military had made 

great strides in the fight against subversion, the struggle would not end until they eliminated the 

causes that fueled subversive activity. The scarcity of housing represented one of those causes, 

and by providing greater access to affordable housing, the military would draw closer to 

                                                
240 In its issue dedicated to the anniversary of Buenos Aires’ second founding, the engineering journal, La 
Ingeniería, profiled all major public works projects currently underway in the Capital Federal. This included 
Admiral Brown Park. “Parques recreativos,” La Ingeniería, No 1041 (Sept. 1980): 204-212. 
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achieving its goals of order, peace, justice, and liberty.241 Paradoxically, the adjacent Admiral 

Brown complex would not make much progress towards this goal. The inclusion of a golf course 

in the residential area did not signal “affordable” in anyway, nor did the addition of a theme park 

or zoo add much needed housing. Eventually the municipality sold the land destined for the 

residential area, choosing instead to liquidate this asset. The municipality’s dedication to the 

anti-subversive efforts did not seem to appear in any sort of housing initiative.  

 Additionally, the theme park became a topic of great scrutiny for the corruption that 

surrounded its construction. As it did with other major projects, the municipality held a 

competition and awarded a concession in 1978. The winner of the contract was a consortium 

made up of private businesses as well as members of the military. People questioned the 

municipality’s choice and their concerns only increased as inconsistencies became apparent. The 

consortium, named Interama S.A., absconded with untold amounts of money as equipment and 

rides regularly never paid the appropriate import tariffs for these imported items. Employees of 

the concessionaire also claimed inflated values for those items. For instance, accounts show a 

300-dollar popcorn machine valued at 30,000 dollars.242 Interama’s members borrowed heavily 

from the credit line opened by the local government for the project and successfully siphoned off 

millions of dollars.  

As the projected completion date drew near at the end of 1981, the theme park was 

nowhere near its final construction stages. According to the contract, the consortium had to pay 

fines for everyday it remained incomplete, but Cacciatore waved those aside, granting more time 

                                                
241 “Entregaron viviendas en Villa Soldati,” La Nación, August 6, 1978. It should be noted that those involved with 
subversive groups actually tended to be students and from the middle class, not villeros. However, some guerrilla 
organizations did try to co-opt supporters from the shantytowns. Coupled with the belief that economic 
underdevelopment created a fertile soil in which Marxism and communism could take root, these ideas and 
experiences established a connection between the poor and subversive activities. Gillespie, Soldiers of Perón, 62-70; 
and Rock, Authoritarian Argentina, 206-208.  
242 Rapoport and Seoane, Buenos Aires, historia de una ciudad, Vol. 2, 443.  
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for Interama. Eventually the whole project folded, leaving the municipality with massive debts 

and a theme park that could not generate any profit.243 In this instance, the belief that the 

concession system created competition and efficiency actually gave rise to widespread 

corruption costing the municipal government of Buenos Aires incredible amounts of money. 

Pursuit of this of a new beginning in Admiral Brown and creating a privileged space only 

produced an amazing loss.  

VILLAS 

 
 In the midst of this push to clean, organize, and modernize Buenos Aires, officials turned 

to the persistent issue of shantytowns, known as villas de emergencia or villas miserias. The 

Municipal Housing Commission, or CMV, oversaw the eradication of these precarious 

settlements, which involved three stages: freezing, discouragement, and eradication.244 First the 

government conducted aerial photography and surveys to determine where villas were located 

and how many people inhabited each. With this information, the CMV “froze” the shantytown 

by prohibiting any changes to the structure of the settlement or its population. The second stage, 

discouragement, included a variety of harassments. The Commission curbed the flow of goods 

and products going into the villas, destroyed abandoned buildings and those without verified 

tenants or owners, demanded payment for repairing or installing services (payments that villeros 

often could not meet), and pushed inhabitants to either buy the land they lived on or move 

somewhere else. Once the residents left, the government moved in and destroyed the villa. 

Previous governments had attempted to remove the villas within the Capital Federal, but with 

                                                
243 For an in-depth description of all of the problems and inconsistencies association with the theme park and 
Interama, see Simpson and Bennett, The Disappeared, 200-203; and Rapoport and Seoane, Buenos Aires, Vol. 2, 
443-445. 
244 Oszlak, Merecer la ciudad, 161-165.  
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mixed results. During the Proceso, however, the CMV worked quickly and brought the 

population of villeros in the federal district down from 225,000 in 1976 to 80,000 by 1980.245 

Most of these displaced residents established new homes and settlements in the suburbs of 

Greater Buenos Aires. By removing settlements frequently associated with squalor and disease, 

Cacciatore could pointed to another successful, albeit aggressive, action to create a cleaner, more 

organized city.  

 The director of the CMV, Guillermo Del Cioppo, took his job seriously and countered the 

many attacks levied at his efforts. In an interview with La Nación in August of 1980, Del Cioppo 

responded to concerns of the eradication expressed by priests working amongst shantytown 

residents. The Commission director put those errant individuals in the same category as the 

assassinated Third World priest, Father Carlos Mujica [sic], and labeled their criticisms as 

simply “malevolent.”246 He defended the municipality’s actions, stating that he knew exactly 

what he was doing and that he had clear goals in mind. Del Cioppo emphatically declared that, 

“The ghettos should not continue. They have to be eradicated.”247 The CMV director and 

Cacciatore both defended the military’s actions against the shantytowns by arguing that the 

majority of people living in such precarious conditions, in reality, had homes and that they did 

not need to be in such a place. The destruction of the villas did not necessarily make people 

                                                
245 The Villa Eradication Plan (PEVE) initiated under Ongania represented one of the most well-known efforts prior 
to that of the Proceso. However, the PEVE did not successfully relocate a significant portion of the villero 
population. Blaustein, Prohibido vivir aquí, 20-21, 35-39; “Invitan a Cacciatore vecinos de una villa,” La Nación, 
August 24, 1980.  
246 The Third World Priests, or tercermundistas, were a group of Catholic priests who worked closely with the poor 
and especially villeros. Tercermundistas represented a small percentage of Argentine clergy, roughly 10 percent, and 
they organized in the wake of liberation theology’s debut. Adherent priests worked among laborers and shantytown 
residents as they sympathized with the plight of the poor. As for Del Cioppo’s reference to “Mujica,” Father Carlos 
Múgica was a prominent tercermundista assassinated in May of 1974 by the Triple A, an anticommunist force active 
under Isabel Perón from 1974 to 1976. Scott Mainwaring and Alexander Wilde, eds. The Progressive Church in 
Latin America. (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1989), 153, footnote 2; Burdick, For God and 
Fatherland, 202; and Lewis, Guerrillas and Generals, 27-28.  
247 “La política comunal en las villas de emergencia,” La Nación, August 27, 1980.  
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homeless, Del Cioppo argued; they just needed to return to their place of origin.248 These weak 

justifications and defenses all attempted to dispel concerns by either marking criticisms as 

inherently threatening since working with the poor often appeared “Marxist” and subversive in 

the eyes of the military. Therefore officials shifted the blame to shantytown residents who simply 

chose to live in such hazardous conditions.249  

 Villa residents did not just accept this destiny pushed upon them. In one instance, the 

representative commission of a settlement directly confronted Cacciatore and his policies. The 

commission, which represented Villa 21 in the southern barrio of Barracas, sent a letter to the 

mayor inviting him to lunch with them. The mayor had recently stated that those living in the 

shantytowns had no right to their homes since they never purchased the land properly. In 

response, the commission’s letter asked the mayor how they could ever hope to purchase a home, 

given that their wages were so low and the price of land, taxes, and building materials so high. 

They also challenged the mayor. Surely, according to the villeros, a “Catholic mayor” would not 

pass up on this invitation given that Pope John Paul II had recently visited a favela during his 

visit to Brazil. Should not the mayor follow the holy father’s example? The note ended with a 

tongue-in-cheek statement that hopefully Cacciatore visit before they, the residents, were 

dislodged.250 It is not clear whether the mayor took the residents of Villa 21 up on their 

invitation.  

 Despite criticisms and attempts to challenge the municipality’s policies, the eradication of 

the villas proceeded unabated. By early 1981, the villero population in the Capital Federal stood 

                                                
248 Such pronouncements came from the fact that in the mid-century, many people emigrated from the interior to 
Buenos Aires in search of employment. Municipal officials and military representatives tried to use this line of 
reasoning to excuse their actions and downplay any legitimate claims villeros may have had to their homes.   
249 Despite Del Cioppo’s clearly charged remarks, Cacciatore never expressed such overtly political opinions 
regarding the fight against subversion while in office.  
250 “Invitan a Cacciatore vecinos de una villa,” La Nación, August 24, 1980. 
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at approximately 16,000 residents, down to less than 7 percentage of the total in 1976.251 

However, the question remained as to where all of the displaced people went. The municipality 

simply wanted this population out of its own territory and it did not seem to matter what 

happened to these people after that. As a result, the displaced population took up residence in the 

surrounding partidos, meaning that the federal district only shifted the problem to its provincial 

neighbors. The CMV worked with banks to provide lines of credit for those looking to buy 

homes, but very few took advantage of the offers as they had little to nothing in the way of 

collateral.252 The forced relocation of an element closely associated with the uncontrolled growth 

of Buenos Aires allowed officials to believe that the city had left behind its chaotic past. 

A MAN ABOUT TOWN AND A TOWN IN THE SPOTLIGHT 

 
 As driven as Cacciatore was to complete these ambitious reforms, he made time to 

promote its rapidly changing image within Argentina and to the world. The mayor delivered 

talks updating Argentine business leaders and key institutions on the progress made on the 

projects. He also used these opportunities to establish accords and receive firm commitments of 

support. Cacciatore did not focus on promoting his work just within Buenos Aires. He frequently 

traveled abroad and used those trips to exchange urban ideas. The mayor also made use of 

notable events when Buenos Aires became the center of international attention. On such 

occasions, Cacciatore had the chance to present the best features of the Capital Federal, and this 

certainly served the junta’s purposes, as well. Displaying a modern, efficient, and clean city 

helped pull attention away from the darker side of the regime. Such efforts not only served to 

legitimate the mayor’s work, but also give the military the chance to dispel negative opinions of 

                                                
251 Oszlak, Merecer la ciudad, 185.  
252 Ibid., 164-65. 
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its actions and of Argentina.  

 The mayor regularly delivered talks at local institutions and associations whose members 

held some sort of interest in the reforms. Organizations that invited Cacciatore included the 

Argentine Engineers Center (CAI), the Chamber of Construction, the Argentine Automobile 

Club, the Chamber of Commerce, the Argentina Chamber of Advertising, the Superior War 

School for the Air Force, the Argentine Public Relations Association, and the Sociedad Mixta 

Siderúrgia Argentina (SOMISA).253 In his speeches, Cacciatore detailed the progress made on 

individual projects and provided ample statistics documenting every plaza renovated, every street 

paved, and every cubic meter of cement poured. When addressing the Chamber of Construction, 

he pointed out that 173 blocks had been repaved (representing 100 percent of the municipality’s 

goal), traffic lights were added to 256 intersections (85 percent of goal), and 8000 road signs had 

been placed throughout the federal district (100 percent of goal).254 This catalogue of numbers 

strove to give audiences the impression that the municipal government wasted no time in 

achieving results. Cacciatore also discussed future projects to be implemented, again in the effort 

to persuade people that his administration differed markedly from previous ones by having an 

active, ongoing agenda. Early in the Proceso, the mayor’s audiences warmly received his 

message and occasionally worked with the municipal government to promote the reforms and 

assist in any way possible. These frequent talks helped Cacciatore maintain amicable contact 

with organizations related to the urban environment and allowed him to promote his progress and 

                                                
253 “Se celebró la reunión anual de los ingenieros,” La Nación, October 29, 1976; “Cacciatore en la Cámara de la 
Construcción,” La Nación, April 17, 1978; “La comuna propicia la acción empresaria en la construcción,” La 
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December 10, 1981. 
254 “La comuna propicia la acción empresaria en la construcción,” La Nación, April 26, 1978.  
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successes. 

 Cacciatore also drew attention to his work through his visits to other cities and countries. 

During his tenure, he traveled to Montevideo, Madrid, Tokyo, Miami, and various cities in West 

Germany. On some occasions, these visits served to improve relations between Argentina and 

the mayor’s destination. In Madrid Cacciatore participated in ceremonies for the inauguration of 

the Plaza Colón, dedicated to the explorer Christopher Columbus. Mayors from other Latin 

American cities attended as well, providing an opportunity for each to recognize their old 

colonial connection.255 However, Cacciatore often took advantage of his travels to share ideas on 

urban planning and projects. On the Tokyo visit in May of 1979, he and Guillermo Laura, who 

had accompanied him, specifically took time to meet with businesses dedicated to transportation 

and urban growth, which reflected their own interests and actions in Buenos Aires.256 Similarly, 

Cacciatore went to West Germany specifically to see how cities there had been rebuilt after 

World War II and how they were currently managed.257 

Most notably, the Miami visit in December of 1978 represented the most overt attempt to 

examine other urban approaches and promote his projects. Miami and Buenos Aires had recently 

been declared “sister cities,” so Cacciatore’s trip ostensibly served to celebrate that new 

relationship.258 Yet upon his return to Buenos Aires, the mayor excitedly discussed the new ideas 

that he encountered in Florida. Officials had showed him their trash disposal system, including 

their separation centers and sanitary landfills. They also allowed him to tour a Miami traffic 

control center that oversaw 550 intersections (Cacciatore boasted that Buenos Aires would soon 

have a similar center that would control three times the number of intersections.) Finally, the 
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256 “Regresó ayer el intendente Cacciatore,” La Nación, May 14, 1979. 
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mayor traveled north to Disney World, where he gathered ideas for the theme park being built in 

Admiral Brown Park.259 These common approaches and projects truly made Miami and Buenos 

Aires sisters in Cacciatore’s eyes, and he invited the mayor of Miami to come to Buenos Aires 

the following March.260 Such a high-profile guest could only serve to spread the word of 

Cacciatore’s successful transformation of the Argentine capital, with its new parks, elevated 

highways, and cleaner streets. 

As the mayor strove to endorse a particular image, Buenos Aires found itself on the world 

stage and thus under international scrutiny. The 1978 World Cup took place at the height of the 

repression, and word of the military’s human rights violations had already set many people 

around the world against the regime. The armed forces took this opportunity to direct discussions 

away from the disappeared and the war against subversion. The regime instead presented an 

image of a nation moving to a new future through the drive and determination of its people. 

Preparations for the event had been approved and initiated prior to the coup in 1976. The World 

Cup projects did not have their direct origins with the Proceso regime, but the military did 

expand the projects and foot the bill.261 The regime spent more than 500 million dollars, a cost 

that surpassed all estimates and raised questions regarding misappropriation of funds.262 

However, the military ignored the accusations and focused on putting forth the best face 

possible. New and remodeled stadiums, renovations to the international airport, improved road 

signage, extensive cleaning and sanitation, and the nation’s first color television station gave 

Buenos Aires the veneer of a modern, progressive urban center.263 

                                                
259 “El intendente y nuevos métodos en la ciudad,” La Nación, December 11, 1978. 
260 “El alcalde de Miami está en Buenos Aires,” La Nación, March 8, 1980. 
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Brigadier Cacciatore readily participated in this performance, as well. Following 

Argentina’s defeat of Holland in the final on June 25, the mayor presented the national team with 

a silver plaque to honor their status as world champions, an act carried out in Buenos Aires.264 

He also praised the hard work of the team and those that made the games such a success, 

declaring that the event constituted a firm demonstration of “what Argentines can do” and that 

the nation had passed an arduous test.265 Buenos Aires served as the main site of this trial, and 

Cacciatore made sure to promote its positive contribution and results.  

 Two years later, Buenos Aires once again opened its doors to a mass of foreign visitors, 

but this time the mayor had complete control over the festivities. In June 1980, the city 

celebrated the 400th anniversary of its founding. This five-day event occurring form June 8 to 

June 13, paid homage to the second, permanent establishment of Buenos Aires by Don Juan de 

Garay in 1580. In recognition of this momentous occasion, the mayor and his staff pulled 

together a seemingly endless cycle of lunches, dinners, and ceremonies to fill these days.266 

Scholars gave talks on just about everything associated with local history, including literature, 

art, architecture, socio-economic evolution, aviation, and railroads, all of which demonstrated the 

accomplishments of Porteños and the exceptional development of the Argentine capital. Visiting 

dignitaries and distinguished guests from around the world came to join in the celebration. This 

included Latin American and U.S. mayors.267 Yet the most notable visitor was Queen Sofía of 

Spain who brought along an entourage of mayors of prominent Spanish cities, military leaders, 

and members of the Real Academia Española (see Image 22).268 Cacciatore personally welcomed  

                                                
264 “El homenaje de la ciudad,” La Nación, June 27, 1978. 
265 “El Campeonato Mundial, un triunfo de la realidad argentina,” La Nación, June 29, 1978. 
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Image 22: Brigadier Cacciatore entertains his honored guest, Queen Sofía of Spain, at the 400th 
anniversary celebration. “Cacciatore ofreció un almuerzo a la reina,” La Nación, 
June 12, 1980. 

each of his honored guests and put on a lavish display of local accomplishments.  

Articles covering the events did not mention any direct discussion of the recent reforms 

or visits to the projects by guests. However, it would have been virtually impossible to not notice 

the transformations occurring throughout the Capital Federal. Construction on Autopistas 25 de 

Mayo and Perito Moreno rapidly approached the final stages, meaning that the roads easily stood 

out in their nearly completed forms. The Puerto Madero expansion project had taken shape as 

well, given that the outline of the land was clearly marked by this time and workers started to fill 

in the space. Additionally, every major business or institution purchased advertising space in the 

newspapers to show their support of the celebration. This included businesses associated with 
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Image 23: Advertisements for the 400th anniversary of the second founding of Buenos Aires. 
Left, MANLIBA; center, AUSA; and right, CEAMSE. MANLIBA ad, La 
Nación, June 10, 1980; AUSA ad, La Nación, June 13, 1980; and CEAMSE ad, 
La Nación, June 11, 1980. 

 

Cacciatore’s reforms. AUSA and MANLIBA took out simple ads that attested to their support 

for the 400th anniversary festivities, but not much else.269 CEAMSE, on the other hand, used its 

advertising opportunity to establish a link between Juan de Garay’s founding and the green belt. 

The ad proclaimed that the explorer’s delineation of plazas in the foundation marked the birth of 

the first “green space” in the city (see Image 23).270 By making this connection, CEAMSE 

attempted to make De Garay look as environmentally conscious as the organization presented 

itself, and thus insinuate themselves into the week’s celebrations.  

                                                
269 Ad, MANLIBA, La Nación, June 8, 1980; and ad, AUSA, La Nación, June 13, 1980.  
270 Ad, CEAMSE, La Nación, June 11, 1980.  
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 The activities of Cacciatore and the instances where Buenos Aires found itself on the 

world stage presented opportunities to promote the mayor’s agenda and the results of his active 

pursuit of change. These encounters became increasingly important as the years progressed. The 

changes in junta leadership in 1981 from Videla to Viola meant that each officer who wanted to 

maintain his position needed to prove his worth. Along with the completion of the first two 

highways, the complete restructuring of trash collection, the addition of thousands of acres of 

green space, and all of the more limited renovations, the successes of the World Cup, and the 

400th anniversary of Buenos Aires became necessary for Cacciatore’s job security. Equally 

important, international encounters occurring within the capital gave the military the chance to 

persuade visitors to accept a different image of Argentina. A city functioning at peak efficiency 

and with all of the distinguishing features of a modern urb helped to present a nation on the 

march and to hide the more abhorrent actions of the armed forces.  

MILITARY OVERSIGHT 

 
 Throughout the majority of the Proceso period, Cacciatore enjoyed great support from the  

de facto federal government and military officers. His comrades clearly appreciated the mayor’s 

quick, decisive moves to transform Buenos Aires and to bring it into a new age. Junta and Air 

Force members regularly visited the major projects underway. Cacciatore, along with Secretary 

of Public Works Laura, put on a good show for their visitors by playing up the rapid progress 

being made and reminded them of the benefits that these projects would bring. Occasional 

disagreements arose between municipal officials and representatives of national agencies, but the 

strong connection between Cacciatore and the reigning junta allowed the mayor to work 

relatively unhindered, at least until Videla relinquished the presidency to General Roberto 
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Eduardo Viola in March 1981. The changes made to the junta at that point signaled a crisis 

within the Proceso regime and also placed Cacciatore under greater scrutiny, which affected his 

ability to pursue his agenda.  

Under the structure of the Proceso regime, Cacciatore essentially had two bosses: his 

commanders in the Air Force and those in the junta. Some scholars maintain that under the 

power-sharing rules put in place by the three branches of the armed forces, Cacciatore and 

representatives in similar positions only had to answer to their branch commanders.271 However, 

the military still adhered to certain established government norms. As titular president, Videla 

exercised the traditional authority to appoint the mayor of Buenos Aires, as did his successors 

Viola and Galitieri. Cacciatore owed his position to the military president and knew that he had 

to please him to maintain his authority. This situation falls more into line with what Luis Alberto 

Romero refers to this as a “double chain of command.” Representatives of the Proceso had to 

answer to their branch commanders as well as a “civilian” boss, or rather their superior in the 

typical political hierarchy.272 As such, Cacciatore worked hard to satisfy the powers looking over 

both of his shoulders.  

This “double chain of command” represents one of the most pervasive flaws of the 

regime, what scholars call the feudalization of authority.273 This feudalization resulted from an 

attempt to share power equally among the three military branches. The Army, the Navy, and the 

Air Force each took charge of a portion of previous civilian positions and appointed their own 

people to those administrative roles.274 Despite the fact that the Army held more positions given 

its relative importance and size, this more or less equal distribution attempted to prevent any one 
                                                
271 De Luca, Jones, and Tula, “Buenos Aires,” in Capital City Politics, 80-81. 
272 Romero, A History of Argentina, 233.  
273 Fontana, “Political Decision,” 32-34, 43-44; Lewis, Guerrillas and Generals, 132-34; Romero, A History of 
Argentina, 233-236; and Snow and Manzetti, Political Forces, 109-110. 
274 Castiglione, La militarización del estado, 30.  
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branch from gaining complete control. Rather than cultivate a system of balanced power, the fear 

of anybody or any group accumulating too much authority or prestige actually fostered a 

structure with little to no formal limits on the exercise of power. Appointed officers and civilians 

could act without judicial or political restraints. This lack of public accountability opened 

opportunities for corruption as administrators took advantage of opportunities to benefit 

personally from their positions. Appointed administrators still had to answer to their branch 

commanders and/or civilian bosses, but even that chain of command was easily disrupted. The 

milieu of distrust within the regime worked to undermine the military’s authority given that its 

various participants did not always approve of leadership or policy changes. This lack of 

consensus did much to destroy the military regime from within, and despite his attempts to 

maintain good relations with his superiors, Cacciatore’s position fell victim to infighting and 

intrigue.  

The mayor had regular meetings with Air Force commanders and the junta in an effort to 

account for his actions and defend his position. In maintaining close relations to his branch of the 

armed forces, Cacciatore had various encounters with the Commander of the Air Force, 

Brigadier General Orlando Ramón Agosti, in the early years of the Proceso and with the 

commander who took over the same position in later years.275 Newspapers noted when these 

audiences took place at Edificio Condor (home to the Air Force command), but reporters were 

not privy to these discussions as they took place behind closed doors. Suffice it to say, Agosti 

initially kept close tabs on his subordinates and their activities.  

Aside from his branch commander, other Air Force officials continued to monitor 

Cacciatore’s work over the years. On April 18, 1979, a group of Air Force officers led by 
                                                
275 “Antes jefes de la Fuerza Aérea habló el Brig. Cacciatore,” La Prensa, May 6, 1977; “Agosti presidirá hoy una 
reunión de brigadieres,” La Prensa, May 12, 1977; “Realizóse ayer una reunión de brigadieres,” La Prensa, July 6, 
1977; and “Cacciatore habló sobre su gestión,” La Nación, September 18, 1980. 
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Brigadier Basilio Lami Dozo visited some of the projects, including Autopista 25 de Mayo, the 

Line E extension, and the never-completed zoo complex in Admiral Brown Park. Brigadier Lami 

Dozo remarked at the end of the visit that he was “revitalized” by seeing what Argentines could 

do. He appreciated that the projects were proceeding at quick pace, but also noted that, “this 

project is for future generations. Our generation is responsible for starting it, but the true users 

are those who will succeed us.”276 In his pronouncement, Lami Dozo identified a turning point 

for city by noting the fact that something was finally happening, that a project of grand scale and 

ambition was being actively pursued. Additionally, while current residents would be able to use 

the highway in a short time, Lami Dozo’s comment also indicated that the autopista would leave 

an indelible mark and became a fixture in the lives of future Porteños. 

Outside of the Air Force chain of command, Videla and the members of the junta 

regularly visited the projects in Buenos Aires and monitored their progress. Prior to the World 

Cup on April 19, 1978, Videla and Cacciatore spent a significant part of the day observing the 

projects. First, the two men flew over the city in a helicopter, passing over Admiral Brown Park 

and the length of the 25 de Mayo highway path. After this aerial view, they proceeded to travel 

via car to Centro, stopping to inspect improvements being made to Avenida Libertador and the 

progress on Avenida 9 de Julio. Once in Centro, Videla and Cacciatore walked along Lavalle 

Street, which had been closed to traffic and converted into a pedestrian area. They finally ended 

their sojourn at Puerto Madero where they watched the endless line of trucks add to the landfill 

extension.277 Videla later toured the completed portions of the 25 de Mayo highway, 

commenting at the end that, “completion of this project reflects the vision of the future.”278 Even 
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Image 24: General Videla (center) tours the construction of Autopista 25 de Mayo with Brigadier 
Cacciatore (far right). “Videla recorrió obras de autopistas metropolitanas,” La 
Nación, February 6, 1979. 

 

Videla remarked on the project’s modernizing and transformative power (see Image 24). The 

highway once again became the new paradigm for transportation in the capital. Cacciatore 

continued to meet with Videla even after the general stepped down from power.279 

Similar encounters occurred wherein the entire junta participated in the observations. 
                                                
279 “Informe a Videla del intendente municipal,” La Nación, April 9, 1980; “El Presidente visitó a dos autopistas y 
una escuela,” La Nación, November 28, 1980; and “Almorzó Videla con el intendente Cacciatore,” La Nación, 
December 5, 1981. 
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Their visits resembled those of Air Force officials and Videla, with the highways remaining the 

focal point of any tour (see Image 25). Cacciatore and Laura always aimed to impress their 

visitors by lauding the “intense and sustained” pace of work and the fact that the project 

proceeded according to schedule. Additionally, they provided numbers illustrating their 

dedication, noting an increase in the amount of concrete used daily from 80 cubic meters to 1200 

cubic meters. This intensification of activities would allow the highway to be finished by current 

target date of December 31, 1980. Also, workers had completed another 211 meters of Line E in 

recent months. This break-neck speed, according to Laura, allowed the municipal government 

“to transform years into months,” given that previous administrations struggled in their efforts to 

institute reforms, let alone finish anything.280  Despite the comments made by Videla and Air 

Force officials, Cacciatore and Laura still had to make sure that everyone left these visits feeling 

positive about the work being done in Buenos Aires.  

Not everyone cooperated with the municipal government’s work or readily embraced the 

reforms. Cacciatore reportedly clashed with the Minister of the Interior, General Albano Eduardo 

Harguindeguy, although in public, the mayor and the minister tried to play down any sign of 

animosity. At a lunch for the federal police, the two men maintained that despite having distinct 

ideas, their differences in no way negatively affected their long relationship (Cacciatore and 

Harguindeguy first met at the Colegio Militar in 1947).281 Sociologist Oscar Oszlak maintains 

that members of the military government questioned Cacciatore’s projects for Buenos Aires, but 

the mayor dismissed the concerns. Later in 1979, Laura met with the executive branch to 

denounce SETOP and the national railroad agency as unsupportive with the urban reforms.282 

These specific national agencies felt that the municipal government had overstepped its bounds, 
                                                
280 “La Junta Militar visitó las obras de la Autopista Sur,” La Nación, June 22, 1979. 
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Image 25: The military junta takes time to observe the progress of the highways with the mayor. 
“La Junta Militar visitó las obras de la Autopista Sur,” La Nación, June 22, 
1979. 

 
a distinct possibility since both federal and municipal authorities shared the management of 

Buenos Aires. The exact divisions between their spheres of influence were not always clear. 

However, these run-ins appear to be few and did not present insurmountable obstacles. From his 

appointment to the opening of Autopista 25 de Mayo, Cacciatore operated without significant 

interference.  

Unfortunately for the mayor, Videla did not remain in power for the entire Proceso 

period. The job of president took its toll on the general’s health, and internal dissent over his 
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policies eroded support. Videla handed over the position to his fellow Army officer, General 

Viola, in March of 1981.283 Rumors of a move back to civilian rule circulated but ultimately did 

not come to fruition. Instead, the new president sought to create a political opening by allowing 

more civilian involvement in government and reversing the much despised neoliberal policies of 

Martínez de Hoz.284 Prior to the transfer of presidential power, Cacciatore also realized that his 

position was no longer secure. His efforts to maintain cordial relations with most members of the 

regime served him well in his first four years of his tenure, but no one was safe from the great 

distrust that permeated the armed forces. To achieve his own goals in reorganizing the nation, 

Viola found replacements for many of the positions that the military controlled. Cacciatore had 

to prove his continued worth in the Proceso agenda so that he could remain mayor of Buenos 

Aires. 

As the Proceso regime transitioned to a new phase, Cacciatore met with Viola and his 

new cabinet members a number of times. In one of their first meetings, Viola spoke with 

Cacciatore and the governor of Buenos Aires province, General Ibérico Saint-Jean, to discuss 

their tenures as mayor and governor, respectively. Both men talked about the many 

improvements they had made in the Capital Federal and metropolitan region, providing ample 

documentation of their successes.285 Cacciatore later had to meet with Viola again despite the 

fact that rumors indicated that he had secured his job.286 In the end, Cacciatore remained mayor, 

one of the few major officers to keep his post in this transition. However, the municipal 

government was not without one particularly significant change: as of March 27, 1981, 

                                                
283 Getting approval from the three branches for Videla’s successor did not proceed without debate. Each military 
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Guillermo Laura no longer occupied the post of Secretary of Public Works.287 With his position 

already questioned and his right-hand man gone, Cacciatore merely held on for another year.  

Viola did not have much time to affect any change, in any case. He suffered a heart attack 

in November of 1981 and subsequently resigned three weeks later. The hard-liner General 

Galitieri assumed the presidency and closed off efforts to reopen the government to civilian 

participation. During this transition, Cacciatore could not maintain his position and was forced to 

resign on March 31, 1982. The director of the Municipal Housing Commission, Guillermo Del 

Cioppo, took over as mayor. Given his comments previously made about the causes of 

subversion in Argentina, Del Cioppo’s appointment nicely complemented the uncompromising 

stance of Galitieri. Cacciatore quickly faded from the public’s eye as two days later, on April 2, 

Argentina invaded the Malvinas/Falkland Islands in a last ditch effort to bring legitimacy to the 

faltering military government.  

CONCLUSIONS 

 
 Through bulldozers, wrecking balls, dump trucks, concrete, and cold steel, the military’s 

appointed mayor gave rise to a transformed Buenos Aires. The decision to break from a past of 

inaction and chaos propelled Cacciatore’s actions as leader of the municipal government from 

1976 to 1982. Previous administrations had a variety of ideas regarding what needed to be 

reformed in the federal district, and Cacciatore and his officials certainly made liberal use of 

published master plans and studies. However, the representatives of the Proceso regime fed on 

the military’s complete mobilization of government and used that power to compel action and 

make ideas a reality. The force of law, or rather the military’s unlimited power, set the wheels in 
                                                
287 It is not clear why Laura no longer held his position in the municipal government. In an interview conducted by 
the author on April 10, 2008, he avoided commenting on the issue. “Los secretarios de la Municipalidad,” La 
Nación, March 28, 1981; and “El intendente municipal inicia hoy un nuevo período,” La Nación, April 7, 1981. 
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motion, and Cacciatore used the momentum to initiate sweeping reforms in a city that for 

decades had changed little in basic shape and organization.  

Cacciatore held the distinction of being one of the few officers to maintain his position in 

the military regime for virtually the entire Proceso period. In his six years as mayor, he 

completed many reforms and set the stage for the continued transformation of Buenos Aires. The 

key characteristics of this new and improved capital centered on modernization, privatization, 

and efficiency, and all three worked hand-in-hand to remake the city. Leaving behind a 

transportation system built for an older age, the Urban Highway Plan embraced the modern 

convenience of individual automobile ownership by initiating an effort to build a high-speed 

network of highways servicing the whole of the Capital Federal. The municipal government also 

sought to end the antiquated practices of burning trash or simply piling it somewhere in favor of 

the more innovative solution of sanitary landfills. At the same time, the landfills provided the 

foundation for a vast expanse of parks encircling much of the metropolitan area. With both 

projects, the municipality decided that privatization held the key to completing each undertaking. 

The competition of the open markets and business’ access to technology and expertise would 

bring in much needed resources. Additionally, Cacciatore and Laura saw the opportunity for the 

local government to save on construction and management costs by shuffling most of that burden 

onto the winning concessionaire. By creating an alliance with private businesses, the mayor 

worked towards the military’s stated goal of reducing the bureaucracy and relinquishing 

activities not critical for public order or security. The methods employed in constructing the 

highways and reorganizing trash collection created a set of tools used in other major reforms.   

The projects steadily distanced the city from its disorganized past, and Cacciatore and the 

military junta made use of the changes to display a new image of Buenos Aires and Argentina. 
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The mayor regularly promoted his efforts by giving talks to interested groups and engaging other 

municipal leaders when he visited other cities or received distinguished guests. When the 

Argentine capital found itself in the spotlight, the armed forces trusted that elements like clean 

streets, new green space and trees, and a modern transportation network showed the nation’s 

progress in correcting a past of disorder, violence, and neglect. The drive to display the 

municipality’s achievements culminated with the 400th anniversary celebration of the founding of 

Buenos Aires. Participants and attendees not only reflected on how far the capital had come over 

those four centuries, but also saw the future as construction on the highways neared completion 

and city center began to extend out into the estuary of the Río de la Plata. Visitors and residents 

could only wonder what kind of Buenos Aires one would find in another hundred years. 

 Support, however, eventually posed a problem for Cacciatore and his agenda. The mayor 

benefited from the regime’s suspension of democratic governance and its ability to suppress 

opposition. This situation allowed Cacciatore to act unilaterally, and other members of the 

regime –the president in particular – approved of those actions. This productive arrangement 

came to an end when General Videla stepped down from power. Cacciatore fought to maintain 

his position under General Viola, which he did. Coming under the new president’s scrutiny, 

unfortunately, undermined the mayor’s efforts and progress on the urban reforms came to a 

virtual standstill. In addition to changes within the military regime, Cacciatore had to contend 

with the people who had to live with the projects. The next two chapters examine popular 

reactions to the reforms and efforts to organize resistance and to question the mayor’s actions. 

Neighborhood groups banded together in the face of advancing property expropriations and 

constructions that threatened their way of life. Architects and engineers coordinated efforts and 

used their expertise to criticize the execution and impact of the projects. These protests and 
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criticisms did not simply undermine the push to transform Buenos Aires. They also directly 

challenged the military’s stranglehold on power and demonstrated the resilience of Porteños and 

their abilities to construct productive spaces for dissent under the repressive regime.  
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Chapter Four 

Public Response and the Evolution of Protest 

 
On November 11, 1980, less than one month before the official inauguration of the 25 de 

Mayo and Perito Moreno highways, a reader’s letter appeared in one of Argentina’s most widely 

circulated dailies, La Nación. A group of concerned citizens drafted the message and submitted it 

to the newspaper in the hopes of voicing their opinions regarding recent municipal projects. They 

began by drawing attention to a statue of Lisandro de la Torre that stands in the central business 

district.288 At its base, a plaque displayed the quote from de la Torre, “I believe in the 

Government of public opinion.” The writers interpreted the meaning of such a statement in terms 

of the current situation with the urban reforms. They said: 

When there are no Chambers or Deliberative Councils, public opinion finds its place and 
is heard through articles in newspapers, lists of supporters in declarations and throughout 
the readers’ letters all of which constitute a barometer of events. They echo the praises or 
criticisms of citizens and show their concerns and experiences. Through these letters, 
many terrible things have been stopped and many problems have been resolved.289  
 

In the face of intense repression and the suspension of democratic practices within the national, 

provincial, and municipal governments, citizens searched for alternative ways to express their 

concerns. Residents were not simply silent in their reactions against Mayor Cacciatore’s reforms; 

rather, they had to be creative and use what methods were still at their disposal.  

This chapter explores how citizens initially struggled to denounce the projects and why 

newspapers became a space for dialogue and debate during the Proceso years. Three main 
                                                
288 Lisandro de la Torre (1868-1939) was a statesman from Rosario. Initially a member of the UCR, he left the party 
and joined another progressive democratic party. De la Torre supported the Saenz Peña laws, which granted voting 
right to all adult male citizens. Towards to the end of his career, he served as a senator for the province of Santa Fe 
in the national government. Ricardo Miguel Zuccherino, Lisandro de la Torre: ciudadano de la libertad (Buenos 
Aires: Ediciones Depalma, 1989).  
289 “La autopista y la opinión,” La Nación, November 11, 1980.  
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protests will be examined: that against the highways, against the green belt and corresponding 

trash collection procedures, and against the Ribera Norte project in Greater Buenos Aires. These 

three magnets for dissent differed in key ways, but similar underlying mechanisms guided how 

opposition took shape and how participants defined their grievances. Each one involved a 

distinct cross-section of Buenos Aires society, and each varied in scale and the number of 

participants. Timing affected the three differently as the highway dissent occurred early in the 

regime, greatly limiting citizens’ ability to organize and respond. The other campaign took note 

of early failings and incorporated the lessons learned. Each one developed in an apolitical 

manner that avoided severe repression and each learned how to use the press as a way to 

denounce the reforms in a public forum and call for change. The protests strove to catch the ears 

of municipal officials but not their ire. With each effort, the citizens’ actions became more and 

more sophisticated, and thus more successful in compelling the municipality to respond.  

The mainstream press, in particular the readers’ letters (cartas de lectores), provides an 

excellent window into the local opinions despite scholars’ concerns over the quality of this 

source. In his examination of the press during the Proceso period, Jerry Knudsen characterizes 

the mainstream media as indifferent and at times complicit with the military government.290 By 

following the rules of censorship laid out by the junta, dailies such as La Prensa, La Nación and 

Clarín willingly helped the regime’s agenda of state terror by failing to report disappearances 

and to challenge the legitimacy of the government’s actions. Knudsen does not assign much 

value to newspapers as a chronicle and historical source for the period. Paul H. Lewis disagrees, 

providing examples of conflict between the conservative press and the military government even 
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at the height of the repression in 1978.291 The military’s crackdown on freedom of speech and 

press cannot be denied, but scholars have yet to probe the depth of censorship during this period 

and identify when and where it occurred. Both Knudsen and Lewis almost exclusively catalogue 

instances of censorship that occurred over the coverage of desaparecidos (the disappeared), 

human rights violations, and the Malvinas/Falkland Islands War.  

Other studies of the press and testimonies from journalists confirm the tendency of the 

military government to crack down on coverage of the violence. Most famous is that of Jacobo 

Timmerman, editor of La Opinión, whom the armed forces abducted, tortured, and eventually 

released into exile.292 Despite warnings to not cover certain stories and events, Timmerman 

regularly published pieces covering the disappearances and printed the names of victims. Robert 

Cox, editor of the English-language daily the Buenos Aires Herald, attempted to report on the 

military’s abductions as well, since the censors tended to overlook his paper due to the fact that it 

was printed in English.293 He eventually received warnings and threats that forced him and his 

family to flee the country. Journalist Andrew Graham-Yooll tells similar stories of repression 

exacted upon him and his colleagues for asking too many questions about the violence.294 The 

military had a clear agenda of censorship, but the accounts overwhelmingly focus on suppressing 

events related to the Dirty War. This fixation does not test the limits of censorship, nor does it 

explore what else the press can tell scholars about the military’s agenda.  

Concerns over the mainstream press persist, but its utility in this study is apparent. 

Considering the massive undertaking that these projects necessitated, the military government 

could not cover up their presence nor dissuade reactions in the same manner it could with the 
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disappearances. The reforms affected daily life in profound ways and for nearly every person in 

the federal district and Greater Buenos Aires. Progress reports appeared regularly in the papers, 

and Cacciatore often discussed the urban undertakings on television, over the radio, and in public 

presentations at city hall. In short, the reforms had the distinguishing characteristic of being 

public and open, whereas the Proceso’s more violent aspects required clandestinity and denial.  

Another issue may be whether or not the military manipulated the selection and printing 

of the letters. This cannot be easily determined, but the frequency of messages denouncing the 

municipal government’s actions and effectiveness arguably still reveals a true, pervasive 

mindset. In his study of urban space and growth in Buenos Aires, historian Adrián Gorelik 

defines public space as, “an arena of dialogue constructed by autonomous citizens.”295 Given that 

the military regime denied the people of Buenos Aires traditional venues for expressing 

discontent – this included voting for representatives and gathering for protests –Porteños had to 

find some way in which to have their voices heard. Readers submitted their grievances to the 

newspaper, and the section in which they appeared became an “arena of dialogue” to which 

Cacciatore and his officials clearly responded. City officials submitted their own letters and 

articles and crafted advertising campaigns addressing the issues raised by residents. This 

interaction made the newspaper a public space for debate, which makes outright manipulation 

less of a possibility.  

This dialogue between the population and the authoritarian regime indicates that a space 

existed for criticism of the military government. The repression of the period did not hinder 

Porteños in expressing their discontent with the municipality, CEAMSE, and its concessionaires. 

La Nación and other dailies published these opinions regularly, demonstrating that censorship 
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was not as complete or absolute as the current historiography depicts. Given the conservative 

nature of La Nación especially, negative reactions in its pages indicated a breach between the 

regime and the people on which it still depended for support. Citizens did not necessarily attack 

the military government nor did they call for outright opposition. Rather, Porteños decried 

perceived failures within the system and demanded that Mayor Cacciatore and his government 

respond to these problems. Citizens could express their dissent and criticisms in a particular 

manner and place. 

This chapter also explores a fascinating development these protests: public perception of 

the environment and its use in structuring the protests. Environmental historians have worked to 

understand not only how man has interacted with the surrounding environment, but also how this 

particular space is understood and used in the creation of identities and relationships. Douglas 

Weiner sees underlying issues with power, in that there is a struggle to control the natural 

environment between different groups.296 The city provides an intriguing intersection between 

urban and environmental concerns, especially as the sprawl, densification, and pollution of cities 

exact an increasingly detrimental effect on the surrounding ecosystem. Buenos Aires is no 

exception, and under the Proceso regime, local officials tried to recalibrate the metropolis’ 

impact on the pampas and river system. At the same time, citizens used environmental concerns 

to question the municipal government’s actions and to organize their dissent. The resulting 

conflict adds a new dimension to the protests as both sides claimed to have the best 

understanding of the local ecology and how to protect it. 

This chapter will begin with a brief examination of public reactions to the autopistas and 

then explore reactions to the green belt, trash collection, and the Ribera Norte project, 
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respectively. Responses to the highways, which quickly appeared after Cacciatore announced the 

projects in 1977, were limited in scale due to the effectiveness of the regime’s concentrated 

power at that moment. However, those who took issue with the autopistas still used the 

newspaper as a forum for expressing dissent. Later protests learned from this early experience 

and made more effective use of the press. The sheer number of residents writing into La Nación 

encouraged even more participation, allowing for the development of defined agendas and 

consistent lists of grievances. Finally, each protest engaged with environmental concerns in a 

unique manner, which affected how citizens organized and expressed their grievances. Debates 

raged over public cleanliness and the effective organization of the city, as well as the 

preservation of the natural environment. These topics gave shape to the campaigns and helped 

citizens build a strong position from which to denounce the reforms.  

AUTOPISTAS: IMPORTANT LESSONS LEARNED 

 
 On December 6, 1980, the day that Autopistas 25 de Mayo and Perito Moreno officially 

opened, articles and advertisements about the projects filled local papers. Companies involved in 

their construction, such as ARMCO (steel) and Todohidro (drainage), celebrated the completion 

while the Municipality of Buenos Aires declared the works to be a grand display of the 

“Argentine spirit.”297 The articles covering the inauguration lauded the features of the highways, 

including emergency phone systems, safety signage, and figures estimating daily usage. 

Additionally, La Nación took a brief moment to examine the history of the autopistas and some 

of the opposition to their design and construction. Beginning with the first property expropriation 

in March 1977, the piece traced major developments and noted moments when neighborhood 
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groups and professional organizations spoke out against the highways.298 The article gave the 

overall impression that after July 1977, no more oppositions of note against the construction took 

place. The municipality continued its expropriation of property unabated, and construction 

proceeded at a steady pace once the concessionaire set to work. 

 This portrayal of resistance to the urban highways provided a simplistic and limited 

account. A few groups openly fought against the expropriations, and individuals voiced their 

dissatisfaction from time to time throughout construction. However, no large-scale movement 

came together to stop or at least impede progress. Oscar Oszlak argues that the municipality 

struck hard and fast against any attempt to organize dissent and to protest the highways. In 

addition, city officials put controls in place that further prevented citizens from coming together 

and fighting the expropriations collectively.299 Finally, the act of expropriation naturally 

separated neighbors and their displacement further prevented organization.300 Mass 

demonstrations and activist groups could not find footing in this period of Cacciatore’s tenure.  

 Oszlak presents some valid points regarding the regime’s attempt to impede traditional 

political mobilization, which can be observed in the press coverage of attempted demonstrations 

and organization. However, dismissing these efforts as simply ineffectual overlooks the fact that 

responses to other urban reforms learned from the experiences of those opposed to the 

autopistas. Without the normal avenues for expressing displeasure and dissent, citizens had to 

find alternatives. A few individuals began to write to the local papers to share their experiences 

and to voice their concerns. Newspapers also printed the content of letters written by 

neighborhood groups and sent to Cacciatore and other municipal officials. A space for dialogue 

opened up through papers like La Nación, giving residents some place to have their say in place 
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of more dramatic and provocative actions like public demonstrations.  

 Following the announcement of the Urban Planning Code and its highway proposal in 

March of 1977, a few public demonstrations come together in opposition to the municipality’s 

seizure of properties and the perceived shortcomings of the project. One demonstration held on 

April 19, 1977, brought together the Neighborhood Commission against the Expropriations and 

its supporters. The two hundred people participating initially gathered in front of city hall in the 

barrio of Centro, home to national and municipal government offices. However, just as their 

protest started, police patrols arrived at the scene to put an end to the event. The police said that 

the organizers did not obtain the correct permissions for such a gathering and forced everyone to 

disperse. Leaders of the rally met with reporters in a nearby bar to have their message heard.301 

The speed with which authorities shut down the protest and the reason justifying this action 

reminded everyone that the military had firm control. The power of the Proceso regime was quite 

strong in 1977, so not surprisingly when faced with public opposition, Cacciatore used 

suppression without hesitation.  

 Another demonstration occurred on April 24, just a few days later. More than 2,000 

people showed up at a church in the San Cristóbal neighborhood to participate. This included not 

only residential property owners affected by the expropriations, but also business owners whose 

work place would be taken or would face higher rents due to an increasing scarcity of available 

space.302 The vast number of people involved and its location made the event notable. More than 

2000 protestors expressing their discontent sent a definite message to the city about 

dissatisfaction with the highways. Regarding the location, the barrio of San Cristóbal put it at a 

fair distance from the city government in Centro. Organizers purposely held the event here, 
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thinking that it would not directly challenge Cacciatore in the same way the previously held 

demonstration did. The article made no mention of any police presence or a call to end the 

protest. With little or no force to stop them, the rally publicly decried the expropriations and the 

dangers of the slapdash initiatives.  

 Coverage of only these two demonstrations appeared in La Nación, and there is little 

evidence to suggest that a many more protests occurred. As Oszlak argues, local officials met 

any public collective action with force and dismissal. The power held by the military in this early 

period of the Proceso allowed the armed forces to act unilaterally and with impunity. The 

municipal government began to seize properties freely along with highway’s proposed paths 

before formally enacting the new urban planning code and its corresponding autopista plan.303 

Clearly, the mayor had no qualms about following any established protocol as no one could 

initially challenge him. With all democratic practices suspended –the mayor had dissolved the 

representative and legislative components of the city government – Cacciatore did not have to 

respond formally to any concerned citizens.  

The newspapers displayed a pronounced silence on the highway dissent. Only one other 

article of note in 1977 presented a group’s opposition to the projects. This may suggest a general 

acceptance, grudging or otherwise, of the municipal actions and property payments. With 

expropriations proceeding uninhibited by protests and the regime consolidating its authority, 

trying to dissuade and influence the local government may have seemed rather futile to some 

Porteños.  However, just because the military closed traditional avenues for protest and 

democratic participation did not mean residents simply accepted the projects. On the contrary, it 
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meant that they had to find some other means to reach Cacciatore’s ear.  

 In May of 1977, the Neighborhood Representative Council of Barracas sent a letter to 

Cacciatore, and it contained key features that became the basis for protest and dissent in this 

period. The letter, reprinted in La Prensa, specifically discussed the concerns of local residents 

regarding a rumored 9 de Julio autopista project and the proposed lengthening of Autopista 

Perito Moreno.304 The Barracas council argued that these highways would divide their historic 

neighborhood into two distant “islands.”  This bisecting would result in a sharp decline in local 

industry and retail trade and cause other inconveniences. The neighborhood group also pointed to 

the same expropriation issues that the previously mentioned demonstrations denounced. The 

highways’ consumption of land and the loss of housing would drive up property prices and rents 

due to scarcity, claimed the council members. Instead, the residents of Barracas suggested the 

widening of one of the neighborhood’s existing central avenues, which constituted a much less 

invasive and drastic project. Cacciatore may or may not have heard their desires, but at least they 

had their say on the matter.  

The letter demonstrated a tactful approach to dissent as residents attempted to express 

their concerns. First, they sought to establish direct contact with the mayor even though no 

formal democratic channels existed at the time. Some form of audience or dialogue would 

hopefully lead to change. The letter also straddled a private-public divide where the residents 

initially contacted Cacciatore through a private medium, but the eventual printing in the 

newspaper made their concerns public. The readers of La Prensa would know that residents of 

Barracas took issue with the municipality’s marquis project. However, this open revelation of the 

council’s grievances did not appear nearly as threatening as a massive gathering of people with 
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signs and slogans. Finally, the residents tried to suggest alternatives to the highways, an act that 

attempted to demonstrate cooperation as well as provide an outlet for participation in the 

planning process. The message, in short, contained approaches meant to allow citizens a chance 

to get involved in a system that had tried to exclude them, but doing so in a manner that did not 

raise suspicions or bring about retribution.  

 This method of engaging the municipal government appeared time and again in the 

highway dissent and reactions to other reforms in the subsequent years. With the autopistas, 

Porteños had a chance to respond and put an end to a new project announced in May 1978. That 

late fall, Cacciatore went on TV and radio to announce formally that Avenida 9 de Julio, the 

iconic central avenue, would become a highway. The idea had been percolating for some time as 

indicated by the concerns raised in the previously mentioned Barracas letter one year earlier. 

However, this would not be just any thoroughfare. The proposal called for a ten-lane freeway 

connecting the projected coastal highway at the northern end to the southern barrios of 

Constitución and Barracas. The sketches depicted a highway shooting through the urban center, 

briefly separating to create an opening for the Obelisk (see Image 26). Like the other elevated 

roads, this project used the space below for parks and recreation areas.305 One year later, 

Cacciatore announced that he was considering having the autopista run underground below the 

avenue (see Image 27). He said the change would preserve the current aesthetic beauty and 

grandeur of the avenue.306 Local officials would make a decision once experts completed the 

final studies.  

 Porteños did not waste any time pointing out the problems with this scheme. Those 

wanting to express their concerns publicly did so by submitting letters to the newspapers and 
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Image 26: The above-ground vision of the 9 de Julio highway. “El futuro trazado de la 9 de 
Julio,” La Prensa, May 19, 1978.  

 
noting the many flaws. One message, submitted by a local architect, listed a number of issues.307 

He noted that the length of the highway was too short for a high-speed thoroughfare, especially 

considering the number of exits to be included. This provided limited space for cars to merge 

onto and to exit the autopista, a potential hazard when attempting to gain speed or slow down. 

The writer also took issue with the assertion that the surrounding areas would provide a home for 

additional green space. Instead, the architect envisioned barren land and heaps of trash. The 

construction of such a massive enterprise would also mean incredible disruptions to the flow of 

people and goods in the central district, which would therefore interrupt business. The resulting 
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Image 27: A cross section of the planned underground version of Autopista 9 de Julio. 
“Remodelación y amplificación de la Avda. 9 de Julio”, La Ingenieria, No. 
1041 (September 1980), 114. 

 

inconveniences arguably would have caused more trouble than the highway’s worth.  

 More reactions against the 9 de Julio project appeared in the following years as the city 

broke ground on its construction. One letter writer denounced the “pharaonic” undertaking for its 

extreme inutility; additionally, it noted that underneath the wide avenue, a perfectly suitable 

subway line ran from Constitución train station at the southern end to the Retiro train station at 

the north.308 Another citizen also questioned the utility of putting the autopista underground.309 

How could a highway and a subway fit in the same space? What is more, the resident raised a 

very important point about financing. Questions about the municipality’s budget raised concerns 
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that these massive urban reforms simply drained more money from city’s coffers. Given the 

hesitancy to support an obviously ill-conceived project, Porteños saw no reason to waste already 

scarce money on such flawed ventures. 

This 9 de Julio backlash never manifested itself as a large-scale movement, but the same 

held true for the highway projects in general. However, the citizens who spoke out against the 

autopistas revealed larger underlying concerns that appeared in reactions to other projects and in 

the protests of architects and engineers. One of the main issues centered on the expropriation 

process and its affect on the housing market. As mentioned with the public demonstrations, 

residents and business owners of the affected barrios worried about housing costs and the 

possibility of high property values forcing them to leave their neighborhoods. The city 

supposedly offered an additional 10 percent of each property’s value when expropriating, but 

some wondered if that would be enough to cover the changes in prices.310 

Residents also doubted that the highways represented a sound investment in any way. 

Aside from general budget issues, the late 1970s saw inflation consistently increasing, driving 

prices up and threatening the financial stability of Argentina. A Porteño writing to La Nación 

saw the continuing pursuit of the 9 de Julio project as completely out of alignment with current 

economic policies set by the federal government. After all, Minister of the Economy Martínez de 

Hoz made a priority of reducing the size of the government and lowering public expenditures.311 

The 400 million-dollar autopista needed to be scrapped for the time being in an effort to reduce 

spending and help restore balance to the local economy. 312 If the municipality insisted upon 

making changes to the transit network in Buenos Aires, many argued that the expansion of the 
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subways would constitute a better investment. Cacciatore made several announcements 

indicating that authorities planned to addition lines and to lengthen existing ones. However, the 

slow pace of progress on the matter indicated a preference for the highways, leading residents to 

question the decisions being made. Reactions to other reforms voiced similar concerns over the 

costs and benefits of the city’s urban reforms, often connecting their critiques to larger economic 

issues. 

 Beyond expenses, some residents took issue with the aesthetic and environmental impact 

of these endeavors. The previously mentioned writer who took issue with the 9 de Julio autopista 

specifically worried about trash building up along parts of the highway. Another citizen, this 

time from Mendoza, decried to the tendency of the Argentine capital to suck up other provinces’ 

resources and energy to support its own activity. This put a great burden on other areas to 

produced those necessities. The province of Mendoza was home to many oil refineries. More 

autopistas in Buenos Aires meant more cars, and that would lead to greater gas consumption. 

Rather than increase the presence of pollution and cement, the writer suggested that the capital 

make itself more “humane” and concentrate on increasing green space.313 Others compared the 

automobile to a “sacred cow” and its privileging would lead to urban center filled with highways, 

garages, and cement, with virtually no living presence.314 A resident of the neighborhood Parque 

Chacabuco complained of the noise caused by the Perito Moreno construction, as well as the filth 

it created. Overfilled dump trucks left trails of dirt everywhere. When mixed with the water used 

to make the cement, the dirt created muddy quagmires in the neighborhood.315 While not 

completely universal and consistent in their sentiments, these letters express some of the general 

issues associated with the highways’ environmental and aesthetic impact. Later protests would 
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develop similar concerns more fully and forcefully.  

If the goal of protest is to affect change, then it is no wonder that once the municipality 

inaugurated the Autopistas 25 de Mayo and Perito Moreno in December of 1980, only occasional 

criticisms appeared in the papers. The few critiques that appeared mostly questioned how many 

commuters actually used the highways and whether the toll collection system was efficient.316 

Despite the fact that a successful campaign to keep the highway projects from moving forward 

never materialized, the attempts at voicing dissent still set the stage for more effective reactions 

against the trash collection system and another highway project in Greater Buenos Aires. Letter 

writers for these protests had a clear intention as they put their grievances into words and mailed 

them to local papers. Even without elected representatives or due process, citizens found a way 

to express their reactions and make themselves heard, thereby forcing the military government to 

listen and to react.  

CEAMSE AND TRASH COLLECTION: RESPONSE AND RESPONSIBILITY 
 

The new trash collection system instituted in 1978 did not proceed without its detractors. 

As the city moved from incineration to sanitary landfills, this seemingly beneficial change 

caused confusion and spurred many residents to react strongly to perceived failures. Workers did 

not always collect garbage at the appointed times, which angered many Porteños. At the same 

time, residents frequently did not follow the new regulations. They did not put their trash out at 

the set times or in appropriate receptacles. The public’s negative actions motivated the 

municipality to begin advertising and education campaigns meant to instruct citizens on the 

importance of the green belt and the proper garbage disposal. As a result, true dialogue 
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developed between citizens and the government as each side pushed the other to respond. 

In the case of garbage disposal, the readers’ letters reveal a surprising disconnect between 

the general population and the stated goals of the green belt authority, CEAMSE. Citizens 

seemingly lacked a widespread environmental awareness or a sense of stewardship for the 

environment. As writers raged against the system’s problems, they did so in a manner that 

focused on the immediate concern of trash collection and not the long-term goals of reducing 

pollution and building green space. In turn, this short-sightedness raised the question regarding 

who held ultimate responsibility for maintaining a clean and healthy environment, the city 

government or residents. The suburban network of parks represented a massive undertaking and 

the first project of its kind in Argentina. However, given that CEAMSE built the parks in Greater 

Buenos Aires far from the Capital Federal, some Porteños understandably did not immediately 

associate the construction with their refuse. This left the green belt entity and the municipality 

with the difficult task of convincing residents of the necessity and goals of the undertaking. Such 

an understanding would hopefully compel public cooperation with the new garbage regulations. 

Cultivating environmental responsibility and awareness among Porteños presented the biggest 

challenge for officials. 

In the readers’ letters, the cessation of trash incinerators came under fire first. The 

municipality lauded this action as key to restoring the city’s good name and improving the lives 

and health of all citizens. The new law specifically compelled the installation of compactors in 

buildings over four stories tall and with more than twenty-five units. Residents had one year to 

comply. This abrupt elimination of the use of roughly 17,000 incinerators would drastically 

reduce carbon particles in the air, thus restoring the air to a purer, more healthful state.317 In an 
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article, La Nación praised this step as a “little miracle.” Children, old people, and the infirm 

would breathe easier, and women would no longer have to worry about soot landing on their 

person or belongings. Even though compactors cost millions of pesos, the editorial estimated that 

some 90 percent of buildings did not fall under the new law requiring one of these machines.318 

Only a minimum of buildings supposedly had to comply.   

But the transition from burning trash to compacting it encountered significant obstacles. 

Porteños repeatedly decried the expense of replacing their incinerators. In numerous readers’ 

letters dating from 1978 through 1981, residents raised the common complaint that their 

economic positions made the cost of compactors an extreme burden. One woman noted that 

footing the 3,500 dollars simply meant that the city could shift the expense to residents rather 

than spend money on more collection trucks.319 These compacting vehicles came at a high price 

and by keeping them to a minimum, CEAMSE and its concessionaires could save money. This 

decision put pressure on those residents of “middling” means who had to foot the bill for the 

incinerators. Other messages echoed this concern. One man noted that most of the tenants in his 

building were retirees.320 He asked how could they contribute when only one or two people 

resided in a unit and lived on a fixed income.  

While the expense of compactors upset many, some citizens questioned the apparent 

arbitrariness of the new law. Why did the regulations single out buildings over four stories and 

with more than twenty-five units (or over 1,500 square meters, when the law was revised in 

December 1979)?321 Those who wrote to the newspaper asked this question and suggested 

alternatives. Perhaps the law should have been based on the number of occupants or the volume 
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320 “Una sola bolsa de residuos,” La Nación, December 4, 1978. 
321 “Las casas de más de 1500 m2 deberán tener compactador,” La Nación, December 21, 1979. 
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of trash produced. One man observed that his building, while totaling over 1,500 square meters, 

only produced a medium sized bag of garbage daily. Trash compactors required a larger quantity 

of trash to function properly, so why should he and his fellow occupants be compelled to invest 

their money in this machine?322 Some Porteños did not understand the municipality’s cut-off date 

and saw it as dismissive of individual building characteristics.  

Municipal authorities clearly heard residents’ complaints. On July 13, 1979, the 

Subsecretary of Urban Development for the city, Ubaldo Néstor Spasari, submitted his own 

letter.323 He sought to clarify the law and its requirements and demystify the reasoning behind 

this plan of action. This new system, according to Spasari, offered four advantages. First, it 

reduced the cost of trash collection. The Subsecretary pointed out that picking up and 

transporting trash typically represented 75 percent of expenditures while disposal made up the 

other 25 percent. Compacting allowed trucks to pick up more trash at a time, thus reducing that 

cost. Second, the suspension of incineration put an end to injuries sustained by those building 

attendants previously charged with burning the trash. The law also stipulated that citizens should 

place their refuse in plastic bags. This led to the third advantage: the plastic bag provided a 

stronger barrier against scavenging rodents and insects. Finally, Spasari said the cessation of 

incineration reduced atmospheric pollution. By pointing out these advantages, the subsecretary 

hoped citizens would look to the long-term improvements rather than the short-term expense.  

The compactor complaints reveal an overwhelming concern among Porteños for the 

economics of trash disposal, yet make little to no mention of the greater goal behind this 

reorganization of trash collection. Residents did not understand why they needed to invest their 

own money into this process and resented the municipality’s attempt to pass on the cost. Citizens 
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also saw the expense as unreasonable considering their own trash output. The size of the building 

did not necessarily reflect the quantity of garbage produced. This situation also revealed a 

startling absence, however. The first step in building the green belt was the efficient collection of 

refuse. Just two letters made a passing association with the environmental aims of this project, 

and only the Subsecretary of Urban Development explicitly connected trash collection to green 

space and higher environmental aims. From the start of the complaints, Porteños seemingly did 

not associate waste with park construction, and thus did not recognize the ultimate goal that the 

municipality pursued.  

Aside from the complications that arose, the initiation of the new collection procedures 

created other pollution concerns. People observed that even though the atmosphere above the 

city was relatively free of soot, the air at street level had a terrible odor. The compacting plan had 

somehow failed, and refuse remained piled up in various parts of the capital, creating mountains 

of garbage (basurales). Throughout the entire Capital Federal, citizens complained about trash 

men neglecting their duties. The letters painted a picture of a toxic city in which full bags of 

waste never received attention; heaps of garbage secreted noxious odors and liquids; and rotten 

food provided ample sustenance for stray animals, insects, and rodents. Such unsightly and fetid 

filth transformed the metropolis into a deplorable dump. Secretary of Public Works Laura, 

however, staunchly defended the system. He denied that the municipality had received 

complaints from residents about trash pick up, and despite some truck routes running behind 

schedule, the Capital Federal was always clean by mid-day.324 

The continued burning of domestic refuse posed another obstacle. Recently enacted laws 

prohibited the use of incinerators, but some people persisted in using them. One resident noticed 
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buildings in his neighborhood burning every single day despite the new law.325 He called upon 

the municipality to enforce the law as it was incredibly obvious who disobeyed. A woman 

recalled Cacciatore’s promise to create a “clean and pure sky,” but her hopes were dashed as she 

watched chimneys continually spew out poisonous black smoke.326 Yet another woman 

bemoaned the sorry state in which she found her home after an extended vacation. Soot 

completely covered the balcony, furniture, and curtains. In her letter, she questioned whether or 

not the municipality had actually banned the use of incinerators.327 

Residents commonly faulted the municipal government for the lack of consistent cleaning 

of streets and removal of trash. One man’s letter speculated that the municipality did not have 

enough resources at its disposal to collect the thousands of tons of daily trash.328 Others 

pessimistically thought that local officials had no genuine concern for residents’ grievances. One 

resident bluntly stated that “the authorities have no interest” in improving collection.329 Many 

citizens felt entitled to a clean environment, considering that they paid municipal taxes for 

sanitation services. “We have the right to ask... that we receive the services for which we have 

paid”, wrote one man.330 The yearly taxes levied by the municipality for cleaning, light, and 

sweeping rose dramatically during this period, but residents did not necessarily see the 

completion of these services regularly.331 All of these conclusions placed the blame squarely on 

the municipality and the green belt authority.  
                                                
325 “Incineración de residuos,” La Nación, April 21, 1978.  
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Since CEAMSE outsourced garbage collection to private businesses, these criticisms 

indicated structural and organizational problems. For the concessionary system to work, green 

belt officials had to maintain tight control and oversight to ensure proper service. Whether or not 

this happened with MANLIBA, the concessionaire responsible for garbage collection, was 

debatable. One man, Miguel Ángel Paz, submitted two letters, one in July of 1980 and the other 

in September of 1980. In the July letter, Paz detailed some recent experiences he had had with 

the municipality and MANLIBA regarding trash pick up in his area. With garbage sitting outside 

his home and the surrounding area, Paz called the city to request a pick up. A brand new trash 

truck eventually came and collected the refuse in front of his home, but nowhere else. Trash 

remained scattered in the street and blocking storm drains. With the drains obstructed, recent 

torrential rains resulted in the flooding of Paz’s garage. He called the company directly to 

arrange for the cleaning of the storm drains, but a company employee informed him that, “For 

now we have insufficient personnel, and the mayor wants us specifically to keep the city center 

very clean.”332 MANLIBA admittedly prioritized its services and focused primarily on Buenos 

Aires’ business and tourism center, thus neglecting residential neighborhoods. 

After this incident, Paz sought to understand exactly what services the concessionaire had 

been contracted to cover and what areas received its service.333 During a phone call, a municipal 

official informed Paz that the company was responsible for street cleaning, but with some 

exceptions. Street sweeping no longer occurred everyday. Instead, MANLIBA would see to that 

activity twice a week: once manually and once with a street cleaning vehicle. However, in a 

discussion with a representative working for the concessionaire, Paz discovered why he had 

rarely seen the mechanical street cleaner in his neighborhood. Parked cars made it difficult to 
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clean the streets. Yet with Centro emptied of vehicles at night, the company could actually fulfill 

its contract there. Paz wondered why citizens had to pay for this new service when few if any 

received it.  

These experiences with costs, collection, and guaranteed services revealed a division 

between CEAMSE and its main concessionaire. Faults in the enterprise’s structure created 

confusion and anger as efforts to reshape society fell short of stated goals. Rationalizing 

collection meant efficiently organizing routes to ensure optimal coverage of the capital.334 Of 

course, key to the overall success of this venture was the reduction of costs. Decreasing the 

number of employees, keeping the number of trucks to a minimum (though making sure those 

vehicles were equipped with the latest technology), and increasing productivity represented the 

ultimate goal of this phase. However, these minimal inputs could not handle the amount of trash 

produced, and CEAMSE clearly did not communicate effectively with residents or its 

concessionaires. Citizens lashed out against these shortfalls as a result and demanded to know in 

what way this new system benefited them. The situation looked bleak for both sides as local 

officials held the line with their system, and services continued to suffer.  

Even though the city government received the bulk of the blame, other Porteños 

denounced their fellow citizens. The president and the secretary of Friends of the City, a group 

that long supported the proper functioning of government and fostered civic pride among 

citizens, submitted a letter lamenting the trash situation.335 They reminisced about an earlier time 

in local history when Buenos Aires was known as one of the cleanest cities in the world. 

However, President Alejandro L. Rocca and Secretary José J. Maroni reprimanded the city’s 
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residents for the current mess. The amount of litter in every identifiable public place clearly 

demonstrated a lack of respect for their own habitat. “[F]rom elevators, corridors, and patios of 

houses and apartments, to sidewalks, avenues, train stations, between vehicles, and in the plazas, 

parks, and all public places,” they wrote, “sadly, [Porteños] throw cigarette butts, wrappers, 

cigarettes, papers of all kinds, containers, chewing gun, tickets, etc.” Every kind of trash seemed 

to end up on the ground in any public space. Rocca and Maroni saw this behavior as a 

widespread disregard among Argentine urbanites for urban cleanliness and hygiene. 

Other readers noted similar behaviors and reprimanded the irresponsibility of their fellow 

citizens. In a different letter, a man lamented the “uncivilized” behavior of his neighbors who 

habitually ignored municipal ordinances.336 The letter writer regularly witnessed people dumping 

their trash at the bases of trees as though it was the most “natural” thing to do. Others still 

complained of the continued incinerator use and widespread disregard for city ordinances.337 The 

ever-present haze of black smoke clearly indicated persistent disobedience. However, even when 

residents seemed to be at fault, letter writers still called upon the officials to do their job and 

enforce the law. No matter what, Porteños seemed to say that ultimate responsibility lay with the 

municipal government. These exchanges between local authorities and residents revealed that 

Porteños did not automatically see themselves as having any obligatory role in the process. Many 

residents felt that state officials ultimately bore the burden of public cleanliness and demanded 

that they fulfill their duty.  

Changing social perceptions regarding trash disposal and the grander goal of achieving a 

cleaner environment had to become central to CEAMSE’s agenda. The enterprise needed to 

respond to the blatant public littering and disregard for trash ordinances in the same manner it 
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had aggressively pursued the closure of several open-air landfills throughout the metropolitan 

area. Some citizens suggested that the municipality impose strict fines for infractions, which 

would act as a deterrent to these behaviors. Unfortunately, this course of action would require 

more employees and increased expenditures. Proper imposition of fines required the full force 

and support of government to compel compliance. Nothing indicates that the municipality 

wanted to pursue this plan or that disobedient people would change their behaviors as a result. 

Green belt officials turned to education as the answer to the problem of noncompliance. 

The municipal government did see this as a viable avenue, especially by focusing on educating 

the youth of Buenos Aires. CEAMSE already organized tours of the completed parks for primary 

school children.338 The local government also looked into changing school curriculum to include 

ecological studies. Working with the Society for the Protection of Animals, officials sought to 

add lessons on preserving natural resources and understanding the interdependency of species.339 

The final proposal listed the topics to be covered and called for a program to train teachers to 

cover the material.340 The curriculum stressed maintenance of clean air, water and soil, as well as 

understanding the negative impact industries had on the surrounding ecology. Authorities saw fit 

to pursue and cultivate a new concern for the environment. Education presented an opportunity 

to cultivate a collective environmental consciousness and stewardship for the natural world.  

These attempts by green belt officials to change popular behaviors did not end with the 

imposition of fines and the establishment of an ecologically oriented curriculum; their efforts 

extended to the media as well. CEAMSE and the municipality produced three animated films 

meant to educate people on the enterprise’s activities and the importance of the environment: El 

equilibrio de la naturaleza (The Balance of Nature), Recuperando Buenos Aires (Recuperating 
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Buenos Aires), and El río para todos (The River for Everyone). The movie theater group, Lowe 

S.A., incorporated these films into its distribution network and showed them before the main 

features in theaters from November 1979 to January 1980. Equilibrio examined environmental 

issues and eventually won a silver medal at the New York documentary film festival in 1980.341 

Recuperando in particular focused on how far CEAMSE’s plans had advanced in 1979. 

CEAMSE also produced a third film in 1980. El río para todos explored the enterprise’s latest 

project, a coastal park system along the Río de la Plata known as Ribera Norte.  

The green belt organization and MANLIBA also sought to connect with the public 

through advertising campaigns. Ads appeared in newspapers and on television to disseminate 

basic details about the agency’s projects and convince people of the vital importance its 

environmental goals. The main campaign, “Mantenga limpia a Buenos Aires” (“Keep Buenos 

Aires clean”), focused on public waste and tried to dissuade Porteños from littering and polluting 

the city.342 By attempting to influence residents’ actions, CEAMSE and its concessionaire 

essentially asked the people to aid in their quest to make Buenos Aires a clean city once again. 

The “Mantenga” slogan appeared on the trash collection trucks and public trash cans throughout 

the Capital Federal. Authorities also used the catchphrase extensively in broader advertising 

programs.  

A series of “Mantenga” ads that ran throughout the winter of 1980 stands out for 

attempting to engage directly with newspaper readers. The campaign included four different ads 

that ran from June to August. All bore similarities in style and content (see Image 28). The first 

ad asserted that, “Su ciudad es la continuación de su casa” (“Your city is the continuation of your 

house”), and below the phrase was a picture of a crushed can and a bottle, as well as the  
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Image 28: Advertisement campaign by CEAMSE. Clockwise from top left: La Nación, June 27, 
1980; June 29, 1980; July 14, 1980; and July 18, 1980. 
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“Mantenga” slogan.343 A similar second ad ran two days later. It said, “Su ciudad no es el tacho 

de basura de su casa” (“Your city is not your home’s garbage bin”), and had a picture of a 

crushed cigarette and a cigarette box.344 The third ad declared “No impida con su auto el paso de 

las barredoras. Evitará la grúa” (“Do not obstruct the path of the trash trucks with your car. 

Avoid the tow truck.”). A “no parking” sign appeared below and the “Mantenga” slogan, too.345 

The fourth ad read, “Tómele el ritmo a la limpieza” (“Catch the cleaning rhythm”). Its 

illustration showed a piece of trash arcing into a trash bin that bore the “Mantenga” logo.346 The 

placement of the ads in the paper warranted attention as CEAMSE always had them published in 

the same exact place: on the page directly opposite the readers’ letters.   

 These messages responded directly to concerns expressed in the letters. Residents needed 

to be more aware of public cleanliness and to avoid littering or disposing of trash in public 

spaces. Officials expected that Porteños’ behaviors at home would be replicated in public. They 

also needed to be more mindful of the trash collectors and to try not to obstruct their work. The 

ads asked that people participate in the actions already underway, and these messages explicitly 

contrasted with the issues expressed in readers’ letters. In addition, the placement of the ads 

demonstrated that the municipality and green belt officials paid attention to what appeared in this 

section of the newspaper and wanted to respond in kind. A handful of the letters directly 

addressed Mayor Cacciatore, and on at least one occasion, a city official submitted his own 

letter. The opinion page, therefore, became a forum of public engagement and debate concerning 

the environmental future of Buenos Aires.  
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 Other advertisements occupied a more traditional role in that they displayed the 

ecological triumphs of these projects. On February 3, 1980 (on which date all incinerators should 

have been inactive for approximately two months), the municipality ran a quarter-page 

advertisement declaring the drastic reduction of soot and carbon particles in the atmosphere.347 

The top of the ad posed the question: “¿Se acuerda del hollín?” (“Do you remember the soot?”). 

Two pictures appeared below, one of an old municipal incinerator and the other of two men 

jogging. Below those, a block of text declared the municipality’s triumph over burning trash; it 

hailed the purity of the air and the tireless efforts of CEAMSE.  According to the statistics 

presented, air contamination in Buenos Aires measured 100 percent above acceptable 

international levels in 1976. In fact, the cessation of incinerations purportedly reduced 

contaminants by 70 percent in 1978 and even more so in 1979. This progress allowed the 

government to declare publicly that Buenos Aires had made great strides in cleaning the air. By 

displaying these triumphs, the green belt organization and local officials hoped to win over the 

citizenry and gain greater support for their projects.  

 CEAMSE regularly ran similar ads to remind citizens of their actions and to promote new 

programs. The purchase of new trash trucks in 1980 warranted an advertisement.348 Under the 

title “Esfuerzo conjunto. Beneficio compartido.” (“Joint effort. Shared benefit.”), green belt 

officials ushered in a new era of cleanliness for the metropolitan Buenos Aires as the new trucks 

would leave the streets clean in their wake. This in turn would aid in the construction of the 

sanitary landfills and parks, thus benefiting all ten million residents who lived both inside and 

outside General Paz. Authorities also advertised the completion of parks and recreation centers, 
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celebrating the fact that Porteños now had new outdoor areas to enjoy.349 The ads presented the 

green belt as a project with the people’s best interests in mind, and thus deserved their full 

support.  

 The advertisements and educational objectives of the green belt organization clearly 

demonstrated a strong need to engage the populace and win its support for this massive 

undertaking. The private enterprise had to familiarize residents with the unique aspects of its 

ventures, given that the green belt was the first of its kind and scale attempted in Argentina. This 

meant that the municipal authorities had to find some means by which to guarantee participation 

and adherence. Advertisements did not subtly call Porteños to action, but rather directly 

addressed the perceived flaws in the system, told citizens what was expected of them, and 

explained the group’s wider objectives. Educational initiatives pursued the same goals by 

focusing on the younger generation. However, CEAMSE and the municipal government could 

not completely compel residents to participate in this plan. Citizens did not accept the costs nor 

did they wholeheartedly follow the new garbage laws put into place. The dictatorship’s authority 

had limits.  

RIBERA NORTE: GREATER BUENOS AIRES ENTERS THE FRAY 

 
 The reactions to the highways and to trash collection contain distinct characteristics. 

Those opposed to the highways or decrying the expropriation process could not organize 

themselves into defined movements as Cacciatore’s government cracked down on such overt 

mobilization. The garbage response did not reach a high level of organization, but the steady 

stream of readers’ letters coalesced into a strong, vocal wave of discontent. Trash collection 
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detractors began to focus on specific concerns, which coalesced into a de facto agenda. 

Additionally, both reactions engaged with the natural environment differently. Those against the 

highways did cite atmospherics and noise pollution as negative outcomes and hoped that these 

would bring other supporters to their side. However, environmental concerns did not become a 

defining feature of the autopista dissent as it did with the trash collection. Finally, timing became 

a key factor. The highway response occurred early in the regime when it still held considerable 

power and compelled absolute obedience. The difference of a year or two, however, saw a 

weakening of the military’s authority, thus allowing Porteños more opportunity to criticize and 

express discontent. 

 Timing and focus on a consistent set of problems helped the trash protester most 

importantly because they compelled the municipal government to engage in a dialogue with 

residents. With the highways, citizens wrote into the papers, but they elicited no overt response 

from Cacciatore or his officials. The overwhelming dissent regarding CEAMSE’s trash 

regulations, on the other hand, demanded acknowledgement and answers. The city put up 

advertisements, the green authority made movies, and officials submitted their own letters and 

articles. This dynamic back-and-forth demonstrated a profound change in how the military 

government felt it should deal with the citizenry. As its grip on the nation weakened and more 

people demanded to be heard, the military had little choice but to recognize what was happening.  

 Residents in the surrounding partidos, namely those in the Zona Norte (Vicente López, 

San Isidro, San Fernando, and El Tigre), took notice of the varying approaches of the oppositions 

as they prepared to fight their own battle against the urban reforms. In May 1979, CEAMSE 

announced a new project it was about to undertake in Greater Buenos Aires. In an effort to 

connect outlying suburbs to the Capital Federal, the institute proposed a joint highway-land 
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reclamation project that would occupy the coastal areas just north of the federal district. This 

project, known as the Ribera Norte, combined elements of Cacciatore and Laura’s major works 

and received support from the military governor of the Province of Buenos Aires, General 

Ibérico Saint-Jean. 350 Having seen the results of the urban highways in Buenos Aires and the 

negative reactions to the green belt authority, the people of the Zona Norte attacked the project 

with force and resolve.   

 Much like the Puerto Madero extension underway in the Capital Federal, the Ribera 

Norte project attempted to “reconquer the river” in its own unique manner. According to the 

initial proposal, the project called for the reclamation of approximately 600 hectares along the 

coast north of the Capital Federal. A six-lane highway would run the length of this reclaimed 

area, allowing motorists to travel quickly from the federal district up to the northern suburb of 

Tigre. Authorities eventually altered the plan so that the autopista would follow the path of an 

old railroad line that had fallen into disuse.351 Also within the area, land would be used for public 

parks and access to the river. Finally, CEAMSE planned to sell a large percentage of the property 

to developers to build single-family housing and high-rise apartment buildings. The 

organization’s directors estimated that 30,000 people would be able to live in these new 

constructions.352 Through these concrete plans, CEAMSE hoped to achieve a number of goals: 

build up flood prone lands, sanitize the coastal areas and reduce pollution in the river, reforest 

the area, expand and renovated recreation areas, and promote the development of a new Zona 

Norte.353 
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 Little happened with the Ribera Norte project after this initial announcement, but in the 

following year as the green belt authority completed its preliminary studies and set out to find 

concessionaires to execute the work, area residents and their municipal governments began to 

voice their concerns. The intendente of San Isidro, Coronel (RE) José María Pedro Noguer, 

initially supported the plan. In a talk with area residents, he stated the Ribera proposal called for 

the minimal number of expropriations, highlighted the area’s natural values, and guaranteed a 

rapid connection between the Capital Federal and the coastal areas.354 Noguer seemed to 

recognize where the public’s reactions may occur given that he tried to downplay the potential 

invasiveness of the project. He concluded that in October, the project would be opened to 

licensing and the selection of a concessionaire. 

 The firm establishment of a starting point in part pushed residents to react. In the 

following months, numerous groups formed to fight the Ribera Norte venture as individuals 

began to voice their discontent. Colonel Noguer’s initial assurances did little to sooth people’s 

fears and, once again, the newspapers became a space where citizens expressed their concerns. 

The media also reported on the various groups that formally organized to fight CEAMSE’s latest 

project. The most vocal dissenting groups were comprised primarily of residents of the partidos 

of San Isidro and Vicente López. They organized around neighborhood identities (Zona Catedral 

Neighborhood Union, Martínez Neighborhood Union, and Neighborhood Coordinating 

Commission of San Isidro) or in honor of the coast itself and its characteristics (Friends of the 

Coast Association and Society for the Protection of the Coast). The reactions tended to follow 

specific points of conflict throughout the late 1980 to early 1981 period. These points included 

the invasiveness of the expropriations and highway, the lack of participation in the decision-
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making process, the perceived retrograde nature of highways, the distrust of CEAMSE, and the 

need to preserve nature and the area’s unique identity. 

 The project’s invasiveness received much attention, although Noguer’s comments clearly 

attempted to address this problem at the start. The proposed amount of reclaimed land for the 

coastal project may have paled in comparison to the green belt – almost 600 hectares versus 

30,000 hectares – but the location of that seized area became the point of contention. CEAMSE 

focused on reclaiming and extending the immediate coastal areas, and the projected highway 

paralleled this zone. Citizens pointed out that this placement would disrupt the established order 

and rhythm of the area by cutting off access to the river. Residents would no longer be able to 

enjoy the peace and relaxation that the river offered if “blocked and disfigured by concrete,” thus 

leaving the Río de la Plata “arbitrarily distanced from the people who enjoy and admire it.”355 

With the land in CEAMSE’s hands and much of it eventually ending up in the hands of private 

owners and developers, the Zona Catedral Neighborhood Union, a neighborhood group 

organized by San Isidro residents, saw extreme restrictions. Under the proposed plan, the group 

feared that citizens would only be able to gain contact with the river only if they resided in one 

of the new housing complexes or became members of a new private marina.356 The resulting 

exclusivity of reclaimed zone led many residents to conclude that they would be deprived of a 

right – the right to live next to the river – that they had held “since colonization.” Invasiveness 

brought with it a privileged class and restricted the freedom of those already settled there.  

The highway, or “river of cement” as some called it, presented a number of difficulties as 

well. Citizens attacked the highway portion as completely unnecessary and highly disruptive. A 

number of avenues and highways already existed to meet the demand of north-south automobile 
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transit, and while traffic on Avenida Libertador, Avenida Maipú, and the Panamerican highway 

frequently became congested, residents did not want another road with the same problems 

running through their neighborhood. Residents in San Fernando worried that the increased flow 

of traffic would spill out of the highway and into surrounding residential streets.357 The same 

residents also questioned the difficulty of crossing this highway and to what extent the bisected 

areas would be connected. This complaint directly echoed concerns expressed about the 

highways within the Capital Federal, where residents worried how these massive structures 

would disrupt daily life and movement.  

While many reacted to the separation from the river and related inconveniences, other 

letter writers took issue with the projected colonization of the reclaimed area by 30,000 new 

inhabitants. The Martínez Neighborhood Union sent a letter to Governor Saint-Jean in which 

they assailed the proposed high-rises. Aside from depicting the buildings as a wall between 

established residential areas and the river, they argued that such a plan did not preserve the 

environmental balance, one of expressed missions of the green belt authority, but rather 

destroyed it.358 Those living in the area encouraged fellow residents to base their arguments on 

the project’s inability to support this massive influx of people. One San Isidro resident, in a letter 

sent to La Nación, urged dissenters to think of the actual costs. He raised a series of probing 

questions. How will CEAMSE provide for the additional services (water, electric, sewage, gas, 

and telephone) without infringing upon or degrading existing demand? What provisions have 

been made for hospital and education needs? How will the local municipalities be able to provide 

adequate public transit?359 These questions moved beyond issues of personal access and 

aesthetics and attacked the long-term affects of such a massive undertaking.  
                                                
357 “La autopista ribereña,” La Nación, October 1, 1980.   
358 “Autopista Ribereña Norte: una obra resistida en San Isidro,” La Nación, August 22, 1980.  
359 “Más sobre la autopista ribereña,” La Nación, September 20, 1980.  
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Given that CEAMSE had difficulty responding to residents’ concerns, an high level of 

distrust for the entity developed. Many people, including the author of the previously mentioned 

letter, concluded that the Ribera Norte project constituted just a massive pretense for a land grab 

and that the housing project simply created an artificial demand for a highway. Another resident 

voiced the same concern, questioning how someone could justify the creation of a little city and 

a corresponding highway.360 This attack on the perceived “real estate exploitation” appeared 

repeatedly in letters and articles.361 Further fueling the distrust, people repeatedly portrayed the 

project as out of step with international trends and a waste of money. The Friends of the Coast 

Association pointed out that in beautiful European cities (which many felt Buenos Aires 

ostensibly resembled), authorities and planners worked hard to preserve the integrity of coastal 

areas. One did not see highways along the Italian coasts or the Costa Brava in Spain.362 Another 

resident pointed to European examples of commuter lines in addition to well-made coastal 

roads.363 Surely the millions of dollars needed for Ribera Norte could be better spent if the plan 

followed contemporary international trends.  

CEAMSE did not consult with the local citizenry about the Ribera project, a point with 

which people consistently took issue. Residents did not appreciate the sudden imposition of a 

massive and invasive project and wondered why no one had talked to them about this.364 Like the 

reactions against the trash collection program in the Capital Federal, those residents living in the 

Zona Norte took issue with the fact that their taxes would be used to pay for this project.365 Such 

a contribution should have guaranteed them a say in matters. However, the institution’s unilateral 

                                                
360 “¿Qué destino?,” La Nación, October 4, 1980.  
361 “Puntos de vista sobre la avenida de la ribera,” La Nación, September 13, 1980. 
362 “Autopista Ribera Norte,” La Nación, July 3, 1980.  
363 “Autopista Ribera Norte,” La Nación, September 3, 1980.  
364 Ibid. 
365 “Vecinos de San Isidro y el Cinturón Ecológico,” La Nación, September 12, 1980.  
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actions also led suburban residents to conclude that private business desires usurped the power of 

local governments. CEAMSE took advantage of its close relation with provincial authorities and 

also gave private businesses a distinct advantage. The green belt authority could make money 

from the sale of reclaimed lands. Real developers in turn profited from commercializing the 

properties.366 Citizens did not appreciate this complete disregard for their input and exploitation 

of a supposed public works project.  

 A surprising development that came out of these criticisms, nonetheless, as residents’ 

rallied around the Zona Norte’s unique geography and identity in order to defend against 

CEAMSE’s plans. Especially with San Isidro and Vicente López, the Zona Norte tended to be a 

suburban alternative for the upper middle class and elites of Metropolitan Buenos Aires. Those 

who refused the hustle and bustle of the Capital Federal found single-family homes with a yard 

in this outlying area. They had access to more green space due to lower population densities and 

enjoyed coastal parks and recreation areas. The protest of the Ribera Norte project drew upon 

this identity in order to rally against the Capital Federal’s encroachment on the Zona Norte’s 

established aesthetic and lifestyle. In addition, residents used this connection to the river as a 

way to argue for the protection of the natural environment. A massive highway and landfills 

would destroy native flora and fauna. Yet as the coast existed at that moment, a few key 

improvements such as renovating existing infrastructure and cleaning the coastline would 

preserve those elements and allow the area to keep its environmental integrity.  

  A handful of letters referred to the Zona Norte as the aldea, or village, which revealed a 

very specific image that residents had of their home. Noted historian of Buenos Aires’ history, 

James R. Scobie, writes about the aldea as the predecessor to the large metropolis that emerged 

                                                
366 “Camino costero, sí; autopista, no,” La Nación, September 13, 1980; “Autopista costera,” La Nación, September 
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in the early 1900s. As the city started to grow and prosper in the late 1800s, Buenos Aires 

centered around the area occupied primarily by the Casa Rosada, Plaza de Mayo, and the older 

barrios of La Boca and San Telmo. As the population and economy grew, this central area slowly 

expanded and began to absorb outlying villages such as Flores, thanks to a growing network of 

streetcars and railroads.367 These aldeas tended to be sparsely settled by workers and immigrants 

who wanted land. Their modest homes sharply contrasted with the grand buildings and French 

architecture developing in Buenos Aires. Even when more prosperous citizens moved to these 

rural areas, they did so in order to establish country homes and estates. The open land and 

country aesthetic enticed the wealthy to the city’s margins. In short, the aldea initially 

represented a simple, bucolic existence that separated itself from the fast-paced, dense space of 

Buenos Aires.  

 This division between metropolis and village persisted. Even though the Zona Norte 

comprised part of the greater metropolitan area of Buenos Aires, residents clearly felt separate 

and different from Porteños. Some letters and petitions made vague references to “local customs” 

and the “style of life” that the Ribera highway and landfill would threaten.368 Others lamented 

that the Zona Norte represented one of the only areas in Greater Buenos Aires where people 

could still live decently and in relative peace. These suburbs had not been devastated by 

“modernizing projects” that had already destroyed other communities.369 This portrayal could 

easily be applied to the perceptions and results of the Capital Federal’s new highways. One 

author who directly referred to the partidos of San Isidro and Vicente López as the aldea noted 

that authorities should preserve its natural scenery and not contaminate it.370 He continued by 
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arguing that these areas did not set out to urbanize, but rather had worked to achieve an aldea. In 

their criticisms of Ribera Norte, residents consciously thought about the environment of the Zona 

Norte and the type of life it offered. Much like the workers and wealthy of the late 1800s who 

saw value in rural life, the residents of the Zona Norte also chose to live outside of the 

maddening crowds and intense urbanization of the Capital Federal.  

 Part of this aldea image corresponded to the unique geography of the Zona Norte and 

especially its proximity to the river’s edge. Rural settings evoked a very specific image, one that 

tended to privilege the natural environment and rejected dense settlement and development. 

Those denouncing the Ribera plan attempted to promote the area as relatively rural and as 

supporting a simpler existence. Many writers waxed poetically about their experiences with the 

coast. They described days and weekends spent on the river’s edge either fishing, picnicking, 

swimming, or boating.371 Many referred to the coast’s “wild beauty,” “magic,” “natural 

enchantment,” the “native flora and fauna,” and overall “peacefulness.”372 Even Noguer 

eventually sided with protesters. He argued that the Ribera project went against the aesthetics of 

the area and desires of residents, and that they had chosen “to live in a garden, with air and 

space.”373 Many residents concluded that the highway would bring nothing but pollution and 

noise from increased traffic. The unique qualities associated with living next to the Río de la 

Plata drew many to the Zona Norte, and they did not want to lose that lifestyle.  

 Because of this strong association between the natural environment and the area’s 

lifestyle, letters and articles naturally voiced a strong concern for the quality of the local 

environment. Protection of the area’s estuary became a key fighting point as residents denounced 
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the Ribera plan as profoundly destructive of coastal lands. The Friends of the Coast Association 

early on in the protest clearly stated that the Zona Norte had no desire for an invasive highway, 

but rather a smaller road that preserved the wild nature that characterized the coast.”374 The final 

product had to be “harmonious” with the surrounding environment. Others echoed this call. 

Some especially took issue with green belt authority’s mission to protect the environment, 

pointing to the contradiction of destroying something natural in the name of preservation.375 For 

residents, the institution and its plan seemed completely indifferent to their desires and the 

unique characteristics of the coast.376 By artificially creating land along the shoreline and placing 

a highway and high-rise housing next to it, CEAMSE would completely destroy a timeless and 

irreplaceable environment all for the sake of economic development and maximizing the value 

and use of that space. 

Rather than simply lambaste the Ribera project, residents attempted to insert themselves 

into the planning by suggesting alternatives. Many of the letters proposed changes to the Ribera 

plan to make it more acceptable to the local citizens. After all, there was at least a tacit 

acceptance that the area needed certain renovations and improvement. Letters and articles urged 

CEAMSE to reconsider the highway and instead build a less invasive avenue or reactivate the 

railroad in order to turn it into a commuter line.377 In an effort to alleviate pressure on existing 

road networks, one person put forth the possibility of restructuring public transit, which would 

“reduce bottlenecks and congestion caused primarily by cars occupied by one person.”378 The 

issue with private car ownership and the resulting increased traffic clearly struck a cord with 
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residents, and rather than allow motorists to take control of their neighborhoods, Zona Norte 

citizens made suggestions that would favor mass transit. Additionally, the Martínez 

Neighborhood Union advocated an outright 51 percent reduction of the entire plan, meaning that 

less than half of the originally projected area would be affected by the land reclamation 

efforts.379 Residents once again attempted to reduce the scale of green belt authority’s plan and to 

make it less of an interference in their lives.  

In the face of this resounding dissatisfaction and protest, CEAMSE officials found 

themselves on the defensive. They tried to counter these arguments through articles meant to 

clarify the misunderstood aspects of the project. Two articles appeared in early September 1980 

that gave green belt organization a chance to defend itself in the midst of rising protests. The first 

part dealt with the history of the Zona Norte coast and its present condition. The article 

characterized the area as a privileged place that nonetheless could not handle continued growth 

and densification. Anarchy reigned as the suburbs proved incapable of following through with an 

integral plan to increase infrastructure and mitigate encroaching settlement. Pictures 

accompanying this piece depicted a dirty, trash-filled coastline that directly challenged the 

pristine image residents portrayed (see Image 29).380 The article mentioned several projects 

proposed in at the turn of the century and during the mid-twentieth century. It specifically 

referred to a 1960s plan to reclaim approximately 715 hectares of land, with more than half of 

that being used for housing and the rest reserved for parks and recreation centers. This project 

also provided for a coastal road. Similar schemes appeared in subsequent years, though none 
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Image 29: Officials at CEAMSE maintained that the northern coastline was a veritable trash 
heap. “Vicente López: símbolo de adandono y de contaminación de la ribera,” 
La Nación, February 25, 1979. 

were completed. 381 In short, the article argued that local governments proved ineffective in 

establishing order along the coast and that the green belt authority’s current enterprise simply 

built upon previously conceived designs. 

President of CEAMSE, Claude della Paolera, took the helm in the second part of the 

article and discussed the finer details of the projects. The fact that after not making public 

responses he suddenly weighed in on the Ribera matter signaled how heated the issue had 

become. Much like the institution’s attempts to inculcate the importance of proper trash disposal 

and public cleanliness in the Capital Federal, della Paolera sought to educate the Zona Norte 
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residents who apparently did not understand the plan’s objectives. He reiterated how the projects 

would solve many problems at once. By reclaiming land, not only would those areas be built up 

to prevent future flooding, but also the process would sanitize the lands and waters. The new 

land, in turn, would provide the basis for a regional system of parks and reserves as well as a 

highway to connect the Zona Norte – and the new housing developments – to surrounding areas. 

This “reordering” and “total control” ensured growth and development, but della Paolera tried to 

assure readers that these advances would not come at the cost of local residents.382 Unfortunately 

for della Paolera and green belt organization, these assertions did little to quell rising dissent as 

residents continued to protest the projects well into 1981. The fear of CEAMSE’s “total control” 

and unilateral actions made a firm imprint upon citizens, and they resisted the institution’s 

domination.  

As they did with the suburban parks and trash collection, authorities used films and 

public talks to dispel the public’s fears. In 1980, CEAMSE produced a documentary film about 

its efforts called, El río para todos.383 Della Paolera also made use of another film the 

organization made, El equilibrio de la naturaleza, while promoting the new park system as well 

as Ribera Norte.384 His overall message attempted to enumerate how green belt authority’s 

projects improved the quality of life for everyone. At a special presentation held at the Tigre 

Municipal Cultural Center, the Director of Operational Programs for CEAMSE, architect Alberto 

G. Bellucci, led a presentation complete with movies and slides that illustrated the Ribera Norte 

plan and the need for the projects.385 The institution’s various representatives tried to convince 

residents, once again, of the positive aspects and connect with them through channels beyond 
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counterarguments and confrontation.  

Not everyone rejected the Ribera Norte projects. Supporters tried to help the green belt 

organization in its attempts to set the record straight and correct misconceptions. One gentleman 

from San Isidro, Raúl M. Crespo Montes, decided to take it upon himself to weed through the 

bad information and determine the true intent and design of the project. During a visit to the 

main offices of CEAMSE, he talked with officials and received what he believed to be solid 

information. Montes directly addressed seven main misconceptions, including the location of the 

proposed high-rises and their lot sizes, the areas to be preserved in their natural state, and the 

path of the highway. He noted that 47 percent of the land for the project would be green space. 

Also, a study conducted in accordance with the National Museum of Natural Sciences 

determined which areas had not been destroyed beyond repair. The approved areas to be 

preserved in their natural state only amounted to 21 hectares. Montes stressed that the plan 

placed the highway far from the coast and its natural ravines and gullies, thereby limiting the 

project’s impact on the local environment. Finally, he noted that only 30 hectares of the 

reclaimed land would actually be used for the high-rises, a very small percentage of the total 600 

hectares.386 Many of Montes’ clarifications served to downplay the project’s impact and attack 

residents’ perception of their region, especially its environmental integrity.  

Some proponents found value in the plan and supported its goals based on an 

understanding that changes had to be made for the zone’s benefit. These supporters agreed with 

the conclusion of green belt authorities. The coastal area suffered from extreme pollution and 

that the land reclamation would resolve that problem. Despite picturesque descriptions, some San 

Isidro residents disagreed with the coast’s proclaimed beauty and pointed to unsightly piles of 
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refuse and pollution that befouled the area.387 Supporters of the project also saw an incredible 

chance for the Zona Norte to achieve a new level of economic development. In Tigre, a group 

representing various entities publicly announced its support for the project. Members included 

the following: the Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Counsel of Island Producers, Rotary 

Club, Lions Club, Society of Shipbuilders, Argentine Automobile Club, Argentine Chamber of 

Sand and Stone, Coordinating Commission of Communal Matters for Don Torcuato, and 

Chamber of Transport. These civic and economic organizations approved of this project because 

of the regional development that would come from improved access to the suburb and flow of 

goods.388 Materials and products could reach markets quickly and easily. In addition, a stronger 

transit connection would also result in greater tourism to the area. For the businesses and 

community leaders of Tigre, the Ribera Norte project brought positive change to their area. 

Consideration of the project’s supporters highlights a surprising division between the 

suburbs and their individual perceptions regarding how they could be affected. Despite the 

conflicting numbers, San Isidro and Vicente López would bear the brunt of the expropriations, as 

somewhere between 84 and 100 percent would come from these two partidos.389 This helps to 

explain why so many residents and groups from these areas led the opposition against Ribera 

Norte and CEAMSE. However, the northern two suburbs, San Fernando and Tigre, provided 

ample support for the project. Their residents did not voice much consternation over the 

expropriation, hardly surprising since little to none of their land faced this prospect. Instead, they 
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looked to the benefits of creating a more stable connection with the Capital Federal. Another 

transit network meant development and stronger integration into the regional economy, a clear 

positive outcome. Regional variations produced dissent between the suburbs and also provide 

insight into each one’s unique identity and goals.  

The conflict between the Zona Norte residents and the green belt authority raged on into 

the first half of 1981. Residents continued to write in to the papers and hold meetings to organize 

and express dissent. At the same time, CEAMSE continually tried to play down the concerns and 

push forward with development plans. This proved unsuccessful for the entity as the licensing 

for the projects did not go according to plan. Previously in October 1980, the Comisión Vecinal 

de San Isidro celebrated what it called a “truce” approved by Governor Saint-Jean. This 

agreement suspended the opening of licensing for the project.390 Partido residents had won a 

battle, but the war continued. The commission’s press release promised to keep working “to 

defend our common rights” and to fight the implantation of a satellite city on its coast. The furor 

over the Ribera plan created serious obstacles for its realization, but it did not completely derail 

the efforts of the green belt authority.  

Licensing for the projects finally began in mid-January of 1981. The federal government 

gave its final approval for the plan and welcomed businesses to bid on two contracts that made 

up the Ribera Norte project.391 One contract focused on the land reclamation efforts: the 

recuperation, forestation, and urbanization of the coast, primarily in Vicente López and San 

Isidro. The other contract concerned the construction, operation, and maintenance of the highway 

connecting the Capital Federal to Tigre. With both contracts, the winning party or parties would 

benefit in the same way that AUSA did with Autopistas 25 de Mayo and Perito Moreno in the 
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Capital Federal. The concessionaire would stand to benefit financially from real estate 

development and tolls collected on the usage of the highway. CEAMSE, along with Governor 

Saint-Jean and Mayor Cacciatore, hoped that such potentially lucrative activities would woo 

many investors into the licensing competition.  

Unfortunately, the green belt authority only received a total of seven bids from various 

consortiums, all of which were for the highway project. Claude della Paolera immediately tried 

to play down the lack of interest in the land reclamation contract by assuring people that the 

licensing did not fail and that all businesses had sufficient information about the plans.392 He also 

took a parting shot at local citizens, saying that the vocal dissenters were the ones creating a 

privileged space closed off from the rest of the public. The perceived failure of the licensing 

process gave the residents of the Zona Norte ample ammunition to attack the project once again. 

The Neighborhood Commission claimed that those consortiums that placed bids represented only 

a fraction of the total that expressed interest in the months before licensing opened.393 In 

addition, the commission challenged these parties’ ability to fund the projects as della Paolera 

did not seem willing to provide numbers on how much upfront monies these business promised 

to put forth. Suburban representatives argued that, based on businesses’ seeming disinterest 

regarding financing, the project be abandoned all together. What purpose would the highway 

serve without the land reclamation project that some argued justified the whole plan? The 

commission called upon the Chief of the Armed Forces, General Viola, to intervene and put an 

end to this mess.  

Della Paolera continued to fight for the Ribera projects and keep them alive. For him, the 
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biggest obstacle to the plan’s realization was not organizational or logistical, but rather vocal 

groups like the Comisión Vecinal that, he claimed, led campaigns of defamation and 

disseminated false information. In a press conference, della Paolera said that he and other 

CEAMSE officials tried multiple times to invite the neighborhood commissions and other groups 

to discuss matters, but they never accepted the offers.394 He argued that this unwillingness to talk 

allowed them to continue to spread rumors. For instance, he noted, some people erroneously 

believed that the landfills would be constructed on top of trash, thus polluting surrounding 

waters. In the face of these fallacies and licensing issues, della Paolera saw only three options for 

the Zona Norte: 1) everyone could do nothing and watch the integrity of the coastline continue to 

deteriorate; 2) licensing could begin again, this time with improved conditions for profitability; 

or 3) authorities could draft a compromise plan that provided for more green space and less 

housing. He did not venture to say which option officials currently supported, but della Paolera 

ended the press conference with a final denouncement of residents’ diatribes. 

The debate over Ribera Norte continued off and on through 1981, yet the efforts of the 

CEAMSE president ultimately did not keep the project alive. Ribera Norte completely 

disappeared in October 1981 when the national government negated all authorizations for the 

projects.395 Though it is not exactly clear why so many consortiums withdrew their interest, one 

cannot underestimate the residents of the Zona Norte. Their vocal, sustained opposition to the 

Ribera Norte projects made a great impression throughout Buenos Aires and beyond. The green 

belt authority put up a strong fight to move forward with its vision for a redeveloped coastline. 

However, controversy created by the possibility of displacing residents and negatively impacting 

the local environment generated bad press, thus making the whole enterprise extremely 
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unappealing. Coupled with the decreasing strength of the military regime, any possibility of 

implementing such sweeping change without substantial support faded.  

The successful defeat of the Ribera Norte projects represents the final evolution of public 

reactions to the urban reform and cannot be relegated just to residents’ socio-economic status.396 

While the military clearly privileged those of more wealthy means397, it certainly would not have 

been enough to mount a serious attack, nor would it have guaranteed a strong basis of support 

from participants. As seen in the letters and articles, residents had a clear idea regarding what 

problems the Ribera Norte projects presented, and they also had a common perception of their 

region. The idea of the aldea united many of the dissenters under an identity built upon a bucolic 

existence that maintained a strong connection with the surrounding environment. This link to 

nature and a seemingly simpler lifestyle directly contrasted with CEAMSE’s efforts to change 

the coast and with the perception that the Capital Federal was trying to impose upon the Zona 

Norte’s way of life. The Ribera plan would arguably have a major impact on the quality of the 

coast and surrounding areas, and citizens had every reason to protest a project that would bring 

increased traffic and settlement to the area. The resulting higher densities smacked of the federal 

district’s crowded environment. Those living in San Isidro and Vicente Lopez expressly did not 

want to live in such a manner, hence their decision to reside beyond the General Paz highway in 

the first place. A common identity and list of coherent, consistent grievances gave the citizens’ 

dissent solid ground as they fought vigorously preserve their way of life.   

                                                
396 Sociologist Oscar Oszlak specifically states that the privileged, upper-middle class and elite citizens of the Zona 
Norte, especially San Isidro and Vicente Lopez, managed to get the ear of the military government because of their 
social standing. Unlike the Capital Federal residents who lived in more modest neighborhoods, these particular GBA 
citizens had greater means and therefore could more easily organize and dedicate time and money to their efforts. 
Oszlak also briefly mentions residents’ ability to coalesce around a unique identity, but he does not delve into what 
that means or exactly how it was achieved. Oszlak, Merecer la ciudad, 258. 
397 Ibid., 28-30; DuBois, The Politics of the Past, 6-10. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

 Success varied with these three protests, but together they established a set of tools and 

actions to use against the military’s urban reforms. While sometimes a troublesome source, 

newspapers in this case provide insight into the daily rhythms of Buenos Aires and pervasive 

opinions regarding the projects. Initially during the Proceso period, people had few opportunities 

to express dissent particularly due to the clear crack down on public demonstrations. In lieu of 

this option, residents turned to newspapers for a space to express their concerns. The readers’ 

letters section of the local dailies reproduced submissions that pointed out the flaws in the 

mayor’s reforms starting with the autopista plan. While the number of pieces attacking the 

highways was limited, this trickle of letters and articles signaled an alternative method for 

residents to have their voices heard. The perceived failures in the trash collection system 

instituted by CEAMSE prompted Porteños to use newspapers to give voice to their concerns. 

People submitted experiences with improper collection, accumulating filth, and negligent 

concessionaires with the hope of pushing the municipal government to make much needed 

changes. City officials and those working for the green belt authority did in fact respond, but not 

always in the manner that residents desired.  

 The Ribera Norte response expanded upon of the tools and ideas tested against the 

highways and trash collection. The vocal, widespread reaction the proposed highway and land 

reclamation project made extensive use of the press to draw attention to the possible 

shortcomings and negative effects on the area. In addition, established neighborhood groups and 

associations devoted to the local environment added a new level of organization to the 

movement. The trash collection protest had an ad hoc quality. For the most part, individuals 

submitted their thoughts on their own accord, not in collaboration with like-minded people. The 
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involvement of dedicated neighborhood and environmental groups gave the Ribera protest a 

higher profile, which prompted green belt authorities to respond more directly. They met with 

concerned citizens and held public presentations in an effort to ease their fears and clarify the 

various components of the project. However, the protest, along with negative experiences with 

urban highways in the federal district and the deteriorating economic situation in the early 1980s, 

put a definitive end to the Ribera Norte project. 

 Residents could do little to stop the invasion of highways in the Capital Federal, but with 

garbage collection and Ribera Norte, their criticisms drew the attention of authorities. In both 

cases, city officials took note of the pervasive dissatisfaction. They then tried to downplay 

perceived failures and correct seeming misperceptions. Advertising campaigns and movies 

attempted to convince people that they had to take action too to protect the local environment 

and create a clean city. Public presentations and meetings gave citizens a chance to engage with 

authorities face-to-face. The military regime may have dissolved traditional elected 

representative bodies, but that did not preclude any possibility of having a discussion with 

leaders. Newspapers took on new meaning in this period as they became an “arena for dialogue.” 

That arena then grew as more people joined the conversation and built a formidable challenge to 

the unilateral actions of appointed officials.  

 Environmental concerns played a unique part in the protests, specifically with trash 

collection and Ribera Norte. The green belt parks depended upon the efficient gathering of 

garbage, but citizens rarely discuss trash in terms of this larger project. Instead, they focused on 

the immediate failures of MANLIBA’s collection system and the pervasive presence of garbage 

throughout the city. The resulting debate between CEAMSE and Porteños demonstrated that 

residents did not possess a widespread stewardship for the environment or public cleanliness. 
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They expected the city and the green belt institution to maintain a clean city. The Ribera Norte 

response bore some similarity in that residents of the northern suburbs expected authorities to act 

in the best interests of the local ecology. An influx of 30,000 people and a highway would not 

contribute to a balanced environment. However, citizens of the Zona Norte possessed a particular 

identity that separated them from those that resided within the federal district. The suburbs 

represented a more bucolic existence of lower densities and greater contact with nature. Where 

people in the Capital Federal desire more hygienic conditions, those in the Zona Norte sought to 

preserve the aldea and their relation with the river. In each case, the environment and perceived 

relations with it structured citizens’ responses to the urban reforms.  

 The fact that the people of Buenos Aires found a way to voice their grievances against the 

urban reforms demonstrates a key limit to the military’s repression. Citizens openly denounced 

failures and questioned the soundness of decisions being made without any obvious reprisals. 

The seeming acceptance of these actions on the part of the municipal government may be due to 

the fact that residents did not necessarily attack the regime itself. People also did not make 

reference to the Dirty War, a definite taboo topic. Yet where violence and torture remained off-

limits to public debate, the visibility of the projects made any shortcoming hard to ignore. 

Cacciatore and his officials seemed to expect and accept that citizens would react to the massive 

transformations occurring in the capital. To a certain point, the military government 

acknowledged some amount of accountability and what came with that. The resulting dialogue 

between state and people contrasts with the common depictions of a populace cowed into 

complete submission. These protests also show how residents of Buenos Aires expected the 

armed forces to behave like a traditional government and act in their best interests.  
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Chapter Five 

Professional Responses to the Urban Reforms 

 

 The people of Buenos Aires did not completely see the promise of the reforms, and 

despite the context of severe repression, they found ways to express their discontent. The same 

held true for the professional communities in the capital, specifically those in the fields of 

architecture and engineering. The content of their grievances had similarities with the general 

population, but the experiences and aims of these two protests differed greatly. Average Porteños 

essentially had to live with the outcomes of the reforms, and their concerns reflected this status. 

The architects and engineers, on the other hand, traditionally had had a role in the decision-

making process. A significant portion of their dissent came from the fact that the municipal 

government had excluded them from the creation of the 1977 Urban Planning Code (CPU) and 

its related projects.  

The levels of organization in the popular and professional movements also made for a 

stark contrast. Without elected representatives or traditional opportunities to meet and 

demonstrate, the people of Buenos Aires had to find an alternative to have their voices heard. As 

such, the improvised use of the newspapers developed slowly. Conversely, the highly organized 

professional groups immediately turned to their established networks, identities, and tools to 

construct their opposition. Their dissent did not take years to coalesce into an effective force. 

These key differences made for an exceptionally heated debate between the municipal 

government and experts as the latter challenged the former’s complete control over urban 

planning. 

 The tensions between the military mayor and the architect and engineering organizations 
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show that a complicated relationship existed between professionals and the regime. Given the 

armed forces’ desire to transform the nation and jumpstart industry, Brigadier Cacciatore’s 

alienation of these groups seemed counterintuitive, especially considering the military’s 

documented favoring of technical expertise in this period. While Proceso representatives at the 

federal level embraced the training of certain right-liberal individuals, Cacciatore seemed to 

prefer working with his few chosen officials. In this way, the mayor could assure that his 

initiatives reigned supreme and discussion remained limited. To include the larger architecture 

and engineering communities would subject Cacciatore’s authority to debate and questions.  

 The case of the urban reforms in Buenos Aires raises provocative questions concerning 

the politicization of certain disciplines and the relation between the state and technical 

authorities. Why did certain professionals question this opportunity to transform the nation? Why 

did architects and engineers come together and attack the urban reforms? Consideration of the 

histories of these disciplines as well as how local officials and experts traditionally made 

planning decisions provide answers to these questions. The architects had a culture that 

supported progressive, populist policies, so their activism appeared to be less surprising. They 

saw it as their duty to protect the well-being of the city and its people. At the same time, the 

engineers regularly denounced the mayor’s actions, despite their right-leaning tendencies. They 

argued that the reforms did not produce efficiency and productivity as the municipal government 

maintained. Cacciatore threatened the engineers’ mission to promote national development; his 

projects did not use resources well or improve the movement of good and people. Both groups 

publicly criticized the municipality’s actions that had undermined their efforts to be responsive 

professionals. 

Regarding the creation and approval of projects, both communities had a severely 
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circumscribed role in the design of the Proceso’s renewal agenda. A few individual engineers 

and architects held positions in the municipal government under Cacciatore, but on the whole, 

the mayor excluded both professions from the decision-making process. These experts balked at 

this treatment since in the past, they had greater involvement in the research and publication of 

master plans and studies. The municipality had traditionally included the two groups by 

involving their professional organizations and members in special commissions and permanent 

institutions such as the Department of Urbanization and the Organization of the Regulating Plan 

(OPR). Local authorities also called upon both disciplines to organize conferences and 

competitions to come up with project ideas. These groups reviewed submitted designs and 

provided detailed feedback on strengths and weaknesses. However, this active participation in 

the decision-making process came to an end in 1976 as Cacciatore exercised his authority 

unilaterally and did not actively seek help from outside his government.  

 This power arrangement during the Proceso period most closely resembles the decisionist 

model described by Jürgen Habermas. In his essay, “The Scientization of Politics and Public 

Opinion,” Habermas identifies three basic relations between bureaucrats (those serving in the 

government) and scientists (broadly understood as those who completed specialized training in a 

scientific or technological discipline).398 The (1) decisionist model describes a situation in which 

experts willingly share their knowledge with those in power, but administrators then chose to act 

upon the information that best suits their purposes. Those in the state hold ultimate power, which 

means that discussions weighing the value of different possibilities do not take place. A similar, 

yet reversed relationship exists in which the scientists decide what information is of value and 

bureaucrats, in turn, act upon that biased input. In this (2) technocratic model, power lies with the 

                                                
398 Jürgen Habermas, “The Scientization of Politics and Public Opinion,” in Toward a Rational Society: Student 
Protest, Science, and Politics (Boston: Beacon Press, 1970), 63-69. 
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experts as administrators have no choice but to accept what they receive. Again, no public 

dialogue critiques the various prospects, and in this case the scientists completely undermine the 

authority of the state. In terms of Cacciatore’s exercise of authority, he followed the decisionist 

course. The mayor unilaterally set a course of action and implemented reforms regardless of 

professional assessments.  

 The architects and engineers, however, pushed for a more equitable, adaptive practice of 

determining policies. Habermas describes a third way, the (3) pragmatic model, wherein a 

critical interaction occurs between administrators and experts. Interaction between the two sides 

becomes more reciprocal as professionals advise officials and officials willingly consult 

professionals for practical needs. This exchange theoretically takes into greater consideration the 

needs of society. At the same time, new techniques and technology act upon traditional values, 

and that same expertise either confirms those values or forces a social change. The pragmatic 

model keeps both parties in check and provides an enlightened, flexible approach to setting state 

policies.  

 The pragmatic model of Habermas provides a useful framework for examining architects 

and engineers’ responses to the urban reforms. These professionals criticized the military 

mayor’s actions not only because they no longer had a role in the decision-making process, but 

also because they feared what may happen to Buenos Aires and the lives of its residents. Both 

disciplines had similar missions that involved the promotion of social and economic order. 

Engineers saw their work as pivotal to the development of natural resources, industries, and 

infrastructure necessary for national progress. Anything detracting from the efficient use and 

design of resources threatened their ability to perform their work properly. The architects 

initially occupied a space between the technical expertise of the engineers and the aesthetic 
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traditions of the fine arts. However, the discipline’s mission expanded in the mid-twentieth 

century. While architects still pursued a rational organization of space, the field began to 

advocate that the design of cities preserve traditional values and practices. This group therefore 

characterized the municipal reforms as destructive of the Buenos Aires’ history and its 

communities. Both fields, therefore, could not achieve their goals as long as Cacciatore’s agenda 

arguably threatened the order and productivity of the metropolis.  

 This chapter examines the history of architecture and engineering in Argentina, and the 

experiences of each discipline that pushed them to denounce the reforms of the military. The 

backgrounds of their main organizations and their presidents who served during the Proceso 

highlight decades of involvement in urban planning and public works. These experts, therefore, 

possessed very particular skills that they felt made them indispensable to Argentina’s progress. 

Cacciatore chose to exclude the groups from his plans, however. In response, the architects and 

engineers mounted a campaign not only to document the many failures and shortcomings of the 

reforms, but also tried to regain and fortify their role as essential participants in urban and 

national development.   

These professionals employed a number of techniques meant to catch the ear of the state 

and hopefully get it to change its agenda. Both groups sent letters to the mayor and his officials, 

and the local papers frequently reprinted these messages. They also used professional journals 

and magazines to disseminate information and solicit opinions of the reforms. Finally, they 

worked diligently to reinsert themselves into the planning process. They did so through 

conferences highlighting their expertise in development matters, meetings with public officials 

and, in the case of the engineers, even convincing the federal government to proclaim a day of 

observance in their honor. Each method drew the public’s attention and tapped into similar veins 
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of discontent as expressed by the general population. While not always successful in stopping the 

urban reforms or altering their design, the protest of the architects and engineers cut to the heart 

of who had the capacity to make informed decisions. The military government had ultimate 

authority, but it did not necessarily have the proper training and knowledge. Its power alone 

could not generate a true understanding of an environment as unique and complex as Buenos 

Aires.  

TO BE AN ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER 

 
Architects and engineers under the leadership of strong-willed individuals distinguished 

themselves as the most organized challengers to Cacciatore’s urban reforms. The two fields had 

unique, yet intertwined histories that defined the form and function of the two organizations. 

Each group followed different paths to becoming deeply involved in public works and urban 

planning. Additionally, the background of the leaders, Alberto Costantini of the Argentine 

Center for Engineers (CAI) and Francisco García Vázquez of the Central Society of Architects 

(SCA), greatly influenced the societies’ actions between 1976 and 1983 (see Image 30). Their 

political and organizational histories differed greatly, but ultimately Costantini and García 

Vázquez decided to respond in unison to perceived defects of the reforms. They mobilized the 

expertise of their respective groups and used their professional identities as a base for their 

critiques. Examination of the development of the CAI and SCA and the personal trajectories of 

their presidents defines the parameters for their actions in response to the Proceso regime. 

 Born April 2, 1915, in the Capital Federal, Alberto Rafael José Costantini grew up a city 

and nation on the verge of greatness. The export boom fueled growth and a steady pace of 

projects gave shape to Buenos Aires. Construction began on the diagonal avenues in Centro, and 
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Image 30: Left, Engineer Alberto Costantini, and right, Architect Francisco García Vázquez. 
“Severa crítica de Costantini a la construcción de autopistas,” La Nación, 
October 10, 1980; and “Propone abrir un debate el Arqto. García Vázquez,” La 
Nación, April 16, 1979. 

 

their eventual completion would open up the dense zone. A network of subways started to spread 

underground with the first line opening in 1913. With Puerto Madero’s rapid obsolescence, 

workers broke ground on Puerto Nuevo to the north and finished the first phase in 1911. In 1925, 

Mayor Carlos Noel presented his ambitious Plan Estética in the hopes of capitalizing the federal 

district’s increasing importance. These heady times came to an end in the 1930s, however, as the 

worldwide depression decreased demand for Argentina’s agricultural exports. The boom started 

to bust.  
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Despite this setback, leaders did not concede defeat. A long struggle to restore the 

national prosperity began. New public works such as the construction of Avenida 9 de Julio and 

the General Paz highway in the late 1930s provided jobs and responded to infrastructure needs. 

Engineers long played a pivotal role in this process thanks to their technical expertise and its 

application in major developmental projects and industries. If Argentina was to gain prominence 

among the nations of the world, it needed their skills for economic expansion and technological 

innovation. Costantini joined this effort and in 1940 graduated from the University of La Plata 

with degrees in civil and hydraulic engineering.399 He worked as a private contractor and taught 

at local universities for the next few years.  

 Costantini eventually had his first experience with urban planning. A devastating 

earthquake in 1944 destroyed the interior city of San Juan, which lay in the foothills of the 

Andes. The national government immediately dispatched teams of architects and engineers to 

San Juan so that they could assess the damage and create a plan for reconstruction. Engineers 

resented the upstart architects for gaining entrance into public works and state administration, 

since the former had maintained a privileged place in such matters since the early twentieth 

century. Architects, however, welcomed the opening that General Juan Perón, then serving as 

Labor Secretary in the military government of General Pedro Ramírez, created for formerly 

marginalized groups.  

Perón assembled a group of young professionals to go to San Juan, assess the damage, 

and design a plan. He and his close associate, national Minister of Public Works General Juan 

Pistarini, embraced the promise of modernist architecture and a chance to use San Juan as a 

model for urban development in Argentina. The appointment of architects to the Reconstruction 

                                                
399 Curriculum vita, Ing. Alberto Rafael José Costantini. On file at the Argentine Center for Engineers, in Buenos 
Aires, Argentina.   
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Council drove the engineers to attack the organization’s efforts. At this particular moment, the 

two disciplines did not have the most cordial relations and struggled for power and favor.400 

Years of administrative delays and fighting amongst these two professional groups, not to 

mention among the local elites and popular class of San Juan, yielded little success in rebuilding 

the destroyed city.  

Finally, in 1956, a change in national leadership led to Costantini’s appointment as 

Minister of Public Works for the Province of San Juan.401 The engineer had gained notoriety in 

the previous years for publicly attacking the Perón-affiliated architects and denouncing their 

foot-dragging. Many people still lived in provisional housing and piles of rubble remained 

throughout the city. In this post-1955 period marked by extreme reactions to Perón’s previous 

control, de facto president General Pedro Aramburu attempted to clean house, so to speak, and 

rid Argentina of previous leader’s influence.  

Costantini’s appointment represented a chance to accomplish in San Juan what the 

previous administration could not. The young engineer’s energetic zeal to complete projects 

earned him the nickname the “Bulldozer Kid.” He did not hesitate to remove rubble and 

demolish compromised structures in the pursuit of a new San Juan. During his two years as 

minister, Costantini saw to the completion of sixty-five houses, main thoroughfares in the city 

center, police stations, fire stations, twenty-six schools, a prison and an insane asylum. The 

engineer’s success arguably stemmed from the fact that he worked under a military government 

and thus benefited from the authoritarian structure. He faced little opposition to his efforts.402  

 With his resignation in 1958 and return to Buenos Aires, Costantini divided his time 

                                                
400 Mark A. Healey, The Ruins of the New Argentina: Peronism and the Remaking of San Juan after the 1944 
Earthquake (Durham: Duke University Press, 2011), 197.  
401 Ibid., 185-86, 271-272.  
402 Ibid., 276.  
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between state administrative roles and a strong presence in the University of Buenos Aires. He 

became dean of the School of Engineering that year and taught classes until 1963. He also 

achieved the position of national Secretary of Public Works in 1958, and soon thereafter 

President Frondizi offered him the post of Minister of Public Works for the Nation in 1959. 

Costantini served in that capacity until 1962. His years in the Ministry of Public Works spanned 

the protracted presidency of Arturo Frondizi, a Radical well-known for his developmentalism 

(desarrollismo) platform. The influx of foreign capital and the expansion of industries 

undoubtedly gave Costantini much to do as Minister of Public Works, but severe economic 

downturns and increasing political unrest doomed the president’s efforts. The armed forces 

deposed Frondizi in a coup d’état in 1962 and the engineer left his position as well.  

 Over the years, Costantini became increasingly involved in the local community of 

engineers, and he dedicated much of his time to the leadership of the Argentine Center for 

Engineers (CAI). The formation of the CAI coincided with the construction of the railroads in 

the 1850s and 1860s. The companies building the lines needed employees qualified to operate 

and maintain this new infrastructure. The first engineering program was established in 1866, and 

the first graduates received their degrees in 1870.403 In the following years, more universities 

founded schools dedicated to the discipline; this included the University of Buenos Aires, which 

graduated its first class in 1887. As their numbers increased, these trained professionals 

subsequently established the CAI in 1895 to promote professional cooperation and 

communication. Costantini held the presidency of this group from 1967 to 1989, an impressive 

period of sustained service that clearly demonstrated his popularity amongst his colleagues.  

As president of the CAI, Costantini had to respond to the concerns of an extremely 

                                                
403 Historia de la ingeniería argentina (Buenos Aires: Centro Argentino de Ingeniero, 1981), 8.  
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diverse field ranging from civil engineering to nuclear engineering to agricultural engineering. 

What tied these seemingly disparate occupations together? “Engineering,” despite its myriad of 

permutations, actually had a cohesive objective that united its various specialists. In the early 

1960s, engineers at the University of Buenos Aires commissioned a history of their discipline. 

The resulting study examined the numerous paths that made up the profession, which it 

ultimately distilled down to five major areas: Extractive, Agricultural, Manufacturing, 

Commercial, and Transportation. This covered an incredible number of career choices, but a 

common thread connected all of them. According to the author, all engineering fields represented 

“undertakings that produce or circulate wealth through science or technique.”404 Therefore, 

application of technical skills to matters of economic and national development brought 

members together in pursuit of a common mission. Practitioners found themselves in industries 

intimately related to the exploitation of resources and the movement of goods and people, all in 

service to growth and progress. 

Costantini worked tirelessly to promote his field throughout his tenure as CAI president. 

During the Proceso, however, he found that he and his fellow engineers had to consider their 

relation with the regime very carefully. Healey depicts Costantini during his time in San Juan as 

a die-hard anti-Peronist who supported undemocratic military dictatorships in later years.405  As 

previously mentioned, he benefited from the military dictatorship of General Pedro Aramburu, 

who led the nation after Perón’s ouster in 1955. Aramburu himself appointed Costantini to direct 

rebuilding efforts in the destroyed city. Members of the CAI recall that the engineer developed a 

close friendship with the general as a result of this assignment, and the two men maintained 
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contact over the years. Aside from political affiliations, Costantini had personal connections to 

the military.  

However, that image of Costantini as an ardent supporter of right-wing elements does not 

accurately depict his actions during the Proceso period. In August of 1976, the military junta 

named Costantini to the post of rector of the University of Buenos Aires in recognition of not 

only his years of service in the university, but also his conservative political views.406 In 

response to the appointment, unknown groups bombed the library at the CAI and the School of 

Engineering at UBA.407 Countless irreplaceable works were lost in the library explosion. Efforts 

to deactivate the bomb at the university failed and resulted in many injuries to police officers. 

These acts of violence appeared to originate from guerrilla forces, which still operated at this 

time. Costantini condemned the attacks and resolutely stated that he would not be intimidated by 

these attempts to create chaos and anarchy. These experiences certainly gave the engineer 

reasons maintain his position with the regime and support its effort to end subversion.  

Despite these seemingly polarizing events, it quickly became obvious that Costantini 

would not blindly follow the military’s plans and that he held certain ideals above any sort of 

political agenda. At the beginning of his tenure as rector, he expressly stated that education could 

only promote science and culture if universities remained free of any ideological influence.408 

Costantini did not want any political faction to have control over this institution of higher 

learning. Any meddling from the left or the right would undermine the value of higher learning. 

The engineer saw it as his duty to preserve the sanctity of the University of Buenos Aires as a 

place open to debate and intellectual discussion of any topic or material.  

                                                
406 “Será rector el Ingeniero  Costantini,” La Nación, July 3, 1976.  
407 “Atentado en le Centro de Ingenieros,” La Nación, July 10, 1976; and “Detonó una bomba en la Facultad de 
Ingeniería,” La Nación, August 25, 1976. 
408 “Sobre la Universidad habló el Ing. Costantini,” La Nación, July 15, 1976.  
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After thirty-eight days as rector, however, Costantini resigned. He vehemently disagreed 

with the education minister and the junta over the suspension of university autonomy. The 

University of Buenos Aires had long fought to keep its administration completely separate from 

the state. The fight for proper independence began in the early 1900s with the University Reform 

movement, but not until 1955 did the federal government relinquish control. From that point on, 

an assembly of students, graduates and professors managed university affairs.409 The military 

regime of the late 1970s saw this arrangement as threatening because many people with leftist 

views served on the council. From the armed forces’ perspective, autonomy had opened the door 

to subversion; therefore the dictatorship had to intervene for the sake of national security.  

Costantini, upon his resignation, lamented that he could not “use academic weapons to 

guide the youth and to demonstrate that only an environment promoting the exchange of ideas is 

where people find a true future and greatness.”410 This clear allusion to the Dirty War drew a 

contrast between the Proceso regime’s extreme actions and the engineer’s own desire to use 

softer techniques to combat subversion. Costantini argued that violence only served to polarize 

factions and that autonomy was absolutely necessary to preserve democracy and freedom. As he 

stepped down, he warned the armed forces not to lose itself to ideological extremism, and thus 

betray its mission to uphold sovereignty and the democratic institutions of Argentina.411 

Costantini supported the military as long as it did not threaten the basic foundations of the 

nation, but he was more than willing to part ways when it became obvious that fear had taken 

hold and directed actions.  

 Costantini’s architect counterpart had a similar professional trajectory. Francisco García 
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Vázquez was born in 1921 and grew up in Buenos Aires. He too witnessed the same changes 

occurring in the capital and the nation as did Costantini, leading García Vázquez to enter a field 

closely related to development. He attended the University of Buenos Aires where he graduated 

with a degree in architecture in 1948. As a distinguished student, he received grants that allowed 

him to continue his studies after graduation. García Vázquez gravitated to the field of urbanism, 

which had recently been added to the curriculum of the architecture school, and in 1956, he 

joined the Organization of the Regulating Plan (OPR). He worked with the OPR until 1966, 

making significant contributions to the formulation of its design. At the same time, Garcia 

Vázquez also taught courses on urbanism at the University of La Plata from 1957 to 1961 and at 

University of Buenos Aires from 1962 to 1966.412 This period established his life-long 

involvement in matters pertaining to urban planning and the state’s role in that process.  

  Garcia Vázquez joined an architecture firm after his time with the OPR ended. However, 

he clearly felt that he could contribute to his profession in greater ways.  His dedicated 

involvement in the SCA led to his election as president of the society in 1974, and he held that 

post until 1986. Much like that of the Engineers Center, the founding of the Architects Society in 

the late nineteenth century responded to the growing number of architects in the nation. The SCA 

formally came together on March 18, 1886, with the set agenda of mediating professional 

disputes; protecting intellectual property; promoting good relations with businesses, artisans, and 

property owners; and setting fees for commissioned work.413  

During this period, architects struggled to distinguish themselves as a discipline distinct 

from art and engineering. The field depended upon a certain amount of science and technology in 

its practice, but it also embraced the cultural and social value of the aesthetic elements. 
                                                
412 Liernur and Aliata, Diccionario de arquitectura, Vol. 3, 111-112. 
413 Sociedad Central de los Arquitectos, Sociedad Central de los Arquitectos: cien años de compromiso con el país, 
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Architects claimed a technical training similar to engineering and also celebrated the artistic 

components of their work and therefore its cultural impact. Their desire for recognition was not 

helped by the fact that they remained outside of institutions of power. The public works projects 

of the early twentieth century primarily involved engineers, leaving architects with little say in 

these high-profile activities. This drive to define and valorize the architectural profession defined 

the society’s development for much of the first half of the twentieth century.  

By the 1940s, the discipline made great strides to establishing its legitimacy. Increased 

interest in the practice of urbanism opened opportunities for architects to participate in local 

planning initiatives such as the 1925 Plan Estética. The society soon began to extend 

membership to individuals located outside of the Capital Federal and to positions originally seen 

as marginal to the practice of architecture.414 More members in the society helped give the group 

a greater presence throughout the nation. In 1944, a national law codified regulations for the 

practice of architecture, engineering, and surveying, thereby requiring people in these 

professions to have adequate training and certification. This law and the establishment of a 

dedicated College of Architecture within the University of Buenos Aires in 1947 defined the 

conditions to meet in order to join the field. Finally, Perón’s inclusion of architects in his 

government, particularly through the rebuilding of San Juan and participation in his Five-Year 

plans, pushed architecture into the national spotlight.415 The field steadily gained the recognition 

it desired. 

                                                
414 In the original design of the SCA, only those individuals with degrees in architecture or engineering and a studio 
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The unstable political and economic situation of Argentina leading up to the 1976 coup 

forced architects to alter their agenda. Starting in the 1950s, the discipline found itself 

undergoing a rapid liberalization. The College of Architecture opened its doors for middle class 

students to train and enter the field. The discipline no longer could be considered the exclusive 

domain of the elite. As the influence of urbanism grew, more architects began to consider how 

they could contribute to a cohesive urban environment by recognizing the complexity of life in 

the city. They began to resist the urge to simplify or to violate local practices and structures and 

instead work to improve what already existed. This development signaled a shift away from 

personalistic, destructive visions like that of Le Corbusier and to a focus on collective interests.  

This liberalization of the professional coincided with increasing politicization thanks to 

the state’s repressive actions. Under the regime of Onganía, police forces entered the University 

of Buenos Aires in 1966 and violently expelled or arrested many people identified as leftists. As 

a result, many professors resigned, a number of whom came from the College of Architecture. 

This brain-drain significantly hindered instruction of students, and SCA resented this infraction 

upon the discipline in the late 1960s. Many members did not want to take a strictly political 

stance, but they needed to decide how they would negotiate this discordant situation. The group 

resolved to focus on matters pertaining to housing, health, education, and the university.416 These 

topics determined when and where the Society would enter the political fray, and García 

Vázquez used them as a foundation for his activism during the Proceso period.   

Under the dictatorship, the Architects Society faced severe hardships that the Engineers 

Center did not have to endure. The profession came under attack as the armed forces viewed 

architects as threats. Such persecution happened because of the field’s populist, progressive 
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interests with reactionary, conservative ideals of the Proceso regime. Long-time members of the 

SCA recall raids in which police forces entered the society’s headquarters and arrested members. 

García Vázquez tried to stand up to these forces and dissuade them from their mission, a few 

times with reported success. Still, many architecture students and faculty members of UBA 

disappeared at this time.417 Those fortunate enough to escape these dragnets had to face high 

levels of unemployment and an increasingly hostile work environment. Laws limiting 

construction opportunities and imposing outrageous penalties for noncompliance with rapidly 

changing building regulations regularly caught architects unaware. On top of these issues, 

Cacciatore closed off avenues for dialogue and participation that had long existed between 

architects and city officials. As the mayor wantonly altered the urban fabric and fears of 

unemployment (or worse) permeated the community, García Vázquez refused to be intimidated 

by these actions. He decided to use his position to fight back against the reforms and to restore 

stability to the profession in this uncertain time.  

The personal histories of Costantini and García Vázquez lay the foundation for their 

reactions to the reforms and how they mobilized their respective groups in response. Both men 

came of age in an era characterized by great public works in Buenos Aires and subsequently 

devoted their lives to being a part of that continuing development. They both became involved in 

planning early in their careers. Costantini played a large part in the reconstruction of San Juan 

after the earthquake, and García Vázquez had a directing role in the design of the 1960 master 

plan for Buenos Aires. These two men also gravitated to higher education and taught university 

courses on their areas of expertise. Finally, Costantini and García Vázquez decided to serve their 

fields by taking on leadership positions in their most prominent professional organizations. 

                                                
417 The Facultad de Arquitectura, Diseño y Urbanismo at UBA keeps on display a large banner with pictures and 
names of the disappeared. There is also a plaque honoring their memory.  
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These experiences demonstrated a deep commitment to supporting state-led development and to 

promoting their respective disciplines.  

Costantini and García Vázquez differed on their political leanings, but ultimately this did 

not matter. The engineer’s background shows a preference for conservative, right-wing 

leadership. His relationship with General Aramburu and the fact that the Proceso junta chose him 

as rector of UBA indicated that he occupied a favorable stance in the eyes of the military. 

Additionally, engineering became inextricably connected to the economic development of 

Argentina. This connection gave its practitioners a prominent role in state projects, though it did 

not necessarily guarantee blind allegiance to whoever held power.  

García Vázquez made for a stark political contrast with Constantini, but the two 

ultimately united for a common cause. The architect came from a profession that leaned to the 

political left. Perón gave the architects their entrance into the state in the 1940s. This favor that 

no doubt swayed the hearts and minds of many members of the field, though it is not clear if 

García Vázquez publicly supported the populist leader. The architect did share in the growing 

dedication the collective well-being of all citizens that started to characterize the discipline in the 

1960s. His attraction to planning indicated a belief that architecture and urbanism could create an 

environment that satisfied everyone’s needs and preserved unique local characteristics.  

These professional and political differences quickly lost any relevance as both men 

endured negative experiences at the hands of the Proceso regime. The suspension of traditional, 

democratic practices angered both Costantini and García Vázquez. The former feared how 

quickly extremism took hold of the military, while the later wanted to protect members of the 

architecture community. These infractions by the armed forces also hindered efforts by both 

professions to continue their work. Costantini and García Vázquez began to openly denounce the 
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new rules of operation under the 1976 military government and attacked the wayward renewal 

projects initiated by the mayor.  

MOBILIZING THE PROFESSIONS 

 
 Criticisms of the Proceso projects came from virtually every corner of the city, but the 

mostly ad hoc nature of the protests discussed in Chapter Three showed the difficulty of 

expressing dissent during this period. In contrast, architects and engineers already had networks 

to coordinate their efforts and a common language and history that defined their responses. 

These organizational structures allowed both groups to interact with the Proceso regime 

immediately when the municipal government first started to reveal its plans in 1976. The 

architects and engineers then maintained a constant presence in the debates over Buenos Aires’ 

transformation up to the return to democracy in1983.  Through the consistency and clarity of 

their grievances, these experts led an impressive campaign that attacked Brigadier Cacciatore 

and his officials on multiple fronts and over an array of issues.  

 The architects and engineers used various forums to express their discontent with the 

reforms. Their organizations communicated their opinions through private correspondence with 

the municipality. On rare occasions in early years of the dictatorship, local officials solicited 

feedback from professional organizations on their designs. These urban experts did not hold 

back, and continued to express their views even when the municipality did not seek their input. 

Throughout the late 1970s and early 1980s, letters sent to Cacciatore, Laura, and other key 

administrators discussed problems with the 1977 urban planning code, penalties imposed on the 

construction industry, long-term negative effects of the highways, and other perceived flaws. A 

significant amount of this correspondence eventually found its way into certain publications. The 
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official magazine of the Architects Society, Boletín Informativo, contained copies of their 

correspondence.418 While that publication was available exclusively to SCA members, local 

newspapers regularly reprinted the group’s missives. Despite initially being a private dialogue, 

the letters became public through various means and therefore drew attention to the escalating 

debate.  

Architects and engineers also utilized newspapers as a viable way to get the attention of 

the local government and to highlight flaws in the projects. Unlike the general population, they 

did not use letters-to-the-editor. Instead, their organizations, the CAI and SCA, had such a high 

profile that their declarations constituted “news” and therefore received coverage like any other 

event or story. It was not uncommon for newspapers to reprint the letters that the Architects 

Society and the Engineers Center sent to the mayor and other officials. Reporters transcribed 

interviews with Costantini and García Vázquez, asking the two presidents to elaborate on their 

criticisms of the projects. The press also provided coverage of events taking place in their 

professional worlds. This included luncheons, conferences, and awards garnered by members. 

The. The groups’ prominence in local papers demonstrates that popular discontent over the 

reforms made the architect and engineers’ actions newsworthy. 

The content of the messages and articles typically drew attention to the specific 

structural, social, or logistical problems with Cacciatore’s reforms. However, the architects and 

engineers also worked to reinstate their professional organizations into the framework of the 

state and the decision-making process. Both groups did so by holding or attending conferences 

that promoted their disciplines as integral to national development. For instance, Costantini 

successfully petitioned the junta to institute a nationally recognized day of observation in honor 
                                                
418 The official magazine of the SCA changed names over the many years it had since its beginning in 1895 as 
Revista Técnica. The publication became Revista de Arquitectura in 1917. The name changed again in the 1970s to 
Boletín Informativo, and final transformation came in 1982 with the title, Revista SCA.  
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of engineering.  

The Architects Society and the Engineers Center not only attacked the local projects but 

also pursued alternative approaches to having their voices heard. Much like the reactions of the 

average Porteños to the reforms, the CAI and SCA did not expressly call for the end of the 

military government, at least not at first. Rather, they wanted the Proceso regime to provide 

capable administration. According to the architects and engineers, their expertise represented a 

vital component necessary for the success of any plan. This invaluable contribute warranted a 

place in government. 

To these ends, the architects and engineers of Buenos Aires crafted a highly structured, 

multifaceted campaign against the reforms. The content of their criticisms fell under two main 

areas: pursuing professional objectives and promoting competent decision-making. Each 

discipline had its own unique mission. The architects pursued an integrated urban environment 

and a renewal agenda that did not destroy existing values and forms. The engineers worked 

diligently to stimulate national growth and development through their involvement in the 

primary and secondary sectors. Both groups came together as the actions of the military 

threatened their ability to perform their work. The topics of greatest concern included the 

necessity and functionality of the projects, their environmental impact, the questionable 

involvement of private businesses, and the preservation of cultural and historical patrimony.  

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, these professionals resented the fact that the 

municipal government excluded them from a process in which they had traditionally 

participated. Architects and engineers, as a whole, had had a hand in public works for decades, 

but Cacciatore did not permit such collaboration since debate only slowed down the renewal 

process. These professional groups took it upon themselves to reinsert themselves into the 
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decision-making process and to regain their place of authority on urban matters. 

Necessity and Functionality: Setting Priorities 
 

 A significant portion of the architect and engineers’ dissent questioned whether Buenos 

Aires needed the reforms initiated by Cacciatore and whether the projects actually helped the 

capital to function more efficiently. Experts agreed that changes had to be made to construction 

laws and zoning regulations, as well as to basic urban organization and infrastructure. However, 

as the municipal government moved to put its plans into action, architects and engineers 

withheld their support. Their years of training and expertise led them to decide that the military’s 

reforms would not necessarily provide the benefits envisioned. In fact, professionals argued that 

the projects, especially the autopistas, did not address the most pressing needs of Buenos Aires 

and that the works ran counter to the generally accepted ideas in contemporary urban planning. 

In the hopes of swaying officials’ opinions, architects and engineers immediately and publicly 

declared their opposition to the most damaging aspects of the reforms.  

International planning ideas and experiences greatly informed professional attacks on the 

autopistas. Architects and engineers made references to highway projects throughout the world 

and compared these examples to the wayward plans of the military government. La Nación 

interviewed the notable architect Eduardo Sarrailh, who also worked with García Vázquez on the 

1960 Plan Regulador. Sarrailh held up the example of London as worthy of emulation. The 

British system never allowed highways to penetrate the core of cities. Instead, the roads either 

ran over long distances to connect urban center, or remained outside their limits and circulated 

around densely settled areas. This design presented a stark contrast to the use of highways in the 

United States. The Interstate Highway System focused primarily on long-distance connections 
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linking cities across the nation. However, American transportation culture demonstrated an 

overwhelming preference for private automobiles, which led to an acceptance of expressways in 

places like Los Angeles.419 Costantini referred to these same differences when asked about 

international experiences with highway construction. Experts maintained that older cities like 

London and Buenos Aires did not seem to have the same capacity to integrate autopistas as did 

newer centers like Los Angeles. 

Drawing the parallel between different methods of incorporating highways into the urban 

landscape touched on numerous issues that worried the professional community. The tension 

between private car ownership and public transit represented a major point of contention. The 

opening of construction licensing for Autopistas 25 de Mayo and Perito Moreno pushed the SCA 

to send an opening salvo against the project. In a letter to Cacciatore in June of 1977, García 

Vázquez urged the mayor to consult previous plans such as the 1960 Plan Regulador and reports 

drafted by the federal government.420 These studies recommended that city officials work “to 

improve substantially public transport through the extension of subways, improving networks 

used by public transit, and restructuring rail networks.”421 Costantini supported this view and 

noted that highways had a drastically different financial cost than public transit.422 To invest 

millions of dollars into a structure meant for individual use did not seem optimal when compared 

building networks that moved more people at a time. The municipality needed to weigh the costs 

and benefits more carefully.  

Cacciatore and Secretary of Public Works, Guillermo Laura, defended the highway plan. 

                                                
419 “Un proyecto al margen de ideas urbanísticas,” La Nación, November 8, 1978 
420 The letter was reprinted a few weeks later in La Nación (“La Sociedad de Arquitectos y la licitación para las 
autopistas,” La Nación, July 13, 1977) and in the SCA magazine (“Autopistas: nota enviada por la Sociedad Central 
de Arquitectos,” Boletín Informativo, No. 93 (July-Aug. 1977): 5, 6, 8, and 9. 
421 “La Sociedad de Arquitectos y la licitación para las autopistas,” La Nación, July 13, 1977. 
422 “El Centro de Ingenieros y el Plan de Autopistas,” La Nación, July 21, 1977. 
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They argued that they had not neglected public transit. Once the municipality took ownership of 

the subways, the mayor stated that underground network would receive its long-overdue 

expansion. Yet the slow progress made on subway renovations and the eventual abandonment of 

that plan only demonstrated the military government’s overwhelming dedication to the elevated 

highways. In the eyes of architects and engineers, favoring thousands of cars over millions of 

commuters did not allow the maximum amount of people to circulate through the city quicker or 

adequately connect under-serviced areas. The city government had chosen poorly.  

The placement of the highways also presented an extravagant cost. According to the 

approved plan, the elevated roads ran through the middle of city blocks. Taking the place of 

houses rather than that of a major avenue would minimize disruptions to the flow of traffic 

during the construction period. However, the cost of expropriating property greatly increased the 

financial burden of the project. Architects and engineers complained about the millions of dollars 

needed to purchase affected properties, which included lands necessary to accommodate 

interchanges between each roadway and exit and entrance ramps. With wide avenues handling 

large amounts of commuters just a short distance away, the autopistas appeared redundant to 

urban planners.423 Why pay so much for such excess and disruption?  

Aside from costs, the seeming arbitrariness of the placement also greatly angered the 

professional community. Costantini blamed this irrational design element on Secretary Laura. 

None of the previous master plans and studies had proposed such positioning in the middle of 

blocks. The engineer argued that the secretary of public works, a lawyer by training, had come 

up with this scheme on his own and in direct opposition to technical norms.424 More than likely, 

                                                
423 “Sobre las autopistas se pronuncian planificadores,” La Nación, July 27, 1977. 
424 “Severa crítica de Constantini a la construcción de autopistas,” La Nación, October 10, 1980. The construction 
of Avenida de Mayo from 1888 to 1894 actually involved destroying entire city blocks to make way for the avenue. 
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this characteristic paid homage to the secretary’s father, Lauro Olimpo Laura, and his vision for 

urban highways as discussed in Chapter Two. Yet by explicitly noting Laura’s lack of training, 

Costantini bluntly questioned whether the regime’s representatives possessed appropriate 

knowledge and training. Inexperience would only lead to detrimental outcomes.  

Costantini and others also worried about the noise and pollution that would result from 

bringing in thousands of additional cars into the federal district.425 This influx would particularly 

affect those who lived in buildings flanking the highway. Naturally the value of their homes 

would diminish due to the close proximity. At the same time, the new autopistas subjected 

neighboring residents to the inescapable health hazards of noise and exhaust fumes. The 

placement of the highways arguably did not enhance the lives of local commuters and citizens. 

Architects and engineers did not limit their criticism of the design just to its effects on 

those in the immediate vicinity. The addition of seven (and eventually eight after the introduction 

of the Autopista 9 de Julio project) highways would change commuting and living habits for 

everyone in the Capital Federal. Tens of thousands, potentially hundreds of thousands of 

Porteños stood to lose their homes. In an article in the SCA magazine, one architect wondered 

just how far officials had thought through the outcomes of expropriating so many properties. Did 

the compensation provided by the municipality allow people to find equitable housing, he asked. 

Would that money adequately cover the costs of moving and closing on a new home? How many 

people would have the misfortune of buying a home that was in the path of a future highway? 

Could the housing market support such an influx of desperate buyers?426 It did not seem as 

though authorities completely considered the fallout.  

                                                                                                                                                       
Avenida 9 de Julio necessitated the destruction of whole blocks as well. Taking these instances into consideration, 
Laura’s idea was not completely unheard of in Buenos Aires. See Gutiérrez, Buenos Aires, 120-122.  
425 “Severa crítica de Constantini a la construcción de autopistas,” La Nación, October 10, 1980. 
426 “El tiempo es oro,” Boletín Informativo, No. 93 (July-Aug. 1977): 14, 26.  
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Meanwhile, everyone else in Buenos Aires would have to adjust their daily rhythms 

thanks to the highway network. Professionals worried that the autopistas would become massive 

walls, dividing the federal district into an archipelago of isolated island neighborhoods. The 

president of the Argentine Association of Planning, Architect José Luis Bacigalupo, argued that 

city planning as a properly practiced discipline understood the innate connection between spatial 

organization and community.427 The highway plan did not promote the maintenance and 

improvement of communal life because of the divisions and inconveniences it generated. Attacks 

such as these led people to label Cacciatore’s reforms as “pharaonic.” The monumental 

structures arguably did not consider the need of residents or the full repercussions of the projects.   

Architects and engineers also referred to domestic planning experiences, using the 

content of previously published designs and studies to demonstrate representatives of the military 

had deviated from proposed solutions. The Architects Society attacked the CPU because the code 

did not take into consideration larger regional needs and did not make any consistent effort to 

coordinate metropolitan development with national and provincial authorities.428 The Engineers 

Center echoed this concern.429 Both groups argued that many of the components of the municipal 

agenda had to be examined in a larger context. The need to protect water sources, to increase 

green space, to provide sufficient housing opportunities, and particularly to improve 

transportation networks did not end at General Paz.  

In support of this point, architects and engineers regularly cited the 1960 Plan Regulador, 

Esquema 2000, and a 1972 study carried out by SETOP as examples.430 These three schemes 

                                                
427 “Los inconvenientes para el futuro de Buenos Aires,” La Nación, December 4, 1978. 
428 “Frente a las nuevas normas de planeamiento urbano para la ciudad de Buenos Aires,” La Nación, February 16, 
1977. 
429 “Nuevas objeciones suscian las normas de planeamiento propuestas para Buenos Aires,” La Nación, February 
23, 1977; and “El Centro de Ingenieros y el Plan de Autopistas,” La Nación, July 21, 1977. 
430 “Sobre las autopistas se pronuncian planificadores,” La Nación, July 27, 1977. 
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approached urban management from a regional level, but the CPU promulgated by Cacciatore 

focused solely on the Capital Federal. García Vázquez had worked on the Plan Regulador, as did 

many of the outspoken architects of this period. They all participated in a formative period when 

it seemed clear that Buenos Aires’ size and importance necessitated a regional approach. 

According to professionals, Cacciatore’s refusal to pursue a more integrated agenda risked 

exacerbating current problems and instituted changes without examining their wider 

repercussions. 

Municipal authorities dismissed many these concerns soon after the promulgation of the 

CPU. In an open meeting with architects, local officials discussed the planning code and 

responded to questions. Architects voiced their worries about the expropriation of property for 

the highways. Those representing the municipality downplayed their anxieties. Through some 

creative math, officials stated that only 2000 housing units would be affected. According to city 

representatives, Buenos Aires typically had a stock of 5000 to 7000 units and 30,000 more were 

constructed annually. They felt confident that the relative few displaced by the autopistas would 

not remain homeless for very long.431 The architects had nothing to worry about on this matter 

and the municipal employees moved onto other matters.  

Meeting attendees also decried the lack of cooperation between the Capital Federal and 

the partidos. Architect Claude della Paolera (who, at this time, served on the municipal Urban 

Planning Council) simply stated that these projects did not have to be integrated into a regional 

system. He then pointed to the fact that representatives of the federal district would work with 

the provincial government on certain matters, namely trash collection and the green belt.432 

Overall, della Paolera did not prioritize putting the Capital Federal into a larger planning context. 

                                                
431 “Código de Planeamiento Urbano,” Boletín Informativo, No. 92 (May-June 1977): 6. 
432 “Código de Planeamiento Urbano,” Boletín Informativo, No. 91 (Mar.-Apr. 1977): 13.  
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At the end of the meeting, participating officials stated that in lieu of a coordinating authority 

overseeing the whole metropolitan area, they simply hoped that the federal district would serve 

as an example to its neighbors, who would then adopt similar reforms.433 This encounter only 

seemed to confirm for the architect community that local officials had little interest in promoting 

the well-being of residents or enacting reforms that would truly benefit the whole metropolis. 

While the debate continued over the need and functionality of the reforms, architects 

attempted to draw attention to the deficit in affordable housing. Hundreds of thousands of people 

did not have access to decent living conditions. The SCA estimated that approximately 2,500,000 

people in Argentina lived in deplorable circumstances. Overcrowding affected 30 percent of 

families. As much as 43 percent of households lacked running water, and an astounding 72 

percent did not have access to sewage systems, sanitation equipment, schools, appropriate 

amounts of green space, and sport facilities.434 The fact that the average rent for an apartment far 

exceeded the salary of a typical industrial worker did not help matters.435 Those living in poor 

conditions simply could not afford anything else. A dedicated state policy of building proper 

housing for lower income citizens would go a long way to improving this tragic situation. The 

architects suggested that the federal government funnel more money into FONAVI, the National 

Housing Fund.436 This influx of capital would jumpstart efforts to provide dignified housing 

options for all.  

The Architect Society’s call for better living conditions fell upon deaf ears. Cacciatore 

did not pursue housing as a priority. The Proceso government oversaw the completion of 87,825 

                                                
433 “Código de Planeamiento Urbano,” Boletín Informativo, No. 92 (May-June 1977): 8. 
434 “FONAVI,” Boletín Informativo, No. 103 (Feb.-Mar. 1979): 6. 
435 Oszlak, Merecer la ciudad, 126.  
436 The Fondo Nacional de Vivienda was founded in 1972 as a permanent fund for subsidizing affordable housing. 
Funding primarily came from a small tax taken from salaries and donations. Yujnovsky, Claves políticas del 
problema habitacional, 229. 
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units between March 24, 1976, and the end of 1981 using FONAVI funds. This number fell far 

short of the stated goal of 125,000 units a year, a rate that would have chipped away steadily at 

the housing deficit.437 Only 28.3 percent of the total units built were in the most populous urban 

centers and regions of Argentina, which included the Capital Federal and the Province of Buenos 

Aires. Interior cities received the bulk of support.438  

Architects picked up the matter of housing again as the eradication of the villas de 

emergencia proceeded unabated. They urged officials to reconsider the matter of subsidized 

housing since villeros could not afford to rent or own a proper home. In addition, the SCA 

decried how the local government simply relocated shantytown residents to Greater Buenos 

Aires. This action only pushed the burden onto the suburbs, another instance of municipal 

authorities not coordinating with the rest of the region.439 By trying to promote the construction 

of affordable housing, the architects hoped to turn officials’ attention away from unnecessary 

projects to those that would actually serve a greater good, not to mention generate another source 

of employment for members of the field.  

No matter what professionals said, Cacciatore and Laura maintained that they only had 

the city’s most pressing needs in mind. The mayor defended the highways by referring to some 

nebulous demand for such expressways. He stated that if people wanted to enter Buenos Aires in 

their own cars, the municipal government should support such desires.440 Laura suggested that 

citizens celebrate his and the mayor’s efforts since the previous administration only invested two 

million dollars in local infrastructure, a pittance considering the many areas of need.441 On the 

eve of his trip to Tokyo, Cacciatore pointed to previously published plans and studies. He argued 
                                                
437 Oszlak, Merecer la ciudad, 123. 
438 Ibid., 229-230. 
439 “Al Intendente Municipal,” Boletín Informativo, No. 116 (May-June 1981): 28.  
440 “Habló el intendente sobre autopistas en la ciudad,” La Nación, April 11, 1979. 
441 “Defensa municipal de las autopistas urbanas,” La Nación, April 20, 1979. 
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that his administration simply enacted already approved projects, and that they did not assume 

that these existing designs were meant simply “to fill bookshelves.”442 In the face of mounting 

attacks from architects and engineers, the two men dismissed critiques and held up their ability to 

act as a praiseworthy accomplishment.   

As the municipal government presented its reform agenda to the people of Buenos Aires, 

professionals immediately registered their dissent. Years of training and knowledge of 

international experiences provided a foundation for architects and engineers to attack the plans. 

The autopistas in particular drew intense criticism for the negative outcomes that would more 

than likely result. The highways would divide the Capital Federal into isolated islands and 

rupture community ties, rather than promote an integrative, collective urban life.  

Local officials also undermined recent efforts to approach growth from a regional level. 

They deliberately did not place the projects into a metropolitan context; those activities requiring 

the cooperation of suburban and provincial authorities would be negotiated on an individual 

basis. Other nations, namely those in Europe, decided that urban highways did not present a 

viable solution to transportation problems. The architects and engineers advocated this approach 

and suggested that the military pursue alternatives and pay greater attention to other areas of 

need. These calls for improved mass transit and the active construction of affordable housing did 

not make an impression on officials. Nevertheless, experts continued their attacks on other 

aspects of the Proceso’s urban renewal efforts.  

Environmental Degradation 

 
 The urban reforms arguably did not provide the benefits promised by the military 

                                                
442 “Defendió el Intendente el plan de autopistas urbanas,” La Nación, April 29, 1979. 
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government; nor did they promote a balanced environment. The surrounding ecology had a 

profound influence on the initial development of the capital. The flat, endless pampas posed no 

obstacles to urban expansion. Buenos Aires seemed to spread ceaselessly into the northern delta 

and the vast grasslands in the west and south. The estuary provided a safe harbor for ships, which 

allowed the city to cultivate international linkages and a booming agricultural export-based 

economy. Aside from hot and humid summers, most people found the climate agreeable.  

However, over the course of the twentieth century, the increasing mass of people and 

industries in Buenos Aires started to have a more negative affect on the environment. The 

concentration of three million people in an area of approximately 200 square kilometers (for the 

Capital Federal) put enormous pressure on local resources, especially the efficient use of land. 

Dense settlement also raised questions about the polluting effects of having so many people in 

one place. Offices struggled to contain the amount of waste and contaminants produced and 

compel factories to follow environmental regulations. From the standpoint of the architects and 

engineers, residents would lead healthier, happier lives if they would live in clean conditions 

with ample open areas for recreation and relaxation. Despite his pronouncements, Cacciatore’s 

projects did not serve these needs.  

 Professionals frequently based their environmental concerns on land usage and the 

amount of green space in the city. According to their studies, architects determined that in 

Buenos Aires, 2.8 square meters of green space existed for each inhabitant. They said that 

international standards – whose is not clear – set the minimum at four square meters, and many 

cities in other countries had as much as twelve square meters per person.443 Quantity was not the 

only point to consider. Urban planners also had to pay attention to placement. Residents needed 

                                                
443 “La Sociedad Central de Arquitectos y el actual Parque Zoológico de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires,” Boletín 
Informativo, No. 88 (Sept.-Oct. 1976): 19.  
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easy access to recreation areas if they were to use them on a regular basis. The expansive Tres de 

Febrero Park in Palermo constituted one of the few substantial, developed green spaces located 

close to dense residential neighborhoods. The small plazas found scattered throughout the 

various barrios added minimally to the total amount of outdoor recreation areas.  

 Based on such criteria, professionals denounced how the municipality made decisions 

that proved detrimental to the number of parks in Buenos Aires. In late 1976, Cacciatore 

proposed a controversial plan that would affect two large tracts in the barrio of Palermo. The site 

of the former National Penitentiary occupied a twelve-hectare area along Avenida Las Heras that 

the mayor wanted to sell to private developers (see Image 31). He hoped to do the same with the 

land that was home to the city zoo, which had occupied that parcel since 1888. Cacciatore 

envisioned high-rise apartment buildings eventually occupying both spaces.444 This proposal 

threatened to take two sizeable pieces of public land and give them over to private use.  

In their magazine, SCA members denounced the scheme for these parcels. They argued 

that the city could make better use of the properties by keeping the zoo as it was and turning the 

open penitentiary lands into a park.445 Policies that did not preserve and increase the amount of 

green space had to be reversed, the architects argued. They wrote, “The degrading conditions 

into which daily life has devolved for many of our families can only be alleviated quickly though 

the necessary expansion of recreation areas, which provide oxygen and a place for solitude, 

relaxation, walks, and physical exercise.”446 The group saw an inextricable connection between 

the quality of life and citizens’ ability to access open space. The city government had to be more 

                                                
444 At the time, city planners had already decided to pursue the renovation of the Admiral Brown Park and the 
construction of a new zoo there. This move would have allowed the mayor to close down the old zoo in Palermo and 
sell the land.  
445 Since the closure and demolition of the penitentiary in 1962, the land remained undeveloped.  
446 “La Sociedad Central de Arquitectos y el actual Parque Zoológico de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires,” Boletín 
Informativo, No. 88 (Sept.-Oct. 1976): 21.  
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Image 31: The National Penitentiary in the barrio of Palermo, 1936. Reproduced from Sociedad 
Central de Arquitectos, Viejo Buenos Aires, 48. 
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considerate of the social benefits of its agenda. 

 Mixed feelings surrounded the Puerto Madero expansion as well. In a letter to Architect 

José M. Pastor, who took over as the president of the municipal Urban Planning Council after 

Claude della Paolera, representatives of the Architects Society questioned the design and 

implementation of the 1977 Code. The port landfill project warranted special attention.447 The 

1960 Plan Regulador had proposed the same idea, and earlier schemes even explored the 

possibility of extending the city out into the estuary. Certain areas of the 400-hectare landfill 

would become administrative and residential zones. However, the 1960 design intended first and 

foremost to increase the amount of open land and recreation areas, thereby responding to this 

outstanding need. 

Given that Cacciatore envisioned an expanded business center and broached the topic of 

selling property to private businesses, his intentions seemed to threaten the original intent of the 

earlier plans. The landfill resulted in the loss of restaurants, clubs, cafes, and the Balneario along 

the Costanera Sur; therefore the capital lost a valuable connection to the Río de la Plata. The 

letter from the SCA wanted to know how the Proceso regime intended to replace these valuable 

sites that gave people a relationship with nature. Again, the priorities of the municipality came 

into question with the addition of this potentially lucrative plot of land.  

The debate over the highways raised questions about the consumption of property. 

Architect José Luis Bacigalupo of the Argentine Society of Planning had registered his group’s 

concerns on Autopista 9 de Julio and its impact on community life. In addition, he noted that 

Porteños stood to lose a vast open space intended to be a lung for the city. Buenos Aires already 

lacked an adequate amount of parks and open areas, and the construction of a highway would 
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only exacerbate the existing deficit.448 García Vázquez and Costantini went on a local radio 

station to express their criticisms of Autopistas 25 de Mayo and Perito Moreno. In his address, 

García Vázquez emphasized that he did not completely oppose highways. They served a 

purposed when used to connect distant locales. Building of expressways in the middle of a 

densely settled area represented another matter all together. Aside from previously mentioned 

disruptions, the autopistas would require amounts of space that officials could put to better 

use.449  

 Professionals discussed pollution with mixed feelings. Certain actions taken by the local 

government did bolster efforts to reclaim the city’s “good airs” status. Architects announced their 

approval of the green belt initiative and its reorganization of trash collection. In a message to 

Cacciatore, the SCA praised the municipality’s promulgation of the laws instituting trash 

compacting and new garbage disposal arrangements. They saw these pieces of legislation as a 

concrete intention on the part of the mayor to improve the lives of all inhabitants.450 No more 

burning of trash meant that much less soot and contaminates filling the atmosphere, and thus a 

healthier environment.  

However, the highways threatened to counteract the same positive outcome. The 

autopistas brought into the capital tens of thousands of cars, which then released noxious fumes. 

However, avenues like Avenida 9 de Julio attempted to provide some balance. The landscaped 

medians located throughout the wide street helped to clear the air of pollutants. Losing this 

invaluable road, according to Luis Bacigalupo, would take away several pockets of oxygen-

producing green space. In his radio announcement, Gárcia Vázquez calculated that every liter of 

gas used in an engine consumed an incredible amount of oxygen and expelled poisonous 
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compounds such as carbon monoxide.451 Why should citizens forfeit the life-sustaining resource 

of clean air to insatiable automobiles? The architect and his engineering counterpart, Costantini, 

each expressed concern for increased noise levels from highway traffic. No doubt, the autopistas 

threatened the positives gains from trash compacting. 

 Porteños gradually developed a greater awareness of their impact on the environment in 

this period, and the architects and engineers wanted the municipality to follow policies that 

promoted an ecological balance. Buenos Aires already suffered from severe congestion and high 

density. Parks and green space needed to be increased in an effort to create places where citizens 

could enjoy the outdoors and escape from concrete, asphalt, and steel. Green space also added 

more vegetation to the urban center. Beyond their pleasant appearance, the plants released 

oxygen and helped clear the air of contaminates such as carbon dioxide. However, the local 

government did not maintain a consistent dedication to reducing atmospheric pollution. The 

construction of the highways would result in more cars entering the Capital Federal and in more 

toxins filling the air. The architects and engineers wanted to draw attention to the fact that 

Buenos Aires was a living organism that required basic elements fundamental to its overall 

health.  

Preserving Cultural and Historical Patrimony 

 
 Such rapid changes to the capital eventually raised questions regarding what Buenos 

Aires lost in this process. The traditional grid layout of streets appeared antiquated in the eyes of 

Secretary Laura, as did many buildings. The architects and engineers refused to let the municipal 

government completely raze these older structures and neighborhoods. Such an action would 
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erase potentially valuable historical and cultural sites. Just as professionals feared a loss of 

community due to the poor design of the projects, they also saw the city’s patrimony come under 

fire. The municipality could not act wantonly and without regard for maintaining sites integral to 

preserving local and national heritage. Experts understood the need to renovate the federal 

disrtict but not at the cost of losing its history.  

 Several iconic locales faced destruction under the military regime. The proposed loss of 

the grand Avenida 9 de Julio drew harsh criticisms. Costantini stated that he greatly valued the 

aesthetics of the wide street as integral to the history of Buenos Aires.452 A notable architect, 

Mario Roberto Alvarez, gave his thoughts on the matter: “I wish to see the sky, far and wide, not 

to see it closed and to lose the grand scale.”453 Both men expressed ideas that addressed the 

intrinsic value of the avenue. More than just a road connecting the northern and southern ends of 

the urban center, Avenida 9 de Julio opened up the dense area to allow light to penetrate and air 

to circulate. The grand avenue literally became a breath of fresh air for the populous capital.  

Yet over the years, the thoroughfare took on a greater value. It became a focal point of 

the downtown landscape, drawing pedestrians to its open space and ceaseless traffic. The street 

also earned the title of the world’s widest avenue. Tourists regularly visited the site to see the 

movement of cars and people, to visit the Obelisk, and to make the dangerous yet exciting 

journey from one side to the other. In short, Avenida 9 de Julio became an internationally 

recognized symbol of Buenos Aires. To lose it would take away a significant piece of local 

identity.  

 The proposed selling of the zoo in Palermo did not win any supporters for Cacciatore 

either. The Jardín Zoológico had a much longer history than Avenida 9 de Julio and an equally 
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important purpose.  Originally part of Parque Tres de Febrero, the zoo moved to its current 

location between Plaza Italia and Avenida Libertador in 1888.454 The transfer also freed the 

federal government of its management by assigning it to the municipal government. The rapid 

growth of the capital in the late nineteenth century made parks a point of concern for officials. 

Opens areas not only provided balance with the built environment, but also created democratic 

spaces for all citizens. Destinations such as Parque Tres de Febrero and the zoo provided people 

from all socio-economic backgrounds access to outdoor space and opportunities to spend one’s 

free time.455 The Jardín Zoológico also played an educational role. The exhibits of exotic animals 

gave visitors a chance to learn about the natural sciences and the animal kingdom. The zoo 

quickly became a popular diversion. Over one million people visited in 1909 and no signs 

indicated a decline in that rate of attendance thereafter. By the early twentieth century, the Jardín 

cemented itself as a fixture in Palermo and in every Porteño’s childhood.  

 With the steady pace of renovations in Admiral Brown Park during the Proceso period, 

the removal of the zoo from Palermo seemed imminent. The municipality commissioned a 

historical account of the Jardín and its evolution over the past century in recognition of this long 

history. The resulting volume struck an odd cord, given its mix of nostalgia in the face of 

anticipated relocation. In the prologue, the author, historian Diego del Pino, reminisced about the 

joy common to so many local children who delighted in a Sunday afternoon of exploring the zoo. 

The “festival of marvels” within went beyond the displays of animals; tasty treats and a ride on 
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the “Lilliputian” train made the visit more than a passive stroll.456  

As he recounted this pleasurable experience, Del Pino also reflected upon the ubiquity of 

a visit to the zoo for virtually everyone in Buenos Aires and across generations. Family albums 

frequently contained photos of grandparents visiting the park during their youth. The writer also 

discussed the transition to adulthood as he prepared to take his children to the zoo. As he 

recounted these events, the author clearly situated everything in Palermo. He noted that Plaza 

Italia, the tree-lined Avenida Las Heras, and the Monument to the Spanish were all clearly 

visible from the grounds of the Jardín.457 The entire prologue made the experience appear dear to 

all residents and integral to the life of the barrio. To move the attraction would put an end to this 

widely cherished tradition.  

 As Cacciatore and his officials attacked local patrimony, the SCA took advantage of the 

400th anniversary of the second founding to draw attention to outcomes of such damaging 

reforms. In 1980, they published a collection of photographs entitled Viejo Buenos Aires, adiós. 

The pictures inside showed the Capital Federal as it was in 1936, when locals celebrated the 

400th anniversary of its first founding. The pictures showed a city that had not yet grown to fill in 

every space as it did in the 1970s, yet plenty of elements reminded readers that this was in fact 

their home. Patios, cafés, balconies, streets, trees, and even a photo of the National Penitentiary 

before its demolition grounded the photos firmly in Buenos Aires.  

García Vázquez wrote a forward for this volume and used this return to the past as a way 

to issue a warning about the future. The architect posed a series of questions reflecting concern 

about the recent reforms. Regarding those locales depicted in the photos, how did some of these 

places and structures disappear and what replaced them? Was there something positive in this 
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poorly understood concept of “progress”? How would the current generation of Porteños view 

the Proceso projects as they grew older? These pointed queries betrayed the negative opinions 

García Vázquez had of the reforms pursued by the military. Yet he stated that simple nostalgia 

did not color his observations. Rather, he took the negative impact of Caccciatore’s agenda as 

evidence that the mayor and his supporters did not “understand what it means to build man’s 

home or the reason for residing in a city.”458 The municipal government had lost its contact with 

urban life and all that went with it, including the preservation of a common history and identity.  

 As Queen Sofía of Spain and other dignitaries came to celebrate four centuries of growth 

and evolution, García Vázquez’s contribution to Viejo Buenos Aires presented a scathing 

denouncement of the military’s reforms.459 He took aim at a number of defining characteristics 

of the plans concocted by Cacciatore. The architect condemned the dehumanizing results, the 

capricious mandates, the prioritization of automobiles, and the lost tranquility of Buenos 

Aires.460 These criticisms singled out the highways and the ill-designed urban code. The overall 

outcome of these shortcomings, in García Vázquez’s assessment, created a wretched 

environment for its residents. In light of such terrible consequences, the architect concluded with 

a stern warning. He urged citizens not to allow these actions to continue. They must all work 

hard to maintain the elements that comprised their irreplaceable architectural patrimony. To 

ensure this preservation, García Vázquez advocated that administrators work closely with 

professionals. Together they could generate sensible and suitable plans promoting the best living 

conditions and protecting what could not be replaced. 

This preoccupation with culture and heritage began with the first announcement of the 
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reforms, and the municipality responded just as quickly in the hopes of downplaying anxieties. In 

a 1977 interview with Summa, the leading independent architecture magazine in Argentina, 

Guillermo Laura used the opportunity to clarify the goals and dispel the negative assessments of 

the projects. The reprinted conversation primarily focused on the autopistas and how they 

arguably disrupted life for area residents. At the heart of the exchange laid questions of change: 

what had happened to the city, where was it going, and what would put it on a path to greatness? 

The past, present, and future of Buenos Aires all came under scrutiny. The interviewer also asked 

about the vitality of the surrounding barrios. Would the highways not cut off one side of the 

neighborhood from the other and create blight in the area? And what about the buildings 

destroyed? Did this not threaten the architectural patrimony of Buenos Aires? The questions 

painted a picture of ruinous development and the erosion of community ties. 

Laura countered such a damning appraisal. He responded clearly and consistently: 

Buenos Aires had undergone radical changes in the past decades and the highways merely 

replied to an increasing demand. At one point in time, automobile owners may have represented 

a minority, but that was not longer the case.461 A shift had occurred in recent years that made cars 

the primary form of transit, according to the secretary. The municipality therefore had to provide 

adequate roadways, and the autopistas addressed this need. Laura also saw the highway project 

as actually sparking urban renewal. The spaces below the roads would not remain empty. 

Officials planned to build parking lots, commercial and public buildings, and recreation spaces 

beneath, thus making the world below the highways a lively destination. Laura vehemently 

argued that the highway would not become an “inert element;” rather “it will create functional 
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diversity, rich and agile like the city that it traverses.”462 Instead of seeing destruction of 

patrimony and community, the secretary envisioned a new stage of development that fostered a 

different way life for the capital.  

When accused of destroying architectural treasures, Laura scoffed at the charge and 

proceeded to pull out a box of pictures. He explained that his staff had surveyed the entire length 

of the projected paths and photographed every affected block and building. They then researched 

whether any of the structures had any importance and determined that there existed no buildings 

of high architectural, artistic, or historic value. After challenging the interviewer to find a 

building worthy of saving, the secretary remarked, “I would say that there is a higher percentage 

of constructions to be demolished exclusively for aesthetic reasons.”463 No one could ever accuse 

Laura of being a sentimentalist. From his perspective, Porteños simply outgrew many of the 

elements that had defined their environment. To move forward to a new future meant breaking 

ties with the derelict vestiges of the past. This powerful belief colored the actions of the 

municipality in its relentless pursuit of a reorganized Buenos Aires.  

 Despite this rather harsh assessment of what held value, local officials did pursue some 

projects that preserved local heritage and created spaces for cultural production. In 1979, the 

municipality declared a large section of Buenos Aires to be a protected historical zone.464 The 

area called “U-24,” according to the classification system of the urban planning code, included 

the barrios of San Telmo, Monstserrat, Catedral del Sur, and the western axis of Avenida de 

Mayo. Authorities imposed regulations that meant to maintain the character of U-24 by limiting 

the size of new buildings and attempting to maintain the aesthetics of existing structures. A 

special commission would manage the area and provide residents with the resources necessary to 
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sustain its colonial and late nineteenth-century characteristics. Of course, none of these mandates 

applied to the in-progress Autopista 25 de Mayo, which was tearing through the southern end of 

San Telmo. Nonetheless, professionals lauded officials’ small step toward recognizing and 

preserving historic spaces.  

 In the barrio of Recoleta to the north, the local government commissioned an 

architectural firm to transform an old convent into museums and a cultural center. The Basílica 

del Pilar, next to Recoleta Cemetery and Plaza Recoleta, dated to the early 1700s, which made it 

one of the oldest buildings in the city. Cacciatore envisioned the finished complex housing 

various museums including the Museum of Modern Art, the Museum of Film, the Historical 

Institute, and other smaller galleries. With accompanying theaters and exhibition rooms, the 

complex would play a central role in all art-related activities.465 Workers began the renovation in 

1979 and finished in October of the following year, just in time for the 400th anniversary 

celebration. The exterior preserved the original architectural attributes. The Basílica complex 

never contained all of the museums listed by Cacciatore, but the end result both maintained the 

historic value of the buildings and gave them new life as a cultural attraction.  

 Amidst the changes occurring in Buenos Aires, professionals became frustrated with the 

municipality’s overall lack of dedication to preserving local culture and traditions. Locations that 

for decades served as iconic symbols or destinations for spending leisure time faced possible 

eradication. The architects in particular took up the cause of defending Porteños’ patrimony from 

wanton destruction. Secretary Laura’s comments illuminated the beliefs fueling the reforms, as 

he stated that some sites had to go for the sake of building a more prosperous, efficient urban 

center. Not everything old and outdated faced the wrecking ball, however. The designation of U-
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24 and the renovated Basílica demonstrated the Proceso’s minimal acceptance of the argument 

that cultural and historical heritage merited protection. Professionals felt that sacrificing too 

many properties would jeopardize the city’s identity. However, Brigadier Cacciatore maintained 

that Buenos Aires had to make sacrifices, which eventually included losing control of its own 

destiny as private businesses gained a privileged place in the reforms. 

The Role of Business 
 

 The military government at all levels turned to privatization as a way to limit the role of 

the state in economic matters. This approach was nothing new. Previous federal and municipal 

governments had granted concessions to foreign forms for the completion of the railroads and 

subways.466 While the Proceso regime pursued this option half-heartedly – the federal 

government retained ownership of many industries due to supposed security matters – Cacciatore 

and Laura agreed that private business offered opportunities for the municipality to transform the 

capital. The mayor and his secretary of public works willingly collaborated with domestic and 

foreign investors in order to gain access to financing and expertise for their projects.  

This collaboration worried Porteños. The general population did not always feel as 

though these businesses provided the best service or responded to local needs. The architects and 

engineers agreed with this sentiment and objected to the municipal government’s uninhibited 

willingness to sell public property and services. Despite the fact that the military seized power 

and did not observe democratic practices, professionals and residents of Buenos Aires still 

demanded that Cacciatore behave as a state official should and promote the best interests of the 

community. The partnership between public administration and business brought this concern to 
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the foreground.   

 Professionals immediately questioned the municipality’s move to give private companies 

a large stake in the transformation of Buenos Aires. The proposed sale of the former penitentiary 

land and zoo sent alarming signals beyond just the loss of green space. The values of these 

properties amounted to millions of dollars, leading the Argentine Center for Landscape 

Architects to question the mayor’s motives. The specific currency of “dollars” represented an 

irresistible temptation for any financially-strapped state. The group asked what would prevent 

authorities from selling other public properties of great cultural and financial worth?467 The 

landscape architects worried for the future of the capital if such actions started to occur regularly.  

The mayor eventually abandoned sale of the zoo and penitentiary lands. Backlash against 

the scheme deterred investors, and Cacciatore begrudgingly yielded to constituents championing 

historical preservation and green space needs. However, the topic of selling municipal property 

came up again in later projects. Cacciatore also proposed selling reclaimed land in Admiral 

Brown Park and the Puerto Madero extension in an effort to raise money for those renovation 

projects. These experiences signaled to professionals that the mayor had no qualms about losing 

land, a commodity always in short supply and needed for public use.  

The architects and engineers never completely opposed the involvement of private 

business in public works and services. In fact, the 1960 Plan Regulador specifically advocated 

that companies have a hand in some of the reforms proposed.468 However, the negative affects of 

the highways and other reforms made professionals oppose that involvement. With the 

introduction of the CPU in 1977, the Engineers Center immediately questioned whether the 
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municipality should allow private businesses to participate in urban renewal.469 The same worry 

appeared two years later. In 1979, La Nación interviewed five experts, including Costantini, on 

the topic of public spending and how to reduce costs. The engineer specifically spoke about the 

role of privatization. He agreed that certain areas should be returned to private hands, namely 

manufacturing, but the state had to maintain control over energy and transit.470 Those two areas 

constituted key industries necessary for economic development, which meant that they should be 

protected and developed for the good of the nation. Costantini’s comments cut to the heart of the 

bigger issue – keeping priorities straight. Losing valuable resources meant ignoring oustanding 

needs in favor of short-term economic gains. These dissenting comments demonstrated the belief 

that the municipal government still had served the people regardless of its authoritarian status.  

 All of these points came together in the reactions to the Ribera Norte project. The plan 

presented by the green belt agency, CEAMSE, depended partially on the sale of reclaimed lands 

for funding. In fact, Ribera concessionaires could sell up to one-third of the reclaimed 600 

hectares this purpose, a process that the green belt authority referred to as “self-financing.”471 

The Architects Society immediately registered its opposition to the proposal. While it approved 

of the sanitization of polluted areas and increased recreation space, the SCA did not support the 

commercialization of such a vast amount of land. The plan willing forfeited a significant amount 

of property that developers would dedicate to middle and upper-class residences. According to 

the society, Ribera project fell short in responding to critical deficiencies in green space and 

affordable housing. Nothing in the proposal truly compelled concessionaires to satisfy the needs 

of the community.   
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The architects also argued that nothing justified the inclusion of a highway in the project. 

The autopista, which would be a toll road just like Autopista 25 de Mayo in the federal district, 

simply constituted another money-making scheme.472 By bringing in private business, the 

municipal and provincial governments threatened to turn the project into a commercial venture, 

thereby making profit the ultimate goal. The highway and self-financing aspects made the 

architects apprehensive. If developers did not see a great return on their investment, they would 

quite possibly abandon Ribera Norte without thinking of local residents. Giving private 

companies a controlling destiny in the pursuit of public works raised questions about 

accountability. Could Cacciatore compel businesses to act in the best interests of the people, 

especially when the venture might not produce generous rewards?   

 The anxieties over involving companies in the urban reforms identified a clear division 

between the mission of private enterprise and that of public administration. A conflict of interests 

existed between the two sides. The architects and engineers feared that any push for profits, 

regardless of how the municipality would use them, corrupted any chance of meeting the needs 

of citizens. Efforts to sell city-owned lands exposed the willingness of local officials to privilege 

lucrative endeavors over essential programs. The Ribera Norte project especially worried 

professionals. By bringing in real estate developers, authorities made financial gain a goal among 

with the communal benefits of green space and sanitation. The military mayor and those who 

served in his government frequently ignored ideas that cultivated a collective urban existence. By 

involving private business, Brigadier Cacciatore only exacerbated these tensions.  

******** 
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Excluding Professionals 
 

 As they discussed these problems, architects and engineers consistently noted that the 

mayor could have avoided many shortcomings simply by involving the professional community 

in his urban agenda. These groups had undergone years of training and their experience could 

have provided insight into urban design and coordination. However, the collaborative elements 

of the municipal government no longer existed or were corrupted. The military had dissolved the 

Sala de Representantes, the city council of elected representatives. Any architects and engineers 

who held administrative positions were personally selected by officials like Cacciatore and 

Laura. No doubt these individuals owed their positions to their support of the regime. By co-

opting individuals who followed order and by dismissing democratic bodies, Cacciatore acted 

without anyone questioning his motives or decisions. In lieu of traditional practices, 

professionals outside of the state followed other paths that highlighted their skills and kept them 

involved in planning matters. 

 In the past, local officials had maintained regular contact with the professional 

community. Architects and engineers had conducted studies and drafted master plans for 

commissions such as the OPR. Some projects came about through a specific arrangement with 

the Architects Society. Municipal administrators regularly asked the group to organize 

competitions to find suitable designs for proposed initiatives. Studios and individuals would 

submit their visions, which were then reviewed by panel of judges made up of municipal 

representatives and SCA members.473 This system gave the architects an institutionalized role in 

the design of projects, but under the Proceso regime, this collaboration fell by the wayside. The 

military mayor occasionally solicited feedback from the engineers and architects, as he did 
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following the announcement of the 1977 Urban Planning Code. However, the slew of negative 

responses put an end to this action. Subsequent letters and articles from professionals made no 

references to having been asked for their assessments.  

 Conferences became a chance for both groups to restore their places in the decision-

making process and to discuss the contributions of their disciplines. Almost a year after he 

resigned as rector of UBA, Costantini announced that the CAI would hold its first Engineering in 

Politics Conference. The engineer lamented that in recent years, the nation endured severe 

hardships for which the military’s policies had not brought relief. When asked to provide 

concrete examples, Costantini pointed to housing. In his estimate, a disastrous policy had 

“distorted the housing market and pushed rents higher,” which left millions of people without 

access to dignified homes. Costantini went as far as to say such a sad situation only created 

discontent and even served as a breeding ground for subversion.474 These terrible conditions all 

came from the lack of defined, consistent policies. The engineer hoped that the meeting would 

bring together the technical capabilities of the nation in the pursuit of concrete solutions.  

The Engineering in Politics Conference took place from September 5 to September 9, 

1977, and drew engineers from all around Argentina. The gathering also attracted members of 

the federal and provincial governments, including Minister of Planning General Díaz Bessone; 

State Secretary of Public Transport, Eng. Federico Camba; and Minister of Public Works for the 

Province of Buenos Aires, Eng. Pablo Gorostiaga. Curiously, Laura and Cacciatore did not 

participate in the CAI-sponsored event. Each distinguished guest delivered speeches at the 

opening of the meeting attesting to the fact that the nation needed skilled experts to help 
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overcome stagnation and to craft sound policies.475 The fives days of talks covered virtually 

every aspect of engineering and especially focused on areas such as energy, infrastructure, 

urbanism, and sanitation. The topics discussed at the meeting demonstrated a clear interest in 

improving livability for citizens as well as industrial output.  

 The architects also considered what role they had to play in national development. At the 

thirteenth World Conference for the International Architecture Union, members gathered in 

Mexico City to discuss specifically how their discipline promoted growth and progress. García 

Vázquez led a group of Argentine delegates, which included Odilia Suárez and José Luis 

Bacigalupo.476 From October 23 to 27, 1978, participants discussed their contributions to five 

main areas: economy, society and culture, technology, human settlements, and architects’ 

specific role in development.477  

While the Argentines were not conference organizers or keynote speakers, coverage of 

the event in La Nación put the theme of the meeting into perspective. An editorial focused on the 

negative affect produced by overdependence on technology in urban centers. Ideally, urban 

centers represented the height of human civilization and architecture helped preserve their order, 

beauty, and dignity. However, “demographic explosions, degradation of the environment, and 

social dehumanization” inhibited the creative force of the discipline, thereby producing less-

than-optimal conditions for inhabitants.478 This point appeared again in letters from the SCA 

criticizing the autopistas. National development did not just apply to the exploitation of 

resources and technology. It also involved cultural and social progress, otherwise who or what 
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benefited from efficiency and productivity? The architects understood their involvement in the 

preservation of the human side of the city, a point that the International Architecture Union 

Conference underscored.  

 In addition to conferences, the engineers took a unique approach to promoting their 

discipline and its contributions. Shortly after their successful Engineering Conference, the CAI 

petitioned the federal government for a very interesting favor. In a letter dated October 7, 1977 

and signed by Costantini, the engineers proposed the establishment of a “Day of the Argentine 

Engineer.” They argued that their profession, “given its creative capacity, occupied a leading role 

in the development of Argentina.”479 The engineers chose June 6 as the official date. On that day 

in 1887, the first graduates of the engineering school at the National University of Buenos Aires 

had received their degrees. Among them was Luis A. Huergo, a noteworthy engineer who 

completed many public works projects and whose port design for Buenos Aires rivaled that of 

Eduardo Madero.480 This class of locally trained practitioners signaled the “birth of Argentine 

engineering,” and the CAI wanted a day that recognized their tireless efforts and incredible 

contributions to national development.  

 The engineers clearly had the support of the junta since four days later, General Videla 

signed a resolution declaring June 6 to be Engineering Day. The decree highlighted the group’s 

efforts in the glorification of the nation and characterized the day of observance as long overdue 

in recognition of the discipline’s contributions.481 National Secretary of Public Works and 

Transportation, Engineer Federico Camba, announced the junta’s approval at a CAI luncheon 

and read a note from General Videla. The titular president reiterated the Proceso’s commitment 

                                                
479 Letter from CAI to State Secretary of Transportation and Public Works, October 7, 1977; Box 886, File 25590, 
Page 3; Archivo Intermedio, Buenos Aires, Argentina.  
480 Scobie, Buenos Aires, 70-88.  
481 Resolution, October 10, 1977; Box 886, File 25590, Page 4; Archivo Intermedio, Buenos Aires, Argentina.  
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to a complete modernization of the economy and the nation. To accomplish this transformation, 

the military needed the expertise of the engineers, as it could not “conceive of a modern nation 

without the scientific and technical knowledge that sustains it.”482 As they pursued a reorganized 

nation, the generals acquiesced to the engineers’ proposal and highlighted their indispensable 

contributions.  

The junta agreed that the professional community represented a vital element in the 

creation of well-designed policies, but that sentiment had its limits. The institution of 

Engineering Day involved only the CAI and the federal government. Cacciatore did not have a 

role in this event. Considering that he and his municipal officials did not take part in the 

conference held the previous month, it appeared that the mayor had little interest in 

acknowledging the group. Perhaps with a day dedicated to their discipline and clear support from 

the junta would provide the engineers with more influence at the local level.  

 The architects never asked the regime for their own day of recognition, but they came up 

with another way to draw attention to planning problems. They maintained a position that the 

people of Buenos Aires – not just professionals – should have the opportunity to weigh in on 

local issues. After all, according to an editorial in the Boletín, the topic urban design was not so 

delicate or specialized that only experts could contribute substantive opinions.483 In the spirit of 

providing an open forum for discussion, the SCA in May of 1979 announced a new series of fora 

called “Tribunal of Opinions.”484 Each presentation focused on themes related to the present state 

of the city and future developments. Anyone could attend free of charge. The first talk focused 

on the defense of the Buenos Aires’ landscape. The Tribunal provided all concerned citizens and 

professionals with a regular public outlet for examining the state of affairs in the capital. This 
                                                
482 “Instituyóse oficialmente del Día de la Ingeniería,” La Nación, October 13, 1977. 
483 “Nuestra ciudad y las obras viales municipales,” Boletín Informativo, No. 103 (Feb.-Mar. 1979): 7.  
484 “Defensa de Buenos Aires y su paisaje urbano,” La Nación, May 23, 1979. 
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move coincided with the architects’ emphasis on promoting the communal aspects of urban life.  

 Beyond just writing letters and using press coverage to voice their dissent, architects and 

engineers found alternative methods of drawing attention to their indispensable expertise. The 

municipality did not want to include these groups in planning decisions, mostly in an effort to 

maintain total exclusive control and to act quickly without much discussion. Cacciatore did pride 

his government on its responsiveness and ability to enact change without hesitation. Yet in the 

eyes of the professional community, this hastiness ignored valuable input and sponsored flawed 

undertakings. Conferences attempted to draw attention to the contributions of architects and 

engineers. The CAI even successfully petitioned for a day in honor of the contribution of their 

discipline. Despite the fact that Cacciatore generally ignore both groups, he regularly felt the 

need to defend his actions and promote their benefits. All of these actions served to demonstrate 

to the city government that it lacked the skills necessary to affect positive change.  

CONCLUSIONS 
 

In an adamant reiteration of his group’s critique of the autopistas, García Vázquez quoted 

the American urbanist, Lewis Mumford. “In the span of fifteen years, we will have discovered 

that it was wrong to do these things, but then it will be too late to correct them,” Mumford 

observed.485 The American spoke in regards to the explosion of highways in the United States in 

the 1950s, and his sentiments mirrored those of professionals in Buenos Aires. The architects and 

engineers did not believe that the municipal government thoroughly considered what the city 

needed or how best to address deficiencies. Cacciatore and his officials did not demonstrate any 

consistent concern for local culture and heritage. They did not directly address deficiencies in 

                                                
485 “Propone abrir un debate el Arqto. García Vázquez,” La Nación, April 16, 1979. 
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housing, green space, basic services, or mass transit. Instead, professional groups saw a 

dictatorship following ill-formed initiatives and selfish whims. As a result, the military 

government created a city that did not provide the basic necessities for a fulfilling, active urban 

life.  

The architects and engineers vied with Brigadier Cacciatore for control over the renewal 

of Buenos Aires. Their dissent repeatedly called upon their years of training and mastery of the 

subjects, something that the mayor and his secretary of public works lacked. Based upon 

observations of other projects and international examples, both groups pointed out the various 

outcomes. They also turned to previous master plans and studies, just as the municipality did, but 

to a different end. Where local authorities picked the elements that best served their purposes, the 

architects and engineers reminded state representatives of the original intent of the projects. 

Recent designs for the city called for regional integration and cooperation, the preservation of 

heritage, and dedicated efforts to increase green space and affordable housing throughout the 

Capital Federal. At the same time, professionals warned officials not to get carried away with 

including private businesses in the reforms, lest the government forget who it ostensibly served.  

 Much of the force behind these criticisms came from the particular histories of the main 

professional groups, the Engineers Center and the Architects Society, and their respective 

presidents. Architect García Vázquez came from a discipline that evolved into something more 

than a decorative art. His field focused intently upon the promise of urban planning as a way to 

proportion the city and to create a balanced environment that promoted local communities and 

traditions. The popular and collective ideals, along with negative experiences with government 

repression, pushed architects to the left.  

The engineers came from a different background. The state had favored their expertise 
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since the days of railroad construction in the 1860s; that privileged space in development grew 

over time. Costantini’s career mirrored this advantageous position as he had prominent roles in 

the rebuilding of San Juan and in the government of Arturo Frondizi. Since their training was 

indispensable in developing the primary and secondary sectors of the economy, engineers 

maintained a permanent place in national progress. They also subscribed to a more conservative 

political stance.  

 Ironically, the actions of the military regime actually pushed the two disciplines to act 

together. Not only did the dictatorship’s abduction and torture of members lead the SCA to react, 

but also Cacciatore’s ill-advised actions proved detrimental to the field’s mission. García 

Vázquez made a move to protect his members and preserve their professional objectives. 

Costantini responded similarly. He did have a close relationship with the armed forces over the 

years and agreed that subversive activities needed to be stopped. However, the engineer did not 

approve of the extreme measures taken by the Proceso generals. He wanted to maintain 

democratic practices, and he wanted to make sure that the CAI continued to play a significant 

part in planning procedures. The mayor’s exclusion of the professional communities and 

questionable initiatives prompted architects and engineers to launch an offensive to regain their 

place in the decision-making process, though they never quite succeeded.  

Despite condemnations from professionals, the municipality stood fast in the firm belief 

that it created an improved environment. In a comparison between professional critiques and 

official defenses, the architecture magazine Summa quoted city authorities as saying, “Proposing 

a major avenue 100 meters wide in 1887, when automobiles had not even been invented yet, was 

visionary. Constructing a system of urban highways, when 1.5 million vehicles exist, 

demonstrates the state’s accomplishment of its elemental responsibility to meet present needs 
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and to provide for the future.”486 In this reference to the first piece of legislation calling for the 

construction of Avenida 9 de Julio, authorities argued that they simply provided infrastructure 

for an existing need. From their point of view, they had fulfilled their obligation as public 

servants by addressing an obvious deficiency in the transportation network. Their comment also 

contained an indirect hope. Perhaps in time people would see the value in the highways – and the 

rest of the reforms by extension – and welcome these changes as integral parts of the urban 

fabric, just as Porteños came to embrace the iconic avenue.  

                                                
486 “Autopistas: pro y contra,” Summa, No. 116 (Sept. 1977): 20.  
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Conclusion 

Of Memories and Legacies 

 
The legacy of the Proceso regime continues to unfold to this day. In 2003, President 

Néstor Kirchner called for the repeal of the amnesty laws of 1986 and 1987 passed during Raúl 

Alfonsín’s presidency. The two pieces of legislation, the Full-Stop Law and Due Obedience 

Law, put an end to the first wave of trials prosecuting military leaders and declared that 

subordinates could not be tried since they simply obeyed their superiors’ orders.487 The Supreme 

Court declared both amnesty laws to be unconstitutional in 2005, thus reopening the opportunity 

for victims and families of the disappeared to seek proper justice.488 As part of this new trial 

cycle, the courts overturned former president Carlos Menem’s pardon of General Videla, as well. 

This led to another trial wherein the general was found guilty of human rights violations and 

sentenced to life in prison.489  

Aside from trying to hold the military accountable for its actions, numerous groups and 

agencies work steadily to preserve memories of this frightful era. Much of this effort focuses on 

the testimonies of survivors and the families and friends of the disappeared, in addition to other 

documentary evidence. Certain organizations have also turned their attention to spaces of 

memory. In 2006, the city government of Buenos Aires established the Instituto Espacio para la 

Memoria and charged it with the mission of preservation of local sites associated with the Dirty 

War. The institute dedicates much of its energy to reclaiming major clandestine torture centers in 

                                                
487 Lewis, Guerrillas and Generals, 224-225.  
488 “En una resolución histórica, la Corte anuló las leyes del perdón,” Clarín, June 15, 2005 
489 “Perpetua para Videla, que irá a una cárcel común,” La Nación, December 23, 2010.  
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the Capital Federal and to transforming them into public museums.490 Currently, the Navy 

Mechanics School (ESMA) has been opened to the public who wish to tour one of the most 

infamous sites of detention and torture. Throughout the sprawling complex, historians and 

activists have placed markers and displays explaining the various functions of ESMA and the 

daily lives of its prisoners. The Instituto Espacio is also working on reclaiming Olimpo, Club 

Atlético, Automotores Olivetti, and Virrey Cavello, all public buildings that served as secret 

prisons during the Proceso. 

Another organization, Memoria Abierta, has taken a broader approach to recovering 

spaces connected to the Dirty War. As part of its “Topography of Memory” division, Memoria 

Abierta has dedicated much of its time to cataloguing numerous sites in Buenos Aires. The group 

collects information on the major clandestine centers, but it also looks into the smaller ones, as 

well. In total, the organization counts as many as sixty-seven centers in the federal district 

alone.491 Additionally, Memoria has created a comprehensive list of locations where people were 

abducted or killed, businesses and state agencies that witnessed acts of terror, and sites devoted 

to the memory of those who lost their lives. Throughout the city, people have erected modest 

monuments and plaques (baldosos) dedicated to the disappeared; the municipality has renamed 

plazas, schools, and other public places in their honor. Memoria Abierta has published this list of 

places as a sobering guidebook.492 Despite its resemblance to its more leisure-oriented 

counterparts, the book leads readers on an exhaustive tour of Dirty War locales in the federal 

district. By creating this catalogue, this group hopes to draw attention to the pervasiveness of 

                                                
490 Instituto Espacio para la Memoria, Patrimonio: Centros clandestinos de detención, tortura y extermino y sitios 
de memoria (Buenos Aires: Cuadernos de Memoria, 2008), 7, 9. 
491 Memoria Abierta has a interactive map showing the location of all clandestine torture centers throughout the 
country. http://www.memoriaabierta.org.ar/ccd/index.htm (Accessed February 29, 2012).  
492 Memoria Abierta, Memorias en la ciudad: señales del terrorismo de estado en Buenos Aires (Buenos Aires: 
Eudeba, 2009).  
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state terror and to help people remember the dead. Experiences with abduction and murder 

extended beyond the buildings into which many disappeared. The ubiquity of the terror can be 

seen virtually everywhere in Buenos Aires.  

At a number of sites in the city, the Dirty War crossed paths with the urban reforms of 

Brigadier Cacciatore. The unstoppable progress of Autopista 25 de Mayo necessitated the 

demolition of a building housing the Workshop and Supply Service for the Federal Police, more 

commonly known as the torture center “Club Atlético.” Atlético was located on Paseo Colón in 

the barrio of San Telmo. It functioned between February and December of 1977 when as many 

as 1,500 prisoners entered its doors. In 2002, AUSA, the group that manages the urban 

highways, acquiesced to a request from the municipal government to excavate the site and 

develop it as a monument to the disappeared.493 To the west of Atlético, a number of small plazas 

line the highway and each bears the name of disappeared women, many of whom were members 

of the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo.494 In 2006, the city, at the behest of families of the 

disappeared, dedicated a portion of Admiral Brown Park as the Human Rights Promenade. The 

area contains plaques and statues dedicated to the memory of individuals and specific groups 

persecuted by the military regime.495 The Architects Society even has a memorial recognizing its 

lost members.  

Stories of repression and violence abound in Buenos Aires, but the legacy of the Proceso 

period does not end there. The urban reforms remain as a permanent monument to the complex 

agenda of the armed forces. AUSA continues to oversee the operation of Autopistas 25 de Mayo 

                                                
493 Subsecretaría de Derechos Humanos del Gobierno de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires Proyecto de Recuperación de 
la Memoria Centro Clandestino de Detención y Tortura “Club Atlético” (Buenos Aires: Gobierno de la Ciudad de 
Buenos Aires, 2004), 45.  
494 Memoria Abierta, Memorias en la ciudad: señales del terrorismo de estado en Buenos Aires (Buenos Aires: 
Eudeba, 2009), 99-104. 
495 Ibid., 235-237.  
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and Perito Moreno. The company also manages the new Autopista Illia, completed in 1996, and 

the highway extension at the southern end of Avenida 9 de Julio that connects to the southern 

partidos (see Images 32 and 33).496 Despite accusations that the highways served no legitimate 

purpose, many drivers currently make frequent use of them. At peak times cars pack the 

roadways and proceed at a snail’s pace, hardly the rapid transit that Guillermo Laura envisioned. 

The vast majority of visitors arriving at the international airport at Ezeiza enter the Capital 

Federal via Autopista 25 de Mayo. Many residents that live in the neighborhoods through which 

the highways run fondly remember when these elevated roads did not exist (see Image 34). 

However, the passage of more than three decades has caused some memories to fade and led to a 

generation simply accustomed to the structures’ presence. Not all spaces below the roads are 

well used, but plenty of people play pick-up games of soccer at the quasi-subterranean recreation 

centers. Convenience stores, supermarkets, and cafes operate below, and the famous San Telmo 

street fair stretches from Plaza Dorrego to Parque Lezama, passing beneath 25 de Mayo along 

the way.  

Another institution created during the military dictatorship survived. CEAMSE still 

manages the construction of sanitary landfills in the suburbs and operates the transfer stations. 

Current residents of Buenos Aires follow the garbage collection regulations imposed in 1977. 

Sunday through Friday, they place bagged refuse on the street in the evening when trucks begin 

moving through the city to gather it all. However, a new form of trash picking developed in 

recent years and its practitioners are called cartoneros. The cartoneros frequently come from the 

poorest suburbs. Using primarily carts, they sort through garbage to collect recyclable items and 

                                                
496 The path of Autopista Illia corresponds to the project path of the Autopista Costanera in the 1977 Urban 
Planning Code. A different concessionaire completed work on the highway, but in 2003, the municipal government 
rescinded the contract and turned over its management to AUSA. “El gobierno porteño rescindió el contrato de 
concesión del la Autopista Illia,” La Nación, February 25, 2003.  
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Images 32 and 33: Views of the urban highways. Above: Autopista 9 de Julio with the 
Constitución train station in the background. Photo by author. Below: The 
interchange between Autopistas 9 de Julio and 25 de Mayo. Photo by Rachel 
Wahlig. 
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Image 34: A plaque preserving the memory of what was lost. Residents of the Barracas 
neighborhood attest to the destructive force of the highways. The inscription 
reads, “To construct this highway, many houses were demolished, many 
families left the neighborhood, and a collective memory was broken.” Located 
under Autopista 9 de Julio at the intersection with Calle Suárez. Photo by 
author. 

deliver those materials to recycling centers. These people receive a little money for what they 

gather, which helps them support their families. While trash pickers never went away, the 

financial crisis in 2001 forced many unemployed individuals to take up such labor so that they 

could make ends meet. In 2003, the municipal government responded to this development by 

repealing the ordinance that Cacciatore had passed forbidding trash picking.497 In fact, the state 

has come to recognize cartoneros providing a public service. The local government has provided 

dedicated rail cars to cartoneros to make transportation from the suburbs to the Capital Federal 

                                                
497 “La ruta de la basura: recolección, transporte, y transferencia,” in La Gran Ciudad: planeamiento estratégico 
para la Región Metropolitana de Buenos Aires (Buenos Aires: Fundación Metropolitana, 2004), 38-9. 
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more easy.498 The green belt authority has thus slowly lost some of its monopoly over trash. 

CEAMSE has also had its legitimacy attacked by state officials and residents of Greater 

Buenos Aires. Environmental groups and citizens living near the sanitary landfills have 

denounced faulty disposal methods that have contaminated the local soil and water. Villa 

Domínico, one of original landfill parks south of the federal district, was closed in January of 

2004. Many people, including children, had become sick; tests showed that gases emitted 

contained dangerous carcinogens.499 Similar experiences with other sites has led residents to 

conclude that the amount of authority and autonomy granted to CEAMSE gave the institution the 

ability to disregard standards and act as it pleased. Provincial authorities have been hesitant to 

approve of new landfill projects because of pollution and health concerns, as well as 

dissatisfaction with the high tariffs for garbage collection and disposal that the organization 

charges.500 The CEAMSE that exists today does not seem to have the same agility and creativity 

that its first board of directors praised so long ago.  

 The land reclamation projects at Puerto Madero and Admiral Brown Park followed very 

different paths after the military relinquished power. The port expansion project became the site 

of an intense gentrification effort helmed primarily by a group of private investors, Corporación 

Antiguo Puerto Madero, S. A., in the 1990s.501 The result of their work is a newly recognized 

neighborhood characterized by the highest property values in the city; skyscrapers; renovated 

warehouses used as restaurants, bars, schools, offices, and lofts; and the landmark “Puente de la 

Mujer” bridge designed by the famous Spanish architect, Santiago Calatrava. Prior to this 
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transformation, the municipal government in 1986 declared the reclaimed land from the river to 

be an ecological reserve. It is now known as the Costanera Sur Ecological Reserve and is home 

to native species of flora and fauna (see Images 35 and 36). In the midst of this redeveloped area, 

vestiges of the Balneario remain at the entrance to the ecological park. However, unlike the 

bygone era in which people flocked to the Costanera to pass their leisure time, the ecological 

reserve does not see as many visitors. In fact, no public transportation connects the area to the 

rest of the city. One must walk or drive to enjoy this bit of artificial nature, making this 

substantial green space hardly an integrated part of the urban fabric.  

The legacy of Interama theme park venture and renovation of the Admiral Brown 

complex left a terrible scar. Cacciatore’s vision for a desirable southern destination never came 

to fruition. The municipality took control of the property after Interama failed to complete the 

project and until 2003, it tried to keep the theme park operating. Poor attendance and the need to 

renovate facilities forced the park to close. However, the Space Needle-like tower, which one 

can view while driving along Autopista 25 de Mayo, was recently reopened and gives visitors a 

panoramic view of Buenos Aires. The new zoo never was constructed and the older one remains 

in Palermo. The municipal government did sell some of the lands in Admiral Brown to mitigate 

its lost investment, and villeros slowly returned to the area in the years following the downfall of 

the military government. Current residents and officials still hold out hope for redeveloping the 

area and finally creating a useable green space in the forgotten southern barrios.  

 Regarding the villa situation, the population of shantytown residents hit an astounding 

low of 12,593 in 1983 after Cacciatore’s dedicated campaign to eradicate these settlements. That 

number slowly rose over the next two decades, reaching 107,805 in the Capital Federal by 2001 
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Image 35: A view of downtown Buenos Aires from the Ecological Reserve in Puerto Madero, 
2007. Photo by author.  

 
and 594,781 in Greater Buenos Aires.502 A large percentage of the villas have formed in the 

federal district in the area of Admiral Brown Park. Authorities still struggle with the issue of 

affordable housing, especially as the income gap grows throughout the nation. Given their 

locations, often far from the trendy and affluent neighborhoods of Palermo, Belgrano, Recoleta, 

and Centro, very few tourists and local residents ever come face-to-face with the poverty in 

which many of their fellow citizens live.  

 In the wake of the return to democracy in 1983, the men who fought over the 

transformation of Buenos Aires went their separate ways. Alberto Costantini finished his time as 
                                                
502 Lidia de la Torre, Buenos Aires: del conventillo a la villa miseria (Buenos Aires: Editorial de la Universidad 
Católica Argentina, 2008), 159; and María Cristina Cravino, Las villas de la ciudad: Mercados e informalidad 
urbana (Buenos Aires: Universidad Nacional de General Sarmiento, 2006), 41-45. 
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president of the CAI in 1989 and went on to serve as the director of the National Atomic Energy 

Commission. He seemed to welcome the opportunity to be involved in national development 

once again. García Vázquez became a member of the Permanent Assembly for Human Rights 

(APDH), an organization comprised of various political, social, academic, labor and religious 

representatives. The APDH came together during the Proceso period to monitor and document 

human rights abuses, and it continues to defend individuals’ rights to a safe, dignified life. His 

service with the Assembly echoed his concern for the collective well-being of citizens. 

Costantini passed away in 1992 and García Váquez in 1990.  

 Cacciatore and Laura tried to continue their involvement in government and the 

development of the nation’s infrastructure. Cacciatore had various business dealings after the 

return democracy. In the 1990s, he unsuccessfully ran for the national legislature three times. 

Brigadier Cacciatore passed away in 2007. Laura still believes in the basics of his projects, 

namely a dedication to highways as the solution to transportation needs. He published another 

book in 1999 detailing a plan for 10,000 kilometers of highways connecting the every part of 

Argentina. To pay for this extensive undertaking, the state would award concessions yet again, 

and a ten-centavo tax on every liter of gas sold would ultimately pay for the roads. Laura’s 

proposal followed the idea of “road pricing”: the state is not capable of building roads quickly 

and at a reasonable cost, so the government pays contractors per kilometer to complete the 

work.503 The former secretary of public works continues to push his plan for an expanded 

national highway system to this day.504 It is not surprising that given the growth in secondary 

cities in the later half of the century, Laura would turn his sights from local to national transit 

problems.  
                                                
503 Laura, 10,000 kilómetros, 11-12.  
504 Laura is head of his own foundation, Metas Siglo XXI, and has also started an effort to promote his national 
highway plan via www.autopistasinteligentes.org.  
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Image 36: The coastline of the Ecological Reserve in 2007. Notice the brick and mortar chunks, 
remnants of the buildings demolished for the highways. Photo by author. 
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Despite the flaws and shortcomings in the Proceso reforms, it is difficult to imagine the 

city without them now. Each project became a part of the urban fabric, regardless of its utility or 

aesthetics. Laura prefers to refer to The Prince, by Niccolo Machiaveli, in support of his and 

Cacciatore’s work: 

It ought to be remembered that there is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more 
perilous to conduct, or more uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in the 
introduction of a new order of things. Because the innovator has for enemies all those 
who have done well under the old conditions, and lukewarm defenders in those who may 
do well under the new. This coolness arises partly from fear of the opponents, who have 
the laws on their side, and partly from the incredulity of men, who do not readily believe 
in new things until they have had a long experience of them.505 

 

Laura believes firmly that the urban agenda made the capital a better place in which to live and 

that over time citizens will come to understand this.  

Despite the criticisms expressed between 1976 and 1983, Porteños currently express 

differing opinions regarding the projects. Those that live near the highways certainly do not 

appreciate the environmental conditions or the feeling of isolation from their neighbors on other 

side of the autopista. Residents of the Zona Norte who work in the Capital Federal express a 

desire for a highway linking their suburbs to the city center. That direct route would greatly 

reduce commuting times. Problems with contamination from the sanitary landfills have marred 

the image of the green belt, but the cessation of trash incinerators no doubt had a positive effect 

on air quality. Plenty of people make use of the recreation facilities under the highways. Many 

more willingly trek out the ecological reserve in the Puerto Madero extension and enjoy the quiet 

solitude near the river. Also, as generations become accustomed to the projects, the current 

memories associated with the reforms may in fact begin to evolve and leave negative 
                                                
505 Niccolò Machiavelli, The Prince (New York: Chartwell Book, Inc., 2009), 32-33. Quoted in an interview with 
Guillermo Laura, April 10, 2008. He also alludes to the content of this quote in his book, 10,000 kilómetros. Laura, 
10,000 kilómetros, 143-144.  
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connotations behind. The Proceso regime certainly made mistakes as it pursued this urban 

renewal, and the quality of the finished products remains debatable.  

******** 

A number of key themes stand out in this study and increase our understanding of the 

history of Buenos Aires and the military’s agenda from 1976 to 1982. First, space is absolutely 

the scarcest element in an environment as dense as that of the Capital Federal. Throughout the 

twentieth century, officials and professionals dedicated to urban development struggled with how 

best to distribute and organize the land that the city occupied. Only with a dedicated, sanctioned 

program could they hope to stymie chaotic expansion and restore balance. The various master 

plans of the twentieth century each contained proposals focused on the same reforms: additional 

parks, an expanded transportation network, greater access to basic services, and renovation of 

underused or derelict properties. Sometimes planners even went as far as to propose the 

reclamation of lands from the estuary, adding hundreds of hectares to the urban territory. 

Together, each of these ideas focused on how best to use the area within the city limits and to 

ensure that everyone living and working in the federal district had ample space to do so. Certain 

obstacles made this difficult. Lax enforcement meant that developers did not always abide by 

building or zoning regulations. Perhaps more detrimental was the fact that prior to the Proceso, 

the municipality never put any of the urban designs into action. Each remained a set of 

suggestions, nothing more.  

The theme of large-scale and small-scale reform builds on this concern for land usage. 

The first master plan, the 1925 Plan Estética, has been described as a collection of projects rather 

than an integrated solution for urban development.506 However, the addition of a single street or a 

                                                
506 Novick, “Planes versus proyectos.”  
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park would not have had a transformative effect that would ripple throughout the city. The 

designs that followed each had a more comprehensive structure, the completion of which 

necessitated a series of interrelated reforms. Specifically with the 1960 Plan Regulador, and 

Esquema 2000, the suggested projects stretched beyond the federal district and required officials 

to acknowledge the intertwined destinies of the Capital Federal and Greater Buenos Aires. To 

achieve balance between the two divisions required cooperation, which proved challenging. The 

entire metropolitan area contained approximately eleven million people by 1980. Coordinating 

this mass of people proved difficult. A number of autonomous governments administered various 

pieces and at different levels. The suburban, provincial, Capital Federal, and national 

governments had to come together in support of a single vision if changes were to happen to the 

entire region.  

These elements of space and scale come together in the examination of another theme, 

the structure of power in the Proceso regime. The military government via its representative, 

Brigadier Cacciatore, tackled urban problems as part of its broad agenda to reorganize the nation. 

Just as leftist guerrilla violence and fears of Marxist-communist infiltration pushed the armed 

forces to seize power in 1976, underdevelopment and social disorder required attention as well. 

The uncontrolled expansion of Buenos Aires became an especially pressing concern. Chaos in 

the capital would undermine its political and economic importance. A thoroughly modernized 

city with efficient transportation, clean streets, and more green space would help bring social 

stability and direct growth towards the aggrandizement of Argentina.  

To accomplish this renewal, Cacciatore enacted a series of sweeping reforms that 

affected or intended to affect every corner of the Capital Federal. The military mayor and his 

secretary of public works, Guillermo Laura, formulated a new urban planning code that 
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borrowed heavily from the unrealized designs of previous years and incorporated projects 

concocted by Laura. The absolute power of the regime allowed the two men to move swiftly and 

without significant interference. The dictatorship’s suspension of democratic practices and 

representative councils meant that the mayor could act unilaterally, and the fragmented, 

decentralized power structure of the regime granted him even more autonomy. Without the usual 

political obstacles, the men of the Proceso finally had the chance to realize the urban ideas that 

had been circulating for so long. In many ways, the reforms in Buenos Aires represented exactly 

what the armed forces wanted to do on the national level: identify problems, find corresponding 

solutions, and then quickly follow through with a dedicated plan.  

The involvement of private businesses and investment became a key component in this 

pursuit of a remade Buenos Aires. Aside from unresponsive administrations, lack of funding kept 

municipal leaders from enacting sweeping reforms and restricted their activity to small-scale 

designs. The economic policies of the Proceso regime opened up Argentina to foreign 

investment, which had been limited or prohibited by earlier governments. Cacciatore took 

advantage of the opening. Most of the reforms he initiated relied on granting concessions to 

private companies to complete the work. The mayor and his secretary of public works envisioned 

the system as a way to reduce the need for public monies and to bring in new technologies and 

expertise. As a result, a tight bond developed between the municipality and private business, but 

many citizens began to question that relationship especially in light of the perceived failures of 

the concessionaires.   

Many studies of the reforms focus on Cacciatore’s relentless pursuit of a “blank city,” 

one without any blemishes. This necessitated the removal of undesirable social groups, 

particularly those of limited means or inhabitants of the villas. While the lower classes did not 
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benefit greatly from the projects, this represents only one particular encounter between Porteños 

and the regime. The general population of Buenos Aires, predominantly middle-class, arguably 

did not see the promised improvements, nor did they fully comply with new regulations. The 

completed highways broke up neighborhoods, increased pollution, and did not necessarily 

improve automobile transportation in the Capital Federal. The redesigned trash collection system 

irked many people. Citizens argued that the trash concessionaire, MANLIBA, did not always 

complete its work, thus leaving garbage sitting on curbs or streets littered with refuse.  

In response to these shortcomings, residents initially used the letters section of local 

newspapers to express their dissatisfaction in lieu of more formal channels for criticism. In the 

case of the Ribera Norte plan, the people living in the Zona Norte built upon these earlier 

responses and created a more organized protest of the CEAMSE venture. This general dissent 

demonstrates the limits of repression and identifies a more nuanced civil-military relationship. 

Residents of Buenos Aires were not disappeared for being upset with the reforms, and evidence 

shows that Cacciatore and his officials even engaged in a dialogue with citizens. When military 

failed to provide effective governance, it still had to answer to the people. 

At the same time, a particular reaction to the reforms came from professions closely 

associated with city planning. Based upon their specialized training, architects and engineers 

rallied in response to the perceived failures and shortcomings of the military’s urban program. 

Beginning in the late-nineteenth century, both disciplines worked tirelessly to be involved in 

major public works and projects related to urban design. Each finally gained a privileged space 

in the decision-making process only to have that say taken away during the Proceso period.  

Since Cacciatore purposely excluded their professional organizations from the creation of 

his plan, the architects and engineers argued that many of the proposals would result in negative 
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outcomes. The groups drew from their knowledge and experiences; they pushed the mayor to 

consider the effects of his schemes more carefully. The municipal reforms did not strive for 

change on a regional level, nor did they fully consider how people lived and moved through the 

city. In addition, these experts questioned the wanton destruction of cultural and historical 

patrimony and the municipality’s willingness to favor private business and profits over local 

needs. These critiques cut to the heart of what it meant to be an architect or engineer. The former 

focused on the complexity and humanity of urban life, while the latter worked diligently to 

promote national development. In the end, both groups felt that the projects subverted their 

professional missions. Again, state terror held no sway as architects and engineers vocally 

protested the military’s reforms.  

By more deeply considering what it meant to “reorganize” Argentina, this study brings 

together two veins of inquiry: the continued urban evolution of Buenos Aires and concerns over 

effective governance. Years of violence and uncertainty pushed the armed forces in 1976 to seize 

control of the nation. Many people accepted or at least tolerated their presence as long as the 

political and economic situation improved. Just as the federal government tried to fix decades of 

detrimental policies and political polarization, its representatives at the municipal level also took 

on ineffective administration and stagnant development. However, when positive, beneficial 

change did not materialize in the capital, citizens began to question the unilateral decision-

making process, and they demanded that they have a say in the management of their city. 

Repression and state terror did not completely constrain people’s actions. As such, the Dirty War 

represented only one aspect of the Proceso agenda. Scholars must be willing to explore beyond 

that topic and create a more expansive understanding of the varied actions of the military regime 

and life during that period.  
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Apendix 

Acronyms 

 
AMBA 
 
AUSA 
 
CAI 
 
CEAMSE 
 
CIAM 
 
CMV 
 
CONADE 
 
CPU 
 
EPBA 
 
ERP 
 
FADU 
 
FONAVI 
 
GBA 
 
IFONA 
 
MCBA 
 
OPR  
 
SCA 
 
SETOP 
 
UBA 
 
UCR 
 

Area Metropolitana de Buenos Aires 
 
Auotpistas Urbanas, Sociedad Autonomía 
 
Centro Argentino de Ingenieros 
 
Cinturón Ecológico del Área Metropolitana, Sociedad del Estado 
 
Congrès internationaux d’architecture moderne 
 
Comissión Municipal de Vivienda 
 
Consejo Nacional de Desarrollo 
 
Código de Planeamiento Urbano 
 
Estudio del Plan Buenos Aires  
 
Ejercito Revolucionario del Pueblo 
 
Facultad de Arquitectura, Urbanismo y Diseño 
 
Fondo Nacional de Vivienda 
 
Gran Buenos Aires 
 
Instituto Forestal Nacional 
 
Municipalidad de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires 
 
Organización del Plan Regulador 
 
Sociedad Central de los Arquitectos 
 
Secretaría del Estado de Transportación y Obras Públicas 
 
Universidad de Buenos Aires 
 
Unión Cívica Radical 
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